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Introduction to the Workshop

The Linguistic Annotation Workshop (The LAW) is organised annually by the Association for
Computational Linguistics’ Special Interest Group for Annotation (ACL SIGANN). It provides a
forum to facilitate the exchange and propagation of research results concerned with the annotation,
manipulation, and exploitation of corpora; work towards harmonisation and interoperability from the
perspective of the increasingly large number of tools and frameworks for annotated language resources;
and work towards a consensus on all issues crucial to the advancement of the field of corpus annotation.
The series is now in its ninth year, with these proceedings including papers that were presented at LAW
IX, held in conjunction with the NAACL conference in Denver, Colorado, on June 5 2015.

This year’s LAW IX has received 35 submissions, out of which 18 have been accepted to be presented
at the workshop, either as a talk or as a poster. In addition to the papers, LAW IX also features a
panel dedicated to this year’s special theme, the Syntactic Annotation of Non-canonical Language. For
the panel, we invited researchers who have vast experience with the manual annotation of language
resources that can be described as "non-canonical", such as web data, learner language or non-standard
language varieties, and who are – at the same time – aware of the problems arising when using the
annotated data as training data for NLP tools or when trying to automatically predict syntactic analyses
for non-canonical, noisy data. Before the workshop, we presented the panellists with a number of
discussion points and asked them to write a short opinion piece addressing these issues. The resulting
contributions are part of these proceedings.

Our thanks go to SIGANN, our organising committee, for its continuing organisation of the LAW
workshops, and to the NAACL 2015 workshop chairs for their support. Also, we thank the NAACL
2015 publication chairs for their help with these proceedings. Most of all, we would like to thank all
the authors for submitting their papers to the workshop, and our program committee members for their
dedication and their thoughtful reviews.

Special Theme: Syntactic Annotation of Non-canonical Language

This year’s LAW especially invited contributions addressing the special theme Syntactic Annotation of
Non-canonical Language, and also features a panel dedicated to this topic. But what exactly does "non-
canonical" mean? In the literature, we find different definitions that vary depending on the background
and research interests of the respective research groups. Hirschmann et al. (2007), who focus on the
analysis of learner data, use "non-canonical" as follows.

"’Non-canonical’ [...] refers to structures that cannot be described or generated by a
given linguistic framework – canonicity can only be defined with respect to that framework.
A structure may be non-canonical because it is ungrammatical, or it may be non-canonical
because the given framework is not able to analyse it." (Hirschmann et al., 2007:1)

Dipper et al. (2013) use the term "(non)-standard" instead of "(non-)canonical" but emphasise that they
do not intend a normative, prescriptive reading but simply refer to "de facto standard language found in
newspaper texts". This definition, however, raises the follow-up question of what exactly is meant by
standard, as the criterium "appears in newswire" seems to be a bit vague. A possible interpretation of
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standard could be transcribed as everything that observes the (grammar) rules of the standard language
variety. This approach allows us to better operationalise which structures are included and which are
considered to be non-canonical. However, this definition is also not without problems. A minor problem
is caused by new constructions that are used by many speakers of the language community but still
considered to be ungrammatical by a large number of native speakers. But, and this is the more severe
problem, how do we handle languages where we have more than one standard (e.g. British/North
American/Australian/... Standard English) or where no standard exists at all? The latter is especially
relevant for oral languages that have no script. Furthermore, the notion of a standard is often used to
refer to the most prestigious variety of a language. As a result, language attitude also comes into play,
making it even harder to arrive at an objective definition of what standard means.

While these topics have mostly been discussed in the theoretical linguistics literature in the areas of
socio-linguistics or dialectology, other terms used to refer to non-canonical language in NLP include
low-resourced languages and noisy data. The term "low-resourced languages" simply refers to any
language for which no or only small-scale language resources exist. This means that, with respect
to the definition given above, low-resourced languages can, but do not necessarily have to be non-
canonical. We are not aware of any clear-cut definition for the term "noisy data". Usually, noisy data
refers to text that contains spelling errors, abbreviations, non-standard words, missing punctuations,
missing case information, and phenomena typical for spoken language, such as disfluencies or fillers.
The term "noisy" does not distinguish between ’real’ noise which was inserted unintentionally in the
data (such as spelling errors, OCR errors etc.) and language features that fulfil a certain function and
thus are part of the language system (but are, admittedly, challenging for NLP systems). An example
are fillers which are often used as strategic devices for turn-taking and also fulfill pragmatic functions
in the discourse. We would prefer to think of the latter as non-canonical (with regard to the rules of the
standard variety) instead of noise.

Having shed some light on what we mean by non-canonical language, we now briefly discuss why
we think this to be a relevant topic for a panel. When the first linguistically annotated corpora were
built, research mostly focussed on written text from the newspaper domain. Meanwhile, also other
corpora are available, including spoken language, learner data, or historical texts. The advent of Digital
Humanities has further advanced this trend, and many projects exist that work with data from domains
other than newspaper. Especially data from the social media has attracted lots of attention, and many
new corpus projects are now under way. The new projects follow different approaches, some using
existing annotation schemes as they are, others extend and adapt existing schemes to the particularities
of their data, and others again invent their own scheme for annotation. Concerning the granularity of
the annotations, we can also find a huge range of detail. Some use rather coarse-grained label sets while
others aim at very fine-grained distinctions.

This again brings us to the question of the reliability of the annotations. There have been discussions
of whether it is worthwhile employing expert annotators, given the time requirements and high costs,
or whether one could achieve similar results with untrained annotators. Also, and this has been in the
focus of last year’s LAW: "The good, the bad, and the perfect: How good does annotation need to be?"
The answer to this question is closely related to the next one: What type of annotators do we need? Is
crowdsourcing reliable enough, and can it be employed efficiently for treebanking?

We think that future work on the linguistic aspects of non-canonical language as well as on processing
it will benefit from a discussion on best practices for the syntactic annotation of non-standard language.
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As panellists, we invited Ann Bies (LDC), Aoife Cahill (ETS), Barbara Plank (CST, University of
Copenhagen) and Nathan Schneider (ILCC, University of Edinburgh), and presented them with the
discussion points below.

• What are the factors that lead to the adoption of a totally new annotation scheme rather than using
an existing annotation scheme?

• How do you decide on the granularity of the distinctions you choose to annotate? Give examples.

• For building new resources for NCLs, is it still worthwhile to invest a huge amount of time and
human labour for manual annotation, considering that the annotators spend most of their time
making arbitrary decisions, and that the aim of building ’high-quality resources’ for NCLs might
not be realistic?

• On a related note, what are the considerations when choosing the level of expertise of the
annotators? When is crowd sourcing appropriate? When do we need linguistic experts?

• Can the concept of "gold annotations" be applied to non-canonical languages where the inherent
ambiguity in the data makes it hard to decide on the "ground truth" of an utterance?

The resulting papers are part of the proceedings. We would like to thank the panellists for their insightful
contributions and hope that this will foster future discussions on that matter.

Adam Meyers, Ines Rehbein and Heike Zinsmeister, program co-chairs
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Abstract

Large-scale data resources needed for
progress toward natural language under-
standing are not yet widely available and
typically require considerable expense and
expertise to create. This paper addresses the
problem of developing scalable approaches
to annotating semantic frames and explores
the viability of crowdsourcing for the task
of frame disambiguation. We present a
novel supervised crowdsourcing paradigm
that incorporates insights from human com-
putation research designed to accommodate
the relative complexity of the task, such as
exemplars and real-time feedback. We show
that non-experts can be trained to perform
accurate frame disambiguation, and can even
identify errors in gold data used as the training
exemplars. Results demonstrate the efficacy
of this paradigm for semantic annotation
requiring an intermediate level of expertise.

1 The semantic bottleneck

Behind every great success in speech and language
lies a great corpus—or at least a very large one. Ad-
vances in speech recognition, machine translation
and syntactic parsing can be traced to the availabil-
ity of large-scale annotated resources (Wall Street
Journal, Europarl and Penn Treebank, respectively)
providing crucial supervised input to statistically
learned models.

Semantically annotated resources have been com-
paratively harder to come by: representing meaning
poses myriad philosophical, theoretical and practi-
cal challenges, particularly for general purpose re-

sources that can be applied to diverse domains. If
these challenges can be addressed, however, seman-
tic resources hold significant potential for fueling
progress beyond shallow syntax and toward deeper
language understanding.

This paper explores the feasibility of developing
scalable methodologies for semantic annotation, in-
spired by three strands of work.

First, frame semantics, and its instantiation in the
Berkeley FrameNet project (Fillmore and Baker,
2010), offers a principled approach to represent-
ing meaning. FrameNet is a lexicographic resource
that captures syntactic and semantic generalizations
that go beyond surface form and part of speech,
famously including the relationships among words
like buy, sell, purchase and price. These rich struc-
tural relations provide an attractive foundation for
work in deeper natural language understanding and
inference, as attested by the breadth of applications
at the Workshop in Honor of Chuck Fillmore at ACL
2014 (Petruck and de Melo, 2014). But FrameNet
was not designed to support scalable language tech-
nologies; indeed, it is perhaps a paradigm example
of a hand-curated knowledge resource, one that has
required significant expertise, training, time and ex-
pense to create and that remains under development.

Second, the task of automatic semantic role la-
beling (ASRL) (Gildea and Jurafsky, 2002) serves
as an applied counterpart to the ideas of frame se-
mantics. Recent progress has demonstrated the vi-
ability of training automated models using frame-
annotated data (Das et al., 2013; Das et al., 2010;
Johansson and Nugues, 2006). Results based on
FrameNet data have been limited by its incomplete
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lexical coverage (since the project is ongoing) as
well as the relatively limited amount of annotated
data. More impressive results have been based on
PropBank (Palmer et al., 2005), a semantic resource
whose frames are more lexically specific than those
of FrameNet. PropBank frames are generally more
tightly linked to surface syntax (and thus afford less
generalization across words), but are relatively sim-
pler to define and annotate, as reflected by its greater
coverage and amount of annotated data. It seems
natural to investigate whether a comparable amount
of FrameNet data would yield equally good perfor-
mance (along with the further benefits of frame-level
generalizations).

Third, a handful of studies from the relatively new
field of human computation suggest that some as-
pects of frame annotation may be amenable to non-
expert curation, such as made possible by crowd-
sourcing platforms like Amazon Mechanical Turk
(AMT) (Hong and Baker, 2011; Fossati et al., 2013).
These findings are not altogether surprising: frame
semantics purports to capture generalizations that
depend on everyday, non-specialist language use.
Frame annotation should therefore not require the
same level of training as, for example, syntactic
annotation. On the other hand, while competent
speakers of a language are assumed to make im-
plicit use of frame-like structures—i.e., understand-
ing who did what to whom and other kinds of re-
lationships implied by a specific expression—they
do not explicitly annotate semantic information as
a natural part of everyday language use. Thus, un-
like translation—which (some) humans do rather
naturally—frame annotation is unlikely to occur in
the wild, and will likely require more instruction
than a typical AMT task.

These three strands together suggest that frame
semantics is a promising option for meaning rep-
resentation; that larger-scale frame-annotated data
could drive ASRL models; and that the task of
frame annotation may be amenable to crowdsourc-
ing methods. We take these strands as a starting
point for exploring how richer human computation
frameworks can support scalable frame annotation,
focusing in this paper on one part of frame annota-
tion (the frame disambiguation task).

In the remainder of the paper, we first describe rel-
evant previous work in more detail (Section 2). We

then introduce a novel supervised crowdsourcing
framework that adapts previous work by introducing
multiple kinds of feedback and supervision (Section
3) and describe experiments using this framework
to crowdsource frame disambiguation (Section 4).
Finally, we discuss results and future avenues sug-
gested by this research (Section 5), in particular the
possibility that non-experts can be efficiently and ef-
fectively trained to perform tasks requiring an inter-
mediate level of expertise.

2 Background

In this section we briefly describe the target rep-
resentation of semantic frames, the FrameNet re-
source, the frame disambiguation annotation task,
and some relevant past human computation efforts.

2.1 Frame semantics

A semantic frame (or simply frame), as developed
by the late Charles J. Fillmore (Fillmore, 1976; Fill-
more, 1982), is a conceptual gestalt that represents
a generalization over similar scenes—typically cor-
responding to events, relations, states, or entities.
Frames are structured around a set of semantic roles,
also called frame elements (FEs), corresponding to
participants in the scene.

The key theoretical insight of frame semantics
is that the meanings of most words (and other con-
structions) can be understood in relation to the se-
mantic frames they evoke. The much-discussed
Commercial Transaction frame, for example, has
FEs for the Buyer, Seller, Goods and Money; and
it is associated with a set of words, or lexical units
(LUs), that profile (or highlight) different FEs or
sets of FEs (e.g., the verb buy is typically expressed
along with the Buyer and the Goods FEs, while the
noun price is mainly associated with the Money).

Frames vary considerably in complexity and level
of granularity. Moreover, individual lemmas (or
words) might be associated with multiple frames.
For example, the lemma like (as a preposition and
verb, respectively) is associated with two frames:

• Similarity: Skiing is LIKE windsurfing.
• Experiencer focus: I LIKE looking in windows.

The same lemma with the same part of speech can
also be ambiguous, as in the case of century:
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• Measure duration: CENTURIES of farming
have shaped our countryside.

• Calendric unit: By the 13th CENTURY. . . .

For simplicity, the examples above do not show
the FEs defined for each frame and how they re-
late to different parts of the text, but a fully frame-
annotated sentence would include that information.

2.2 FrameNet and frame disambiguation
FrameNet is a lexical resource for English based on
frame semantics, in development since 1997 (Fill-
more and Baker, 2010; Ruppenhofer et al., 2006).
It includes nearly 1,200 frame definitions; 200,000
manually annotated examples; and about 13,000
LUs linked to specific frames.

The frame annotation process traditionally em-
ployed by Berkeley FrameNet combines frame cre-
ation with lexicographic frame annotation, where
annotators select sentences from a corpus containing
a lemma illustrating a frame. A separate full-text
frame annotation process attempts to annotate all
frames evoked by a sentence.

For either style of frame annotation, one must de-
cide whether a lemma used in a given sentence is
an instance of a particular frame, or more generally
decide which of several candidate frames it evokes.
Since the FrameNet project is ongoing (i.e., many
frames have not yet been defined), the evoked frame
may not even be among the known candidate frames.
We call this task frame disambiguation (FD), cor-
responding roughly to word sense disambiguation.

FD is only the first step toward complete frame
semantic annotation. The second is frame element
annotation (FEA), the assignment of FEs to words
in the sentence. The output of FEA corresponds to
that of ASRL systems like those mentioned above;
these systems often make precisely the same divi-
sion of labor among FD and FEA phases (Das et al.,
2013).

2.3 Insights from human computation
Human computation, in particular the use of large
numbers of non-expert judgments to complement
or substitute for expert judgments, has been well-
established for many types of data collection, both
commercial and scientific. Several crowdsourcing
experiments have explored frame disambiguation
and related tasks.

2.3.1 Crowdsourcing for frame disambiguation
The most relevant precursor of the current work

is a series of experiments on crowdsourcing frame
annotation, in particular the frame disambiguation
task, using Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT), re-
ported at LAW V (Hong and Baker, 2011).

The target sentences consisted of unannotated
sentences from the FrameNet database, plus a few
annotated sentences for measuring annotator accu-
racy. Several task designs were tried:

• frame choice: Workers choose from a list of
candidate frames, plus ”None of the above”.

• simplified frame names: as above, but with
FrameNet terms rewritten for non-experts.

• frame sorting, with randomly chosen gold
exemplars: Workers see a list of sentences
and “piles” corresponding to candidate frames,
each with a starter gold exemplar. They sort
sentences into the appropriate frame pile (and
freely recategorize sentences if desired).

Several experiments were run with the last design,
varying the qualifications of the workers and the pay
rate, over words with varying degrees of ambiguity.

The results showed that AMT workers could per-
form the FD task fairly well, that accuracy varied
across lemmas (and did not depend only on the num-
ber of candidate frames per lemma), and that in
a few cases, workers strongly (and correctly) dis-
agreed with gold data. These studies suggest that
crowdsourcing for FD is feasible at least on a small
scale (about 6 lemmas with a maximum of 5 candi-
date frames per lemma). The current study adopts
and extends many components of that framework to
support larger-scale validation of the approach.

2.3.2 Crowdsourcing for WSD
Despite the optimism expressed in Snow et al.

(2008) (which included a limited WSD task) and the
2010 Workshop on Creating Speech and Language
Data with Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (Callison-
Burch and Dredze, 2010), relatively few large-scale
studies have investigated crowdsourcing for WSD.
An important exception is Kapelner et al. (2012),
who paid workers to disambiguate 1,000 instances
of 89 ambiguous lemmas using the OntoNotes
senses (Pradhan et al., 2007), which are relatively
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coarse. They found that (1) rephrasing the sense def-
inition improved accuracy, (2) more frequent words
were resolved less accurately, and (3) annotators
who spent more time per item were less accurate.
They also found that all the workers were roughly
equal in ability, and those who answered more items
did not get more accurate, i.e. there was no measur-
able practice effect, contrary to the findings of Chen
and Dolan (2011), who paid more for better work
and tried to retain the more accurate workers.

2.4 Other crowdsourcing for semantics

Few precedents exist for crowdsourcing complex se-
mantic tasks. Bernstein et al. (2010) describe Soy-
lent, a word processor that uses workers on AMT to
help writers improve their text. They used a find-fix-
verify pattern to iteratively evaluate and refine the
quality of tasks like text paraphrasing and summa-
rizing. DuoLingo (von Ahn, 2013) turns translation
into an educational game, and translates web content
using its language learners.

Freebase is a large human curated collaborative
knowledge base (Bollacker et al., 2008) of struc-
tured data. The schema for Freebase includes types
and relationships that are human curated and val-
idated via large scale crowdsourcing (Kochhar et
al., 2010). A key methodological finding from this
work was to focus on reproducibility as a key crite-
ria when collecting semantic judgments from human
annotators (Paritosh, 2012).

3 Supervised crowdsourcing

The findings discussed above provided promising
ways of accommodating some challenges of the FD
task. Our goals in extending the FD crowdsourcing
framework were twofold: (1) adapt previous efforts
to accommodate larger-scale annotation; and (2)
incorporate multiple kinds of supervision, broadly
construed. We discuss each of these below.

3.1 Scaling up frame disambiguation

We adopted the basic frame-sorting paradigm of
Hong and Baker (2011), organizing tasks around
specific lemmas. In each task, a set of sentences
(each including the target lemma) was presented
along with a set of candidate frames (each known
to be associated with the target lemma).

Several challenges arose in expanding from these
small-scale experiments to less constrained condi-
tions: The 32 lemmas used for our pilot study typ-
ically had 3-4 candidate frames but in some cases
as many as 10, necessitating an interface that could
flexibly accommodate the need for detailed frame
definitions within a limited space—while trying to
avoid sensory overload that would likely detract
from performance. Figure 1 shows a screenshot of
the task user interface.

Another problem came from the need to adapt a
resource designed for experts for use in a non-expert
context. The prose used in FrameNet frame defi-
nitions varies considerably in the degree of techni-
cal jargon employed—perhaps as much as annota-
tors varied in their appreciation or effective use of
those definitions. Hong and Baker (2011) found im-
proved performance with replacing just the frame
name with a more easily interpretable title.

Given the impracticality of abridging the frame
definitions for each task, we chose to show them
unchanged, but to also provide more example uses
and related words for each frame to de-emphasize
the technical definitions. (We also explicitly warned
annotators about the technical jargon and directed
them to focus on example uses.)

Finally, we anticipated that a broader range of
lemmas would make the task more difficult in var-
ious ways. The potential for more candidate frames
per lemma raises the chance of ambiguity and simi-
larity among frames. It also seemed likely that there
might be cases that fit none of the presented candi-
date frames for a lemma, either because the appro-
priate frame had not yet been created or because the
lemma in question had not yet associated with that
frame. We thus included extra choices correspond-
ing to these failure modes (”None of the above” and
”I can’t decide”), as well as a way for workers to in-
dicate uncertainty or provide additional comments.

As a general principle we also tried to design the
simplest interface and instruction materials possi-
ble given the nature of the task and the other con-
straints above. The final guidelines, defining seman-
tic frames for non-experts and introducing them to
the task and UI, are 4 pages—longer than a typical
crowdsourcing task, but much shorter than materials
for expert annotation. These focus on mechanical
aspects of the UI and keep terminology and defini-
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Figure 1: Frame identification task interface for the lemma century. Candidate frames (here, Measure duration and
Calendric unit) are shown on the left, each featuring typical examples of usage with the target lemma. The frame
definition (not shown in figure) as well as other related words are also available. The examples to be classified are on
the right side of the screen.

tions to a minimum.

3.2 Incorporating supervision

In moving to the middle ground of task complexity,
we made two broad assumptions that informed how
supervision could be introduced.

First, we assumed that the task was complex
enough to need some training time, and that anno-
tators with practice and experience would perform
better. We thus required a crowdsourcing platform
that would allow us to main a relatively stable anno-
tator pool. In contrast to crowdsourcing platforms
based on an open marketplace—where anyone is
potentially eligible for any task, and no continuity
across tasks or workers is guaranteed—we made use
of a platform that tracks individual annotators’ his-
tory and allows some form of communication be-
tween task designers and annotators.

This interactive potential of our platform was cru-
cial to our iterative design process: at every stage we
were able to conduct small pilot studies that yielded
useful qualitative feedback. More broadly, the fact
that the same annotators would be working on multi-
ple tasks allowed us to expect and plan for improved
performance over exposure to the task—which in
turn made it more worthwhile (for both the design-

ers of the task and the annotators) to invest in some
amount of training.

Second, we assumed that some gold data would
be available for our task. (In our case, it was easy to
draw this from the available FrameNet data.) Gold
data allows us to follow both conventional wisdom
(that people learn best by example) and common
practice in (supervised) machine learning of pro-
viding explicit training examples of the task being
learned. (We have relaxed this assumption in subse-
quent experiments.)

We use gold data in both exemplar and real-time
feedback form. We lead by (and with) example, by
prominently featuring several sentences illustrating
each candidate frame. The task UI also allows a
mode in which annotators are given explicit positive
or negative feedback (in the form of happy or sad
faces) indicating whether their frame choice matches
the gold data; annotators are allowed to change their
frame selection as many times as they would like to.
Crucially, we discovered (as in previous work) that
gold data occasionally included mistakes, or was po-
tentially ambiguous or uncertain. We thus included
explicit means for annotators to indicate disagree-
ment with the apparent gold data (as shown in Figure
3.2), an option that turned out to be quite useful.
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Figure 2: Close-up of task UI used with feedback. Green
smiling and red frowning icons indicate correctness of an
annotator’s selection with respect to the correct (gold) an-
swer, but annotators are allowed to indicate disagreement
with the feedback.

4 Frame disambiguation experiment

To investigate how frame disambiguation can be ac-
complished at scale and with feedback, we used the
frame-sorting design and UI described above in sev-
eral annotation experiments. Below we describe
the basic experimental set-up and methodology, fol-
lowed by our evaluation metrics and results.

4.1 Methodology

We chose lemmas from existing gold examples from
FrameNet’s full-text annotations, further restricting
ourselves to examples from the American National
Corpus. We chose 32 target lemmas (occurring in a
total of 881 sentences) which satisfy the following
conditions:

• At least 15 occurrences in the corpus.
• More than 1 candidate frame for each lemma.

The actual number of candidate frames per
lemma ranged from 2 to 10 (average 3-4).

• At least 3 examples of the lemma’s use in each
candidate frame.

The first restriction above (15+ occurrences) was
made purely to create tasks of a reasonable size
for evaluation; tasks with significantly fewer occur-
rences have been run with no effect on results.

The second restriction was intended to fo-
cus the task on disambiguation among multiple
frames rather than simply validation of a single
frame (though other experiments included validation
cases). Note that of the current 10K lemmas in
FrameNet, 1900 (19%) are polysemous (i.e., asso-
ciated with more than one frame). These lemmas
are thus relatively more ambiguous than the average
lemma in FrameNet.

The final restriction, on the number of exemplars
available to be shown for the task, was made to facil-
itate the testing of the feedback condition. Note that
more general versions of the task could be run with
fewer (or even no) exemplars, or expert annotators
could supply those needed.

4.1.1 Experimental design
We used a 2x2 within-subjects factorial design.

The lemmas were randomly split into two equal
batches (n=16): No Feedback and Feedback. In
the Feedback condition, the annotators received real-
time positive or negative feedback in response to
their sorting actions, based on whether their action
matched the gold answer, while no such feedback
was provided for lemmas in the other condition.
Each annotator performed the task for each lemma,
and each lemma was presented with the same type
of feedback to all annotators. Each lemma was pre-
sented to at least 7 annotators. In both conditions,
the annotators were allowed to undo and change
their sorting, and every annotator action was logged.

The annotators were randomly allocated to two
equal-sized groups: Group 1 and Group 2. Anno-
tators from Group 1 were presented the Feedback
batch of exemplars before the No Feedback batch;
and annotators from Group 2 were presented No
Feedback before the Feedback batch. This gives us
fully counterbalanced, within-subjects data for com-
parison of performance across conditions.

4.2 Analysis

We focused our analyses on how accuracy—that is,
correctness with respect to gold data—varied based
on two factors:

Feedback. This is the main dimension we var-
ied across experimental conditions. We compare
the difference in performance acrosss Feedback and
No Feedback conditions. We further distinguish the
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Feedback condition into two subcategories: Since
the task UI allowed annotators to change their selec-
tion (potentially in response to gold feedback), we
were able to record each frame choice and thus track
how well annotators in the Feedback condition per-
formed on their first choice for a given item (which
we call the Pre Feedback condition), as well as what
they eventually settled upon (which we call the Post
Feedback condition).

Number of annotators. We also compared accu-
racy across different numbers of annotators, ranging
from 1 to 7 annotators.

We measured accuracy of the chosen frame
against the gold-annotated frame. Our resolution
policy was to require a threshold of 75% inter-rater
agreement as the minimum for which a resolved an-
swer would be considered usable.

4.3 Results
Figure 3 shows the mean accuracy for the three pos-
sible feedback conditions, and Figure 4 shows preci-
sion results for different numbers of annotators per
lemma (n=1 to 7).

Figure 3: Mean annotator accuracy across three experi-
mental conditions: (1) No Feedback, for annotators who
received no feedback. (2) Pre-Feedback, the accuracy
of annotators’ first response prior to receiving feedback
based on gold data. (3) Post-Feedback, the accuracy
of annotators’ final response after receiving feedback,
and after any number of revisions. Note that the Post-
Feedback accuracy is significantly less than 1.0, showing
that annotators have developed strong enough opinions to
disagree while learning via the same gold data.

Figures 5 and 6 show individual annotator re-

sponses for two lemmas, like and century. These
were both typical in exhibiting a fairly clean division
of responses between the candidate frames: i.e., the
usages were straightforward to disambiguate. The
latter example also includes a panel displaying in-
dividual responses, including annotator’s disagree-
ment with feedback and frame selection history.

Figure 5: Results for the lemma like. The nodes in the top
row correspond to candidate frames (Experiencer focus
and Similarity) and three problem conditions(”I can’t De-
cide”, ”None of the above”, and an unmarked ”Other”).
The nodes in the bottom row correspond to classified
sentences; lines between nodes in the top and bottom
rows represent annotator choices, with thicker lines cor-
responding to more annotators making that choice. This
situation was typical: most sentences had a strong major-
ity for one of the two expected frames, with a few outliers
expressing indecision or otherwise disagreeing with the
crowd. The red line highlights the results for the single
sentence shown below.

We discuss our findings below: Findings 1-3 con-
cerning the effect of feedback, and Finding 4 con-
cerning the effect of number of annotators.

Finding 1. Feedback improves annotator ac-
curacy. Unsurprisingly, we found that feedback
improved accuracy: the mean annotator accuracy
in the No Feedback condition was 0.78, Pre Feed-
back condition was 0.81, and Post Feedback con-
dition was 0.92. All differences are significant (p
< 0.0001). Figure 3 shows the differences between
means across the three conditions. In addition, feed-
back decreased variance in annotator behavior sig-
nificantly, i.e., the annotators had converged to more
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Figure 4: Accuracy of resolutions by number of annotators, in the No Feedback (left) and Feedback (right) conditions.
Box and whisker plots show median (marked by a heavy bar) and variance (indicated by box size) of accuracy across all
lemmas. The resolutions are computed by combining independent answers from multiple annotators using a plurality
threshold of 0.75.

Figure 6: Results for a task with lemma century. The
responses for individual annotators (names masked) are
displayed below, showing that many explicitly disagreed
with the gold feedback (some providing additional justifi-
cation). Note that the history of choices made is shown in
one case, also suggesting some uncertainty. This exam-
ple was one of several that further investigation revealed
to be an error in the gold data.

reliable performance. Figure 4 shows two box and
whiskers plots of resolution accuracy by number of
annotators. There is much wider variance in annota-
tor behavior in the No Feedback condition, as indi-
cated by longer boxes and whiskers.

Finding 2. Feedback works even with imper-

fect gold data, and can be reliably used to cor-
rect it. Our crowdsourced resolutions were signif-
icantly better than the gold data that was used to
train the annotators. In all conditions, annotators
were allowed to change their responses; thus, those
in the feedback conditions could in theory have per-
formed at 100% accuracy by adhering strictly to the
feedback. We were surprised to find, however, that
the average accuracy even with feedback was less
than perfect—an indication that annotators some-
times chose not to adhere to gold data. We were
aware that there might be some errors in the gold
data, and allowed and encouraged the annotators to
disagree with the feedback.

To investigate cases in which the annotators re-
liably disagreed with the gold, we asked experts to
manually validate gold data for sentences with a re-
solved answer from the crowd, which was 385 sen-
tences (87.10%). (Recall that we required agreement
of 0.75 to be considered resolved.)

Table 1 shows the proportions of validated accu-
racy of resolved judgments. We found that in most
cases (93.77%), the crowd (correctly) agreed with
gold. But in some cases (4.94%), the crowd dis-
agreed with gold that turned out to be incorrect. In
other words, the crowd was nearly always vindi-
cated when they strongly agreed that the gold was
incorrect—and they were overall correct 98.70% of
the time.
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number percent
Correct resolution, valid gold 361 93.77
Correct resolution, invalid gold 19 4.94
Incorrect resolution, valid gold 2 0.52
Incorrect resolution, invalid gold 3 0.78

Table 1: Accuracy of resolved judgments (total 385)
based on validated gold data. The top two lines reflect all
cases in which the crowd was correct, either in agreement
or disagreement with gold data. The bottom two lines re-
flect very rare cases of incorrect crowd resolutions.

This finding suggests that a richer framework can
support crowdsourced semantic annotations even
with imperfect data; even better, reliable crowd-
sourced signals might be an effective avenue to the
discovery and correction of imperfect gold data.

Finding 3. Even first responses improve with
feedback. Figure 3 shows that the Pre Feedback
condition was significantly better than the No Feed-
back condition: that is, there seemed to be a boost to
performance even on annotator’s first guesses (be-
fore receiving any feedback). This result suggests
that feedback may have had effects that spread be-
yond the current item, such that subsequent items
were learned faster. One possible explanation for
this apparent learning based on prior feedback is that
there may be increased attention due to the expec-
tation of feedback, such that the annotator homed
in more quickly on the correct concept. These hy-
potheses need further examination.

Finding 4. More annotators produce better
results. Unsurprisingly, more is better: resolution
accuracy increases with the number of annotators
in all conditions. The mean resolution accuracy is
higher in the Feedback condition, which is as ex-
pected since per-annotator accuracy is higher in that
condition. In fact, performance was fairly high (in
both conditions) with as few as three annotators,
but variance in resolution accuracy was significantly
lower in the Feedback condition, further establishing
the effectiveness of feedback. This difference is im-
portant, since both mean and variance affect crowd-
sourcing cost in terms of redundancy required.

5 Discussion and future directions

Our challenge was to devise effective and scalable
ways of training annotators to perform the relatively

complex task of frame disambiguation. In this paper
we have leveraged insights about human learning,
in particular the value of exemplars and feedback
(early, often and even imperfect), to create a novel
crowdsourcing approach suitable for more complex
tasks. A key feature of this approach is that it em-
phasizes examples over explicit instructions, tapping
into the cognitive capacity to learn deeply from a
limited amount of data. It further exploits supervi-
sion, particularly in the form of real-time feedback.

We demonstrated that real-time feedback can sub-
stantially increase mean annotator accuracy and dra-
matically increase inter-annotator agreement. Our
experiments also showed the surprising result that
even feedback based on imperfect gold data is effec-
tive for training annotators—and that they can learn
to produce resolutions of higher accuracy than the
gold data they trained on. This suggests that we can
train annotators with tarnished gold, and as part of
that process even improve the gold data.

Besides being valuable in its own right as a ver-
sion of word sense disambiguation, this task is also
a small step on the road to full frame semantic anno-
tation. We are currently piloting the task for the next
step toward full frame annotation (frame element an-
notation), applying the same principles of feedback
and supervision.

More generally, the supervised crowdsourcing
paradigm developed here explores a useful middle
ground of expertise, one we believe to be suitable
for many semantic annotation tasks too complex for
standard transient crowdsourcing. An effective way
of producing such data on a large scale using faster,
less expensive methods has great potential for eas-
ing the semantic bottleneck and facilitating progress
toward richer natural language understanding.
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Abstract

Return-on-Investment (ROI) is a cost-
conscious approach to active learning (AL)
that considers both estimates of cost and
of benefit in active sample selection. We
investigate the theoretical conditions for
successful cost-conscious AL using ROI by
examining the conditions under which ROI
would optimize the area under the cost/benefit
curve. We then empirically measure the
degree to which optimality is jeopardized in
practice when the conditions are violated.
The reported experiments involve an English
part-of-speech annotation task. Our results
show that ROI can indeed successfully reduce
total annotation costs and should be consid-
ered as a viable option for machine-assisted
annotation. On the basis of our experiments,
we make recommendations for benefit esti-
mators to be employed in ROI. In particular,
we find that the more linearly related a benefit
estimate is to the true benefit, the better the
estimate performs when paired in ROI with
an imperfect cost estimate. Lastly, we apply
our analysis to help explain the mixed results
of previous work on these questions.

1 Introduction

In active learning (AL), a sample selection algorithm
sequentially chooses instances, or “samples,” to be
labeled/annotated by an oracle. Each annotated in-
stance results in a measurable benefit, such as an in-
crease in model accuracy, and incurs a specific cost,
such as the time needed to obtain the label. Unfor-
tunately some AL research has ignored the fact that

instances have varying costs. Decision-theoretic ap-
proaches (e.g., Liang et al., 2009) can incorporate
per-instance cost but typically ignore it during ex-
perimentation, due in part to the difficulty of sub-
tracting cost from benefit when they are measured in
different units (Donmez and Carbonell, 2008; Haer-
tel et al., 2008). Return-on-investment (ROI) is a
cost-conscious technique that avoids this require-
ment by selecting the instance x∗ having maximum
net benefit per unit cost, i.e.,

x∗ = argmax
x

bene f it(x)− cost(x)
cost(x)

. (1)

This approach to AL was independently proposed by
Donmez and Carbonell (2008), Haertel et al. (2008),
and Settles et al. (2008); in addition, Tomanek and
Hahn (2010) evaluated the effectiveness of ROI. Un-
fortunately, the published results regarding the use-
fulness of ROI are mixed. In addition, despite its
intuitive appeal as a practical cost-conscious algo-
rithm, there has been little theoretical justification
for the ROI approach to AL.

The purpose of this paper is to provide an initial
theoretical analysis of ROI that, in turn, allows us
to identify the conditions needed for the successful
application of ROI in a practical environment. We
also empirically assess the degree to which violated
conditions affect the overall performance of ROI and
shed some light on the previously published results.
The paper is organized as follows: related work is
presented in Section 2. Section 3 examines the con-
ditions under which ROI would be optimal. Sec-
tion 4 discusses the experimental methodology. Sec-
tion 5 experimentally assesses the extent to which
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the conditions hold in practice – but outside the con-
text of AL – while Section 5 explores the overall
effect on AL. Finally, Section 6 presents our conclu-
sions.

2 Related Work

The essence of active learning is to select the next
“best” instance to be annotated. Naturally, the ques-
tion arises: which sample selection function is op-
timal? Cohn et al. (1996) derive a solution for se-
lecting the instance that minimizes model variance.
A related class of solutions based on optimal ex-
perimental design uses Fisher information to select
the optimal instance (Zhang and Oles, 2000). How-
ever, these approaches fail to account for problems
in which instances are not equally costly to annotate.

Decision theory offers an elegant framework for
(greedily) selecting the next best instance based on
the utility of the instance and considering variable
query costs. Some examples include Liang et al.
(2009), Anderson and Moore (2005), Margineantu
(2005), and Kapoor et al. (2007). In this frame-
work, the optimal instance is the one with maximum
net utility, that is, utility minus cost. However, this
approach requires that utility and cost be measured
in the same units. This requirement is particularly
problematic when heuristics (such as entropy) are
used to approximate expected utility.

Another approach, borrowed from the financial
industry, is return-on-investment (ROI) (Donmez
and Carbonell, 2008; Haertel et al., 2008; Settles
et al., 2008). ROI is related to the decision theo-
retic approach (Haertel et al., 2008); however, un-
like the decision theoretic approach, ROI does not
require conversion between units of utility (benefit)
and cost. ROI has explicitly been employed with
mixed results on a variety of tasks. Donmez and Car-
bonell (2008) show positive results with ROI on face
detection, letter recognition, spam detection, and
high revenue detection tasks but do not evaluate ROI
using variable instance costs. Settles et al. (2008)
evaluate ROI on entity-relation tagging, speculative
text classification, and information extraction. They
limit themselves to an N-best approximation to en-
tropy for the sequence labeling tasks, but in this
study ROI does not outperform basic AL. Haertel et
al. (2008) show positive performance of ROI on En-

glish part-of-speech tagging. Finally, Tomanek and
Hahn (2010) find that ROI slightly outperforms two
new cost-conscious algorithms when an appropriate
benefit function is used.

3 Theoretical Analysis of ROI

The purpose of this section is to provide a bottom-
up theoretical explanation of ROI. The analysis also
provides a framework within which we can explain
why in some previous work ROI has succeeded
while in other work it has failed. This section ex-
amines Area Under the cost/benefit Curve (AUC)
as a suitable objective function and then enumerates
a set of conditions that, if true, would lead to ROI
maximizing AUC. Within the context of a bottom-
up derivation of ROI, the assumptions introduced are
somewhat strong, but we dedicate the remainder of
the paper to analyzing the degree to which they hold
in practice and their effect on practical results.

We begin with a brief set of definitions. AL algo-
rithms sequentially select instances from a set of un-
labeled instances U (“the pool”). As an instance x∈
U is annotated with label y, it results in a measur-
able benefit and also incurs a specific cost. For the
purposes of this section, we follow previous work in
assuming a single annotator and in recognizing that
the benefit and cost of obtaining a particular anno-
tation may depend on previously obtained annota-
tions. Thus, we define total benefit and cumulative
cost to be functions (b(·) and c(·), respectively) of a
sequence of labeled data L = 〈(x1,y1), . . . ,(xn,yn)〉.
For simplicity, we assume that the cost to annotate
an instance is independent of its place in the se-
quence, although it can be shown that this assump-
tion has no bearing on the final analysis. Therefore,
c(L1...i) = ∑i′ c(Li′).

All previous work of which we are aware eval-
uates AL using cost/benefit curves or some deriva-
tion thereof. Cost/benefit curves (a generaliza-
tion of standard learning curves) parametrically plot
b(L1...i) against c(L1...i) for i ∈ {1, . . . , |L|}. Rather
than focusing on a single point, these curves cap-
ture the performance of algorithms over a range of
costs. AUC represents the expected benefit across
the full range of costs and generally speaking algo-
rithms with higher AUC are more desirable. Note
that Settles and Craven (2008) and Baldridge and
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Osborne (2004) use AUC to evaluate AL algorithms.
We now formally define AUC. Assuming linear

interpolation between discrete neighboring points,
AUC is the sum of the area of the right trapezoids
defined by adjacent points on the curve. Let ai(L)
be the area of the ith trapezoid:

ai(L) =
1
2

[c(L1...i)− c(L1...i−1)]

· [b(L1...i−1)+b(L1...i)] (2)

(where c( /0) = b( /0) = 0). Then, the AUC defined by
the sequence L is:

auc(L) = ∑|L|i=1 ai (L) . (3)

Maximizing AUC using AL can be seen as a sequen-
tial decision problem in which each decision con-
sists of selecting an instance for annotation. The op-
timal instance to select given previous annotations
L, will depend on the decision’s effect on the next
decision, and the effect of the second decision on
the third, and so forth, until all decisions have been
made. To account for this recursive dependence, we
must consider entire sequences of decisions. Note
that if we do not allow instances to be selected more
than once from U we will eventually choose every
instance and the number of decisions per sequence
is N = |U |.1 Additionally, since the actual annota-
tions that the oracle will provide are unknown, they
must be considered in expectation, represented with
random variables Yi. Given a sequence of already an-
notated data L, one approach to maximizing AUC in
expectation that accounts for this recursive effect of
decisions is (see Haertel et al., 2008 for a decision-
theoretic variant):

x∗1, . . . ,x
∗
N = argmax

x1,...,xN

EY1...YN |x1...xN ,L [auc(L⊕〈(x1,y1) . . .(xN ,yN)〉)] (4)

where ⊕ represents sequence concatenation. Al-
though finding the optimal sequence in this way ac-
counts for the effects each decision has on succes-
sive decisions, in fact, the sequential decision pro-
cess protocol requires only the first instance in this

1This limit is rarely reached in practice due to budgetary
constraints, however, such a constraint does not affect the cur-
rent analysis. One simply performs computation as if they were
going to annotate all instances, but then only selects the best
instance, repeating the process until the budget is exhausted.

sequence, viz., x∗1. We then append x∗1 and the ora-
cle’s annotation for the instance y1 to L. The result
is an updated belief reflected in the expectations (via
the new L) used to select the next instance.

We now derive ROI from equation 4 under the fol-
lowing conditions:

1. The covariance of cost and benefit is zero.

2. The cost and benefit of each instance are in-
dependent of the order in which instances are
annotated.

3. Each random variable yi (i.e., label) is condi-
tionally independent of all other y j 6=i, given xi

and L.

4. Cost and benefit are exact up to a scalar con-
stant.

The reader is reminded that we do not necessarily
presume these conditions to hold in practice; we
briefly discuss their practicality herein and later em-
pirically examine the degree to which they hold.

First, while it is conceivable that cost and ben-
efit have zero covariance in some annotation prob-
lems, there are certainly cases where there may be
some correlation. This correlation is especially evi-
dent in structured prediction problems, e.g., “larger”
instances (e.g., long sentences) will tend to contain
more information but be more costly. However, to
our knowledge, the amount of correlation in such
cases has not been studied previously. Second, al-
though cost may be independent of annotation order
(as implicitly assumed by previous work, e.g., Set-
tles et al., 2008), the benefit of an instance will, in
fact, usually depend on the order in which it is an-
notated. Consider, for example, a pool of instances
in which there are several similar instances (e.g., the
same word in the same context with the same part-
of-speech). By annotating one of the instances, the
model will likely learn what it needs from this single
instance and therefore the benefit of annotating the
others is greatly diminished. Third, the conditional
independence assumption is similar to the assump-
tion that benefit is independent of the order in which
instances are annotated, but applies distributionally
and is more mathematically precise. Finally, opti-
mal (exact) benefit estimators are computationally
intractable. While some approaches are optimal for
the last decision and perform very well (e.g., Roy
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and McCallum, 2001), these approaches are imprac-
tical for structured prediction tasks; we will exam-
ine the effectiveness of several heuristic benefit esti-
mators in our empirical examination. Similarly, al-
though cost is sometimes knowable a priori it often
is not. However, Settles et al. (2008) showed that
cost can be reliably learned in practice.

While we defer the question of the degree to
which these assumptions are violated in practice to
our experiments, we proceed with the analysis as
if they were true to better understand the theoreti-
cal underpinnings of ROI. In the context of maxi-
mization, the scalar constants allowed by condition
4 can be ignored. The linearity property of expec-
tations allows us to move the expectation in equa-
tion 4 inside of the sum in equation 3. The first con-
dition then allows us to move the expectation further
into the area calculation so that equation 2 becomes
(omitting expectation indices for brevity):

ai(L) =
1
2

(E [c(L1...i)]−E [c(L1...i−1)])

· (E [b(L1...i−1)]+E [b(L1...i)]) . (5)

Condition 2 implies that b(L1...i) = ∑i
i′=1 b(Li′); ap-

plying linearity, we obtain:

E [b(L1...i)] =
i

∑
i′=1

Eyi′ |x1...i′ ,y1...i′−1,L [b(Li′)] (6)

(idem. for cost). Finally, condition 3 implies that:

E [b(L1...i)] =
i

∑
i′=1

Eyi′ |xi′ ,L [b(Li′)] (7)

(idem. for cost). This result allows us to compute the
expected cost and benefit of each instance once per
iteration of active learning (as is common outside
of decision theoretic frameworks). Because these
quantities can be computed independently of one an-
other, we can represent each instance xi by a line
segment with fixed width and height—the expected
cost and benefit, respectively, according to the cur-
rent model—and statically compute the area using
these line segments.

It can be proven that, under these conditions, the
sequence x∗1, . . . ,x

∗
N that maximizes AUC is the se-

quence that is in non-strict slope-non-increasing or-
der.2 This is precisely the ordering provided by ROI

2A detailed proof sketch is provided by Haertel (2013).

(see equation 1). Thus, under these conditions, ROI
is optimal. (Recall that typically only the first ele-
ment x∗1 is annotated, models are updated, then the
process repeats).

4 Experimental Methodology

In this section, we describe our methodology for em-
pirically assessing the degree to which the condi-
tions of Section 3 hold in practice and define what
we mean by practical contexts. Space constraints
limit our experiments to a single task: English part-
of-speech (POS) tagging on the POS-tagged Wall
Street Journal text in the Penn Treebank version 3
(Marcus et al., 1993).

For this task, we employ Maximum Entropy
Markov Models (MEMMs) to model the distribu-
tion of tags given words, p(t|w). The model choice
is motivated primarily by the speed of retraining.
AL typically begins with a small set of randomly
selected instances: we use 100 instances annotated
“from scratch” (i.e., without AL). However, we do
account for the cost incurred by annotating the seed
set using the cost simulation described below. Each
experiment is run 5 times with a different random
seed. For TVE (a committee-based approach; see
below), we use a committee size of 5 and train
all members in parallel. We additionally score in-
stances in parallel, using 4 threads; the remaining
processors are used for training the cost model, eval-
uating benefit, and garbage collection. For non-
committee methods, we found that extra scoring
threads do not improve results. All simulations
are run on dual hex-core Intel Westmere 2.67 GHz
CPUs equipped with 24 GB of RAM.

4.1 Active Learning Simulation

We are interested in empirically testing ROI outside
of the clean mathematical environment implied by
Section 2. However, the number of experiments we
performed necessitated running AL in simulation.
Nevertheless, we employ various techniques to keep
the simulation as true-to-life as possible.

Most importantly, each time we select an instance
for an annotator to annotate, we simulate the length
of time the annotator will need to annotate the in-
stance (i.e., the cost) using Ringger et al.’s (2008)
linear cost model derived from user study data. This
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model assumes that instances are pre-annotated us-
ing an automatic annotation model, and the task of
the annotator is to correct the errors from the predic-
tive model. The length of time required to annotate
a sequence w, pre-annotated with hypothesis tags t
and true tags y, is:

cost(w,y, t) = α +β · |w|+ γ ·∑|y|i=11(yi 6= ti) (8)

The sum represents the number of tags from the pre-
annotation that the annotator changed. We estimate
the parameters of the linear model (α = 50.534,β =
2.638,γ = 4.440) using the user-study data from
Ringger et al. (2008). To add noise to the simulated
cost, we generate a random deviate from a shifted
Gamma distribution having mean equal to the time
predicted by the model, a variance of 5063.35 (the
empirical variance of the user-study data), and a
shift of 10.0 (near the minimum time). We chose a
(shifted) Gamma distribution because the data from
the user study appear to be Gamma distributed; as an
added benefit, the generated values are guaranteed to
always be positive.

In our experiments, we simulate the scenario
in which annotators request instances to annotate
on demand, e.g., by requesting work on a crowd-
sourcing service; we call this annotator-initiated AL.
This AL contrasts to the alternative in which the al-
gorithm spends time determining the next instance
to be annotated and then sends the instance to an
annotator to perform the work. We call this lat-
ter paradigm learner-initiated AL. The usual implicit
assumption in learner-initiated AL is that no cost is
incurred between the time the machine sends a re-
quest to the annotator and the time the annotator
actually starts the work. This assumption is unre-
alistic, despite being the approach to AL simula-
tion in previous work; real annotation projects are
annotator-initiated (e.g., crowd-sourcing). The “Par-
allel No-Wait” active learning framework introduced
by Haertel et al. (2010) follows the more true-to-life
annotator-initiated paradigm and provides the guar-
antee that annotators never need to wait for an in-
stance. We further extend the framework by scoring
instances, training the cost model, and training the
tagging model in parallel.

Realistic annotation environments also often in-
volve multiple annotators (cf. Donmez and Car-
bonell, 2008). We take an incremental step towards

allowing multiple annotators by assuming that all
annotators are infallible and have the same distribu-
tion over the amount of time to annotate any given
instance. Under these circumstances, each instance
needs to be annotated only once, and annotators are
interchangeable. We simulate in real time 20 tire-
less oracles who continuously and simultaneously
annotate instances for 50 hours each. In contrast to
learner-initiated AL, this represents the worst possi-
ble case for the no-wait framework since models are
maximally out-of-date. Thus, this simulation pro-
vides an empirical lower bound on the AUC.

4.2 Cost Estimation

The denominator in ROI is an estimate of the cost
to obtain a label for the instance being scored. This
estimate is not to be confused with the simulation of
annotation times for selected instances, as described
in the previous section. The cost estimate (as used in
ROI) is computed over many instances to help select
an informative instance when the annotator requests
one. Once the instance has been selected, we then
(noisily) simulate what it would cost for the anno-
tator to annotate it, as described above. For algo-
rithms that estimate cost as the time to annotate an
instance, we learn a linear model of the same form
as equation 8. The coefficients are learned using the
data obtained during AL (ultimately obtained from
the noisy simulation). However, since we do not
know which of the automatically pre-annotated tags
are incorrect during estimation, we must compute
the expected number of incorrect tags in place of the
sum in equation 8.

The results of our experiments are potentially
better than in practice since our cost estimate has
exactly the same form as the simulated true cost.
However, the results are still useful because (1) the
gamma-distributed noise in the true cost has high
variance and (2) the estimate is computed in expec-
tation (using the learned model).

4.3 Benefit Estimation

ROI’s numerator is an estimate of the benefit of ob-
taining a label for a given instance. As previously
mentioned, optimal benefit estimators are imprac-
tical for structured learning problems; uncertainty-
based heuristics are typically employed instead. Let
t represent a sequence of tag assignments for sen-
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tence w. Drawing mostly from previous studies, we
consider the following:

Constant (CONST) assumes all instances have
equal benefit.

Approximate Token Entropy (ATE) (Settles
and Craven, 2008) approximates the true sequence
entropy as the sum of the entropy of the individual
marginal distributions p(ti|w). The marginal distri-
butions can in turn be approximated as p(ti|w) ≈
p(ti|t∗i−1,w) where t∗i−i is the (i− 1)th tag in the
Viterbi best sequence t∗; a beam search can signifi-
cantly reduce computation.

Monte Carlo Entropy (MCE) uses a Monte
Carlo approximation to compute the entropy, i.e.,
E[− log p(t|w)], using samples taken from t|w (the
trained MEMM).

N-best Sequence Entropy (NSE) (Settles and
Craven, 2008) approximates sequence entropy by
computing the entropy of the top-n sequences,
where the probabilities are re-normalized to sum to
unity.

Least Confidence (LC) (Culotta and McCallum,
2005), in contrast to entropy, is not concerned with
the distribution over the entire support, but rather fo-
cuses on the best option and its complement (the rest
of the support). It is the probability of being wrong,
i.e., 1−maxt p(t|w).

Negative Max Log Probability (NMLP) (Haer-
tel et al., 2010) is defined as −maxt log p(t|w); it
ranks instances the same as LC but with different
scores under the assumption that the relationship be-
tween probabilities and change in accuracy is loga-
rithmic rather than linear.

Token Vote Entropy (TVE) (Engelson and Da-
gan, 1996) uses a committee of classifiers trained
from bootstrapped samples of the annotated data.
For each word, each committee member votes for
the tag it predicts for its word; the entropy of the
distribution over votes is summed over each word in
the sentence.

5 From Theory to Practice: To What
Degree Are the Conditions Met?

In this section, we empirically test some of the con-
ditions from the preceding analysis in practical con-
texts. For the purposes of this work, we are mostly
interested in examining conditions 1 and 4. While

condition 3 (conditional independence) is assumed
in most previous work, we leave quantification of
the effects of violating this condition and the related
condition 2 to future work.

For these experiments, it is necessary to estimate
true benefit and cost. Due to the complexity of so
doing, we compute the various metrics along a pas-
sive learning curve (i.e., without AL). We compute
the true cost of each instance as described in Sec-
tion 4.1. In order to estimate the true benefit of a par-
ticular instance at a particular point on the learning
curve, we assume that the true benefit of an instance
is the change in held-out accuracy that would result
from incorporating the instance with its annotation
into the training data; we ignore the effects of future
choices. We compute the change in accuracy (ben-
efit) by adding the instance and its true label to the
training data, retraining the model, and then com-
puting the model’s new accuracy on the held-out set.
The process is repeated to compute the true benefit
of at least 1,000 instances and the statistics noted be-
low are averaged over 5 random initial training sets.
We use one standard error as a simple measure of
statistical significance.

Is the covariance of cost and benefit zero? Us-
ing the aforementioned methodology, we compute
Pearson’s correlation coefficient (a normalized form
of covariance) between benefit and cost. As seen
in figure 1a, true benefit and cost have virtually no
correlation when model quality is high, and is only
weakly correlated in the early stages. Thus, condi-
tion 1 roughly holds.

To what extent is the cost estimate a scalar mul-
tiple of true cost? Using the technique mentioned
above, we produce pairs of true cost and estimated
cost at various locations along the learning curve
and compute R2 values of a linear model estimated
with the y-intercept fixed at zero. Pearson’s corre-
lation coefficient is inappropriate since it would al-
low for the cost estimate to be shifted in addition
to being scaled. An R2 of 1.0 would indicate that
the cost estimate was an exact scalar multiple of the
true cost, while a zero would indicate no scalar rela-
tionship. We repeat this test with differing amounts
of variance in the simulated cost, which allows us
to assess the effect of poor cost models (good mod-
els will account for most of the variance). The re-
sults are shown in Figure 1b. The exponential decay
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 1: At various points on the learning curve: (a) correlation between true cost and true benefit (b) R2

values representing the degree to which the cost estimate is a scalar multiple of the true cost, for varying
amounts of variance in the noise model at two points on the learning curve (83% and 96%). (c) R2 values
representing the degree to which various benefit estimators are scalar multiples of true benefit (d) POMAS
of the top-20 instances. Error bars represent one standard error.

as variance increases underscores the importance of
accounting for as much variance as possible in the
cost model. We found the R2 values to be around
0.745 and 0.785 when the variance was equal to that
of the aforementioned user study (and the one used
through the remainder of the experiments). We note
that these numbers may be overly optimistic given
the similarity between the model used to simulate
annotation times and that used to estimate cost. As
a point of reference, Settles et al. (2008) and Arora

and Nyberg (2011) report R2 values for cost mod-
els for different tasks on the order of 0.3–0.4. Even
these values indicate some scalar relationship be-
tween true and estimated cost as per condition 4.

To what extent are various benefits estimators
scalar multiples of true benefit? We repeat the
experiment described for cost, but reporting the R2

values for the fit between true benefit and several
benefit estimators; Figure 1c depicts the results. Al-
though the R2 values are much worse than for the
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cost estimate, they are still reasonable. Most of
the separation of algorithms (where it exists statis-
tically) occurs during the beginning stages of learn-
ing. NMLP has a slight (though not statistically sig-
nificant) advantage over ATE and MCE while all
three are more linearly related to true benefit than
NSE and LC. Once the model achieves 91% accu-
racy, there is no separation. The results suggest that
condition 4 holds weakly for benefit estimators.

Are instances with the highest slopes being se-
lected? The success of ROI depends on its ability to
select the instance with the highest slope. Using the
aforementioned setup, we compute the largest slope
of the candidate instances on the basis of estimated
benefit and cost and divide it by the largest slope ac-
cording to the true values; we call this value the Per-
centage of Maximum Attainable Slope (POMAS).
Since multiple instances can be selected using the
same model in the no-wait framework, we repeat this
procedure for the second highest slopes, etc., for the
top-20 slopes and average them. The results are in
Figure 1d. The separation between algorithms at the
beginning mirror those of Figure 1c. We note that
there is ample room for improvement even amongst
the best algorithms we tried.

6 Active Learning Results and Discussion

The previous experiments were conducted outside of
the context of AL in order to gain insight into how
well the conditions of section 2 are met in practice.
However, the most direct evaluation is the compar-
ison of the actual quantity of interest, AUC, in the
type of practical AL defined above. We compare
normalized AUC (expected benefit) for several ben-
efit estimators and two cost estimates and discuss the
results in light of the previous section and the theory
from Section 2.

Although not predicted by the theory per se,
we would expect AUC to decrease with degrada-
tions in the cost and/or benefit estimates. First,
we compare the AUC when using the true cost in
the ROI calculations (thus satisfying one half of
condition 4) and compare the results to using esti-
mated cost learned during AL. The results are dis-
played in Figure 2. Interestingly, when cost is ex-
actly known (perfectly predictable), all estimators–
even CONST–readily outperform the random base-

Figure 2: Expected benefit (normalized AUC) for
various benefit estimators with true and estimated
costs. The median baseline performance (rnd) is
depicted as a dashed line and is the same for both
experiments. Estimated cost affects the benefit esti-
mates to different degrees.

line. Furthermore, the difference between most of
the estimators (except perhaps CONST) is not sta-
tistically significant, which suggests that a good cost
estimate may be capable of overcoming deficiencies
in even very poor benefit estimators like CONST.
Not surprisingly, all algorithms perform worse when
using the learned estimate of cost during AL (in-
dicated by the downward arrows), even though the
MSE of the learned cost models was high–on the or-
der of the variance in the simulated times.

Further support that AUC depends on the qual-
ity of estimates comes from the fact that the per-
formance of the various algorithms exactly follows
the quality of the corresponding benefit estimate (see
Figures 1c and 1d). In fact, LC and NSE do no better
than random and CONST does much worse. Upon
further examination, we found a common property
between these benefit estimators, namely, that most
scores fall within an extremely narrow range; i.e.,
there was very little difference between the (benefit)
scores of most instances (CONST being the extreme
case). NSE differs from the other entropy estimates
primarily in the re-normalization. Due to their na-
ture, structured prediction problems have very large
supports which tend to have long tails. Therefore
the top-n probabilities grossly underrepresent these
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distributions and renormalization makes scores very
similar to each other—even for instances of differing
lengths. Similarly, although LC and NMLP would
rank instances the same (before dividing by cost; di-
viding by cost alters the rankings), the log in NLMP
produces greater spread in the score. Since the cost
estimates are better dispersed, they tend to dominate
ROI for these “low-spread” benefit estimators. To
illustrate, consider the extreme case of CONST by
substituting an arbitrary constant for benefit in equa-
tion 1: instances are selected lowest-expected-cost
first. On our particular task, this scenario is particu-
larly undesirable as the shortest sentences are nearly
always the cheapest but disproportionately informa-
tion poor (a contributing factor to the non-zero cor-
relation). In more general terms, as the spread in the
benefit estimates approaches zero (as in CONST),
the cost estimates increasingly become the discrim-
inating factor. While this behavior is correct for
perfect benefit and cost estimates, it is problematic
when condition 4 is violated.

The results also highlight the fact that expen-
sive scoring algorithms are naturally penalized in
annotator-initiated AL. The relatively expensive
sampling in MCE leads to slightly lower perfor-
mance than cheaper entropy estimates (ATE); the
relatively cheap NMLP outperforms TVE, which in-
curs the expense of multiple models.

The mixed results of previous work are explain-
able based on our analysis. While condition 4 re-
quires that cost and benefit estimators be scalar mul-
tiples of the true values, our empirical results sug-
gest that better estimates yield higher AUC. We have
explained why NSE has poor mathematical prop-
erties for structured learning tasks and is therefore
expected to produce relatively low AUC, hence the
negative results on the structured prediction tasks
of Settles et al. (2008). In contrast, the authors
report positive results on a standard classification
problem using exact entropy calculations, coincid-
ing with our results in which the good (i.e., non-
NSE) entropy estimators are good estimators. We
have also explained the poor properties of LC for
structured prediction; the results of Tomanek and
Hahn (2010) present further empirical evidence. In-
terestingly, they find that exponentiating LC leads to
positive results. Mathematically, exp(β (1− p)) be-
haves similarly to−log(p) (NLMP) in that they both

separate scores that are close together—the former
much more so than the latter, especially for proba-
bilities of the very low magnitudes seen in structured
prediction problems. This separation gives the ben-
efit estimate more influence relative to cost as com-
pared to LC. In sum, the negative results of previous
work are due to poor benefit estimators, in particular
LC and NSE; in contrast, positive results are due to
better benefit estimators.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

ROI-based AL successfully reduces annotation costs
in practice by maximizing the area under the
cost/benefit curve. We have provided an initial the-
oretical justification for ROI-based AL in a bottom-
up fashion. We have shown empirically that, for our
task, true benefit and cost have little-to-no correla-
tion when model quality is high; cost estimates have
a scalar relationship to true cost; similarly for benefit
estimates, though to a lesser degree; and the estima-
tors that demonstrated the most scalar relationships
to the truth resulted in higher AUC.

Although we focused our empirical analysis on a
single task, other studies have applied ROI to several
tasks and problem types, and their results are consis-
tent with our analysis. As a result of this work, we
recommend that practitioners carefully select their
benefit and cost estimators, ensuring that they are
“good” estimators for their task as described above.
Particular attention should be paid to the cost esti-
mator: even trivial benefit estimators out-performed
random with a perfect cost estimator. Also note that
estimators (e.g. NSE and LC) that produce scores
with relatively little “spread” should be avoided. Fu-
ture work could consider using a small set of anno-
tated data to estimate how scalar the relationship of
the estimators are to true benefit and cost before an-
notation begins.

Our empirical results suggest that deficiencies in
even the best benefit estimators lead to the selection
of suboptimal instances. Future work could focus on
directly and tractably estimating true cost and bene-
fit for structured prediction problems, and automat-
ically tuning heuristic estimators to match true ben-
efit during AL. Future work may also benefit from
investigating a different set of conditions for simpli-
fying equation 4.
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Abstract

Generics are linguistic expressions that make
statements about or refer to kinds, or that re-
port regularities of events. Non-generic ex-
pressions make statements about particular in-
dividuals or specific episodes. Generics are
treated extensively in semantic theory (Krifka
et al., 1995). In practice, it is often hard to de-
cide whether a referring expression is generic
or non-generic, and to date there is no data
set which is both large and satisfactorily an-
notated. Such a data set would be valuable
for creating automatic systems for identify-
ing generic expressions, in turn facilitating
knowledge extraction from natural language
text. In this paper we provide the next steps
for such an annotation endeavor. Our contri-
butions are: (1) we survey the most impor-
tant previous projects annotating genericity,
focusing on resources for English; (2) with a
new agreement study we identify problems in
the annotation scheme of the largest currently-
available resource (ACE-2005); and (3) we in-
troduce a linguistically-motivated annotation
scheme for marking both clauses and their
subjects with regard to their genericity. (4) We
present a corpus of MASC (Ide et al., 2010)
and Wikipedia texts annotated according to
our scheme, achieving substantial agreement.

1 Introduction

This paper addresses the question of distinguishing
clauses or noun phrases (NPs) that convey informa-
tion about particular entities or situations, as in ex-
ample (1a), from those which convey general infor-
mation about kinds, see example (1b).

(1) (a) Simba is in danger. (non-generic)
(b) Lions live for 10–14 years. (generic)

Making this distinction is important for NLP tasks
that aim to disentangle information about particu-
lar events or entities from general information about
classes, kinds, or particular individuals, such as
question answering or knowledge base population.
Our present work targets the current lack of a large
and satisfactorily-annotated data set for genericity,
which is a prerequisite for research aiming to auto-
matically identify these linguistic phenomena.

Krifka et al. (1995) report the central results in
semantic theory on genericity. Several phenomena
have been studied within this research field: one is
reference to a kind, which is a NP-level property.
The form of the NP itself (definite, indefinite, ...)
is not sufficient to make this distinction (Carlson,
1977; Chierchia, 1998); the interpretation of the NP
depends on the clause in which it appears, see (2).

(2) The lion is a predatory cat. (kind-referring)
The lion escaped from the zoo. (non-generic)

Characterizing sentences are another phe-
nomenon studied under the heading of genericity.
They may be lexically characterizing, as in (3a) and
(3b), or habitual as in (3c) and (3d). Habitual sen-
tences describe regularly occurring episodes rather
than specific ones. Characterizing sentences as in
(3) may relate to a kind (lions), or to a particular
individual (John).

(3) (a) Lions have manes.
(b) John is tall.
(c) Lions eat meat.
(d) John drives to work.
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Statements about kinds, such as example (3a),
are not rendered false by the existence of counter-
examples. If we encountered a vegetarian lion, it
would still be true that a typical lion eats meat. Such
sentences have been analyzed as referring to a kind
instead of a set of entities (Carlson, 1977), or as con-
taining a ‘generic’ quantifier (Krifka et al., 1995).
Similarly, habitual sentences such as (3d) are not
rendered false by exceptions.

As the linguistic manifestations of both generic
and non-generic clauses (and NPs) are quite diverse,
automatic discrimination between generic and non-
generic information is a highly-challenging task,
and annotated resources are necessary for making
progress. Existing corpora for genericity focus on
different aspects of genericity or related phenomena.

In this paper we provide a comprehensive sur-
vey of existing resources for computational treat-
ment of genericity (Section 2). Section 3 presents
an agreement study for ACE-2005, the largest an-
notation project regarding genericity of NPs to date,
highlighting problems in their annotation scheme.

In Section 4, we introduce a linguistically moti-
vated annotation scheme for marking genericity. We
focus both on whether a clause makes a character-
izing statement about a kind and whether its sub-
ject refers to a kind, eliminating some of the uncer-
tainties in some previously-proposed schemes. Our
scheme does not address whether a clause is habit-
ual or not, leaving this question to future work. We
apply our scheme to several sections of the Man-
ually Annotated SubCorpus (MASC) of the Open
American National Corpus (Ide et al., 2010) and to
Wikipedia texts, mostly reaching substantial agree-
ment.

2 Survey: annotating genericity in English

Existing resources treat both NP- (Section 2.1)
and clause-level (Section 2.2) phenomena related to
genericity. For each approach, we explain the anno-
tation scheme, discuss its relation to theoretical con-
cepts, and describe the data labeled. Table 1 gives a
summary.

2.1 NP-level annotations

Section 2.1.1 describes corpora from the Automatic
Content Extraction (ACE) program (Doddington et

al., 2004); other NP-level approaches are described
in Section 2.1.2.

2.1.1 ACE entity class annotations
The research objective of the ACE program

(1999-2008) was the detection and characterization
of entities, relations and events in natural text (Lin-
guistic Data Consortium, 2000). All entity mentions
receive an entity class label indicating their generic-
ity status. Of the corpora described here, the ACE
corpora have been the most widely used for recent
research on automatically identifying generic NPs
(Reiter and Frank, 2010). The annotation guidelines
developed over time; we describe both the initial
guidelines of ACE-2 and those from ACE-2005.

The ACE-2 corpus (Mitchell et al., 2003) in-
cludes 40106 annotated entity mentions in 520
newswire and broadcast documents. The annota-
tion guidelines give no formal definition of generic-
ity; annotators are asked to determine whether each
entity refers to “any member of the set in ques-
tion” (generic) or rather “some particular, identi-
fiable member of that set” (specific/non-generic).1

This leads to a mix of constructions being marked
as generic: types of entities (Good students do all
the reading), generalizations across a set of entities
(Purple houses are really ugly), hypothetical enti-
ties (If a person steps over the line,...) and negated
mentions (I saw no one). Suggested attributes of
entities are marked as generic (John seems to be
a nice person), but a ‘positive assertion test’ leads
to marking both NPs (Joe and a nice guy) as specific
in examples like (Joe is a nice guy). Neither of these
two cases (be a nice person / be a nice guy) is in fact
an entity mention; they are rather predicative uses.

The guidelines for genericity were redefined for
annotation of the ACE-2005 Multilingual Training
Corpus (Walker et al., 2006), which contains news,
broadcast news, broadcast conversation, forum and
weblog texts as well as transcribed conversational
telephone speech. In contrast to ACE-2, the ACE-
2005 annotation manual2 clearly defines mentions as
kind-referring or not, using the labels GEN (generic)

1See “Entity Detection Tracking and Metonymy Annotation
Guidelines, Version 2.5.1”, available from LDC: https://
catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/docs/LDC2003T11/

2See “ACE English Annotation Guidelines for Entities, Ver-
sion 5.6.6” (available from LDC) or 2008’s version 6.6.
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Corpus Level Scheme Amount
ACE-2 NP generic, specific 40K entity mentions
ACE-2005 NP GEN, SPC, USP, NEG 40K entity mentions
ECB+ NP GEN, non-GEN 12.5K entity mentions
GNOME NP generic-yes, generic-no 900 clauses
Herbelot & Copestake NP ONE, SOME, MOST, ALL, QUANT 300 subject mentions
CFD NP GENERIC KIND, GENERIC INDIVIDUAL 3422 NPs (131 generic)
Mathew & Katz clause habitual, episodic 1052 sentences
Louis & Nenkova clause general, specific 894 sentences
MASC NP, clause GEN gen, NON-GEN gen, NON-GEN non-gen 20K clauses
WikiGenerics NP, clause 10K clauses

Table 1: Survey of genericity-annotated corpora for English, including our new corpus.

and SPC (specific/non-generic) respectively.
The new guidelines also introduce two additional

entity class labels for non-attributive mentions. Neg-
atively quantified entities that refer to the empty
set of the kind mentioned (There are no confirmed
suspects yet) receive the label NEG. The label USP
(underspecified) is used for non-generic nonspe-
cific reference, these cases include quantified NPs
in modal, future, conditional, hypothetical, negated,
uncertain or question contexts. USP also covers
‘truly ambiguous cases’ that have both generic and
non-generic readings (The economic boom is pro-
viding new opportunities for women in New Delhi),
and cases where the author mentions an entity whose
identity would be ‘difficult to locate’ (Officials re-
ported ...). In our opinion, the latter interferes with
the definition of SPC as marking cases where the
entity referred to is a particular object in the real
world, even if the author does not know its identity
(At least four people were injured). The breadth of
the USP category causes problems with consistency
of application (see Section 3).

The ACE annotation scheme has also been ap-
plied in the Newsreader project.3 The ECB+ cor-
pus (Cybulska and Vossen, 2014) is an extension
of EventCorefBank (ECB), a corpus of news arti-
cles marked with event coreference information (Be-
jan and Harabagiu, 2010). ECB+ annotates en-
tity mentions according to ACE-2005, but collapses
the three non-GEN labels into a single category.
Roughly 12500 event participant mentions are an-
notated, some doubly and some singly. Agreement
statistics for genericity are not reported.

3www.newsreader-project.eu

2.1.2 Other corpora annotated at the NP-level

The resources surveyed here apply carefully-
defined notions of genericity but are too small to be
feasible machine learning training data.

The question of whether an NP is generic or not
arises in the research context of coreference res-
olution. Some approaches mark coreference only
for non-generic mentions (Hovy et al., 2006; Hin-
richs et al., 2004); others include generic mentions
(Poesio, 2004), or take care not to mix coreference
chains between generic and non-generic mentions
(Björkenstam and Byström, 2012). Björkelund et
al. (2014) mark genericity in a corpus of German
with both coreference and information-status anno-
tations. Nedoluzhko (2013) survey the treatment
of genericity phenomena within coreference reso-
lution research; they provide a complete overview.
In short, they argue that a consistent definition of
genericity is lacking and report on their annotation
scheme for Czech as applied to the Prague Depen-
dency TreeBank (Böhmová et al., 2003).

The GNOME corpus (Poesio, 2004) is a coref-
erence corpus with genericity annotations; NPs
are marked with the attributes generic-yes or
generic-no. Poesio et al. report that their an-
notators found it hard to decide how to mark ref-
erences to substances (A table made of wood) and
quantified NPs. Similar to our experience, they
found it helpful to have annotators first try to identify
generic sentences, and then determine this attribute
of the NP. They report an agreement of κ = 0.82
on their corpus, which consists of 900 finite clauses
from descriptions of museum objects, pharmaceuti-
cal leaflets and dialogues.
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Coming from a formal semantic perspective,
Herbelot and Copestake (2010) and Herbelot and
Copestake (2011) describe an approach to treating
ambiguously quantified NPs. This annotation ef-
fort aims to produce resources for the task of de-
termining the extent to which the semantic proper-
ties ascribed to a given NP in context apply to the
members of that class. For example, the statement
Cats are mammals describes a property of all cats,
where Cats have four legs is true only for most cats.
The scheme, which includes the labels ONE, SOME,
MOST, ALL and QUANT (for explicitly quantified
NPs), is applied to 300 subject-verb-object triples
from sentences randomly extracted from Wikipedia.
Annotators are shown the sentence and the triple. κ
ranges from 0.88 and 0.81 for QUANT and ONE to
values between 0.44 and 0.51 for the other classes.

Bhatia et al. (2014b) present an annotation
scheme for Communicative Functions of Defi-
niteness, intended to cover the many semantic and
pragmatic functions conveyed by choices regarding
definiteness across languages of the world. The
scheme has been applied to 3422 English NPs con-
tained in texts from four genres. Their typol-
ogy includes two categories relevant to our sur-
vey: GENERIC KIND LEVEL applies to utterances
predicating over an entire class, like Dinosaurs
are extinct. GENERIC INDIVIDUAL LEVEL is
for predications applying to the individual mem-
bers of a class or kind, such as Cats have
fur. Across 1202 annotated NPs for an inter-
annotator agreement study, the two annotators used
the GENERIC INDIVIDUAL LEVEL label 45 times
and 30 times, respectively, with agreement in 29
cases. Neither used the GENERIC KIND LEVEL.
The entire corpus contains just 131 NPs labeled
with GENERIC INDIVIDUAL LEVEL and none with
GENERIC KIND LEVEL (Bhatia et al., 2014a).

The question of genericity has also been ad-
dressed in cognitive science (Prasada, 2000). Gel-
man and Tardif (1998) study the usage of generic
NPs cross-linguistically for English and Chinese in
child-directed speech. They annotate kind-referring
NPs as generic. They report agreement as the frac-
tion of items on which the annotators agreed at over
99%, but given that their data set has fewer than 1%
generic NPs, this statistic does not allow us to esti-
mate how well annotators agreed.

2.2 Clause-level annotations
The two resources described in this section are the
only we know of which mark phenomena related to
genericity on clauses of text.

Annotating habituality. Mathew and Katz
(2009) conduct a study on automatically distinguish-
ing habitual from episodic sentences. Habitual sen-
tences are taken to be sentences whose main verb
is lexically dynamic, but which do not refer to
particular events (see for example (3)), and may
have generic or non-generic subjects. Their singly-
annotated data set, from which they excluded verb
types with skewed class distributions, comprises
1052 examples covering 57 verb stems. Their data
set is not publicly available.

General vs. specific sentences. Louis and
Nenkova (2011) describe a method for automatic
classification of sentences as general or specific.
General sentences are loosely defined as those
which make “broad statements about a topic,” while
specific sentences convey more detailed informa-
tion. This distinction is not immediately related to
the phenomena treated as generics in the literature.
Kind-referring subjects can occur in both general
(4a) and specific (4b) sentences; general sentences
can also have non-kind-referring subjects (4c).

(4) (a) Climatologists and policy makers, ..., need
to ponder such complexities... (general)

(b) Solid silicon compounds are already famil-
iar – as rocks, glass, ... (specific)

(c) A handful of serious attempts have been
made to eliminate ... diseases. (general)

3 ACE-2005: an agreement study

In this section we investigate some problems with
the ACE annotation scheme via a study of annotator
agreement. The data was first labeled by two annota-
tors independently, then adjudicated by a senior an-
notator. To our knowledge, agreement numbers on
this task have not been published to date. In order to
assess both the quality of the data and the difficulty
of the task, we compute inter-annotator agreement as
follows. Using the 533 documents from the adjudi-
cated data set that were marked by two annotators in
the first step, we compute Cohen’s κ (Cohen, 1960)
for entity class annotations over the four labels SPC,
GEN, USP and NEG.
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Intuitions about NP genericity are most reliable
for subject position as other argument positions in-
volve additional difficulties (Link, 1995). To get a
better sense of the difficulty of annotating subjects
compared to that for other argument positions, we
compute agreement over mentions whose (manually
marked) head is the grammatical subject of some
other node in a dependency graph (including any de-
pendency type containing subj). We obtain depen-
dency graphs using the Stanford parser (Klein and
Manning, 2002).

An additional complication in entity mention an-
notation is determining the mention span. Because
spans are not pre-marked in the ACE corpora but
identified independently by each annotator, we com-
pute κ only over all exactly-matching entity mention
spans for the two annotators. For all mentions, anno-
tators mark about 90% of spans marked by the other
annotator. For subject mentions, this number is even
higher, at about 95%. The spans of the remaining
mentions overlap for the two annotators. We exclude
them from this study as we cannot be sure that the
two mention spans refer to the same entity.

Discussion. Table 2 shows the confusion matrices
of labels for the all-mentions-case and the subjects-
only case. In both cases, confusion between SPC
and GEN is acceptable, but confusion between USP
and both SPC and GEN is rather high. For example,
in the case of subjects, annotator 1 tags 652 men-
tions as GEN that annotator 2 marks USP, but the
two of them only agree on 597 mentions to be GEN.
Although it may be useful to create a separate cat-
egory for unclear or underspecified cases, the defi-
nition of USP is not yet clear-cut and compounded
with lack of specificity, which refers to whether the
speaker presumably knows the referent’s identity or
not. Even if the identity of a referent may be ‘diffi-
cult to locate’ (as in Officials reported...). The clause
certainly does not make a statement about the kind
‘official’; instead, it expresses an existential state-
ment (There are officials who reported...). The def-
inition of SPC states that the reader does not neces-
sarily have to know the identity of the entity, possi-
bly making the distinction hard for annotators.

Another difficult case are noun modifiers in com-
pounds (e.g. a subway system); these are marked
as GEN in the corpus. Using the automatic parses,

annotator 2
all mentions SPC USP GEN NEG

SPC 28168 1575 684 3

an
no

ta
to

r
1

USP 1142 1954 963 2
GEN 757 1261 1707 10
NEG 8 5 7 71

annotator 2
subjects only SPC USP GEN NEG

SPC 9830 830 234 1

an
no

ta
to

r
1

USP 634 1091 476 1
GEN 272 652 597 4
NEG 4 1 2 46

Table 2: Confusion matrices of entity class tags for ACE
2005 for mentions where annotators agree on spans.

we find that 9.5% of all mentions marked GEN in
the adjudicated corpus are one-token mentions mod-
ifying another noun via an nn dependency relation.
Genericity as reference to kinds is a discourse phe-
nomenon and thus defined as an attribute of refer-
ring expressions. Because nominal modifiers do
not introduce discourse referents, they should not be
treated on the genericity annotation layer.

The data shows moderate agreement for the first
two passes of entity class annotation (κ = 0.53 for
all mentions and κ = 0.50 for subject mentions).
Note that κ scores are not directly comparable across
different annotation projects (see also Section 5), we
give the above scores for the sake of completeness.
Observed and expected agreement are 0.83 and 0.65
for the all-mentions case and 0.79 and 0.58 for sub-
ject mentions. This indicates that the all-mentions
case may contain some trivial cases, one of which is
the case of nominal modifiers described above.

In summary, the ACE scheme problematically
fails to treat subject NPs differently from NPs in
other syntactic positions, and ‘fuzzy’ points in the
guidelines, particularly concerning the USP label,
contribute to disagreements between annotators.

4 Annotating genericity as reference to
kinds on NP- and clause-level

We next present an annotation scheme for marking
both clauses and their subject NPs with regard to
whether they are generic. Our scheme is primar-
ily motivated by the contributions of clauses to the
discourse (Friedrich and Palmer, 2014): do they re-
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port on a particular event or state, or do they re-
port on some regularity? These different types of
clauses have different entailment properties, and dif-
fer in how they contribute to the temporal structure
of the discourse. In this work, we focus on separat-
ing generic clauses from other types of clauses. We
approach the problem from a linguistic perspective
rather than focusing on any particular content ex-
traction task, arguing that any generally applicable
annotation scheme must be based on solid theoreti-
cal foundations. We believe our annotation scheme
is a step toward solving the problems of marking
genericity in natural text. We apply our annotation
scheme to two text corpora4, reaching substantial
agreement on Wikipedia texts.

4.1 Annotation scheme
The definition of our annotation scheme is guided by
the following questions: (a) does a clause’s subject
refer to a kind rather than a particular individual; (b)
if so, does the clause make a characterizing state-
ment about the kind or its members, or does it report
a particular episode related to the kind?

Task NP: genericity of subject. In this step, an-
notators decide whether the subject of the clause
refers to a kind (generic) or to a particular individ-
ual (non-generic) as in (5d). In English, definite
singular NPs (5a) or bare plural NPs (5b) can refer-
ence kinds. Indefinite singular NPs (5c) can refer to
arbitrary members of a kind; these are also marked
generic.

(5) (a) The lion is a predatory cat. (generic)
(b) Lions have manes. (generic)
(c) A lion may eat up to 30kg in one sitting.

(generic)
(d) Simba the lion flees into exile.

(non-generic)

The label non-generic also includes cases of non-
specific reference if the reader can infer that the
clause makes a statement about some particular in-
dividual (or group of individuals), even if the iden-
tity is unknown, as (6a). This is precisely where
the ACE guidelines are somewhat unclear, mixing
annotation of genericity and specificity. We aim to

4The annotated corpora are freely available from
http://sitent.coli.uni-saarland.de

convey and mark this difference clearly. In (6b), the
determiner ‘some’ could be added without changing
the meaning significantly, showing that the bare plu-
ral here is existential, not generic (Carlson, 1977).

(6) (a) A lion must have eaten the rabbit. (non-
specific, non-generic)
(b) Lions are in this cage. (non-generic)
(c) Dinosaurs are extinct. (generic)

Task Cl: genericity of clause. We define generic
clauses as making characterizing statements about
kinds. This includes both clauses predicating some-
thing directly of the ‘kind individual’ itself (6c) and
clauses that predicate something of the members of
a kind, such as (5b) and (5c). According to our defi-
nition, generic sentences may be lexically character-
izing, as in (5a) or (5b), or they may describe some-
thing that members of the kind do regularly, as in
(5c). The latter type of sentences are called habitu-
als. The subject of a generic clause must necessarily
be generic. In addition, episodic events, classified as
non-generic clauses, can have a generic NP as their
subject, as in example (7). Note that we mark any
clause about particular individuals as non-generic,
including habituals making a statement about par-
ticular individuals (8). The question of whether a
clause with a non-generic subject is habitual or not
is another interesting related question, but for the
moment, we leave this to future work and concen-
trate on the distinction of whether a clause relates to
kinds.

(7) In September 2013 the blobfish was voted the
“World’s Ugliest Animal”. (generic subject,
non-generic clause)

(8) John cycles to work. (non-generic)

Task Cl+NP. Using the information from Tasks
NP and Cl, we automatically derive a combination
label from the following set for each clause:

• GEN gen: a generic clause, subject is generic
by definition;

• NON-GEN non-gen: a non-generic clause
with a non-generic subject;

• or NON-GEN gen: an episodic (non-generic)
clause with a generic subject, see example (7).

The combination GEN non-gen is not possible,
by definition.
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# documents # clauses Task NP Task Cl Task Cl+NP % generic
botany 6 592 0.68 0.70 0.69 77.8
games 5 567 0.61 0.63 0.59 77.4
animals 13 1924 0.66 0.70 0.67 65.6
music 12 861 0.76 0.75 0.74 61.3
medicine 7 561 0.72 0.78 0.73 59.8
science 8 711 0.62 0.66 0.60 47.0
sports 8 1242 0.70 0.72 0.67 43.1
politics 16 1466 0.62 0.65 0.61 40.9
ethnic groups 8 582 0.57 0.60 0.57 40.0
religion 8 622 0.57 0.62 0.58 35.7
crime 4 588 0.50 0.60 0.52 26.3
biographies 7 563 0.63 0.69 0.63 8.9
all 102 10279 0.69 0.72 0.68 50.1

Table 3: IAA on WikiGenerics. Fleiss’ κ for three annotators that marked the entire data set. % generic = percentage
of clauses marked as generic in Task Cl according to the majority vote gold standard.

4.2 Corpus data: MASC/WikiGenerics
We apply the annotation scheme explained above to
two corpora comprising texts of a wide range of gen-
res and domains. We annotate several sections of
the Manually Annotated SubCorpus (MASC) of the
Open American National Corpus (Ide et al., 2010).
In addition, we collect 102 texts from Wikipedia
(WikiGenerics corpus) from a variety of categories
(see Table 3). Our aim is to create a corpus that is
balanced in the sense that it contains many generic
and non-generic sentences, and also many different
varieties of generic sentences. The corpus contains
(among others) sentences about animals (9a), rule-
like knowledge about sports and games (9b), and
clauses describing abstract concepts (9c).

(9) (a) Blobfish are typically shorter than 30 cm.
(b) The offensive team must line up in a legal

formation before they can snap the ball.
(c) A dictatorship is a type of authoritarianism.

Note that we mark complete texts: the genericity
of some sentences clearly depends on their context.
For example, (9b) is generic as the text describes the
rules of a game rather than a specific instance of the
game.

We use the discourse parser SPADE (Soricut and
Marcu, 2003) to segment the first 70 sentences of
each Wikipedia article into clauses, which are the
basis for annotation. Subjects are not pre-marked
and do not necessarily have to have their mention
spans in the same segment, as illustrated in (10).

(10) (a) Blobfish look funny (GEN gen)
(b) and were voted the most ugly animal.

(NON-GEN gen)

Annotators were allowed to skip clauses that do
not contain a finite verb, which constitute about 5%
of all pre-marked clauses. These clauses are mostly
headlines consisting only of an NP.

4.3 Inter-annotator agreement
Our aim is to create a gold standard via majority vot-
ing. Annotators were given a written manual and
a short training on documents not included in the
corpus. The WikiGenerics corpus was marked com-
pletely by three paid annotators (students of compu-
tational linguistics), and agreement is given in Ta-
ble 3 in terms of Fleiss’ κ (Fleiss, 1971). We ob-
serve substantial agreement in almost all categories,
and moderate agreement in only three categories:
games, ethnic groups and organized crime. The cat-
egories ethnic groups and organized crime were es-
pecially hard to annotate because they contain many
cases where it is not clear whether a mention refers
to a very large particular group or whether this group
rather counts as reference to a kind, as in (11).

(11) The Bari also known as the Karo ethnic groups
in South Sudan occupy the Savanna lands of the
White Nile Valley.

For MASC, two annotators mark each section; we
report agreement as Cohen’s κ for these two anno-
tators in Table 4. Then, a third annotator marks all
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section # clauses Task NP (subject) Task Cl (clause) Task Cl+NP (clause) % generics
essays‡ 1590 0.55 0.56 0.54 27.9
travel† 1922 0.38 0.45 0.41 19.0
letters† 1944 0.33 0.41 0.40 14.2
journal† 1927 0.42 0.52 0.48 13.0
jokes† 3376 0.56 0.63 0.58 11.6
blog† 2723 0.09 0.13 0.14 10.4
news‡ 2557 0.25 0.33 0.29 3.4
fiction†* 4124 0.50 0.59 0.54 2.5

Table 4: IAA for MASC. The sections were marked by different pairings of annotators: †Cohen’s κ for 2 annotators;
‡Fleiss’ κ for 3 annotators. *fiction: agreement for 70% of data that was marked by the same two annotators. %
generic = percentage of clauses marked as generic in Task Cl according to the majority vote gold standard.

clauses on which the two annotators of the first step
disagreed, without seeing the annotations of the first
step. Hence, this does not constitute an adjudication
step. Two sections, essays and news, were marked
completely by three annotators. Five paid annota-
tors, all students of computational linguistics, par-
ticipated in the annotation of MASC. The various
MASC sections show a larger variation both in the
percentage of generic clauses and in the agreement
numbers. News and fiction contain almost no gener-
ics, while essays, travel, and letters contain notable
numbers. Agreement on the blog section is surpris-
ingly low. One annotator rarely used the category
generic here, while the other annotator did. Manual
inspection showed that this section contains many
intrinsically ambigous instances of ‘you’ and ‘one’.
The third annotator agrees well with the annotator
who marked more clauses as generic.

Discussion. In general, κ numbers are difficult to
compare, as the expected agreement depends on the
distribution of labels (Di Eugenio and Glass, 2004).
If the distribution is skewed, the expected agreement
is high and it is thus harder to reach a high κ score.
We give the percentage of clauses labeled as generic
in Task Cl. A small percentage but a relatively high
κ score (as in the jokes section) means that in this
category, it was apparently easier for the annotators
to agree. For example, in the fiction genre, there are
very few generics, but a high agreement was reached
nonetheless. In the narratives of this subcorpus, the
generics apparently ‘stand out’ clearly.

In this study, substantial agreement was reached
on Wikipedia texts using our annotation scheme.
The lower agreement reached on some MASC sec-

tions indicates that the annotation task is harder for
some text types, and this difficulty is only partially
explained by the skewedness of the label distribu-
tion: some genres simply contain more borderline
cases than others.

5 Discussion and future work

We have proposed an annotation scheme for labeling
clauses with regard to whether they make a charac-
terizing statement about kinds, and NPs with regard
to whether they refer to kinds or not. Our scheme
aims at a linguistically motivated annotation in order
to advance our understanding of generics and to see
to what extent existing linguistic theories can be ap-
plied to natural text of various genres and domains.

Across all of the surveyed annotation studies and
also in our own experience, agreement on the task
of annotating genericity was moderate to substantial,
however, κ-scores need to be interpreted in relation
to the distribution of labels and are not directly com-
parable across different annotation projects. An-
notating genericity is not an easy task even for
trained annotators, as there are many borderline
cases, which occur frequently in some texts and very
infrequently in others. As future work, we want to
investigate whether it is possible to reliably label
such ‘underspecified’ cases, redefining ACE’s USP
class in a way that disentangles the annotation of
genericity and specificity.

The present survey focuses on resources in En-
glish, and our new annotation scheme has only been
worked out for English. We plan to extend the anno-
tation scheme and corpus to other languages includ-
ing German and Chinese.
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Abstract

In this paper, we present design and construc-
tion of the first Italian corpus for automatic
and semi–automatic text simplification. In
line with current approaches, we propose a
new annotation scheme specifically conceived
to identify the typology of changes an original
sentence undergoes when it is manually sim-
plified. Such a scheme has been applied to
two aligned Italian corpora, containing orig-
inal texts with corresponding simplified ver-
sions, selected as representative of two dif-
ferent manual simplification strategies and ad-
dressing different target reader populations.
Each corpus was annotated with the opera-
tions foreseen in the annotation scheme, cov-
ering different levels of linguistic description.
Annotation results were analysed with the fi-
nal aim of capturing peculiarities and differ-
ences of the different simplification strategies
pursued in the two corpora.

1 Introduction and Background

Automatic Text Simplification (ATS) is receiving
growing attention over the last few years due to the
implications it has for both machine– and human–
oriented tasks. ATS has been employed as a prepro-
cessing step to improve the efficiency of e.g. parsing,
machine translation and information extraction. Re-
cently, ATS has been used in educational scenarios
and assistive technologies; e.g. for the adaptation of
texts to particular readers, like children (De Belder
et al., 2010), L2 learners (Petersen and Ostendorf,
2007), people with low literacy skills (Aluı́sio et
al., 2008), cognitive disabilities (Bott and Saggion,

2014) or language impairments, e.g. aphasia (Car-
roll et al., 1998) or deafness (Inui et al., 2003).

The purpose of ATS, within both perspectives, is
to reduce lexical and syntactic complexity while pre-
serving the original meaning of the text. To this
aim, three main approaches have been followed. The
more traditional one relies on the use of hand-crafted
rules (Chandrasekar et al., 1996; Siddharthan, 2002;
Siddharthan, 2010; Siddharthan, 2011), which typ-
ically cover specific phenomena that are symptoms
of linguistic complexity, especially at the syntactic
level (e.g. passives, relative clauses, appositions).
Recently, the availability of larger parallel corpora,
i.e. sentence-aligned corpora consisting of both the
original and the simplified version of the same text
(e.g. English and Simple English Wikipedia, in short
EW and SEW), has allowed a consistent use of ma-
chine learning techniques for automatically acquir-
ing simplification rules. This is the approach fol-
lowed by e.g. Woodsend and Lapata (2011), who
based their ATS system on a quasi-synchronous
grammar, Zhu et al. (2010), who adapted a Statisti-
cal Machine Translation (SMT) algorithm to imple-
ment simplification operations on the parse tree, and
Narayan and Gardent (2014), who similarly adopted
SMT techniques but also combined a deep semantic
representation of the sentence. Both hand-written
and automatically acquired rules have advantages
and shortcomings. While the former can poten-
tially account for the maximum linguistic informa-
tion, they are extremely costly to develop and tend
to cover only a few lexical and syntactic constructs;
on the other side, data-driven approaches require the
least linguistic knowledge but they are not feasible
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without a large quantity of aligned data. Hybrid ap-
proaches seem to offer a good alternative; as shown
by Siddharthan and Angrosh (2014), a system that
combines automatically harvested lexical rules with
hand-crafted syntactic rules outperformed the state
of the art. Besides, all these systems exploit the
EW/SEW dataset as a training corpus. Such re-
sources are lacking for languages other than English,
making it rather impossible to approach ATS as
pure machine learning task. For some of these lan-
guages, parallel monolingual corpora are annotated
with simplification rules corresponding to transfor-
mations to perform on a complex sentence. This is
the approach followed by Brouwers et al. (2014) for
French; Bott and Saggion (2014) for Spanish; Caseli
et al. (2009) for Brazilian Portuguese. A different
approach is advanced by Specia (2010) for Brazil-
ian Portuguese, who adopted phrase-based machine
learning from a parallel corpus. For Basque, Aran-
zabe et al. (2013) used the output of a readability
assessment system for detecting complex sentences,
which are simplified by a large set of hand-crafted
rules.

Typically, ATS approaches rely on the output of
a syntactic parser although the main cause of errors
for an ATS system is due to erroneous parses also
when state–of–the–art parsers are used (De Belder
et al., 2010; Siddharthan, 2011; Drndarević et al.,
2013; Brouwers et al., 2014; Siddharthan and An-
grosh, 2014). In particular, this concerns relative
clause attachments and clause boundary identifica-
tion (Siddharthan and Angrosh, 2014). According
to Drndarević et al. (2013), one third of ATS errors
depends on previous parsing errors and Brouwers et
al. (2014) revealed that 89% of text simplification
(TS) errors are due to preprocessing errors.

ATS is largely underinvestigated for what con-
cerns Italian. The only exception is (Barlacchi and
Tonelli, 2013), who devised a rule–based architec-
ture focusing on a limited set of linguistic structures,
but no previous study has addressed ATS by using
parallel corpora.

2 Our Contribution

We present the first Italian resource for automatic
and semi-automatic text simplification. We col-
lected and hand–aligned two monolingual corpora

representative of two different strategies of manual
simplification and addressing different target read-
ers. The corpora were annotated with a set of rules
designed to capture simplification operations at di-
verse levels of linguistic description. There are sev-
eral motivations underlying the proposed approach.
As a universal native simplified–language speaker
does not exist (Siddharthan, 2014), it follows that
ATS systems are typically specialized with respect
to a specific target user. Hence, we introduce a new
annotation scheme able to handle different simpli-
fication strategies, at the level of both method and
target users.

This is the starting point to develop a flexible au-
tomatic or semi–automatic TS system.The proposed
resource can be used to train a supervised classifier
aimed at carrying out a semi–automatic TS task. In
the semi–automatic scenario, the system will be able
to identify the areas of linguistic complexity within a
sentence and suggest the authors the most appropri-
ate simplification rule for the intended audience and
domain. This classifier, using the information ex-
tracted from the syntactic tree as one of the features
exploited to predict the rules to be applied, is ex-
pected to be more robust to syntactic parsing errors
than TS systems based on hand–crafted or automat-
ically acquired rules heavily relying on parses trans-
formations. To give an idea of how wrong parses
can affect a TS system, let’s consider that the ac-
curacy of the state-of-the-art dependency parser for
Italian is 87.89% in terms of Labeled Attachment
Score corresponding to 293 erroneously parsed sen-
tences out of the total of 376, i.e. 78% of the test
sentences contain at least one parsing error.1. More-
over, it should be noted that in a TS scenario the
parsers are typically tested on domains outside of
the data from which they were trained or developed
on (i.e. out–domain scenario) and it is widely ac-
knowledged that state–of–the–art statistical parsers
have a dramatic drop of accuracy when tested in a
out–domain scenario (Gildea, 2001).

In this paper, we also carried out a comparative
analysis between different TS strategies addressing
different target users: this was possible thanks to

1These data are reported in the Evalita evaluation campaign
and were obtained by combining four state–of–the–art parsers
using a test set with gold (i.e. manually revised) part–of–speech
tags (Bosco et al., 2014)
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the internal composition of the developed resource,
which allowed us to investigate the effects of sim-
plification rules on the linguistic peculiarities of
abridged texts with respect to their original versions.

3 Corpora

The annotated resource2 presented here is made up
of two sub–corpora that can be considered represen-
tative of two different TS strategies: the “structural”
and the “intuitive” strategy, following Allen (2009)’s
definition, who addressed TS in the context of L2
learning. The former uses predefined graded lists
(covering both word and structural levels) or tra-
ditional readability formulas. The latter is depen-
dent on the author’s teaching experience and per-
sonal judgments about the comprehension ability of
learners. Although with main distinctions, this clas-
sification can be applied for our purpose.

The first sub–corpus (Terence) contains 32 short
novels for children and their manually simplified
version.3 The simplification was carried out in a
cumulative fashion with the aim of improving the
comprehension of the original text at three differ-
ent levels: global coherence, local cohesion and lex-
icon/syntax. To align the corpus, we selected the
last two levels of simplification (i.e. local cohesion
and lexicon/syntax) which were considered respec-
tively as the original and the simplified version. This
was motivated by the need of tackling only those
textual simplification aspects with a counterpart at
the morpho–syntactic and syntactic level. We hand-
aligned the resulting 1036 original sentences to the
1060 simplified ones. The results (Table 1) provide
some insights into the typology of human editing
operations. In 90% of the cases a 1:1 alignment is
reported; 39 original sentences (3.75%) have a cor-
respondence 1:2, thus suggesting an occurred split;
2 original sentences underwent a three–fold split
(0.19%), i.e. they correspond to three sentences in
the simplified version; 15 pairs of original sentences
were merged into a single one (2.88%). Finally, the
percentage of unaligned sentences is 1%.

The second sub–corpus (Teacher) is composed by
24 pairs of original/simplified texts, which were col-

2http://www.italianlp.it/software-data/
3This corpus was produced within the EU project Terence

targeting “poor comprehenders”: http://www.terenceproject.eu

1:1 1:2 1:3 2:1 1:0 0:1
Terence 92.1 3.75 0.19 2.88 0.67 0.38
Teacher 68.32 11.45 0.76 13.74 1.15 0.0

Table 1: Percentage of sentence alignments.

lected by surfing specialized educational websites
providing free resources for teachers. They cover
different textual genres, such as literature (e.g. ex-
tracts from famous Italian novels) and handbooks for
high school on diverse subjects (e.g. history, geogra-
phy), and they are addressed to different targets. Un-
like Terence, the simplification was performed inde-
pendently by a teacher, with the aim of adapting the
text to the need of audience, typically L2 students
with at least a B2 level in Italian. Thus, Teacher can
be considered as an instance of “intuitive” simplifi-
cation: while the target is usually the same (i.e. L2
learners), each text was produced by a different au-
thor and the interventions made on the text span over
different linguistic levels without any predefined dis-
tinction or hierarchy. On the contrary, Terence ex-
emplifies a “structural” simplification, since: i) it
was produced by a pool of experts; ii) it addressed a
well–defined target; iii) it was consistent with a pre-
defined guideline tackling the simplification at three
separate textual dimensions. This can also explain
the higher percentage of texts which were perfectly
aligned at sentence level (92.1% see Table 1) with
respect to Teacher (68.32%).

To compare the two different simplification strate-
gies with respect to the effect of the simplification
process, we evaluated the two corpora with the read-
ability index existing for the Italian language, i.e.
READ–IT (Dell’Orletta et al., 2011). For both the
corpora, we calculated the Spearman’s correlation
between the scores obtained by different READ–IT
models (i.e. using different types of linguistic fea-
tures) on the original and the simplified version. As
reported in Table 2, the two simplified corpora are
significantly correlated with all READ–IT models.
In particular, Teacher is especially correlated with
the model using a combination of raw text and lex-
ical features (READ–IT lexical model in Table 2).
This possibly follows from the “intuitive” simplifi-
cation process of Teacher that mostly concerns lexi-
cal substitution operations.
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Readability index Terence Teacher
READ–IT global 0.77∗ 0.47
READ–IT base 0.80∗ 0.50
READ–IT lexical 0.65∗ 0.72∗
READ–IT syntax 0.54∗ 0.46

Table 2: Spearman’s correlation between different
READ-IT models and the simplified corpora. Significant
correlations (p < 0.05) are bolded; those with p < 0.001
are also marked with ∗.

The two corpora were annotated by two under-
graduate students in computational linguistics, who
received preliminary training lessons on the simpli-
fication rules covered by the annotation tagset. Each
student annotated a different corpus and all their an-
notations were verified by a trained linguist.

4 Simplification Annotation Scheme

We defined an annotation scheme covering six
macro–categories: split, merge, reordering, insert,
delete and transformation. Following Bott and Sag-
gion (2014), we used a two–level structure, i.e. for
some categories more specific subclassed have been
introduced. In Table 3, we show the tagset of the
annotation scheme. In the following examples ex-
tracted from the annotated corpus, we bolded the
text span marked in the original sentence by each
rule-tag and we highlighted in italics the correspond-
ing text span in the simplified version.4

Split: it is the most investigated operation in
ATS, for both human– and machine–oriented ap-
plications. Typically, a split affects coordinate
clauses (introduced by coordinate conjunctions,
colons or semicolons), subordinate clauses (e.g.
non–restrictive relative clauses), appositive and ad-
verbial phrases. Nevertheless, we do not expect that
each of these sentences undergoes a split, as the hu-
man expert may prefer not to detach two clauses,
for instance when a subordinate clause provides the
necessary background information to understand the
matrix clause.

O: Mamma Gorilla sembrava completamente distrutta
per le cure che dava al suo vivace cuccioletto Tito,
che stava giocando vicino alle grosse sbarre di ac-

4In all the examples of aligned sentences, O stands for orig-
inal and S for simplified.

ciaio che circondavano il recinto. [Mummy Go-
rilla looked completely worn out from looking after
her lively baby, Tod, who was playing by the thick
steel bars that surrounded the enclosure.]

S: Mamma Gorilla sembrava proprio distrutta per le
cure che dava al suo vivace cuccioletto Tito. Tito
stava giocando vicino alle grosse sbarre di acciaio
che erano intorno alla loro area. [Mummy Gorilla
looked completely worn out from looking after her
lively baby Tod. Tod was playing by the thick steel
bars that surrounded the enclosure.]

Merge: it is to be taken as the reverse of split, i.e.
the operation by which two (or more) original sen-
tences are joined into a unique simplified sentence.
This transformation is less likely to be adopted, as it
creates semantically denser sentences, more difficult
to process (Kintsh and Keenan, 1973). Yet, to some
extent (see the alignment results), this is a choice
the expert can make and it can be interesting to ver-
ify whether the sentences susceptible to be merged
display any regular pattern of linguistic features that
can be automatically captured.

O: Clara pensò che fosse uno dei cigni. Ma poi si
rese conto che stava urlando! [Clara thought it
was one of the swans. But then she realised it was
shouting!]

S: In un primo momento, Clara pensò che fosse uno
dei cigni, ma poi sentı̀ urlare! [At first, Clara
thought it was one of the swans, but then she heard
it shouting.]

Reordering: this tag marks word order changes be-
tween the original sentence and its simplified coun-
terpart. Clearly, altering the position of the elements
in a sentence depends, in turn, upon modifications
at lexicon or syntax; e.g. replacing an object clitic
pronoun (which is preverbal with finite verbs in Ital-
ian) with its full lexical antecedent yields the un-
marked order SVO, associated with easier compre-
hension and earlier acquisition (Slobin and Bever,
1982). Conversely, the author of the simplified text
may sometimes prefer a non–canonical order, when
she believes e.g. that it allows the reader to keep the
focus stable over two or more sentences.

O: Il passante gli spiegò che, per arrivare al
bidone,doveva contare ben 5 bidoni a partire dal
semaforo. [The passer-by explained him that, to get
to the dustbin, he had to count exactly 5 dustbins
starting from the traffic light.]
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Simplification Annotation Scheme
Classes Subclasses Terence Teacher
Split 1.71 (43) 2.06 (35)
Merge 0.81 (20) 1.30 (22)
Reordering 8.65 (212) 7.89 (134)

Insert
Verb 4.92 (121) 2.53 (43)
Subject 1.79 (44) 1.94 (33)
Other 12.01 (295) 11.19 (190)

Delete
Verb 2.04 (50) 1.88 (32)
Subject 0.49 (12) 0.24 (4)
Other 19.41 (477) 23.20 (394)

Transformation
Lexical Substitution (word level) 26.50 (651) 20.73 (352)
Lexical Substitution (phrase level) 13.39 (329) 11.60 (197)
Anaphoric replacement 0.61 (15) 3.53 (60)
Noun to Verb 1.59 (39) 0.88 (15)
Verb to Noun (nominalization) 0.61 (15) 0.47 (8)
Verbal Voice 0.53 (13) 0.77 (13)
Verbal Features 4.92 (121) 9.78 (166)

Table 3: Simplification tagset and the percentage distribution (with its absolute value) for each rule-tag.

S: Il signore spiegò a Ugolino che doveva contare 5
bidoni a partire dal semaforo, per arrivare al bidone
della carta. [The man explained Little Hugh that he
had to count 5 dustbins starting from the traffic light
to get to the wastepaper dustbin.]

Insert: the process of simplification may even re-
sult in a longer sentence, because of the insertion of
words or phrases that provide supportive informa-
tion to the original sentence. Despite the cognitive
literature suggests reducing the inference load of a
text, especially with less skilled or low–knowledge
readers (Ozuru et al., 2009), it is difficult to predict
what an author will actually add to the original sen-
tence to make it clearer. It can happen that the sen-
tence is elliptical, i.e. syntactically compressed, and
the difficulty depends on the ability to retrieve the
missing arguments, which are then made explicit as
a result of the simplification. Our annotation scheme
has introduced two more specific tags to mark inser-
tions: one for verbs and one for subject. The latter
signals the transformation of a covert subject into a
lexical noun phrase5.

O: Essendo da poco andata in pensione dal suo lavoro,
disse che le mancavano i suoi studenti [...] [Having
just retired from her job, she said that she missed
her students]

5The covert/overt subject realization is an option available
in null–subject languages like Italian.

S: Essendo da poco andata in pensione dal suo lavoro
come insegnante, disse che le mancavano i suoi stu-
denti [...] [Having just retired from her job as a
school teacher, she said that she missed her stu-
dents]

Delete: dropping redundant information is also a
strategy for simplifying a text. As for the insert
tag, also deletion is largely unpredictable, although
we can imagine that simplified sentences would con-
tain less adjunct phrases (e.g. adverbs or adjectives).
Such occurrences have been marked with the un-
derspecified delete rule; two more restricted tags,
delete verb and delete subj, have been introduced
to signal, respectively, the deletion of a verb and
of an overt subject (made implicit and recoverable
through verb agreement morphology).

O: Sembrò veramente che il fiume stesse per strari-
pare. [It really seemed that the river was going to
burst.]

S: Il fiume stava per straripare. [The river was going
to burst.]

Transformation: this label covers six typologies of
transformations that a sentence may undergo to be-
come more comprehensible for the intended reader.
Such modifications can affect the sentence at the lex-
ical, morpho–syntactic and syntactic level, also giv-
ing rise to overlapping phenomena. Our annotation
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scheme has intended to cover the following phenom-
ena.
– Lexical substitution (word level): when a single
word is replaced by another word (or more than
one), which is usually a more common synonym or
a less specific term.

O: Il passante gli spiegò che, per arrivare al bidone,
doveva contare ben 5 bidoni a partire dal semaforo.
[The passer-by explained him that, to get to the
dustbin, he had to count exactly 5 dustbins starting
from the traffic light.]

S: Il signore spiegò a Ugolino che doveva contare 5
bidoni a partire dal semaforo, per arrivare al bidone
della carta. [The man explained to Little Hug that
he had to count 5 dustbins starting from the traffic
light, to get to the dustbin.]

Given the relevance of lexical changes in TS,
which is also confirmed by our results, previous
works have proposed feasible ways to automatize
lexical simplification, e.g. by relying on electronic
resources, such as WordNet (De Belder et al., 2010)
or word frequency lists (Drndarevic et al., 2012).
However, synonyms or hypernyms replacements do
not cover all the editing options, since we observed
that an author might also restate the meaning of the
complex word with a multi-word pharaphrase.

O: Tutti si precipitarono verso il tendone. [Everyone
rashed outside the tent.]

S: Tutti si misero a correre verso la tenda. [Everyone
came running outside the tent.]

– Lexical substitution (phrase level): it differs from
the previous rule with respect to the “size” of the
original unit involved in the substitution, which in
this case consists of a phrase. But, similarly to the
previous one, the simplified unit can be either a sin-
gle word or a phrase itself.

O: Persino il tempo era di buon umore. [Even the
weather was in a party mood.]

S: Persino il tempo era buono. [Even the weather was
good.]

– Anaphoric replacement: the substitution of a ref-
erent pronoun with its full lexical antecedent (a def-
inite noun phrase or a proper noun).

O: Il passante gli spiegò che, per arrivare al bidone,
doveva contare ben 5 bidoni [...] [The passer-by ex-
plained him that, to get to the dustbin, he had to
count exactly 5 dustbins]

S: Il signore spiegò a Ugolino che doveva contare 5
bidoni a partire dal semaforo [...] [The man ex-
plained to Little Hug that he had to count 5 dustbins
starting from the traffic light]

– Noun to Verb: when a nominalization or a sup-
port verb construction is replaced by a simple verb.
In this case, the correspondence between the noun
and the verb involved in the transformation had to
be suggested by the presence of a similar morpho-
logical root.

O: Il giorno della partenza, i bambini salutarono i loro
genitori durante la colazione. [On the day of their
parents’ departure, the children said their good-
byes to their parents over breakfast.]

S: Il giorno in cui i genitori partirono, i bambini li
salutarono durante la colazione. [The day that their
parents left, the children said them goodbye over
breakfast.]

– Verb to Noun: to mark the presence of a nominal-
ization or of a support verb construction instead of
an original simple verb.

O: Benedetto era molto arrabbiato e voleva vendicare
sua sorella. [Ben was very angry and he wanted to
avenge his sister.]

S: Benedetto era molto arrabbiato e voleva ottenere
vendetta per sua sorella. [Ben was very angry and
he wanted to get revenge for his sister.]

– Verbal voice: to signal the transformation of a pas-
sive sentence into an active or vice versa. Within
both the corpora very few examples of the latter
were found; this result was expected since passive
sentences represent an instance of non-canonical or-
der: they are acquired later by typically developing
children (Maratsos, 1974; Bever, 1970) (for Italian,
(Cipriani et al., 1993; Ciccarelli, 1998)) and have
been reported as problematic for atypical popula-
tions, e.g. deaf children (Volpato, 2010). Yet, the
“passivization” rule may still be productive in other
textual typologies, where it can happen that the au-
thor of the simplification prefers not only to keep,
but even to insert, a passive, in order to avoid more
unusual syntactic constructs in Italian (such as im-
personal sentences). This is also in line with what
Bott and Saggion (2014) observed for passives.

O: Solo il papà di Luisa, “Crispino mangia cracker”
era dispiaciuto, perché era stato battuto da To-
nio Battaglia. [Only Louise’s Dad, “Cream
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Cracker Craig”, was disappointed, because he’d
been beaten by Tod Baxter.]

S: Solo il papà di Luisa era triste, perché Tonio
Battaglia lo aveva battuto. [Only Louise’s Dad was
sad, because Tod Baxter had beaten him.]

– Verbal features: Italian is a language with a
rich inflectional paradigm and changes affecting ver-
bal features (mood, tense) have proven useful in
discriminating between easy– and difficult–to–read
texts in readability assessment task (Dell’Orletta et
al., 2011). Poor comprehenders also find it difficult
to properly master verb inflectional morphology; the
same holds for other categories of atypical readers,
e.g. dyslexics (Fiorin, 2009), but also for L2 learners
(Sorace, 1993); thus, the simplification, according to
the intended target, will probably alter the distribu-
tion of verbal features.

O: Non capisco e non potrei parlare con nessuno. [I
can’t understand and I could not talk to anybody.]

S: Non capisco e non posso parlare di queste cose con
nessuno. [I can’t understand and I can not speak of
such things to anybody.]

5 Simplification Rules and Linguistic
Features

The analysis of the frequency distribution of each
rule within the two annotated corpora (Table 3) al-
lows us capturing similarities and variations across
corpora representing two different TS strategies and
addressed to diverse categories of readers. The ma-
jority of rules are similarly distributed across the
two corpora showing that a number of simplifica-
tion choices are shared by a team of experts and in-
dependent teachers. This is an interesting finding
as it might suggest the existence of an “indepen-
dent” simplification process shared by approaches
targeting different audience and based on differ-
ent simplification methods. Exceptions are repre-
sented by some rules involving verbs (i.e. trans-
formation of verbal features and insert verb) and
anaphoric replacements. For what concerns the lat-
ter, it should be noted that the Terence original ver-
sion here adopted inherits previous sentence trans-
formations covering, among others, anaphoric re-
placements. The different distribution of rules in-
volving verbs might reflect both the different sim-
plification choices related to the structural and in-

tuitive simplification strategies and the different tex-
tual genres included in Teacher and Terence.

For a more in-depth analysis of the impact and
the significance of each simplification rule, we fo-
cused on the most frequently applied rules and we
chose a set of features which are typically involved
in automatic readability assessment and also express
language–specific peculiarities. For each linguis-
tic feature, we calculated the Spearman’s correlation
between the feature values extracted from the origi-
nal text and from the simplified version with respect
to the selected rules.

5.1 Linguistic Features
The set of linguistic features spans across different
levels of linguistic analysis and are broadly clas-
sifiable into four main classes: raw text, lexical,
morpho–syntactic and syntactic features, shortly de-
scribed below. They were extracted from the corpora
automatically tagged by the part–of–speech tagger
described in Dell’Orletta (2009) and dependency–
parsed by the DeSR parser (Attardi, 2006).

Raw text features (Features [1–2] in Table 4)
are typically used within traditional readability met-
rics and include sentence length (average number of
words per sentence), and word length (average num-
ber of characters per words).

Feature [3] refers to the percentage of all unique
words (types) on the Basic Italian Vocabulary (BIV)
by De Mauro (2000) in the sentence. The BIV in-
cludes a list of 7,000 words highly familiar to Italian
native speakers.

The set of morpho–syntactic features [4–19]
ranges from the probability distribution of part–of–
speech types, to the lexical density of the text, cal-
culated as the ratio of content words (verbs, nouns,
adjectives and adverbs) to the total number of lex-
ical tokens in a text. It also includes verbal mood
and tense distributions, a language–specific feature
related to Italian rich verbal morphology.

The set of syntactic features [20–35] captures dif-
ferent aspects of the syntactic structure, such as:
– parse tree depth features, going from the depth
of the whole parse tree [26], calculated in terms of
the longest path from the root of the dependency tree
to some leaf, to a more specific feature referring to
the average depth of embedded complement ‘chains’
[23] governed by a nominal head and including ei-
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ther prepositional complements or nominal and ad-
jectival modifiers;
– verbal predicate features, going from the arity of
verbs [27], meant as the number of instantiated de-
pendency links sharing the same verbal head (cov-
ering both arguments and modifiers), to the distri-
bution of verbal roots with explicit subject [28] with
respect to all sentence roots occurring in a text and
the relative ordering of subject and object with re-
spect to the verbal head [29–32].
– subordination features include the distribution of
subordinate vs. main clauses [20–21]; for subordi-
nates, their relative ordering with respect to the main
clause [33–34] and the average depth of ‘chains’ of
embedded subordinate clauses [22];
– the length of dependency links is calculated in
terms of the words occurring between the syntac-
tic head and the dependent: the feature includes the
length of all dependency links [24] and the maximum
dependency links [25];
– clause length [35] is measured as the number of
tokens occurring within a clause.

5.2 Correlation
Table 4 illustrates the correlations between the lin-
guistic features and the most frequently applied sim-
plification rules. It can be noted that all the rules
are strongly correlated with the linguistic features.
This reveals that these rules have a great impact
on the linguistic structure of the simplified text. It
also shows the effectiveness of such features to cap-
ture simplification operations at varying degrees of
linguistic description. Interestingly, if we examine
more in-depth the significance value, we can ob-
serve a distinction between the two corpora. Ter-
ence reports a higher number of stronger correla-
tions (i.e. p < 0.001) with respect to Teacher.
These results seem to provide an evidence to the ex-
istence of different simplification strategies, which
vary according to the person (i.e. expert vs. non-
expert), textual genres and intended target. Specifi-
cally, the teachers prefer a more vocabulary-oriented
simplification approach, as testified by a) the highest
significant correlations reported by the rules deal-
ing with lexical replacements (i.e. LexSub word and
LexSub phrase) and b) the fact that the majority of
significant correlations at > 0.5 affects linguistic
features from [1] to [19], i.e. features not dealing

with the syntactic structure. This might suggest that,
independently from the simplification rule adopted,
the resulting sentence has not undergone a strong
modification in its grammatical structure. This is
not the case of the “structural” simplification, in
which all the rules significantly correlate with both
lexical/morpho–syntactic features (set [1-19]) and
syntactic features (set [20-35]). On the other side,
the correlation results reported by the Delete, Lex-
Sub word and LexSub phrase rules reveal the exis-
tence of a common approach to simplification. In the
two corpora these rules are correlated with mainly
the same linguistic features.

For what concerns the evaluation of the over-
all significance of each rule, we observe that a
wide number of correlations at ≥ 0.6 occurs es-
pecially when Split and LexSub word were applied.
Both these simplification operations are expected to
greatly redefine the structure of the sentence; a split
e.g. not only correlates with sentence length, but it
also reduces prepositional chains [23]. Split might
be triggered by long noun phrases with a deverbal
noun; to simplify them the author could have chosen
to turn them into an autonomous sentence, by also
adding a verb (see the high correlation between [23]
and InsertVerb).

6 Conclusion

We have presented the first Italian corpus for text
simplification. This annotated resource is composed
by two monolingual parallel corpora, representing
two different strategies of simplification: “struc-
tural” and “intuitive”. We have defined an annota-
tion scheme able to capture manual simplifications
at different levels of linguistic structure as well as
to handle the different strategies of simplification.
We have carried out an in-depth analysis of the im-
pact of each simplification rule with respect to a
set of linguistic features related to text complexity.
This study has highlighted the existence of an “in-
dependent” simplification process shared by the two
considered simplification approaches targeting dif-
ferent audience. We are currently using this finding
in the development of a semi–automatic supervised
TS system trained on the two corpora able to han-
dle these shared simplification phenomena. Current
developments are also devoted to refining the anno-
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Feature Insert Delete Reord LexSub word LexSub phrase Split InsertVerb
[1] Sentence length .796∗ .342 .772∗ .345∗ .820∗ .451∗ .818∗ .463∗ .787∗ .433∗ .799∗ .501 .714∗ .573∗
[2] Word length .595∗ .431∗ .593∗ .518∗ .627∗ .637∗ .636∗ .559∗ .512∗ .449∗ .700∗ .581 .612∗ .375
[3] Word types in the BIV .663∗ .315 .707∗ .382∗ .699∗ .456∗ .735∗ .580∗ .654∗ .472∗ .630∗ .865∗ .690∗ .413
[4] Lexical density .639∗ .246 .685∗ .416∗ .704∗ .410∗ .757∗ .400∗ .617∗ .402∗ .646∗ .696∗ .566∗ .082
[5] Adjective .693∗ .450∗ .689∗ .406∗ .752∗ .564∗ .724∗ .585∗ .726∗ .527∗ .779∗ .662 .787∗ .245
[6] Adverb .546∗ .324 .652∗ .424∗ .667∗ .311 .729∗ .445∗ .581∗ .245 .670∗ .292 .716∗ .351
[7] Coord Conjunction .609∗ .345 .707∗ .454∗ .735∗ .588∗ .765∗ .554∗ .746∗ .494∗ .474 .662 .667∗ .306
[8] Subord Conjunction .510∗ .532∗ .611∗ .478∗ .564∗ .606∗ .700∗ .483∗ .716∗ .414∗ .726∗ .554 .641∗ .441
[9] Preposition .687∗ .492∗ .678∗ .404∗ .690∗ .354 .794∗ .498∗ .680∗ .447∗ .688∗ .491 .743∗ .480
[10] Pronoun .619∗ .179 .629∗ .277 .550∗ .304 .716∗ .317∗ .594∗ .338∗ .552∗ .578 .368∗ -.030
[11] Noun .707∗ .566∗ .702∗ .586∗ .708∗ .474∗ .761∗ .601∗ .721∗ .548∗ .666∗ .544 .728∗ .490
[12] Verb .703∗ .401∗ .634∗ .464∗ .655∗ .435∗ .722∗ .506∗ .653∗ .468∗ .743∗ .679 .656∗ .268
[13] Verb infinitive mood .718∗ .488∗ .644∗ .481∗ .649∗ .440∗ .752∗ .528∗ .720∗ .459∗ .554∗ .753∗ .395∗ .405
[14] Verb gerundive mood .574∗ nan .585∗ nan .554∗ nan .691∗ -.038 .677∗ nan .499∗ nan .519∗ .558∗
[15] Verb participle mood .530∗ .210 .439∗ .395∗ .380∗ .323 .554∗ .335∗ .349∗ .368∗ .527∗ .204 .371∗ .148
[16] Verb indicative mood .584∗ .223 .630∗ .422∗ .581∗ .100 .697∗ .344∗ .675∗ .323 .686∗ .495 .491∗ .156
[17] Verb present tense .573∗ .254 .622∗ .307 .574∗ .275 .683∗ .394∗ .558∗ .296 .599∗ .568 .727∗ .527
[18] Verb imperfect tense .741∗ .638∗ .786∗ .533∗ .768∗ .635∗ .849∗ .542∗ .771∗ .479∗ .813∗ .884∗ .777∗ .432
[19] Verb past tense .703∗ .214 .832∗ .088 .787∗ .080 .840∗ .260∗ .811∗ .187 .902∗ nan .801∗ .504
[20] Main clauses .492∗ .215 .395∗ .198 .495∗ .046 .520∗ .215 .518∗ .191 .337 .000 .277 .097
[21] Subord clauses .492∗ .215 .395∗ .204 .495∗ .151 .520∗ .209 .518∗ .254 .337 .145 .277 .238
[22] Embedded subord clauses .356∗ .303 .478∗ .351∗ .369∗ .323 .529∗ .415∗ .463∗ .404∗ .422 .472 .499∗ .173
[23] Prepositional ’chains’ .647∗ .352 .547∗ .305 .679∗ .225 .740∗ .424∗ .627∗ .514∗ .724∗ .712∗ .664∗ .507
[24] Length of dependency links .608∗ .403∗ .567∗ .431∗ .457∗ .278 .619∗ .433∗ .571∗ .468∗ .498∗ .215 .512∗ .562∗
[25] Longest dependency links .643∗ .321 .582∗ .345∗ .523∗ .307 .621∗ .428∗ .599∗ .493∗ .514∗ .160 .578∗ .596∗
[26] Parse tree depth .559∗ .166 .586∗ .275 .506∗ .280 .671∗ .379∗ .602∗ .405∗ .509∗ .376 .499∗ .294
[27] Verb arity .630∗ .231 .518∗ .236 .417∗ .191 .588∗ .365∗ .548∗ .321 .494 .019 .511∗ .003
[28] Verbal roots with subj .469∗ .182 .583∗ .324∗ .438∗ .331 .585∗ .347∗ .473∗ .365∗ .017 .439 .614∗ .216
[29] Post-verbal obj .566∗ .224 .570∗ .178 .471∗ .288 .634∗ .389∗ .575∗ .228 .573∗ .162 .511∗ .082
[30] Pre-verbal obj .416∗ .340 .524∗ .227 .380∗ .605∗ .616∗ .307∗ .519∗ .315 .670∗ -.076 .619∗ -.065
[31] Post-verbal subj .363∗ .204 .381∗ .294 .207 .500∗ .521∗ .349∗ .266∗ .228 .615∗ .570 .344∗ .343
[32] Pre-verbal subj .476∗ .141 .498∗ .163 .220 .076 .568∗ .326∗ .328∗ .324 .441 .089 .572∗ -.024
[33] Post-verbal subord clauses .552∗ .337 .534∗ .336∗ .488∗ .260 .647∗ .469∗ .528∗ .388∗ .505∗ .556 .385∗ .052
[34] Pre-verbal subord clauses .299∗ .155 .378∗ .233 .445∗ .105 .495∗ .159 .308∗ .085 .315 .444 .424∗ -.100
[35] Clause length .707∗ .485∗ .592∗ .481∗ .635∗ .388 .711∗ .513∗ .659∗ .450∗ .637∗ .514 .622∗ .462

Table 4: Spearman’s correlation between the most frequent rules and a subset of linguistic features. Significant
correlations (p < 0.05) are bolded; those with p < 0.001 are also marked with ∗. For each column, the left value
refers to Terence, the right value to Teacher.

tation scheme, also by testing the suitability of this
scheme for other corpora.
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Abstract

Understanding the structure of scientific dis-
course is of paramount importance for the de-
velopment of appropriate Natural Language
Processing tools able to extract and summa-
rize information from research articles. In
this paper we present an annotated corpus of
scientific discourse in the domain of Com-
puter Graphics. We describe the way we built
our corpus by designing an annotation schema
and relying on three annotators for manually
classifying all sentences into the defined cate-
gories. Our corpus constitutes a semantically
rich resource for scientific text mining. In this
respect, we also present the results of our ini-
tial experiments of automatic classification of
sentences into the 5 main categories in our cor-
pus.

1 Introduction

Understanding the internal organization of text doc-
uments is important for many content assessment
tasks such as summarization or information extrac-
tion. Several studies have investigated the struc-
ture and peculiarities of scientific discourse across
distinct domains, such as biology (Mizuta and Col-
lier, 2004), chemistry and computational linguistics
(Teufel et al., 2009), or astrophysics (Grover et al.,
2004). The coherence of the argumentative flow that
authors adopt to expose scientific contents is essen-
tial to properly contextualize these contents, to char-
acterize their connections with related pieces of re-
search as well as to discover relevant aspects, novel-
ties and future directions.

Because of both the huge, growing amount of
scientific literature that is accessible online and the
complexity that often characterizes scientific dis-
course, currently researchers and professionals are
experimenting more and more difficulties when try-
ing to keep themselves up to date.

The analysis of the internal organization of the
scientific discourse and the identification of which

role each piece of text plays in the scientific argu-
ment contribute to structure and thus ease the in-
terpretation of scientific information flow. In addi-
tion, the explicit characterization of scientific dis-
course provides useful meta-information to support
tasks like targeted information extraction, content
retrieval and summarization.

Although several studies have characterized sci-
entific domains, the area of Computer Graphics, a
sub-field of Computer Science, has not been studied
in previous work. We have developed an annotation
scheme and produced an annotated corpus of scien-
tific discourse in this domain.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Af-
ter a review of previous work in the next section,
we present and motivate the annotation scheme in
section 3, describing the corpus dataset in section
4. We provide details of annotation process in sec-
tion 5, followed by the values of the attained inter-
annotator agreement and an analysis of the structure
of the resulting corpus in section 6. Finally, before
closing the paper with conclusions and future work,
we explain our first experiments in automatic sen-
tence classification in section 7.

2 Scientific discourse characterization:
related work

The analysis and annotation of scientific discourse
has been approached from different points of view
in previous works.

Although the focus of the analysis is manifold and
spans along different linguistic concepts, the scien-
tific discourse annotation schema we propose in this
paper builds upon the proposals of Teufel (1999;
2009; 2010) and Liakata (2010) hence the follow-
ing subsections describe in more detail their contri-
butions.

Simone Teufel’s model (Teufel, 1999; Teufel
and Moens, 2002; Teufel et al., 2009), which was
named Argumentative Zoning, focuses on knowl-
edge claims and is based on previous schemes for
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classifying the citation functions (Garfield, 1965;
Melvin Weinstock, 1971; Spiegel-Rösing, 1977).

Liakata (2010) analyses the content and concep-
tual structure of scientific articles with an ontology-
based annotation scheme, the Core Scientific Con-
cepts scheme (CoreSc). Closely related to this ap-
proach is the multidimensional scheme of Nawaz
(2010), tailored to bioevents, and the works of De
Waard (2009) in classifying sentences in 5 epistemic
types and White (2011), who concentrates on iden-
tifying hypothesis, explanations and evidence in the
biomedical domain.

In terms of scope, abstracts, considered to be a
brief summary of the whole article, have been the
object of research in the works of Guo (2010), Lin
(2006), Ruch (2007), Hirohata (2008) and Thomp-
son (2009).

Among researchers who explore full articles, Lin
(2006) and Hirohata (2008) have based their analysis
on section names, offering a coarse-grained annota-
tion, while Liakata (2010; 2012), Teufel (2009) and
Shatkay (2008) adopt a finer-grained approach.

The annotation unit is also a controversial matter.
While most researchers agree to classify sentences
into categories (Liakata and Soldatova, 2008; Li-
akata et al., 2010; Teufel and Moens, 2002; Teufel et
al., 2009; Lin et al., 2006; Hirohata et al., 2008), oth-
ers segment sentences into smaller discourse units
(Shatkay et al., 2008; DeWaard, 2009).

Bioscience is by far the most studied domain and
acts as a motor for research in information extrac-
tion from scientific publications (Mizuta et al., 2006;
Wilbur et al., 2006; Liakata et al., 2010). Neverthe-
less, some work has also been done in the Compu-
tational Linguistics and Chemistry domains, where
Teufel (2009) has implemented her AZ-II extended
annotation scheme.

2.1 Argumentative Zoning - AZ
Teufel’s main assumptions are that scientific dis-
course contains descriptions of positive and nega-
tive states, refers to other’s contributions, and is the
result of a rhetorical game intended to promote the
authors contribution to the scientific field. In fact,
Teufel argues that scientific texts should make clear
what the new contribution is, as opposed to previous
work and background material.

From a theoretical point of view she develops the

Knowledge Claim Discourse Model (KCDM) which
she adapts into three annotation schemes: Knowl-
edge Claim Attribution (KCA), Citation Function
Classification (CFC) and Argumentative Zoning
(AZ).

Teufel annotates a corpus of Computational Lin-
guistics papers with the first version of Argumenta-
tive Zoning (AZ) (Teufel and Moens, 2002). She
later extends the AZ scheme for annotating chem-
istry papers, thus creating a new version, the AZ-II,
with 15 categories (Teufel et al., 2009) instead of the
first 7 in AZ.

The AZ-II annotated corpus consists of 61 articles
from the Royal Society of Chemistry.

2.2 Core Scientific Concepts - CoreSc
Liakata (2010) believes that a scientific paper is a
human-readable representation of a scientific inves-
tigation and she therefore seeks to identify how and
where the components of a scientific research are ex-
pressed in the text.

As Teufel, Liakata also proposes a sentence-
based annotation for scientific papers, but unlike
Teufel, who proposes a domain independent annota-
tion scheme based on argumentative steps, Liakata’s
scheme supports ontology motivated categories rep-
resenting the core information about a scientific pa-
per.

It was constructed with 11 general scientific con-
cepts based on the EXPO ontology (Soldatova and
King, 2006), which constitute the first layer of the
annotation. The second layer allows the annotation
of properties (New/Old, Advantage/Disadvantage)
of certain sentences labeled in the first layer. Finally,
in the third layer, several instances of a concept can
be identified.

With the CoreSC annotation scheme and guide-
lines, Liakata’s team produced the CoreSC corpus,
constituted by 265 annotated papers from the do-
mains of physical chemistry and biochemistry.

Liakata (2010) compares her approach to Teufel’s
and concludes that they are complementary and that
combining the two schemes would be beneficial.
They are both computational-oriented as the anno-
tated corpora are intended to serve as a basis for
linguistic innovative technologies such as summari-
sation, information extraction and sentiment analy-
sis. CoreSC is more fine-grained in content-related
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categories while AZ-II covers aspects of knowledge
claims that permeate across several CoreSC con-
cepts.

Corpora annotated with Argumentative Zoning-II
(Teufel et al., 2009) and Core Scientific Concepts
(Liakata et al., 2010) have been exploited to build
automatic rhetorical sentence classifiers.

3 Scientific Discourse Annotation Scheme

3.1 The domain: Computer Graphics

Computer Graphics is a vast field which includes al-
most anything related to the generation, manipula-
tion and use of visual content in the computer. It
is a relatively young discipline which has not been
yet described in terms of its discourse, which differs
mainly from the Bioscience’s discourse in its much
more mathematical content.

Research in Computer Graphics is based on mul-
tiple technical backgrounds, (mainly Physics, Me-
chanics, Fluid Dynamics, Geometry, Mathematics)
and its results are the development of practical ap-
plications for their exploitation in several industries.

Scientific publications in Computer Graphics re-
flect the characteristics of this domain. It is expected
that they include a section where a theoretical model
is presented in detail - with algorithms, equations,
algebra and mathematical reasoning - and a section
where a computational experiment demonstrates an
application that contributes to the knowledge in the
area or to enhance techniques already in use in the
mentioned industries. Experiments in computational
sciences are basically algorithmical and do not in-
clude materials nor physical processes in laborato-
ries.

3.2 The annotation scheme design

We defined our Scientific Discourse Annotation
Schema by relying on both Teufel’s and Liakata’s
annotation schemas and contributions. In particular,
we extended and enriched Liakata’s CoreSc scheme
at this first stage, leaving the knowledge claim ap-
proach for a second stage.

A thorough review of the previous work in anno-
tation of scientific publications as well as the analy-
sis of the contents of papers in our domain, lead us to
select 9 categories from Liakata’s annotation scheme
and the Discourse Elements Ontology (DEO), which

Figure 1: Simplified Annotation Scheme: 5 categories
and 3 subcategories

were later increased to a total of 16, in order to cover
the scientific concepts that might appear in an arti-
cle.

However, this first scheme proved to be too com-
plex, and we agreed to follow an annotation work-
flow characterized by subsequent steps with differ-
ent levels of granularity. Thus, the corpus annota-
tion process should go through a first coarse-grained
phase and later increase the level of details with a
finer-grained annotation scheme.

The 16 categories of the extended scheme were
grouped into 5 main categories (Fig. 2).

Nevertheless and in order to provide the anno-
tated corpus with more detailed information, we de-
cided to leave annotators the possibility to specify
three especially significant sub-categories: Hypoth-
esis, Goal and Contribution.

Fig.1 shows the final version of our scientific dis-
course simplified annotation scheme.

4 Corpus Dataset for annotation: Data
collection and Annotation unit

To populate our corpus we randomly selected a set
of 40 documents, available in PDF format, among
a bigger collection provided by experts in the do-
main, who pre-selected a representative sample of
articles in Computer Graphics. Articles were classi-
fied into four important subjects in this area: Skin-
ning, Motion Capture, Fluid Simulation and Cloth
Simulation. We included in the corpus 10 highly
representative articles for each subject.

The annotation is sentence based as we have con-
sidered sentences to be the most meaningful mini-
mal unit for the analysis of scientific discourse, in
agreement with earlier work.
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Figure 2: Description of the 5 categories of our Simplified Discourse Annotation Scheme

5 The Annotation Process

5.1 Annotators

The annotators are not domain experts. Two of them
are computationally oriented linguists and the third
is both a linguist and the developer of the annotation
scheme. Each of them has annotated the whole set
of documents. Therefore, the annotation outcome is
a collection of 40 papers whose sentences have been
annotated by the three annotators. The categories
associated to each sentence by each annotator are
then merged to create the Gold Standard version of
the corpus.

5.2 Annotation Task

The 40 documents selected for our corpus were pro-
vided to each annotator so as to start the sentence an-
notation process. All the annotators use GATE v.7.1
as annotation tool, with a customized view where
they have a window with the ready-to-annotate doc-
uments, segmented into sentences. Their task is to
select a sentence and choose the appropriate cate-
gory from a pop-up list.

Each sentence of each document of the Corpus
is classified as belonging to a category among: Ap-
proach, Background, Challenge, Challenge Goal,
Challenge Hypothesis, FutureWork, Outcome or
Outcome Contribution. Sentences were classified as
Unspecified when the identification of the category

was not possible (for example, metadiscourse or ac-
knowledgements) or as Sentence when the selected
text was characterized by segmentation or character
encoding problems (for example, when a footnote
appears incorrectly in the text flow).

5.3 Annotation Support

In order to ensure the quality of the annotation,
the annotators were provided with the following
support: an introductory training session, a visual
schema of the proposed discourse structure, guide-
lines for the annotation, a series of conflict resolu-
tion criteria and recommendations. Moreover, two
follow-up conflict-resolution meetings were sched-
uled to perform inter-annotator agreement checks
along the first stages of the annotation process.

5.4 Annotation Workflow

After the training session, the annotators were en-
couraged to test the tool, and try the schema with a
couple of documents before the annotation task re-
ally started. Once the process was triggered, two
conflict resolution meetings were scheduled after the
annotation of the first 5 papers, and after the subse-
quent 10 papers. Agreement was measured in these
two milestones in order to detect deviations in an
early stage. The articles were sorted by subject, to
facilitate the better comprehension of the text for the
annotators, as articles concerning the same subject
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Category Annotated Sent. %
Approach 5,038 46.70
Background 1,760 16.32
Challenge 351 3.25
Challenge Goal 91 0.84
Challenge Hypotesis 7 0.06
FutureWork 136 1.26
Outcome 1,175 10.89
Outcome Contribution 219 2.03
Unspecified 759 7.04
Sentence 1253 11.61
Total 10,789 100

Table 1: Number/Percentage of sentences per category

deal with similar concepts and terminology.

6 Annotation Results

6.1 Annotated corpus description
The Corpus includes 10,789 sentences, with an av-
erage of 269.7 sentences per document.

We are currently defining the best approach to
make Corpus annotations available to the research
community, since most of its 40 documents are pro-
tected by copyright.

The Gold Standard was built with the following
criteria for each sentence: If all annotators or two of
them assigned the same category to the sentence, it
was included in the Gold Standard version with such
category; otherwise, the category selected by the an-
notator who designed the scheme was preferred and
used in the Gold Standard. Table 1 details the num-
ber of sentences of each category in the Gold Stan-
dard version of the annotated corpus and its percent-
age in reference to the total number of annotated
sentences in the whole corpus.

6.2 Inter-annotator Agreement Values
We used Cohen κ (Cohen et al., 1960) to mea-
sure the inter-annotator agreement. Cohen κ is an
extensively adopted measure to quantify the inter-
annotator agreement, previously exploited in several
other annotation efforts, including the corpora cre-
ated by Liakata and Teufel, previously introduced.

Depending on how documents are combined,
there are several options for calculating the agree-
ment measures over a corpus. Micro averaging es-

κ N n k domain
Liakata 0.57 255 11 9 Biochem.
Liakata 0.50 5022 11 9 Biochem.
Teufel 0.71 3745 15 3 Chemistry
Teufel 0.65 1629 15 3 Comp.Ling.
Teufel 0.71 3420 7 3 Comp.Ling.

Table 2: Summary of κ values in previous works:
N=#sentences, n=#categories, k=#annotators

sentially treats the corpus as one large document,
whereas macro averaging calculates on a per doc-
ument basis, and then averages the results. Macro
averaging tends to increase the importance of shorter
documents.

In our corpus, the κ value of inter-annotator
agreement (Cohen’s κ), averaged among all anno-
tators’ pairs, considering the 5 categories and the 3
subcategories of our Simplified Annotation Schema
(see Figure 1) is equal to 0.6567 for the macro aver-
age and 0.6667 if the micro average is computed. If
we consider only the 5 top categories of our Simpli-
fied Annotation Schema the inter-annotator agree-
ment grows: the macro average becomes 0.674 and
the micro average 0.6823. In both cases, the mi-
cro average is slightly greater than the macro aver-
age since there are documents with a number of sen-
tences below the mean (269.7 sentences per docu-
ment) that are characterized by low κ values, thus
negatively affecting the macro-averaged computa-
tion of κ.

These κ values are comparable to those achieved
by Teufel for 1,629 sentences in the domain of Com-
putational Linguistics, with an annotation scheme of
15 categories and 3 annotators (see Table 2). The
micro average κ achieves the cut-off point of 0.67,
over which agreement is considered difficult to reach
in linguistic annotation tasks (Teufel, 2010).

The agreement measures in the 2 milestones,
showed evolution of the inter-annotator agreement
throughout the annotation process: Cohen’s κ is
substantially stable between two of the annota-
tors, while the third annotator sensibly improves his
agreement with the other two very quickly in the
first 5 documents and remains stable after the sec-
ond milestone. In particular, the annotator with the
lowest agreement in the initial stage increased his
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agreement with the other two annotators respecively
from 0.59 for the first 5 documents to 0.68 for the
last 25 documents and from 0.56 for the first 5 doc-
uments to 0.66 for the last 25 documents.

An analysis of the sentence distribution accord-
ing to their agreement degree results in the fol-
lowing values: totally agreed sentences (65.09%),
partially agreed sentences (31.24%) and totally dis-
agreed sentences (3.66%).

Not all the categories are equally distributed, as
each one of them has its own characteristics in terms
of number of sentences, ambiguity or conflicts with
other categories.

Background and Approach, the most highly repre-
sented categories, are highly reliable. In fact, more
than 45% of the sentences of the corpus were tagged
with agreement by the three annotators pairs as Ap-
proach or Background. If we also take into account
the sentences with partial agreement (2 annotators
agreed), then sentences classified as Approach and
Background are more than 60% in the Gold Stan-
dard version of our annotated corpus.

FutureWork and Outcome are quite reliable, al-
though the difference between them is that the ra-
tio of totally agreed/partially agreed is considerably
higher in FutureWork compared to the same ratio in
Outcome (3.3 vs 0.9). This is due to the fact that
although FutureWork sentences (1.3%) are much
fewer than Outcome sentences (10.9%), those are
much more easily recognized, as they include spe-
cific lexical clues (for further research, in future in-
vestigation, more research is needed in, it could be
interesting to, a better understanding,etc.).

Clearly, Challenge is the category where the pro-
portion of total disagreement is higher. This cate-
gory which tends to appear at the beginning of a sci-
entific paper shows more than any other the author’s
skills in writing, synthesis and ability to communi-
cate the scope of the challenge they are presenting.
Authors must be able to provide a context and out-
line the situation in order to attract the attention of
the reader, who must understand the goal and com-
plexity of the research.

When studying the relation between the number
of sentences of a category and the annotation match
between annotators, data reveal that the observed
agreement among annotator pairs varies consider-
ably according to the relative frequency of the an-

Figure 3: Box plots that show the distribution of the sen-
tences of the 5 main categories of the Scientific Discourse
Annotated Corpus

notation classes in the Corpus.

Agreement improves as the number of sentences
of the category increases, getting close to 0.80 for
the most frequent categories.

6.3 Discoursive Structure Analysis

The box plots of the 5 main categories (Fig. 3) give a
clear picture of the discoursive structure of an aver-
age scientific paper in the Computer Graphics do-
main. In fact, the 5 main categories show a neat
layout of the main zones (inside the box) in the ar-
gumentative structure distributed along the article.
Even if one can find all types of sentences along the
whole document, the central 50% of each category
seems clearly limited to a zone with little overlap-
ping of one another. When searching for information
about one of these categories, a reader or researcher
will find the central 50% of the sentences of each
category in the following article length ranges: Chal-
lenge in between the 3% and 23%, Background in
between the 11% and 29%, Approach in between
the 35% and 70%, Outcome in between the 70% and
92%, FutureWork in between the 88% and 97%.

The identification of these ranges will allow read-
ers, scientists, search engines, etc. to focus the ex-
ploring effort in a specific area of the article.
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7 Automatic sentence classification: initial
experiments

Recently several approaches to the automatic classi-
fication of the discursive function of textual excerpts
from research papers have been proposed (Merity et
al., 2009; Liakata et al., 2012; Guo et al., 2013).
We present our initial experiments of automatic sen-
tence classification with our Corpus. We describe
the set of features we use to model and thus to char-
acterize the contents of each sentence in order to
enable the execution of proper classification algo-
rithms. In particular, by relying on these features,
we compare the performances of two classifiers: Lo-
gistic Regression (Wright, 1995) and Support Vector
Machine (Suykens and Joos, 1999).

7.1 Description of sentence features
In order to support the extraction of the features that
should characterize each sentence, we mine its con-
tents by means of a pipeline of natural language pro-
cessing tools, properly customized so as to deal with
several peculiarities of scientific texts. As a con-
sequence we are able to automatically extract from
each sentence:

• inline citation markers - like (AuthorA et al.,
2010) or [11];

• inline citation spans that are text spans made
of one or more contiguous inline citation mark-
ers. Examples of inline citation spans including
one incline citation marker are: (ALL2011) or
[11]. Examples of text spans including more
than one inline citation marker are: [10, 12] or
(AuthorA. and AuthorB, 2010; AuthorC, 2014);

• for each inline citation span, if it has or not a
syntactic role. For instance, in the sentence
[11, 12] demonstrate the theorem, the inline ci-
tation span [11, 12] has a syntactic role since it
is the subject of the sentence. In the sentence
We exploited the ABA method [14], the inline
citation span [14] has no syntactic role.

We process each sentence by a MATE depen-
dency parser (Bohnet, 2010) to determine its syn-
tactic structure. A customized version of the parser
is exploited to properly deal with the presence of in-
line citations. In particular, inline citations spans are

excluded from the dependency tree if they have no
syntactic functions in the sentence where they are
present. After dependency parsing is performed, it
is possible to identify the token of each sentence to-
gether with their Part-Of-Speech and syntactic rela-
tions.

• unigrams, bigrams and trigrams built from
the lemmas of each sentence, lowercased and
without considering stop-words. We included
only unigram, bigrams and trigrams with
corpus-frequency equal or greater than 4;

• depth and number of edges by edge type of
the dependency tree;

• dependency tree tokens with corpus-
frequency equal or greater than 4. Each
dependency tree token is the result of the
concatenation of three parts: kind of de-
pendency relation, lowercased lemma of the
source and lowercased lemma of the target
of the dependency relation. For instance,
one of the dependency tree tokens of the
sentence We demonstrate the theorem is:
SBJ we demonstrate, because ”we” is the
subject (SBJ) of the verb ”demonstrate”;

• number of inline citation markers;

• number of inline citation spans that include
two or more contiguous inline citation mark-
ers;

• number of citations with a syntactic role;

• position of the sentence in the document, by
dividing the document in 10 unequal segments
(referred to as Loc. feature in (Teufel, 1999));

• position of the sentence in the section, by
dividing the section into 7 unequal slices (re-
ferred to as Struct-1 feature in (Teufel, 1999));

• category of the previous sentence. We use
gold standard previous sentence categories in
our experiments.

7.2 Classification experiments
By relying on the features just described, we com-
pare the sentence classification performances of two
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Category Logistic SVM
Regression

Approach 0.876 0.851
Background 0.778 0.735
Challenge 0.466 0.430
Future Work 0.675 0.496
Outcome 0.679 0.623
Avg. F1: 0.801 0.764

Table 3: F1 score of 10-fold cross validation of Logistic
Regression and SVM - 10 fold cross validation over 8,777
manually classified sentences.

classifiers: Logistic Regression and Support Vec-
tor Machine with linear kernel. From our corpus
we consider the set of 8,777 sentences that have
been manually associated to one of the 5 high level
classes of our scientific discourse annotation schema
(see Figure 1): Background, Challenge, Approach,
Outcome, and Future Work. We collapse the sub-
categories Hypothesis and Goal into the parent cat-
egory Challenge and the sub-category Contribution
into the parent category Outcome. We perform a 10-
fold cross validation of the two classification algo-
rithms, over the collection of 8,777 sentences. The
results are shown in the Table 3.

The Logistic Regression classifier outperforms
the SVM one both globally and by considering each
single category. We can note that in general the
F1 score obtained in each category decreases as the
number of training instances does. This trend is not
confirmed by the category Future Work. The corpus
includes 136 sentences that belong to the category
Future Work. This number is considerably lower
than the 449 examples of Challenge sentences and
the 1,175 examples of Outcome sentences. Anyway,
the Logistic Regression F1 score of the category Fu-
ture Work (0.675) is almost equal to the one of the
category Outcome (0.679) and considerably higher
than the F1 score of the category Challenge (0.446).
This happens because some linguistic features that
characterize Future Work sentences are strongly dis-
tinctive with respect to the elements of this class.
For instance, the use of the future as verb tense as
well words like plan, future, venue, etc. consistently
contribute to automatically distinguish Future Work
sentences, even if we have few training examples in

our corpus.

8 Conclusions and Future Work

We have developed an annotation scheme for scien-
tific discourse, adapted to a non-explored domain,
Computer Graphics. We relied on the 5 categories
and 3 subcategories of our annotation schema to
manually annotate the sentences of a scientific dis-
course corpus made of 40 papers.

We have observed that the larger categories (in
terms of number of sentences) - Approach, Back-
ground and Outcome - are highly predictable, while
Challenge, which corresponds mainly with the in-
troductory part of the scientific discourse is more
heterogeneous and highly dependable of the author’s
style. Sentences classified as FutureWork have spe-
cial lexical characteristics as confirmed by the re-
sults of our automatic classification experiments.
We have also characterized specific zones for each
of the 5 categories, thus contributing to a deeper
knowledge of the internal structure of the scientific
discourse in Computer Graphics.

In future we plan to focus on the characteriza-
tion of other peculiarities of scientific text, includ-
ing citations, thus properly extending our annota-
tion schema. We are also confident that our Simpli-
fied Annotation Scheme will be suitable in other do-
mains, and are therefore planning to verify it. A two-
layered annotation scheme could then be applicable
to most domains, the first layer being coarse-grained
and general, and a second layer being finer-grained
and domain-dependent for certain categories.

As future venues of research concerning auto-
matic sentence classification, we are planning to
carry out more extensive experiments and evalua-
tions by increasing the set of features that describe
each sentence, evaluating the contributions of sin-
gle features and considering new classification algo-
rithms.
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Abstract

Recognizing the meaning of functional ex-
pressions is essential for natural language un-
derstanding. This is a difficult task, owing
to the lack of a sufficient corpus for machine
learning and evaluation. In this study, we de-
sign a new annotation scheme and construct
a corpus containing 2,327 Japanese sentences
and 8,775 functional expressions. Our scheme
achieves high inter-annotator agreement with
kappa score of 0.85. In the experiments, we
confirmed that machine learning-based func-
tional expression analysis contributes to fac-
tuality analysis.

1 Introduction

In natural language, many expressions are used to
convey information beyond the propositional con-
tent of the sentence, such as modality and polarity.
Understanding such information is essential for nat-
ural language understanding.

The extra-propositional aspects of meaning are
often expressed by function words and their com-
binations. For example, consider the following sen-
tence:

(1) パソコンが壊れてしまったかもしれない。
(My computer may have been broken.)

Three expressions are used to add extra informa-
tion to the propositional content 壊れ (break): func-
tion words てしまっ (means it is unintentional), た
(have been) and かもしれない (may) mean UNIN-
TENTIONAL, COMPLETION, and UNCERTAIN,
respectively.

Some function words such as た are used alone,
and others are combined to express their meaning,

such asてしまっ andかもしれない. We call the for-
mer a “function word,” and the latter a “compound
functional expression (CFE).” These are collectively
called “functional expressions” (FEs) in this paper.
Recognizing the meaning of FEs is useful for vari-
ous natural language processing tasks, such as fac-
tuality analysis, machine translation, and question
answering. However, two main issues cause diffi-
culties in FE analysis. First, because FEs are usually
expressed with multiple tokens, we must resolve the
chunking problem. Second, FEs indicating differ-
ent meanings can have the same surface form. For
example, ている is used to indicate CONTINUOUS
in 食べているところです (now eating) and used to
indicate HABIT inいつも歌っている (always sing).

In Japanese, there is no corpus large enough for
machine learning and evaluation. Matsuyoshi et al.
(2006) first built a dictionary of Japanese FEs named
Tsutsuji. Imamura et al. (2011) reported that this
dictionary lacks many expressions. Therefore, we
designed a new scheme for annotating FE meanings,
and constructed a corpus containing 2,327 sentences
and 8,775 FEs. In this scheme, we reorganize a dic-
tionary of FEs on the basis of Tsutsuji. Our scheme
and corpus are especially compatible with factual-
ity analysis. We selected factuality analysis as our
application, because it provides verifiable evidence
to confirm the importance of FEs. Using the anno-
tations of actual text, we investigate the problems
associated with FE annotation. We also verified the
effect of our corpus and FE analysis on factuality
analysis. Our contributions are three fold:

(1) we introduce a new annotation scheme for
Japanese FEs;

(2) we build a Japanese FE corpus with high inter-
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annotator agreement;

(3) we demonstrate that improvements in FE anal-
ysis contribute to factuality analysis.

2 Related Work

Previous research efforts have addressed the prob-
lem of disambiguating functional and content us-
age. Tsuchiya et al. (2005) reported that more
than 50% of the most frequent 180 CFEs contain
ambiguities between functional and content usage.
Tsuchiya et al. (2006) and Utsuro et al. (2007) used
support vector machines (SVMs) for chunking, and
showed that a machine learning model had advan-
tages over a rule-based model. Suzuki et al. (2012)
disambiguated functional and content usage using
an example-based system.

Surprisingly, NLP research has paid insuffi-
cient attention to recognizing the meaning of FEs.
Tsuchiya et al. (2005) constructed a Japanese CFE
corpus. However the corpus focused only on a re-
stricted range of expressions and is insufficient for
machine learning. Matsuyoshi et al. (2006) orga-
nized a hierarchical Japanese FE dictionary, named
Tsutsuji. Tsutsuji contains more than 16,000 FEs,
which are categorized into 89 classes based on lin-
guistic dictionaries. While Tsutsuji covers a wide
range of FEs and their derivations, Imamura et al.
(2011) reported that some expressions are not in-
cluded. Some CFEs are contained in a dictionary
of multiword expressions (Shudo et al., 2011). For
example,とはいえ is included as ”however.”

In English, some research efforts have addressed
the problem of modality and factuality. Saurı́ and
Pustejovsky (2012) defined a list of modal words
such as perhaps and probably for the factuality anal-
ysis. Szarvas et al. (2008) produced the BioScope
corpus, which consists of biomedical texts annotated
with negation and uncertainty, and their scopes.
Diab et al. (2009) classified the writer’s belief into
three categories (committed belief, non committed
belief, or not applicable). Diab et al. manually an-
notated the 10,000 words covering different domains
and genres, and achieved high inter-annotator agree-
ment of 95%. de Marneffe et al. (2012) used list of
modal words and linguistic markers of negative con-
texts such as no and any, to automatically distribute
event veridicality. Incorporating information about
modality and negation has been shown to be use-
ful for a wide range of applications. For example,

Harabagiu et al. (2006) used negative markers such
as n’t as classifier features to recognize contradic-
tions between two texts. Baker et al. (2010) showed
the structure-based modality tagger improved the
machine translation.

3 Annotation Scheme Design

3.1 Aims of Annotation
With the aim of creating a corpus for FE analysis,
we designed an annotation scheme. The goal was to
annotate its meanings to Japanese FEs. Because we
are planning to use annotated labels in application
tasks such as factuality analysis and FE analysis, the
annotation scheme should be compatible with many
applications.

3.2 Design Procedure
In the linguistics field, the meanings of FEs have
been extensively researched. For example, Morita
and Matsuki (1989) collected and categorized CFEs
and provided explanations using an abundance of
examples. As for the field of NLP, Matsuyoshi et al.
(2006) provided an electronically-processable dic-
tionary of Japanese FEs named Tsutsuji. Tsutsuji
was composed according to linguistic dictionaries.
There are many expressions that Tsutsuji lacks, be-
cause it has not been annotated for any actual texts.

We designed our annotation scheme by beginning
with the semantic type categories defined in Tsutsuji
and improving each category and entry where nec-
essary. To be more precise, we added FEs that were
not included in Tsutsuji but should have been. We
also added and segmentalized some categories that
were not appropriate for the application tasks. We
used 1,627 sentences as development data, and alter-
nated designing our scheme and annotating the cor-
pus. A series of process was repeated several times
while we carefully analyzed the feedback from the
factuality analyzer described in Section 6. The fol-
lowing sections describe the problems encountered
during the scheme’s design phases, and how they
were addressed.

3.3 Functional Expressions
Because different research efforts have adopted
slightly different definitions of the term functional
expression, we now clarify our definition. In this
research, we define FEs as functional words and
their combinations. Function words are non-content
words; in terms of parts-of-speech (POS), they are
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categorized as particles and auxiliary verbs in the
Japanese POS Tagset1. In the phrase読みたい (want
to read), for example,たい is categorized as an aux-
iliary verb and means WISH. These are the counter-
parts of the modal verbs (i.e., might, will) and verbs
in English. Treating these words as FEs is common
in linguistics research.

We define some FEs as compound functional
expressions (CFEs), which are expressions whose
meaning cannot be derived from their components.
For example, かもしれない contains three words
and means UNCERTAIN. The meaning of UNCER-
TAIN comes only after three words are combined;
however none of the three words have the meaning
of UNCERTAIN. We define such multiword expres-
sions whose meanings are clear only after their com-
ponents are combined, as CFEs.

Some CFEs are composed only of function words,
and some contain content words. For example,では
ない is composed from three function words で, は
andない. This expression means NEGATION when
its components are combined. In another case, かも
しれない is composed of function wordsかも andな
い, and contentive しれ (know). However, the verb
しれ (know) in かもしれない has no meaning as a
verb, and the complete expression means UNCER-
TAIN. We consider these expressions to be a type of
FE, even if some of the components are categorized
in contentive. Function words and CFEs are collec-
tively called functional expressions (FEs) in this pa-
per.

3.4 Category Redesign
We categorized the meanings of FEs by referring to
Tsutsuji. Because some categories were not compat-
ible with application tasks, we added and segmen-
talized some of them. For example, かもしれない
(possibly) and だろう (probably) are categorized as
SPECULATION in Tsutsuji. However, these are ac-
tually different in the following aspects: 食べるだろ
う (probably eat) has more certainty than 食べるか
もしれない (possibly eat). This fact is useful when
determining the author’s degree of conviction. Thus,
we segmentalized these categories into different cat-
egories.

In another example, ている is categorized only
as CONTINUOUS in Tsutsuji. This expression ac-
tually means continuation, however it sometimes

1http://sourceforge.jp/projects/ipadic/docs/
ipadic-2.7.0-manual-en.pdf/en/1/

means past experience: 歩いている (be walking)
means continuation of 歩い (to walk), 指摘してい
る (pointed out) means past experience. This fact
will have an effect on the task of temporal relation
analysis. Therefore, we introduced some new cate-
gories such as EXPERIENCE to annotate appropri-
ate labels to these expressions. As a result, mean-
ings of Japanese FEs are classified into 72 categories
in our annotation scheme. Note that the number of
categories is less than that of Tsutsuji because we
left some FEs in Tsutsuji out of consideration in our
scheme. Some FEs, such asが andを, have no infor-
mation that is useful to us, as they are related more
closely to predicate-argument structure.

4 Corpus Annotated with FE

We constructed a Japanese corpus annotated with
the semantic labels of FEs based on the annotation
scheme we developed. All labels were annotated
using the Balanced Corpus of Contemporary Writ-
ten Japanese (BCCWJ)2. We selected texts catego-
rized in Yahoo! Answers in terms of usefulness, and
because they were annotated with Extended Modal-
ity Tags (Matsuyoshi et al., 2010). The Extended
Modality Tags contain Actuality, which can be used
as a gold standard for factuality analysis. At this
time, 2,327 out of 6,323 sentences in BCCWJ have
been annotated. The guideline and corpus are avail-
able on http://tinyurl.com/ja-fe-corpus.

4.1 Labels
Labels are annotated at the token level. To annotate
CFEs, we employed the IOB2 format (Sang, 2000)
to express the range of FEs, and we used the label P
for predicates. An example is shown in Table 1.

Label Description
P Predicates
B Head of FE
I Inner of FE
O Otherwise

Token Label
壊れ P
て B-UNINTENTIONAL
しまっ I-UNINTENTIONAL
た B-COMPLETION
かも B-UNCERTAIN
しれ I-UNCERTAIN
ない I-UNCERTAIN

Table 1: Labels used in the corpus. (Chunk labels (left)
and an example of actual labels (right))

4.2 Annotation
Our corpus is composed of a development set and
test set. The development set contains 1,627 sen-

2http://www.ninjal.ac.jp/corpus_center/
bccwj/
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Figure 1: Distribution of semantic labels in the head clauses of the development set and the test set. (The development
set contains all FEs in the sentence, while the test set contains FEs only in the head clauses. Only the labels agreed
between two annotators were counted in the test set.)

tences randomly sampled from 6,323 sentences. We
then labeled the 4,696 sentences using the develop-
ment set as training data, and then sampled 700 sen-
tences that contained more than three FE tokens in
the head clause. We use these 700 sentences as a test
set, in order to evaluate our annotation scheme and
to conduct an open test.

The development set was annotated by a native
Japanese speaker. For the development set, the an-
notator encountered issues with the original guide-
lines; after discussing the problems, we updated our
guidelines accordingly and used the resulting guide-
lines for our development set. We outsourced the
annotation of our test set to two other annotators,
who were provided with our latest annotation guide-
lines and the list of FEs from the development set.
To reduce time and cost, only the expressions in the
head clauses were annotated in the test set, while all
expressions in the development set were annotated.

The annotation procedure is as follows: i) The an-
notator is given the token sequence of a sentence. ii)
The annotator selects a predicate that precedes an FE
and annotates it with the predicate label (P). iii) On
each FE, chunking labels are annotated for both head
and inner chunks. iv) The most appropriate seman-
tic label in the annotation scheme is annotated. Note
that the annotator used only predicates and FEs to
determine the semantic label. If the annotator could

not locate an appropriate label in our scheme, the
closest label was annotated and a comment was pro-
vided. The entire procedure was conducted using a
spreadsheet, and we constructed a corpus from the
resulting data.

4.3 Corpus Statistics

Statistical information of the constructed corpus is
shown in Table 2. The results show that the percent-
age of CFEs in the development set was 74%, and
67% in both test sets. These percentages were sig-
nificantly higher than our expectations; and extract-
ing CFEs correctly is a crucial problem that we must
resolve. Note that the number of FEs is much lower
than that of Tsutsuji; this is because some of the FEs
listed in Tsutsuji are infrequent and thus not found
in the corpus.

dev test test
all head by worker1 by worker2

Sent. 1,627 700 700
FE 5,993 (584) 3,407 (317) 1,378 (179) 1,404 (187)
CFE 1,861 (437) 577 (216) 697 (121) 710 (126)
Label 67 62 37 34

Table 2: Corpus Statistics. (FEs and CFEs are noted in
brackets)

As for the labels that appeared in the corpus, the
development set contained 62 labels in the head
clauses, and the test set contained roughly half of
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that. This is because the development set con-
tained infrequent semantic labels which did not ap-
pear in the test set. Fig. 1 shows the distribution
of FE semantic labels in the head clauses of devel-
opment and test set. Some labels, such as TOPIC
and UNINTENTIONAL, were frequent only in the
test set. This was caused by the difference of an-
notator between the development set and the test
set. More precise guidelines will reduce these dif-
ferences. Conversely, labels such as NEGATION
and REQUEST were infrequent in the test set al-
though they appeared frequently in the development
set. This is because we sampled sentences for the
test set, depending on the number of FE tokens in
the head clauses. Some FEs consist of less than three
FE tokens did not appear in the test set.

In the development set, 106 of 584 FEs contain
semantic ambiguity. These expressions are likely to
be labeled with more than two types of labels, and
they should be disambiguated during FE analysis.
The number of newly added FEs is 485. Because we
only added FEs which appeared in the corpus, some
FEs and their derivations must still be added.

4.4 Reported Issues

The development set was annotated according to the
conditions in Section 4.2, and all FEs were anno-
tated completely. However, the test set annotators
reported some issues with annotation. The follow-
ing section describes two of them.

4.4.1 Variation of functional expressions
One of the biggest problems is that many FEs

have a variety of derivations. During the annotation
of the development set, we treated these derived ex-
pressions the same as base forms, and we indicated
this to the test set annotators. While we thought
it would be easy for native Japanese speakers to
identify the derivations, the annotator reported some
confusion when attempting to determine whether
two expressions were the same. For example, one
annotator reported that he was confused when at-
tempting to determine whether ばよろしい had the
same meaning as ばよい. In reality, these were
slightly different in their degree of politeness; how-
ever, the proposed scheme could not identify the dif-
ference. It was confusing because the scheme indi-
cated that they were the same; however, ばよろし
い is not in the known lists. To resolve this prob-
lem, we should complement the list or create more

precise guidelines with additional derivation pattern
definitions.

4.4.2 Difference between contentives and
functional expressions

The second problem involves difficulties in de-
ciding whether a token is a predicate. As we men-
tioned previously, some contentives lose their origi-
nal meaning and can be components of compounds.
For example, in したら良いのでしょうか, there are
two content words: し and 良い. Our annotation
scheme defines たら良い as one of the FEs; there-
fore, し should be annotated as a predicate and 良い
is the inner FE. However, it was difficult for our an-
notator because 良い slightly maintains its meaning
as a contentive. This example shows that our defini-
tion of the differences between contentives and FEs
was not specific enough.

4.5 Annotator Agreement

To evaluate our annotation scheme, we tested two
types of inter annotator agreements using the data
in the test set; two outsourced annotators were em-
ployed for the evaluation. Note that the annota-
tions in the test set were only performed on the head
clauses. To evaluate the inter-annotator agreements,
we employed kappa statistics and calculated three
different agreements: predicate agreement, chunk
agreement, and semantic label agreement. Predicate
agreement shows whether two different annotators
agree on the location of a head clause. Chunk agree-
ment shows whether they agree on the beginning and
ending locations of the expressions, and is calcu-
lated according to the predicate location agreed upon
by both annotators. If the predicate and chunk loca-
tions are agreed to by both annotators, we then cal-
culate the semantic label agreement according to the
choice of FE semantic type. Table 4 lists the kappa
results, which show very high values for all three
agreements. While detecting predicate position is a
difficult problem, we achieved very high agreement
because of the restricted annotation range. Because
we are planning to create a corpus in which all pred-
icates and FEs are annotated, predicate agreement
should be calculated once again after all instances
are annotated. Table 4 also shows a kappa score
of .97 for chunking. This suggests extremely high
agreement. Once predicate positions are given, it
should be relatively easy for a human annotator to
detect the beginnings and ends of FEs.
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Label Precision Recall F
QUESTION 93.67(296/316) 94.59(297/314) 94.13
ASSERTION 92.86(247/266) 95.37(247/259) 94.10
COMPLETION 80.85(114/141) 93.44(114/122) 86.69
RESULTATIVE 54.32( 88/162) 74.79( 89/119) 62.93
HABIT 89.47( 34/ 38) 40.00( 34/ 85) 55.38
ATTITUDE 90.79( 69/ 76) 88.46( 69/ 78) 89.61
NEGATION 80.00( 52/ 65) 70.27( 52/ 74) 74.82
PASSIVE 94.87( 37/ 39) 92.86( 39/ 42) 93.85
CONTINUOUS 71.43( 10/ 14) 25.64( 10/ 39) 37.74
TOPIC 100.00( 38/ 38) 97.44( 38/ 39) 98.70
UNINTENTIONAL 82.93( 34/ 41) 100.00( 34/ 34) 90.67
RECOMMEND 76.92( 10/ 13) 34.48( 10/ 29) 47.62
REASON 100.00( 21/ 21) 91.30( 21/ 23) 95.45
WISH 100.00( 12/ 12) 85.71( 12/ 14) 92.31
NATURAL 92.31( 12/ 13) 78.57( 11/ 14) 84.89
REQUEST 66.67( 10/ 15) 100.00( 11/ 11) 80.00

Label Precision Recall F
UNCERTAIN 100.00( 10/ 10) 100.00( 10/ 10) 100.0
EndOfContinuous 36.84( 7/ 19) 100.00( 9/ 9) 53.85
PERMITTING 100.00( 5/ 5) 83.33( 5/ 6) 90.91
TRIAL 100.00( 6/ 6) 100.00( 6/ 6) 100.0
ABLE 71.43( 5/ 7) 100.00( 5/ 5) 83.33
HEARSAY 100.00( 5/ 5) 100.00( 5/ 5) 100.0
REQUIRED 60.00( 3/ 5) 75.00( 3/ 4) 66.67
MANNER 100.00( 4/ 4) 100.00( 4/ 4) 100.00
AppearTo 50.00( 2/ 4) 100.00( 2/ 2) 66.67
NOMINALIZE 0.00( 0/ 2) 0.00( 0/ 2) 0.00
INTENTIONAL 100.00( 2/ 2) 100.00( 2/ 2) 100.00
CONTENT 0.00( 0/ 1) 0.00( 0/ 2) 0.00
PURPOSE 100.00( 1/ 1) 50.00( 1/ 2) 66.67
EXAMPLE 100.00( 1/ 1) 100.00( 1/ 1) 100.00
EASE 100.00( 1/ 1) 100.00( 1/ 1) 100.00
All labels 84.66(1142/1349) 83.31(1148/1378) 83.98

Table 3: Label-specific Inter Annotator Agreement. (Precision, Recall, and F-measure assuming worker 1 produces
“gold data” and worker 2 produces system output. More details on each semantic label can be found in the annotation
guidelines on the web site.)

kappa
Predicate agreement 0.8508
Chunk agreement 0.9708
Semantic label agreement 0.8514

Table 4: Inter-Annotator Agreement (kappa)

To evaluate the semantic label agreements, we
calculated the inter-annotator agreement in more de-
tail; we treated one annotator’s annotation results as
“gold data,” and the other annotator’s results as sys-
tem estimation, and evaluated F-measure. Table 3
shows the results of precision, recall, and F-measure
calculations. Note that each annotator annotates dif-
ferent semantic label sets, and the resulting agree-
ments differ depending on which annotator we treat
as “gold.” Because the differences between these
two result sets are relatively miner, Table 3 shows
only one of them. Semantic label-specific agreement
shows that the label of CONTINUOUS and HABIT
labels achieved the lowest scores. These labels con-
tain ambiguity: each label was annotated to the same
functional expression ている. These results show
that determining such ambiguous labels is still dif-
ficult for native Japanese speakers.

5 FE Analysis

We evaluated our FE analysis system and verified
how useful our scheme will be for actual tasks. We
consider FE analysis as a sequence labeling prob-
lem. In our evaluation, we used the conditional
random fields (CRF) method (Lafferty et al., 2001)
because it is commonly applied to solve sequence
labeling problems. We used CRFSuite (Okazaki,

2007) to implement the CRF model.

Dataset The closed test experiments were per-
formed using 10-fold cross validation on the devel-
opment set; the open tests were performed using the
test set, with development set as training data.

Features The unigram and bigram features that
were used included tokens, POS, and base forms.
Note that POS is subdivided into four stages: we
used each of them for unigrams, and only the first
two stages for bigrams.

We used the longest match principle as a base-
line when using the dictionary. The baseline uses
the constraints for the preceding token’s POS. Dic-
tionary entries and constraints were collected from
the development set. Furthermore, the system out-
puts the most frequent label in the development set
if the expression takes more than one label.

We employed the standard evaluation metrics of
precision, recall, and F-measures. Each metric
was calculated by considering FEs as a unit. In
other words, we accepted only the expressions in
which a chunking labels (B and I) sequence matched
correctly. Furthermore, we only evaluated BI se-
quences, because recognizing the compounds is one
of the main problems in FE analysis. The entire
experiment focused on only FEs, while contentives
were disregarded.

The results are shown in Table 5. Every result
indicates that the CRF model provides better re-
sults than the baseline. The table also shows that
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Table 5: Results of FE analysis evaluation
Method Precision Recall F

Closed

Chunk Baseline 94.91 (5257/5539) 86.50 (5184/5993) 90.51
CRF 95.39 (5851/6134) 95.93 (5749/5993) 95.66

Semanti label Baseline 76.44(4234/5539) 70.43(4221/5993) 73.31
CRF 79.83 (4897/6134) 81.18 (4865/5993) 80.50

Chunk (only head clause) Baseline 95.00 (2339/2462) 82.85 (2299/2775) 88.51
CRF 93.96 (2689/2862) 94.77 (2630/2775) 94.36

Semantic label (only head clause) Baseline 79.37 (1954/2462) 70.09 (1945/2775) 74.44
CRF 80.61 (2307/2862) 82.05 (2277/2775) 81.32

Open
Chunk Baseline 83.42 ( 815/ 977) 58.49 ( 672/1149) 68.76

CRF 91.49 (1053/1151) 92.08 (1058/1149) 91.78

SemLabel Baseline 53.33( 521/ 977) 45.52( 523/1149) 49.11
CRF 77.32 ( 890/1151) 79.11 ( 909/1149) 78.21

CRF achieved a high score on chunking F-measure.
These results show that it is easier than expected
to detect compounds from an FE sequence. Con-
versely, the F-measure of semantic label estimation
exceeded 80%. We analyzed outputs from the closed
test to determine why the F-score was low.

(2) いつも読んでいる雑誌でもかまわない。
(Magazines that you read all the time is okay.)
(Gold: HABIT System: RESULTATIVE)

(3) 両親とも働いているのが条件です。
(Working of both parents is required.)
(Gold:CONTINUOUS, System:RESULTATIVE)

(4) 感情の高ぶりがよく描かれている。
(The novel portrayed heightened emotion well.)
(Gold, System: RESULTATIVE)

In (2) and (3), RESULTATIVE was labeled in-
correctly; the answer shold have been HABIT and
CONTINUOUS. (4) shows an example of FE cor-
rectly labeled as RESULTATIVE. These examples
were ambiguous, and caused lower inter-annotator
agreement. Therefore, we should improve our cor-
pus to include more precise guidelines.

6 Factuality Analysis

To verify the practical effectiveness of our corpus
for factuality analysis, we used a rule-based factu-
ality analyzer based on FE semantic labels. We ap-
plied our factuality analyzer to 1,475 events to which
FEs were attached in the head clauses of 1,627 sen-
tences for the closed test, and to 650 events in the
head clauses of 700 sentences for the open test3. We

3FE annotation and extended modality annotation have dif-
ferent criteria for judging events. 650 of 700 events in head
clauses were judged as events in extended modality corpus, so
we use 650 events for factuality analysis.

only selected events in head clauses because the fac-
tuality in subordinate clauses is determined not only
by FEs, but also by other factors such as predicates.

In our corpus, extended modality is also anno-
tated for each event mentioned by Matsuyoshi et al.
(2010). The actuality of extended modality denotes
the author’s degree of certainty and corresponds to
factuality. In this paper, by comparing the results
of factuality analysis based on each of the four FE
types, we show that annotating events with both FEs
and factuality leads to some quantitative investiga-
tions such as i) how much effect our FE redesign has
on factuality analysis, ii) how much does FE disam-
biguation contribute to factuality analysis, and iii)
for how many events can we analyze factuality based
on FEs.

FE I and II are the results of the longest matches
using POS-attachment rules by Tsutsuji (Matsuyoshi
et al., 2006) and using our dictionary. We inves-
tigate the effect of our label redesign by compar-
ing the results based on FE I and II. In our corpus,
FEs and their semantic labels are added to the dic-
tionary Tsutsuji. We make comparisons based on
gold data from Tsutsuji and our dictionary to inves-
tigate the strict effects of our label redesign. How-
ever, Tsutsuji does not provide gold data; therefore,
we approximate the results of the longest matches.
FE I and II cannot determine one semantic label
for ambiguous FEs. Therefore, FE I and II allow
ambiguous FEs for multiple semantic label such as
“HEARSAY, UNCERTAIN, METAPHOR;” in the
factuality analysis step, all effects of semantic labels
are applied.

FE III is the result of the CRF shown in section 5.
We investigate the contribution of FE disambigua-
tion by comparing the results based on FE II and III.
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Table 6: The distribution of factuality values
CT+ PR+ PR− CT− U Total

Closed 476 215 51 107 626 1,475
Open 283 18 0 50 299 650

FE IV is gold annotation data. We investigate in-
correct events based only on the FEs of the results
based on FE IV. For the open test set, we conducted
experiments using the gold data from two annota-
tors.

6.1 Model
We use factuality values generated by combining
certainty and polarity, as per Narita et al. (2013).
They classify events into five factuality classes: CT+
(fact), PR+ (probable), PR− (not probable), CT−
(counterfact), U (unknown or uncommitted), with
reference to Saurı́ and Pustejovsky (2012). Table 6
shows the distribution of factuality values in our ex-
periment. In the extended modality corpus, CT+
constitutes 68% of the total events (Matsuyoshi et
al., 2010); however, in our experiment, U has the
highest rate because events with FEs are selected.

Our analyzer determines event factuality by at-
taching FEs. For example, a NEGATION FE
switches factuality to negative if it is positive, and
vice versa. We constructed the following update
rules and corresponding FE semantic labels for each
rule:

A. polarity: +→ −, − →+
(NEGATION, IMPOSSIBLE, POINTLESS, UNNECES-
SARY, DIFFICULTY)

B. certainty: CT→PR
(UNCERTAIN, HEARSAY, INTENTIONAL, EASE,
MODAL)

C. certainty: CT→U, PR→U
(QUESTION, REQUEST, WISH, RECOMMEND, IN-
DUCE)

First, the factuality is set to CT+ as an initial value.
Then, the analyzer identifies the attached FEs. If
FEs that have update rules are found, the factuality is
updated according to the rule. Rules of all attached
FEs determine the factuality of the event.

Figure 2 shows the example of our model. The
factuality of the event 進め (work out) is classified
as PR− by the NEGATION FE たい and the UN-
CERTAIN FEみたい.

6.2 Discussion
Table 7 shows the evaluation results on different FE
analysis. The open test shows higher performance

	 	 進め	 	 	 	 	 	 ない	 	 	 	 	 	 	 みたい	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 です	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ね。 
work out           not                 seem                      -                       - 
FE label:  NEGATION  UNCERTAIN  ASSERTION  ATTITUDE 

CT+	CT+	CT+	PR+	PR−	

no rules	no rules	rule B	rule A	

Figure 2: Applying our model to the sentence 進めない
みたいですね (It does not seem that you work out.)

than the closed test because the open test set con-
tains simpler events, as the frequency of PR− shows.
We investigated the effect of our label redesign by
comparing i) the longest-match results produced by
our dictionary and Tsutsuji, ii) the contribution of FE
disambiguation, which is obtained by comparing the
CRF-based results and our dictionary, and iii) the in-
correct events based only on FEs resulting from the
gold data.

First, to investigate the effects of our label re-
design, we compared the results of FE I and II. Ta-
ble 7 shows that our label redesign improves factu-
ality analysis.

(5) その方がより分かり[やすい]です。
(It is easier to understand.)
(FE I: CT+, FE II: PR+, Gold factuality: PR+)

(5) is an improved example from our dictionary.
No items forやすい are in Tsutsuji; therefore, adding
EASE as the semantic label of the FE やすい pro-
vides an improvement.

Second, to investigate the contribution of FE dis-
ambiguation, we compared the results of FE II and
III. Table 7 shows that FE disambiguation improves
factuality analysis.

(6) ５階から落ちて助かったんでした [よね]。
(He survived a fall from the 5th floor.)
(FE II: U, FE III: CT+, Gold factuality: CT+)

(6) is an improved example produced by CRF.
The factuality of the event 助かっ (survive) is mis-
classified as U by our dictionary, because the FE よ
ね is labeled as QUESTION. In contrast, CRF labels
the FE よね as ATTITUDE based on context such
as the COMPLETION FE た and period; therefore,
so the factuality of the event助かっ (survive) is cor-
rectly classified as CT+.

Finally, to investigate incorrect events based only
on FEs, we evaluate the results based on FE IV. In
the closed test set, approximately 40% of the events
are incorrect despite the use of gold FEs. It shows
that improvements in FE analysis are necessary, but
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Table 7: Results of factuality analysis evaluation
Macro-Average

FE Accuracy Precision Recall F1

Closed

FE I: longest match by Tsutsuji 44.00 (649/1,475) 36.46 33.53 32.13
FE II: longest match by our dictionary 54.51 (804/1,475) 50.70 44.28 46.56
FE III: CRF 57.90 (854/1,475) 55.70 48.38 50.42
FE IV: Gold data 61.90 (913/1,475) 56.71 54.58 54.59

Open

FE I: longest match by Tsutsuji 52.00 (338/650) 38.04 54.89 29.57
FE II: longest match by our dictionary 66.46 (432/650) 50.34 61.96 50.86
FE III: CRF 92.62 (602/650) 94.93 86.29 89.54

FE IV: Gold data by annotator 1 94.62 (615/650) 97.14 92.83 94.76
Gold data by annotator 2 94.46 (614/650) 97.02 93.57 95.15

Table 8: Error type distribution

output
CT+ others

FE granularity of semantic labels 10 21
annotation error of FEs 6 4

factuality

update rule of FEs: 9 2insufficient/misapply
equivalent predicate of FEs 9 2
preceding adverb/particle 4 5

ellipse of FEs 5 0
annotation error of factuality 3 14

Other (morphological analysis error, etc.) 4 2

not sufficient for factuality analysis. We conducted
an error analysis to investigate other factors aside
from FEs. Out of 562 errors, 149 events were mis-
classified as CT+; 413 events were misclassified into
other classes. Table 8 shows the error type distri-
bution in 50 events. Other contributing factors in-
cluded predicates equivalent to FEs, adverbs, and
particles. Update rules also remain controversial.

Furthermore, errors caused by the granularity of
semantic labels were found.

(7) どうやって色を判別してる [んでしょうか]？
(How does it discriminate between colors?)
(FE IV: U, Gold factuality: CT+)

For example in (7), んでしょうか is the QUES-
TION FE; therefore, the factuality of the event 判
別し (discriminate) is misclassified as U. However,
this sentence presupposes that the event判別し (dis-
criminate) is fact, because the author asks how to
discriminate. There are two methods to resolve the
problem: One is to subcategorize semantics labels
such as QUESTION into QUESTION-HOW; how-
ever, this might lead to a proliferation of labels. An-
other is to improve the factuality analyzer by con-
sidering the scope of FEs or other elements in the
sentence.

Annotating events with both FEs and factuality
led us to these quantitative investigations for factual-
ity analysis. We showed that our corpus contributes
to factuality analysis.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we designed an annotation scheme for
Japanese FEs and constructed a corpus annotated
with FE semantic labels based on the scheme. The
corpus achieved very high inter-annotator agree-
ment. Our guidelines and the corpus are publicly
available. Statistical analysis based on our corpus
clarified ambiguous FEs and the distribution of se-
mantic labels. We identified the issues regarding the
ambiguity of FE analysis. For factuality analysis,
annotating events with both FEs and factuality pro-
vided us with some quantitative investigations. We
also experienced challenges in applying our corpus
to wider areas.

In future work, we will consolidate annotation
guidelines by referencing linguistic studies that for-
cus on ambiguous FEs. Futhermore, to obtain better
training data, we will redesign the scheme to com-
bine some of the infrequently used labels.
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Abstract

Aspect-based opinion summarization is the
task of automatically generating a summary
for some aspects of a specific topic from a
set of opinions. In most cases, to evaluate the
quality of the automatic summaries, it is nec-
essary to have a reference corpus of human
summaries to analyze how similar they are.
The scarcity of corpora in that task has been
a limiting factor for many research works. In
this paper, we introduce OpiSums-PT, a cor-
pus of extractive and abstractive summaries of
opinions written in Brazilian Portuguese. We
use this corpus to analyze how similar human
summaries are and how people take into ac-
count the issues of aspect coverage and sen-
timent orientation to generate manual sum-
maries. The results of these analyses show
that human summaries are diversified and peo-
ple generate summaries only for some aspects,
keeping the overall sentiment orientation with
little variation.

1 Introduction

Opinion summarization, also known as sentiment
summarization, is the task of automatically gener-
ating summaries for a set of opinions about a spe-
cific target (Conrad et al., 2009). According to Liu
(2012), there are three main approaches to gener-
ate summaries of opinions: traditional summariza-

tion, contrastive view summarization and aspect-
based summarization. Most of the works in opinion
summarization follows the aspect-based approach,
because it produces summaries with more informa-
tion (Hu and Liu, 2004).

Aspect-based opinion summarization generates
summaries of opinions for the main aspects of an
object or entity. Objects could be products, services,
organizations (e.g., a smartphone), and aspects are
attributes or components of them (such as the bat-
tery or the screen for a smartphone). An automatic
system of aspect-based opinion summarization re-
ceives as input a set of opinions about an object and
produces a summary that expresses the sentiment for
some relevant aspects.

Opinion summaries could be extractive or ab-
stractive. Most automatic methods in opinion sum-
marization produces extractive summaries, which
are created selecting the most representative text
segments (usually sentences) from the original opin-
ions (Mani, 1999) (Radev et al., 2004). An opin-
ion summary could also be abstractive, in which
the content of the summary is rewritten using new
text segments (Radev and McKeown, 1998) (Lin and
Hovy, 2000). There are few works that produce
abstractive summaries, because they require some
complex Natural Language Processing tasks such as
text generation or sentence fusion.

In both cases, to evaluate the performance of au-
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tomatic methods, it is usually necessary to have a
reference corpus of human summaries. With a cor-
pus, automatic and human summaries could be com-
pared to know how similar they are. Through that
comparison, we could identify the errors of these
automatic methods and, consequently, improve their
performance. Moreover, a corpus of opinion sum-
maries could be used in machine learning methods
as training data to learn patterns for extracting im-
portant information from opinions.

Unfortunately, there are few available corpora for
aspect-based opinion summarization (Ganesan et al.,
2010) (Zhu et al., 2013) (Kim and Zhai, 2009),
which difficults the progress of this task. Most of
these corpora have focused on English. For Brazil-
ian Portuguese language, to the best of our knowl-
edge, there is no available corpus of opinion sum-
maries.

In this paper, we present OpiSums-PT (Opinion
Summaries in Portuguese), a corpus of opinion
summaries based on aspects, written in Brazilian
Portuguese. OpiSums-PT contains multiple human
summaries, in which each summary comes from the
analysis of 10 opinions. The building of this cor-
pus was motivated by two main reasons: (i) to ad-
dress the absence of a corpus of opinion summaries
in Brazilian Portuguese and (ii) to evaluate how peo-
ple generate summaries of opinions. Particularly, we
analyze how similar human summaries are (for the
same set of opinions) and how important the infor-
mation of aspect coverage and sentiment orientation
are.

The results of these analyses indicate that agree-
ment for human summaries, in terms of Kappa coef-
ficient (Carletta, 1996) and ROUGE-1 measure (Lin,
2004), is low. The results also show that people gen-
erate summaries only for some aspects and they keep
the overall sentiment orientation, with little varia-
tion, in the summaries.

The remaining of the paper is organized as fol-
lows: in Section 2, we introduce the main related
works; in Section 3, we describe the resources used
in this research; in Section 4, we explain how the
corpus of summaries was created; the experiments
and results of annotator agreement, aspect coverage
and sentiment orientation are presented in Section 5;
finally, in Section 6, we conclude this work.

2 Related Work

Many research works in aspect-based opinion sum-
marization have created their own dataset crawl-
ing review websites or social networks. Of these
resources, few could be considered as standard
datasets. The dataset proposed in Hu and Liu (2004)
is the most used resource in aspect-based opinion
summarization. However, that corpus did not con-
tain manual summaries, but aspects annotated and
their associated sentiment. To evaluate automatic
summaries in those works, the authors have used
survey questions to select the best summaries.

In previous works in which opinion summaries
were manually created, the annotation of the corpus
has not been described in detail because it was not
the main focus of these studies.

In Tadano et al. (2010), three participants anno-
tated 25 reviews (approximately with 450 sentences)
of opinions about a videogame. From the 25 re-
views, 50 sentences were selected to the summary.
In the experiments, ROUGE-1 measure between the
annotator’s summaries was 0.480, which shows that
it is difficult to generate the same summary for opin-
ions, even among humans.

Xu et al. (2011) crawled 32,007 reviews for
three aspects (food, service and ambience) from 173
restaurants. From these reviews, 10 restaurants were
chosen for evaluations and 7 restaurants to configure
some parameters of the automatic method proposed
by Xu et al. For each aspect of a restaurant, the au-
thors created an extractive summary selecting sev-
eral sentences with representative and diverse opin-
ions. Each summary was composed by 100 words in
average.

In Carenini et al. (2006), 28 annotators created ab-
stractive summaries for a corpus of reviews about
a digital camera and a DVD player. Each partici-
pant in the annotation received 20 reviews randomly
selected from the corpus and generated a summary
of 100 words. As instructions, the participants as-
sumed that they worked for a manufacturer of prod-
ucts (either digital camera or DVD player). The pur-
pose of these instructions was to motivate the user
to look for the most important information worthy
of summarization.

Ganesan et al. (2010) created a corpus of man-
ual abstractive summaries using reviews of hotels,
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cars and various electronic products. To collect
the reviews, the authors used 51 “topic queries”
(e.g., Ipod:sound and Toyota:comfort). Each “topic
query” had 100 redundant sentences related to the
query. Ganesan et al. used a crowdsourcing market-
place to get 5 human workers to create 5 different
summaries for each “topic query”. After the creation
of the summaries, the authors reviewed each set of
summaries and dropped summaries that had little or
no correlation with the majority of them. Finally,
each “topic query” had approximately 4 reference
summaries.

Unlike these works, we performed a qualitative
analysis of opinion summaries based on aspects. Be-
sides that, we also compare extractive and abstrac-
tive summaries in terms of annotators agreement, as-
pect coverage and sentiment orientation. To the best
of our knowledge, there are no similar works, most
likely due to the difficulty of generating human-
written summaries for opinions.

3 Corpora

To create the corpus of opinion summaries, we used
reviews from two domains: books and electronic
products. For the first one, we used the opinions
of ReLi corpus (Freitas et al., 2013), a collection of
opinions about 13 books. For the second domain,
we collected reviews of 4 electronic products from
Buscapé1 website. The purpose of using these two
domains is to have a corpus with different charac-
teristics in the opinions. In the following sections,
these two resources are explained in more detail.

3.1 Books

For book opinions, we used the ReLi corpus (Freitas
et al., 2013). This corpus is composed of 1,600 re-
views with 12,000 sentences about 13 books written
by 7 famous authors of classical and contemporary
literature. The opinions of ReLi were freely written
by different users in specialized review websites.

The annotated opinions in ReLi are directly re-
lated to the books and their aspects (e.g., characters,
chapters and story). Opinions about other books or
movies of the books were not considered. In ReLi,
reviews were annotated at the segment and sentence
levels in three phases: (i) identification and anno-

1http://www.buscape.com.br/

tation of the sentence polarity, (ii) identification of
objects in sentences and (iii) identification of polar-
ity in segments that contain sentiment. E.g., for the
sentence “The book is very interesting but its chap-
ters are too long”, the polarity sentence is positive,
the identified objects are book and chapters, and the
polarities for the segments very interesting and too
long are positive and negative, respectively.

The annotation of ReLi was conducted by lin-
guists who attended a training process to be familiar
with the task and instructions. According to Freitas
et al. (2013), the agreement was calculate in a sam-
ple of 170 reviews and the obtained results were sat-
isfactory. In the polarity identification of sentences,
identification of objects and polarity identification in
segments that contain sentiment, the agreement val-
ues were 98.3%, 72.6% and 99.8% in average, re-
spectively.

For the annotation of our corpus, we randomly se-
lected 10 reviews for each book of ReLi, taking as
example other related works ((Carenini et al., 2006),
(Tadano et al., 2010)) that have used a similar num-
ber of opinions as data source. In the selection of
reviews, we determined that they contain at most
300 words. We used this filter because people pre-
fer to read concise opinions instead of reviews with
too many words. This criterion was also used in the
selection of electronic product opinions.

3.2 Electronic Products
We collected opinions about electronic products
from Buscapé, a website where users comment
about different products (e.g. smartphones, clothes,
videogames, etc.). These comments are written in
a free format within a template with three sections:
Pros, Cons, and Opinion.

To create the corpus of summaries, we collected a
set of reviews about 4 electronic products: 2 smart-
phones (Samsung Galaxy S III and Iphone 5) and 2
televisions (LG Smart TV and Samsung Smart TV).
For each product, we randomly selected 10 reviews.

This set of reviews was annotated by one person
with strong knowledge in Sentiment Analysis. The
annotation consisted in the identification of product
aspects, e.g., battery and photo for smartphones, and
sound and price for televisions. The identification of
the polarity of segments that contain sentiment about
the aspects was also annotated.
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4 Corpus Annotation

According to Ulrich et al. (2008), abstractive sum-
marization is the main goal of many research works,
since it is what people naturally do, but extractive
summarization has been more explored and effec-
tive since it is easier to compute. In this annotation,
we generated both, extractive and abstractive sum-
maries, to assistant different researches and to ana-
lyze how they are generated in opinions.

In OpiSums-PT, we created multiple reference
summaries in order to reduce the overall subjectivity
and any possible bias. For each book and electronic
product, we generated 5 extractive and 5 abstractive
summaries. In total, 170 summaries were manually
created. Table 1 shows the content of OpiSums-PT
in relation to the number of sentences, tokens, types
and their average by summary.

Table 1: Content of OpiSums-PT
Features Extractive Abstractive

Summaries Summaries
Summaries 85 85
Sentences 534 430
Tokens 8435 8611
Types 1702 1833
Average sentences by summary 6.3 5.1
Average tokens by summary 99.2 101.3
Average types by summary 71.1 72.4

This annotation was carried out by 14 participants
with strong knowledge in Computational Linguistics
and Natural Language Processing. Each participant
created 12 summaries approximately during the an-
notation process. Each set of 5 summaries (extrac-
tive or abstractive) was generated by 5 different an-
notators.

To generate a summary, either extractive or ab-
stractive, each annotator read 10 opinions about
books or electronic products. This number of opin-
ions was chosen because we believe that, when peo-
ple look for opinions, they do not read large amounts
of opinions, but a small sample of them.

The task of annotation was daily performed dur-
ing 13 days, approximately. In the first meeting, the
annotators received a training session together with
the annotation manual document to be familiar with
the task. In that document, we presented all instruc-
tions as well as the aspects identified in the opin-
ions of ReLi and Buscapé. These aspects were taken

from the annotation of these two data sources and
were shown to the participants with the sole inten-
tion that annotators know them. Table 2 shows the
objects and aspects presented to the participants in
the annotation of OpiSums-PT.

Table 2: Objects and aspects identified in opinions
Objects Aspects
Books characters, story, chapters, dialogues,

phrases, author’s style, titles, images,
vocabulary, text

Smartphones battery, design, processor, screen,
price, camera, weight, operating
system, internet, photo, video, wi-fi,
sound, size, headphones, speed, chip

TVs design, price, camera, image quality,
brightness, wi-fi, sound, durability,
internet

In the other days of annotation, the annotators cre-
ated summaries at home and sent them by email, as
it was conducted in (Dias et al., 2014). Each day, an
annotator generated only one summary (extractive
or abstractive). We opted for this scheme in order to
simplify the task for annotators and, consequently,
to get good summaries.

Another instruction in the annotation was related
to the summary length. Both extractive and abstrac-
tive summaries should be composed by 100 words
with a tolerance of ±10 words, approximately. We
choose the same number of words for these types of
summaries to evaluate how they are generated un-
der similar restrictions. A compression ratio in per-
centage (e.g., 25%) was not used because the vast
majority of the works in aspect-based opinion sum-
marization do not use this scheme (Carenini et al.,
2006) (Ganesan et al., 2010) (Tadano et al., 2010).

4.1 Extractive Summaries
To create extractive summaries in our annotation,
we asked the annotators to select the most important
sentences from the original opinions. We did not es-
tablish a criterion to determine the importance of a
sentence, it was a decision of each annotator. Like-
wise, we did not oblige to exclude sentences with
dangling anaphora. We opted for this autonomy with
the purpose that the creation of summaries to be as
natural as possible. The number of aspects included
in the final summary was chosen by each annotator.

The final summary was composed by complete
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sentences. It was not allowed to rewrite the sen-
tences of the original opinions. If a sentence pre-
sented misspellings and/or grammatical mistakes,
they should not be corrected.

Each sentence of the source opinions had an iden-
tifier in the end part. This identifier allowed link-
ing the summary sentence with the source opinion.
Thus, for example, the identifier “<D20 S3>” in-
dicates the third sentence of the opinion (document)
20. Figure 1 shows an example of an extractive sum-
mary (in bold, the identifiers of the sentences).

 

 
Um Smartphone quase Perfeito! <D3_S1> 

O que gostei: Hoje é o melhor no mercado em relação 

ao seu processamento. <D2_S3> 

A bateria dura bastante e os aplicativos ja 

instalados sao otimos. <D7_S5> 

A camera é maravilhosa. <D7_S4> 

O que não gostei: Ele esquenta um Pouco na parte de 

baixo mas não chega a incomodar, na cor branca ele 

parece ser muito frágil e o S Voice ainda não 

funciona em português. <D3_S5> 

Esperava muito mais do Galaxy SIII pelo suspense que 

a Samsung promoveu. <D2_S1> 

Depois dessa, quem tem coragem de investir em média 

R$ 1.700,00 no Galaxy SIII ou tentar a sorte com o 

Galaxy S4? <D6_S9> 

 

[Translation] 

 

A Smartphone almost perfect! <D3_S1>  

What I liked: Today is the best on the market in 

relation to its processing. <D2_S3>  

The battery lasts a lot and its installed 

applications are great. <D7_S5>  

The camera is wonderful. <D7_S4>  

What I did not like: It heats a little at the bottom  

but not enough to bother, in white color it seems  

very fragile and the S Voice does not work yet in  

Portuguese. <D3_S5>  

I expected more of Galaxy SIII due to the suspense 

that Samsung promoted. <D2_S1>  

After that, who has the courage to invest around  

R$ 1,700.00 in Galaxy SIII or try luck with the 

Galaxy S4? <D6_S9> 

 

 

 
Figure 1: Example of Extractive Summary

As we can see in Figure 1, the extractive summary
is composed by seven sentences from different opin-
ions (D2, D3, D6 and D7). This happened frequently
in our extractive summaries, indicating that relevant
sentences for annotators were written by different
web users. As consequence of this, the lack of cohe-
sion between summary sentences was notorious.

4.2 Abstractive Summaries
To create abstractive summaries is more difficult
than extractive summaries, since it implies generat-
ing new text. In our annotation, we asked the anno-
tators to generate summaries as rewritten as possible
in order to get more differentiated summaries in re-
lation to the extractive summaries.

Abstractive summaries should indicate the actual
scenario of source opinions (general predominant

sentiment). Similar to the extractive summaries, the
number of aspects to be included in abstractive sum-
maries and the structure of the text were decisions of
each annotator.

In Figure 2, we show an example of abstractive
summary about Twilight book. In the first part of
the text, the author’s summary gives the overall sen-
timent for this book, and, then, describes the web
user’s sentiment for some book aspects. This struc-
ture was adopted by the majority of annotators.

 

 
A grande maioria dos leitores avaliaram 

negativamente o livro Crepúsculo, pois em geral, 

eles argumentaram que o livro tem um romance 

exagerado. Entre as principais desvantagens do 

livro, os leitores mencionaram que os personagens 

são superficiais, a escrita é péssima e a história é 

chata. Muitos dos usuários não conseguiram terminar 

de ler o livro e não recomendariam ele para outras 

pessoas. Por outro lado, outra pequena parte dos 

leitores acharam que o livro Crepúsculo é bom, pois 

consideraram que ele é intenso, romântico, cheio de 

mistérios e brilhante. Estes leitores afirmaram que, 

embora Crepúsculo seja um livro fictício, ele mostra 

a importância de um verdadeiro amor. 

 

[Translation] 

 

The vast majority of readers evaluated negatively 

Twilight book, because, in general, they argued that 

it has an exaggerated romance. Among the main 

disadvantages of this book, readers mentioned that 

characters are superficial, the writing is bad and 

the story is boring. Many users were not able to 

finish the reading of the book and they would not 

recommend it to other people. On the other hand, 

another small part of readers think that Twilight 

book is good, because they considered it intense, 

romantic, full of mysteries and amazing. These 

readers said that, although Twilight is a fictional 

book, it shows the importance of the true love. 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Example of Abstractive Summary

In comparison with extractive summaries, these
ones did not present the problem of lack of cohesion
and show explicitly what was the predominant sen-
timent in the source opinions.

5 Experiments

After the annotation, we performed some experi-
ments over OpiSums-PT. First, we calculated the an-
notators agreement to know how difficult this task
is. Second, we analyzed the aspect coverage to es-
timate the proportion of aspects that is preserved in
the summaries. Finally, the sentiment orientation in
the summaries was computed to verify if it is propor-
tional to the general sentiment in source opinions.

In this paper, we focused on these three issues. It
is believed that (i) people generate not very similar
opinion summaries, (ii) not all aspects are consid-
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Table 3: Annotators agreement results

Books/ Electronic Products

Extractive Abstractive
Summary Summary

Total Majority Minority No ROUGE-1 ROUGE-1
Agreement Agreement Agreement Agreement

Capitães da Areia 0.000 0.267 0.200 0.533 0.405 0.218
Crepúsculo 0.000 0.286 0.357 0.357 0.414 0.239
Ensaio sobre a Cegueira 0.000 0.043 0.217 0.739 0.250 0.251
Fala sério. amiga! 0.077 0.154 0.154 0.615 0.606 0.299
Fala sério. amor! 0.118 0.118 0.294 0.471 0.600 0.287
Fala sério. mãe! 0.000 0.222 0.167 0.611 0.325 0.308
Fala sério. pai! 0.000 0.143 0.143 0.714 0.418 0.352
Fala sério. professor! 0.000 0.235 0.353 0.412 0.344 0.345
O Apanhador nos Campos de Centeio 0.000 0.091 0.409 0.500 0.360 0.253
O Outro lado da meia noite 0.000 0.136 0.182 0.682 0.392 0.232
O Reverso da Medalha 0.000 0.100 0.250 0.650 0.339 0.305
Se houver Amanhã 0.000 0.200 0.200 0.600 0.471 0.309
1984 0.000 0.263 0.316 0.421 0.366 0.238
Iphone 5 0.000 0.308 0.154 0.538 0.342 0.230
Samsung Galaxy S III 0.000 0.100 0.200 0.700 0.235 0.276
LG Smart TV 0.000 0.040 0.240 0.720 0.274 0.270
Samsung Smart TV 0.000 0.238 0.333 0.429 0.451 0.270
Average 0.011 0.173 0.245 0.570 0.388 0.275

ered in the final summary and (iii) humans consider
the sentiment orientation to create an opinion sum-
mary. However, as far as we know, there are no pre-
vious works that proved these hypotheses. In this
study, we explore these three hypotheses.

5.1 Inter-Annotator Agreement

We calculated the inter-annotator agreement for ex-
tractive and abstractive summaries. For both, we
used the ROUGE score (Lin, 2004). For extractive
summaries, Kappa coefficient (Carletta, 1996) was
also calculated, as well as the percentage of com-
mon sentences in the summaries.

In extractive summaries, we calculated Kappa
agreement for each book and electronic product, tak-
ing the sentences of source opinions and verifying
which of them were included in the human sum-
maries. In average, the Kappa value obtained in the
experiments was 0.185. According to Liu and Liu
(2008), the Kappa values reported for text and meet-
ing summarization were 0.38 and 0.28 in average,
respectively. Compared to these values, the Kappa
agreement obtained by us in aspect-based opinion
summarization is lower. This is likely due to the fact
that in opinion summarization there are many differ-
ent sentences that express the same meaning. Thus,
different annotators could have chosen different sen-

tences with similar content.
To compensate this problem of Kappa, we also

used the ROUGE-N score. The ROUGE measure
computes the n-gram overlap between summaries
and, thus, could help to identify sentences that are
similar in content. In our experiments, we used the
ROUGE-1 score (unigram overlap).

For each annotator, we computed ROUGE-1
scores using other annotators’ summaries as refer-
ences, and then we calculated the average between
them. Table 3 shows the values of ROUGE-1 ob-
tained for each book and electronic product in ex-
tractive and abstractive summaries. These results
are better than Kappa results and may indicate that
annotators choose different sentences that have sim-
ilar content. The results for extractive summaries
are better than abstractive summaries, because in ab-
stracts annotators have independence to use different
words, possibly synonyms and paraphrases.

For extractive summaries, we also computed the
percentage of common sentences among the sum-
maries created by annotators. In Table 3, we show
the results. Total Agreement indicates the propor-
tion of common sentences selected by five annota-
tors; Majority Agreement, by four or three annota-
tors; and Minority Agreement, by two annotators.
No agreement indicates that annotators did not agree
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in the selection of sentences.
On one hand, the results for these metrics in-

dicate that annotators choose the same sentences
in few cases. In average, only 1.1% (0.011) of
sentences was selected by all annotators, and only
17.3% (0.173) of them by the majority of annotators.
We believe that this is mainly due to the large num-
ber of sentences that annotators have to read to gen-
erate the summary (in average, 40 sentences). On
the other hand, in many cases, annotators choose
different sentences (see columns Minority and No
Agreement), because, as it is reported in (Rath et al.,
1961), in the summarization task, there is no single
set of representative sentences chosen by humans.
In addition, we believe that some especial linguistic
characteristics of opinions, such as irony or usage of
slangs, make this task more challenging.

In general, all results reported in Table 3 show
that it is difficult to generate similar opinion sum-
maries based on aspects (extractive or abstractive)
even among humans. Although these results are low,
they could be used as a topline performance to eval-
uate other automatic methods.

5.2 Aspect Coverage
An important issue in aspect-based opinion summa-
rization is the aspect coverage. Aspect coverage is
an indicator of how many aspects of the source opin-
ions are preserved in the generated summary. Most
research works have been focused on producing a
summary for each aspect (Blair-Goldensohn et al.,
2008) (Tadano et al., 2010) (Xu et al., 2011). How-
ever, if we want an overall summary, that approach
could be not ideal.

In our work, we produced overall summaries
based on aspects, i.e., a summary contains the most
important aspects, according to the annotators, for a
set of source opinions. In the experiments, to calcu-
late the aspect coverage, we considered the objects
or entities as aspects, similar to Gerani et al. (2014).

To estimate the aspect coverage for extractive
summaries, we get the aspects annotated in the opin-
ions of ReLi and Buscapé, and then it was verified
how many of them are preserved in the summaries.
In abstractive summaries, we used a semi-automatic
search. We look for aspects using a list with their
names. After that, we manually reviewed the sum-
maries in order to add possible synonyms to the as-

pect list. For example, the word “narrative” was
considered a synonym of the “story” aspect. Finally,
we determined how many aspects were in the sum-
maries. For each book and electronic product, we
calculated the proportion of aspects preserved in the
five summaries, and then we computed the average.

Table 4 shows the percentage of aspect coverage
for extractive and abstractive summaries. As we
can see, abstractive summaries have wider coverage
than extractive summaries because annotators have
less restriction to write an abstractive summary and,
thus, they can include more aspects. On the other
hand, in extractive summaries, annotators are lim-
ited to the content of the source opinion’s sentences.

Table 4: Coverage of aspects in summaries
Books/ Electronic Products Extractive Abstractive

Summary Summary
Capitães da Areia 0.450 0.700
Crepúsculo 0.467 0.567
Ensaio sobre a Cegueira 0.300 0.600
Fala sério, amiga! 1.000 1.000
Fala sério, amor! 0.550 0.550
Fala sério, mãe! 0.400 0.767
Fala sério, pai! 0.800 0.900
Fala sério, professor! 0.700 1.000
O Apanhador nos Campos 0.550 0.800
de Centeio
O Outro lado da meia noite 0.800 0.760
O Reverso da Medalha 0.650 0.800
Se houver Amanhã 0.640 0.680
1984 0.600 0.760
Iphone 5 0.444 0.578
Samsung Galaxy S III 0.333 0.400
LG Smart TV 0.514 0.714
Samsung Smart TV 0.720 0.760
Average 0.583 0.726

There are few cases where all aspects are included
in the summaries (books “Fala sério, amiga!” and
“Fala sério, professor!”). In these cases, less than
three aspects were presented in source opinions. By
contrast, when the number of aspects in the source
opinions was high, few of them were included in the
summary (e.g., product Samsung Galaxy S III). It
was most notorious in electronic products because
they have more technical opinions that include many
aspects.

Results in Table 4 indicate that, for an overall
aspect-based summary, humans consider only some
aspects in the text. We did not find other works
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Table 5: Sentiment orientation of summaries
Books/ Electronic Products Actual Polarity Extractive Summary Abstractive Summary

Positive Negative Positive Negative Positive Negative
Capitães da Areia 0.784 0.216 0.978 0.022 0.370 0.630
Crepúsculo 0.391 0.609 0.075 0.925 0.510 0.490
Ensaio sobre a Cegueira 0.812 0.188 0.880 0.120 0.471 0.529
Fala sério, amiga! 0.895 0.105 0.960 0.040 0.723 0.277
Fala sério, amor! 0.968 0.032 0.980 0.020 0.967 0.033
Fala sério, mãe! 0.510 0.490 0.680 0.320 0.569 0.431
Fala sério, pai! 0.842 0.158 0.877 0.123 0.950 0.050
Fala sério, professor! 0.621 0.379 0.791 0.209 0.686 0.314
O Apanhador nos Campos de Centeio 0.300 0.700 0.204 0.796 0.283 0.717
O Outro lado da meia noite 0.705 0.295 0.667 0.333 0.633 0.367
O Reverso da Medalha 0.667 0.333 0.521 0.479 0.558 0.442
Se houver Amanhã 0.867 0.133 0.952 0.048 0.716 0.284
1984 0.757 0.243 0.877 0.123 0.627 0.573
Iphone 5 0.975 0.025 0.971 0.029 0.810 0.190
Samsung Galaxy S III 0.584 0.416 0.272 0.728 0.460 0.540
LG Smart TV 0.622 0.378 0.674 0.326 0.753 0.247
Samsung Smart TV 0.556 0.444 0.502 0.498 0.536 0.464

to compare the results of aspect coverage, but we
believe that our results show an approximation of
how many aspects humans consider in a summary.
Thus, automatic opinion summarization methods
could use these results as indicator of how many as-
pects could be included in the summaries.

5.3 Sentiment Orientation

To communicate to summary’s readers what is the
sentiment in the opinions about the entity and its as-
pects is not simply a matter of classifying the sum-
mary as positive or negative. Summary’s readers
want to know if all opinions that evaluate the en-
tity made it in a similar way or if they were varied.
Thus, opinion summaries must preserve the polarity
distribution as much as possible to reflect the overall
sentiment about the entity and its aspects.

In our experiments, we evaluated how much hu-
mans (annotators) maintain the sentiment orienta-
tion in the manual summaries. To estimate the gen-
eral sentiment presented in the source opinions, we
extract the segments that contain sentiment with its
polarities from the annotations of ReLi and Buscapé.
We calculated the percentage of positive and nega-
tive segments. Table 5 shows the percentage of pos-
itive and negative sentiments presented in the source
opinions (column “Actual Polarity”) for each book
and electronic product.

To calculate the sentiment in extractive sum-

maries, we estimate the sentiment for positive and
negative classes using the annotations of ReLi and
Buscapé. For abstractive summaries, we calcu-
lated the sentiment with the automatic lexicon-based
method proposed in Taboada et al. (2011) using the
SentiLex lexicon (Silva et al., 2012), because, ac-
cording to Balage Filho et al. (2013), it gets bet-
ter results in comparison with other Brazilian Por-
tuguese dictionaries.

Table 5 shows the results of the sentiment orien-
tation for each book and electronic product. In gen-
eral, annotators reflected the sentiment distribution
of source opinions in the summaries. The propor-
tions between positive and negative sentiments were
not exactly the same, but were very similar. This
shows that humans (annotators) take into account
the sentiment to create the summary and consider
both classes, positive and negative, according to how
they appeared in the source opinions.

There are few cases where the sentiment orienta-
tion of summaries is opposite of the source opinions
(marked in bold). This indicates that annotators fo-
cused only in one part of the source opinions ignor-
ing the overall sentiment.

Extractive summaries got better correlations than
abstractive summaries because the sentences of ex-
tractive summaries are the same of the source opin-
ions and also because the sentiment in abstractive
summaries was automatically calculated.
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6 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented OpiSums-PT, a corpus of
opinion summaries, extractive and abstractive, based
on aspects written in Brazilian Portuguese. We also
made a qualitative analysis about how people gen-
erate these types of summaries. As was previously
showed, human summaries are diversified and peo-
ple generate summaries only for some aspects keep-
ing the overall sentiment orientation with little vari-
ation.

This work has been motivated, mainly, by the im-
portance that a corpus has in this task and to assist
future researches in the opinion summarization field.

The complete version of OpiSums-PT is available
for download through the Sucinto project webpage2

under a Creative Commons license.
Future work includes extending OpiSums-PT

with other type of annotations, such as sentence
alignment between summaries and identification of
elementary discourse units.
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Abstract

Code-switching, where a speaker switches be-
tween languages mid-utterance, is frequently
used by multilingual populations worldwide.
Despite its prevalence, limited effort has been
devoted to develop computational approaches
or even basic linguistic resources to support
research into the processing of such mixed-
language data. We present a user-centric ap-
proach to collecting code-switched utterances
from social media posts, and develop language
universal guidelines for the annotation of code-
switched data. We also present results for sev-
eral baseline language identification models
on our corpora and demonstrate that language
identification in code-switched text is a diffi-
cult task that calls for deeper investigation.

1 Introduction

A common phenomenon among multilingual speak-
ers is code-switching, that is, switching between lan-
guages within a single context (Lipski, 1978). Code-
switching can occur on a sentence-by-sentence basis,
known as intersentential code-switching, as well as
between words within a single sentence, known as
intrasentential code-switching (Poplack, 1980).

Developing technology that can process this kind
of mixed language data is important for a number of
different sectors. In the fight against organized crime,
human and drug trafficking smugglers travel between
Mexico and the United States, and processing the
mixed Spanish-English data that accompanies this
trafficking could yield more actionable intelligence
for law enforcement. In the service industry, compa-

nies like LENA1 analyze child language to provide
parents with a variety of metrics on child develop-
ment, and their language processing tools must be
taught to handle the language mixing common to
bilingual children. And in data mining applications,
companies like Dataminr2 want to transform Twitter
into actionable signals, and ignoring the multilingual
portion of the world’s population represents signifi-
cant lost business opportunities.

In this paper, we describe our efforts in the devel-
opment and annotation of corpora containing code-
switched data in written form for two language pairs:
Spanish-English and Nepali-English. These two lan-
guage combinations are well suited for research in
code switching: Spanish-English as an example of a
large multilingual minority population (in the United
States), and Nepali-English is an example of a pop-
ulation that is almost entirely multilingual. In both
cases the two languages are written using the same
Latin script. This is true for Nepali, even though De-
vanagari is its official script, because the education
system in Nepal teaches typing only for English, so
for digital content like social media it is common for
Nepalese speakers to type using English characters.

We chose Twitter as the source of our data as the
informal nature of tweets makes them a more nat-
ural source for code-switching phenomena. Many
researchers have turned to Twitter as a source of data
for research (i.e. (Roberts et al., 2012; Reyes et
al., 2013; Tomlinson et al., 2014; Kong et al., 2014;
Temnikova et al., 2014; Williams and Katz, 2012)).
Typically, collecting Twitter data is a straightforward

1http://www.lenafoundation.org/
2https://www.dataminr.com/
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process involving the Twitter API, specifying the de-
sired language, and a set of keywords or hash tags.
For example, in the research on user intentions some
of the hash tags used include: #mygoal, #iwon, #mad-
skills, #imapro, #dowhatisay, #kissmyfeet, #proud.
A similar process was followed by all of the previ-
ous work listed above. However, Twitter allows only
one desired language to be specified, and no sim-
ple keywords exist for finding code-switched tweets.
Searching for the words “code-switching” or “Span-
glish” would have resulted in unnatural data, where
the users were aware of the linguistic phenomenon,
rather than the spontaneous use of more than one
language that we seek. This is akin to research in
cyberbullying, where data collection on Twitter using
hash tags or keywords like #bully or #cyberbullying
does not result in the actual bullying tweets (Dinakar
et al., 2011). We present here a strategy to locate
the right data in Twitter. We hope other researchers
whose data needs cannot be met by simple keyword
search can benefit from our lessons learned.

After collecting a sufficient amount of data with
code-switching, we set out on the task of annotating
the data using a combination of in-lab and crowd-
sourcing annotations. We develop a set of annotation
guidelines that can be used for Twitter data and any
language combination. The design of these annota-
tion standards reflects the unique needs of mixed lan-
guage data and the goal of supporting research in lin-
guistic and sociolinguistic aspects of code-switching,
as well as research in statistical methods for the auto-
mated processing of code-switching. Therefore, the
annotations are theory agnostic, and follow a prag-
matic definition of code-switching.

Finally, to show that the processing of code-
switching text requires further advancement of our
NLP technology, we present a case study in language
identification with our corpora. Language identifica-
tion of monolingual text has been considered a solved
problem for some time now (McNamee, 2005) and
even in Twitter the problem has been shown to be
tractable when annotated data is available (Bergsma
et al., 2012). However, as we demonstrate in this
paper, when code-switching is present, the perfor-
mance of state-of-the-art systems is not on par with
that of monolingual sources. We predict that the
difficulty increases for deeper and higher-level NLP
tasks. In fact, Solorio and Liu (2008b) have shown

already that part-of-speech tagging performance in
code-switching data is also lagging behind that ob-
served in monolingual sources.

2 Related Work

Although code-switching has not been investigated
as deeply as monolingual text in the natural language
processing field, there has been some work on the
topic. An earlier example is the work by Joshi (Joshi,
1982), where he proposes a system that can help to
parse and generate code-switching sentences. His
approach is based on the matrix language-embedded
language formalism and although the paper has a
good justification it lacks an empirical evaluation
supporting the proposed model. A few more recent
examples of work in NLP and code-switching are the
methods examined by Solorio and Liu that include
developing a better part of speech tagging approach
for code-switching text (Solorio and Liu, 2008b) and
identifying potential code-switching points within
text (Solorio and Liu, 2008a). In each of these
projects, however, code-switching data was scarce,
coming primarily from conversations. Because of
complications with traditional evaluation measures,
the code-switching point detection project used a new
evaluation method, in which artificial code-switched
content was generated and compared with genuine
content (Solorio and Liu, 2008a).

In the past, most language identification research
has been done at the document level. Some re-
searchers, however, have developed methods to iden-
tify languages within multilingual documents (Singh
and Gorla, 2007; Nguyen and Doğruöz, 2013; King
and Abney, 2013). Their test data comes from a vari-
ety of sources, including web pages, bilingual forum
posts, and jumbled data from monolingual sources,
but none of them are trained on code-switched data,
opting instead for a monolingual training set per lan-
guage. This could prove to be a problem when work-
ing on code-switched data, particularly in shorter
samples such as social media data, as the code-
switching context is not present in training material.

One system tackled both the problems of code-
switching and social media in language and code-
switched status identification (Lignos and Marcus,
2013). Lignos and Marcus gathered millions of
monolingual tweets in both English and Spanish in
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order to model the two languages and used crowd-
sourcing to annotate tens of thousands of Spanish
tweets, approximately 11% of which contained code-
switched content. This system was able to achieve
96.9% word-level accuracy and a 0.936 F-measure
in identifying code-switched tweets.

The issue still stands that relatively little code-
switching data, such as that used in Lignos and Mar-
cus’ research, is readily available. Even in their data,
the percentage of code-switched tweets was barely
over a tenth of the total test data. There have been
other corpora built, particularly for other language
pairs such as Mandarin-English (Li et al., 2012; Lyu
et al., 2010), but the amount of data available and the
percentage of code-switching present are not up to
the standards of other areas of the natural language
processing field. With this in mind, we sought to pro-
vide corpora for multiple language pairs, each with
a better distribution of code-switching. In this paper
we discuss the process we followed for two language
pairs and our current efforts are targeted to grow the
number of language pairs collected and annotated.

3 Corpus Creation

Developing the corpus involved two steps: locating
code-switching tweets and using crowdsourcing to
annotate them for language and an assortment of
other tags. A small portion of these annotations were
reviewed by in-lab annotators to measure agreement
and gauge the quality of the crowdsourced data.

All token-level annotations were done according
to a set of guidelines provided to all annotators and
presented in this paper as Appendix A. There we
show the guidelines specific for Spanish-English. For
Nepali-English only a small customization of exam-
ples was needed. The tags they could select from
were Lang1 (English), Lang2 (Spanish or Nepali),
Named Entity, Ambiguous, Mixed, or Other. Words
that exist in both languages, such as ’me’ or ’no’,
were disambiguated using context if possible; if not,
they were assigned the Ambiguous tag. The Mixed
tag was reserved for words that contained portions of
multiple languages, such as ’snapchateame’ which
contains both English and Spanish content. Anything
that did not fall into these categories, such as other
languages, gibberish, Twitter user handles, URLs,
emoticons, symbols, and punctuation, were given

the label Other. Hashtags were annotated accord-
ing to the text following the # symbol. Slang, mis-
spellings, and abbreviations were labeled according
to the word(s) they represented.

3.1 Locating Code-Switched Data

Although locating code-switched tweets was not ini-
tially one of the bigger concerns of this project, it
developed into quite an interesting problem. To re-
frain from biasing the data set towards particular
words or phrases, we did not wish to use keyword-
based search in order to obtain tweets. Our method
of gathering data therefore became finding users who
code-switched often and pulling their tweet histo-
ries. For Nepali, we searched for users that con-
stantly switched between Nepali and English. An
initial set of users was easily found via a collaborator
from Nepal who has ties with many Nepali-English
bilingual users on Twitter. We then looked for users
mentioned in their tweets and checked to see if they
too, were frequently code-switching. Eventually, we
identified 42 frequent code-switchers and collected
nearly 2000 tweets each from them. We filtered out
all the retweets and tweets with urls.

For Spanish-English, however, locating code-
switching users was difficult as we had no Spanish
speaking collaborators with ties to a code-switching
Twitter community. We first used Twitter’s recent
tweet search API to find tweets using English terms
(taken from the most frequent English words in the
Bangor Miami Corpus3) and restricted to tweets that
Twitter’s language detection identified as Spanish
and that were sent from areas close to California and
Texas. Results from this search were passed to in-
lab annotators for token-level annotations according
to the annotation guidelines. Code-switching ratios
were low in this data set, so we ran a new search
for tweets from the same geographical regions that
Twitter identified as English containing the Spanish
words that were most frequent in the results of the
first search (ignoring ambiguous and stop words).
Results from both searches were filtered to remove
extremely similar tweets, spam tweets such as news
and automatic posts from other social media sources,
retweets, and tweets containing URLs (which were

3http://www.language-archives.org/item/
oai:talkbank.org:BilingBank-Bangor-Miami
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particularly prone to spam). We then pulled the first
50 tweets of each of the 135 most frequent users from
the combined search results. These were annotated in-
lab at the tweet level for code-switched content. Any
users with fewer than three code-switching tweets
were discarded, resulting in 44 users.

A small portion of this data, 1163 tweets dis-
tributed evenly among the 44 users, was two-way
annotated in-lab at the token level, and used as qual-
ity control data for CrowdFlower annotation (see
section 3.2). We used the resulting annotations to
identify the frequency of code-switching for each
user. All available tweets were pulled from the nine
users with the highest code-switching frequency, and
tweets from the next thirteen users were used to fill
in up to 14,000 tweets.

We tried to extract some demographic characteris-
tics of the users in our corpora. As the Twitter API
does not give the gender information of users, we
manually checked their profiles and used their names
and profile pictures to identify their gender. Even
with this method, we could not determine the gen-
der for two Spanish-English and two Nepali-English
users. The rest of the users were split almost evenly
for Spanish-English (9 male and 11 females), while
in the Nepali-English data we have 15 males and 6
females. Twitter also provides information about geo-
graphical location of the users. Our Spanish-English
users came from Eastern, Central, Pacific, Moun-
tain (US & Canada) timezones whereas all users for
Nepali-English came from Kathmandu as per the
Twitter API.

For the purpose of system development, testing
and benchmarking, we divided the corpora into train
and test sets. For Spanish-English the training set
has 11,400 and the test set has 3,014 tweets. The
Nepali-English corpus was split into 9,993 tweets for
training and 2,874 tweets for testing. Table 1 shows
the distribution of the six different tags across the
training and test datasets for both Nepali-English and
Spanish-English. As can be inferred from the table,
the concentration of Lang1, Lang2 and Other tags is
much higher than NE, Ambiguous and Mixed tags
for both language pairs.

The Twitter users in each set (training vs. test) are
disjoint to ensure that systems would not be over-
fitting to the idiosyncrasies of particular users. The
split was designed to maintain the same balanced

distribution of tweet content in both sets.

Table 1: Distribution of tags across training and test
datasets.

Nep-En (%) Es-En(%)
Tag Training Test Training Test
Lang1 31.14 19.76 54.78 43.28
Lang2 41.56 49.1 23.52 30.34
Mixed 0.08 0.60 0.04 0.03
NE 2.73 4.19 2.07 2.22
Ambiguous 0.09 - 0.24 0.12
Other 24.41 26.35 19.34 24.02

3.2 Crowdsourcing Annotations

In order to efficiently annotate the large amount of
tweets needed for the corpus, we used the crowd-
sourcing platform CrowdFlower. This platform, sim-
ilar to the Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) service,
provides access to a community of crowdsourced
workers who are willing to complete small tasks for
relatively low pay. CrowdFlower differs from AMT
in offering additional quality control services.

To gather the annotations, we created Crowd-
Flower tasks at the word level for each tweet. One
task in the CrowdFlower interface consisted of the se-
lected word designated within the full tweet in order
to provide context. Following the recommendations
in (Callison-Burch and Dredze, 2010), the tweet was
made into an image displaying the text with the se-
lected token highlighted by a yellow box. This was
done in order to prevent users from simply copying
the text into a language detection program. Under-
neath the image was a question asking them to select
the correct annotation for the word using radio but-
tons listing each annotation category. There was also
an optional comments section where they could leave
a note about the question. To speed up the process
and save money, words in the Other category that
could be automatically detected (Twitter user han-
dles, URLs, emoticons, symbols and punctuation)
were excluded from CrowdFlower annotation.

Instructions for the job were provided to the work-
ers at the beginning of each page of tasks. We pro-
vided a basic description of the job and how to inter-
pret each portion of the task. After that, we gave a
link to a PDF of a slightly modified, CrowdFlower-
friendly version of the annotation guidelines provided
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to the in-lab annotators. The guidelines gave a de-
scription of the overall job and of each label, along
with examples. There was also a section in the job’s
instructions containing a few key notes, such as how
to handle named entities and slang.

We gave 15 tasks at a time to each crowdsourced
worker. They were paid $0.03 for each fifteen-task
page they completed. Payment was only given if
the users met the strict quality controls built into the
platform. CrowdFlower takes gold-annotated tasks
along with the blank tasks and uses that gold to test
workers as the job runs, removing the burden from the
job organizers. To begin the job, workers must obtain
at least 70% accuracy on an eight-question quiz made
of the gold tasks. If they pass the quiz, they begin
work on the task proper, but gold is continuously
woven into their work. If they fall below the 70%
threshold, their work is removed from the total data to
avoid contamination and they are not paid for the low-
quality annotations. Following the suggestions of
(Zhai et al., 2013), we added gold equal to 20% of the
job’s tasks. To avoid additional negative results, we
also limited workers to those from the United States,
Argentina, Chile, Colombia, Mexico, and Peru for
the Spanish-English corpus and Nepal and Bhutan
for the Nepali-English corpus.

A few pilot jobs were run for each language pair
on 100-tweet samples, using tweets that had al-
ready been annotated in-lab – three-way for Spanish-
English and two-way for Nepali-English – to judge
the accuracy of CrowdFlower workers’ results. Anal-
ysis of the agreement allowed for improvement of
the guidelines, particularly in the named entity and
ambiguous categories, as well as confirmation that
three-way CrowdFlower annotation provided accept-
able results at the current payment scheme. The
pilots also showed that CrowdFlower’s aggregated
results outperformed majority and trust-weighted vot-
ing schemes, so they were used in the final work.

The 14,000 Spanish-English tweets collected in
section 3.1 were run through CrowdFlower in batches
of 2000 tweets. All batches used the same set of
gold tasks, which consisted of the 1163 tweets anno-
tated two-way in the lab. Because we were unsure
whether workers were reading the PDF instructions,
we changed the instruction scheme for one of these
jobs. The new scheme moved the label descriptions
inline, where the workers could read them without

clicking away. The PDF link was still provided to
give them access to the examples.

The Nepali data, which was found to have a higher
concentration of code-switching tweets during the in-
lab annotations, was simply run in two 5,000 tweet
batches and one 3,000 tweet batch. The gold data for
quality control of this task contained 1,000 tweets
that were annotated by two in-lab annotators.

3.3 Review and Agreement
To judge the validity of the CrowdFlower annotations,
one-way in-lab review was performed on small seg-
ments of the crowdsourced results. 1,000 tweets were
reviewed from jobs using the PDF instruction scheme
and another 500 were reviewed from the job using the
inline instruction scheme. Inter-annotator agreement
measures were calculated between the original and
reviewed annotations for each scheme. The measures
used were observed agreement, Fleiss multi-π, and
Cohen multi-κ (Artstein and Poesio, 2008) calculated
for the full data set, as well as observed agreement
per annotation category.

The CrowdFlower annotation results’ agreement
with the in-lab review was above expectations. All
three overall agreement measures were at or above
0.9. At the category level, agreement was high for the
simpler categories, such as Lang1, Lang2, and Other,
but dipped considerably for the more complicated
ones such as named entities. This is consistent with
the error analysis done by King and Abney (2013),
where the most frequent source of error was named
entities. Ambiguous and Mixed made up only ap-
proximately one tenth of a percent each of the total
annotations given, so the agreements on these are
unreliable. Named entities, at three to five percent of
the data, show a more reliable result.

There was little difference, at most 0.01, in the
annotation agreement between the jobs using PDF
and inline instruction schemes. It is unlikely that
this small difference in agreement is indicative of
a useful difference in annotation quality. Optional
customer experience surveys provided to workers by
CrowdFlower after task completion showed slightly
more happiness with pay and test questions when
using the inline instructions, even though neither of
these factors changed between jobs. It is possible that
although performance is unchanged, worker satisfac-
tion may be higher when using inline instructions
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instead of linking to an external PDF.

4 Benchmark Systems

To show the shortcomings of state-of-the-art systems
on code-switched social media text, two benchmark
systems for language identification were run on the
annotated corpora. The first was a simple dictionary
approach, while the second was a state-of-the-art
word-level language identification system designed
for multilingual documents (King and Abney, 2013).

The two systems were evaluated on their perfor-
mance in language identification at the word level
and identifying code-switching at the tweet level. Per-
formance was measured using accuracy, precision,
recall, and F-measure. A tweet was marked as code-
switching only if it contained at least one label for
each language.

4.1 Language Identification with Dictionaries
The dictionary approach was designed as the simplest
possible system for language identification using the
collected training data. The lowercase form of all of
the words in the training data were split into sepa-
rate lexicons based on their tag. Hashtags had the #
removed and the text was included as a word.

The system only assigned language tags (Lang1,
or Lang2) and Other. If the lowercase form of a word
appeared in one lexicon but not the other, it assigned
that lexicon’s language. If the word was a Twitter
user handle, URL, emoticon, symbol or punctuation,
it assigned the Other category. Otherwise, if the
word existed in both or neither lexicons, it assigned
the majority language from the training data.

4.2 Language Identification with CRFs
The state-of-the-art language identification system of
King and Abney (2013) was designed for word-level
annotation on multilingual documents, and was thus
a suitable choice for our task. This weakly supervised
system uses Conditional Random Fields (CRF) with
Generalized Expectation (GE) criteria (Mann and
McCallum, 2008). The system itself was provided by
the authors, so no reimplementation was necessary.

The CRF GE language id system requires samples
of monolingual text from each language as training
data. The English and Spanish training sets were
pulled from Twitter searches in the Texas and Cali-
fornia areas for consistency, using Twitter’s language
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Figure 1: Benchmark system performance at the word
level on Spanish-English language tags.

identification along with the language’s stop words as
queries in order to get reliable results. Equal amounts,
approximately 10MB each, of data were collected
for each language. Monolingual Nepali tweets in Ro-
man script were harder to find. The Twitter API only
allows to search for tweets using Devanagari. So, we
looked for other sources of Romanized Nepali text,
such as song lyrics websites, news websites etc. We
crawled nearly 1.2MB of song lyrics from song lyrics
websites. However, this was not enough. Hence we
returned to Twitter to identify users who tweet in
Nepali by using Devanagari script. We collected the
remaining 9MB of data (117,806 tweets) from these
users and then transliterated them to Roman Script
by using our Devanagari to Roman transliteration
script4.

The training data was gathered into a single file
per language and fed into the CRF GE system. Then
each test tweet was input to the system for prediction.
We removed from the tweet tokens with a hash tag,
emoticons and tokens of the type @username.

5 Benchmark Results

To provide a fair comparison of the benchmark sys-
tems we only evaluate prediction performance for
the words labeled with Lang1 or Lang2 in the gold
data, as the benchmark systems were not designed
for named entities, ambiguous words or mixed words.
We report results using the familiar metrics accuracy,
precision, recall, and F-measure. The results are
shown in Figures 1 and 2. For Spanish-English, both
systems performed well under the state of the art from
Lignos and Marcus who obtained 96.9% word-level

4The script can be downloaded from http://www2.cs.
uh.edu/˜suraj/scripts/devnagari2roman.py
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Figure 2: Benchmark system performance at the word
level on Nepali-English language tags.
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Figure 3: Performance at the tweet level on Spanish-
English code-switching detection.

accuracy and a 0.936 F-measure in identifying code-
switched tweets for multilingual documents, with the
dictionary at 74% accuracy and the CRF GE at 86%.
We observe a similar result for Nepali-English, with
the dictionary at 70% and the CRF GE at 87%. These
unsurprising results show that even systems designed
to receive more than one language as input assume
longer monolingual contexts. But spontaneous code
switching does not obey these patterns.

The tweet level analysis seen in Figures 3 and 4
show that for Spanish-English, performance is on
par with the token-level results, while for Nepali-
English the dictionary system outperforms the CRF
GE model with an accuracy of 90%. The strength of
the dictionary system for Nepali-English may be due
to the smaller word and character overlap between
these languages.

6 Analysis

Since the Dictionary Approach considers only the to-
kens and ignores the context, tokens that are spelled
the same way in both English and another language
are often mislabeled. This is the case for words like

Accuracy Precision Recall F-measure
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9

1 0.90
0.95 0.95 0.95

0.47

0.97

0.44

0.60

Dictionary
CRF GE

Figure 4: Performance at the tweet level on Nepali-
English code-switching detection.

man , gate and din that in Nepali mean like, date and
day, respectively, and words like me, red. Also, as ex-
pected, language identification fails in the case of in-
frequent, unseen and misspelled tokens, such as com-
rade, yuss(yes), b-lated, and vokamanchey(hungry
men). Another source of error for Nepali-English
is that there is no standard Romanized spelling for
Nepali words. People just use whatever sounds pho-
netically similar. For example, in Nepali the word
for pain may be written as pidaa, peeda, or pida.

The CRF GE failed to detect small code-switched
content embedded inside large monolingual seg-
ments. We observed many cases of single English
words in Nepali context classified as Nepali. We be-
lieve that these misclassifications might be occurring
due to the underlying sequential model of the CRF
GE that relies on larger contexts.

In another analysis, we computed the overlap of
words and n-grams (2-5) between each pair of lan-
guages, Nepali-English and Spanish-English, in the
training datasets. Our goal was to quantify the over-
lap of lexical items in each code-switching language
pair. Our assumption is that higher overlap represents
a more challenging task for the language identifica-
tion task. Table 2 shows percentages of common
tokens between languages. Bigrams show similar
overlap in each language pair, but as the n-grams
become larger, the overlap between Spanish-English
is considerably larger than that for Nepali-English.

A natural question from our data is if both bilin-
gual communities have similar linguistic behaviors.
This study requires a deeper syntactic analysis of the
samples and we leave this for future research. But
a simple exploratory analysis can consider the most
frequent items used in English, their common lan-
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Table 2: N-gram overlap across language pairs.

Tokens Nep-Eng (%) Span-Eng (%)
words 1.39 3.54
char -2 52.01 52.21
char -3 33.36 40.36
char -4 12.66 21.31
char -5 3.43 9.00

guage. We looked at the most frequent English words
and found that both communities use similar English
words while code-switching. These words mainly
include function words (the, to, yo, he, she, and) and
abbreviations used in social media (lol, lmao, idk).
Stop words are the most commonly occurring words
even in monolingual texts, so it is no surprise that
they appear here too. In the case of abbreviations,
some of them such as lol and lmao have become so-
cial media lingo rather than abbreviations of English
words and thus cross language barriers.

Figure 5 shows the learning curve for Spanish-
English and Nepali-English training dataset using
the Dictionary Approach. For this experiment, we
divided the training data into 80:20 ratio. The 20%
of the training data was used for cross validation. We
gradually increased the training data and computed
error on training as well as cross validation dataset.
The graphs show that adding more data is likely to
improve the performance as cross validation error
seems to be decreasing with addition of more lex-
icons. This experiment justifies our investment on
annotating more data using Crowdflower.

7 Discussion

Upon reviewing the size and content distribution of
the corpora, we believe our attempt to generate sets
of code-switching social media content was success-
ful. Although code-switching does not make up the
majority of the data, there is a strong balance be-
tween it and other types of data, such as the named
entities, ambiguous and mixed words, and monolin-
gual tweets of both languages. This blend provides
additional data for the development of research sys-
tems and gives a more realistic sample of how Twitter
users approach code-switching.

Finding code-switching tweets for Spanish-
English required significant effort, but our approach
led to a selection of data with an acceptable amount

of code-switched content. Because we wanted to
avoid the kind of bias caused by searching for partic-
ular words, heuristically filtering the data, or working
with a single user, the process was difficult; it was,
however, worth the effort to make sure that a system
could not gain an unfair advantage by training on a
particular user or set of repeated words.

If possible, as it was with the Nepali data set, find-
ing a community that uses code-switching often ap-
pears to be the easiest method to obtain the data in
bulk. If that is not available, however, searching for
tweets in one language while querying for terms in
another appears to be an effective way to locate such
users. The small batch of in-lab work was enough
to identify some users, but a larger set such as the
first CrowdFlower job was much more effective at
identifying the most useful users.

When developing more corpora, it would be ideal
to find a way to identify users with higher code-
switching concentrations in their timelines. One po-
tential approach that could be addressed in future
work is to look into the Twitter users that a code-
switching user is following, as they may have a high
probability of code-switching as well. If the per-
centage of code-switching tweets can be increased,
it would allow for more flexibility when selecting
data to include in the set, as well as potentially low-
ering annotation costs if a particular percentage of
code-switching content is required.

In total, the CrowdFlower jobs cost $1,541.62 for
Spanish-English and $1,636.81 for Nepali-English.
The token-level costs come out to $0.0088 per to-
ken for Spanish-English and $0.0087 per token for
Nepali-English. This is far less expensive than the
same three-way annotations would have cost if done
in-lab, and without these low rates, a data set of this
size would not have been possible for the project.
When combined with the exceptional inter-annotator
agreement observed between the CrowdFlower re-
sults and the lab, it is evident that CrowdFlower’s
customization and quality control measures can pro-
vide inexpensive, high-quality annotations.

8 Conclusion

Code-switching is a prevalent, complex, and grow-
ing aspect of communication – particularly in social
media – which will not disappear any time soon. To
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keep up with this trend, natural language processing
research must consider code-switched text, not just
monolingual sources. We have detailed the methods
and issues behind the development of multiple code-
switching corpora of Twitter data, providing a point
from which more of this research can branch forth.

The corpora themselves can be useful to those
seeking samples of data containing code-switched
text, along with all of the noise that comes with social
media data. The corpora contain a balance of code-
switched text with monolingual and other types of
data which have been tagged not only for the primary
languages, but also for named entities, ambiguous
and mixed words, and irrelevant characters. These
annotations were primarily generated through crowd-
sourcing, but their quality has been verified through
high agreement with conventional, in-lab annotators.

We believe a major benefit of our research is the
method of gathering and annotating the data, which
we have described in detail, from the first steps of col-
lection to the final review. Hopefully, these methods
of searching for tweets and locating code-switching
users can be helpful in the creation of data sets in
broader scopes and additional language pairs. The
approach to crowdsourcing via CrowdFlower that
we have used has also provided us with good results
and may be of use in further expansion. Potential
improvements on these methods, such as gathering
chains of followers for code-switching users on Twit-
ter or attempting different instruction schemes on
CrowdFlower, could provide even better results.

The datasets can be downloaded from the
site: http://emnlp2014.org/workshops/
CodeSwitch/call.html
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Appendix A. Spanish-English Code-switching Annotations for Twitter 

1. WORD-LEVEL ANOTATIONS 
Tokens that start with a @ character, urls, emoticons or any token that does not contain any letters 
such as punctuation marks and numbers (examples: ♥, ! , -_-, �, •• >, @____)), and the {symbol} 
tokens should all be labeled as ‘None of the above’.  
If a number represents a word in the sentence it should be labeled as the language of that word 
instead of ‘None of the above’. An example is ‘I like 2 party.’, but not ‘Meet me in 2 hours.’ 
For tokens beginning with a # tag consider them as a single token and label them according to the 
regular word level guidelines. 
 
1.1. Language 
For each word in the Source, identify whether it is Spanish, English, Mixed, Other, Ambiguous, or 
NE (for named entities, which are proper names that represent names of people, places, organizations, 
locations, movie titles, and song titles). Below is an example showing the correct tags (labels) for each 
token in the source. 

Source    Language 
i         English 
always    English 
tell      English 
him       English 
to        English 
sing      English 
to        English 
me        English 
pero      Spanish 
nunca     Spanish 
quiere    Spanish 

Source       Language 
Tuesdays     English 
Around       English 
6            None of the above 
pero         Spanish 
it           English 
's           English 
not          English 
worth        English 
it           English 
 

 

   
Ambiguous words 
Ambiguous words are words that, in context, could belong to either language. This can happen because 
words such as red, a, doctor, me, and can are valid words in both languages. However, every 
instance of such a word is not ambiguous – only those instances where there is not enough context to 
decide whether the word is being used as English or Spanish. The fragment on the left shows an 
example where a potentially ambiguous word, me, is not ambiguous because the context helps identify 
the language, while the example on the right shows a truly ambiguous word, NO, which could be in 
either English or Spanish. Note that typos and misspellings should be labeled with the corresponding 
language. 

Source    Language 
i         English 
always    English 
tell      English 
him       English 
to        English 
sing      English 
to        English 
me        English 
pero    Spanish 
nunca    Spanish 
quiere    Spanish 
 

Source     Language 
Johnny     NE 
Depp       NE 
para       Spanish 
Dr.        NE 
Strange    NE 
?..      None of the above 
NO         Ambiguous 
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Mixed words 
Mixed words are words that are partially in one language and partially in another. This can occur when 
the first part of a word is in English and the second part is in Spanish, or vice versa. The mixed 
category should only be used if the word clearly has a portion in one language and another portion in a 
different language. It is not for words that could exist entirely in either language (see Ambiguous). 
Source        Language 
@Sof_1D17 None of the above 
Ayy           Spanish 
que           Spanish 
pepe          NE 
snapchateame  Mixed 
el            Spanish 
arreglo       Spanish 

  

 
Named Entities (NE) 
This is a difficult section. Please read carefully. NEs are proper names. Examples of NEs are names 
that refer to people, places, organizations, locations, movie titles, and song titles. Named entities are 
usually, but not always, capitalized, so capitalization can’t be the only criterion to distinguish them. 
Named entities can be multiple words, including articles (see the examples). Examples of NEs and 
their tags are shown below. 

Source    Language 
Mejor     Spanish 
Vente     Spanish 
para      Spanish  
el        Spanish 
West      NE 
Coast     NE 
and       English 
visit     English 
me        English 
lol       English 

Source    Language 
and       English 
I         English 
told      English 
her       English  
to        English 
record    English 
La        NE 
Reina     NE 
del       NE 
Sur       NE 
          

Source     Language 
@username  None of the above 
it         English 
‘s         English 
on         English 
telemundo  NE 
el         NE 
señor      NE 
de         NE 
los        NE 
cielos     NE 

 Abbreviations 
Abbreviations should be labeled according to the full word(s) they represent. Some examples are 
shown below. 

Source    Language 
Mr.        English 
Smith      NE 
was        Spanish  
quejandose Spanish 
como       Spanish 
siempre    Spanish 
 

Source    Language 
lol       English 
yeah      English 
I         English 
hear      English 
you       English 
wey       Spanish 

Source     Language 
jajaja     Spanish 
ntc        Spanish 
gracias    Spanish 
por        Spanish 
todo       Spanish 

Other 
Languages other than Spanish or English should be labeled as Other. This category includes gibberish 
and unintelligible words. The example on the left shows some content that is not in English or Spanish 
(it is in Portuguese). The example on the right is an example of gibberish. 

Source    Language 
eu        Other 
voto      Other 
por       Other  
um        Other 
mundo     Other 
onde      Other 

Source    Language 
Zaaas     Other 
viejas    Spanish 
zorras    Spanish 
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Abstract

This paper presents a discussion of the prob-
lems surrounding the task of annotating geo-
graphical entities on microblogs and reports
the preliminary results of our efforts to anno-
tate Japanese microblog texts. Unlike prior
work, we not only annotate geographical lo-
cation entities but also facility entities, such as
stations, restaurants, shopping stores, hospi-
tals and schools. We discuss ways in which to
build a gazetteer, the types of ambiguities that
need to be considered, reasons why the anno-
tator tends to disagree, and the problems that
need to be solved to automate the task of an-
notating the geographical entities. All the an-
notation data and the annotation guidelines are
publicly available for research purposes from
our web site.

1 Introduction

The ability to analyze microblog texts according to a
spatial or temporal axis has become increasingly im-
portant in recent years. For example, with Twitter,
users can share knowledge of situations and sight-
ings of events at a low cost, with much of the in-
formation being integrated in the form of natural
language. If it were possible to anchor these posts
(known as “tweets”) to specific locations in the real
world, this would benefit a wide variety of applica-
tions such as marketing, social surveys (Li et al.,
2014), disease monitoring (Signorini et al., 2011;
Collier, 2012), and disaster response (Middleton et
al., 2014; Ohtake et al., 2013; Varga et al., 2013).

For example, with respect to natural disasters,
such as the 2011 Tohoku earthquake, large amounts

of information were posted on social networking
services (SNS), and some of these posts offered in-
formation that could aid rescue operations.

In this paper, we discuss the language expressions
that are used, in particular those representing a “spe-
cific location”. For example, expressions that refer
to a location (henceforth referred to as “location ref-
erence expressions”, LRE) are often mentioned in
such SNS posts, and if it were possible to associate
a specific set of coordinates with an area (ground-
ing), this text information could be transferred to a
map. By mapping tweets posted during disasters on
time and spatial axes, it would possible to gain an
improved understanding of a disaster situation.

In this case, it seems that it would be possible
to use GPS information that has been attached as
metadata to tweets. However, whether GPS infor-
mation is included in tweets is controlled by the
user, in their client settings. It was reported in a
recent study (Middleton et al., 2014) that less than
1% of tweets have GPS information appended to
them. LREs are expressed in natural languages in
the tweet, and an analysis would make it possible to
map the actual spatial entity. As explained above,
even though there is a large demand for this kind of
application, a corpus that annotates geographical en-
tities to LREs in microblog texts does not currently
exist.

In this paper, we report the results of the trial that
was conducted with the aim of creating a corpus that
annotates specific entity information with the coor-
dinate information to LREs appearing in Japanese
texts sampled from microblogs. We provide details
as to how we made the decisions on the various de-
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宮城県  TYPE=LOC  ⽩白⽯石市  TYPE=LOC，
武家屋敷  TYPE=FAC  近くのバス停  TYPE=FACで事故発⽣生．

白石沢端バス停	  
Sawabata	  Bus	  Stop	  
Lat	  :	  38.26	  Long	  :	  140.58	  

Loca%on	  En%ty	  
Gaze.eer	

Facility	  En%ty	  
Gaze.eer	

Annotate	  Mapping	  Manually	  	  	

Automa%cally	  Constructed	  from	  Web	  Gaze.eer	  and	  Open	  Data	

宮城県	  
Miyagi	  Prefecture	  
Lat	  :	  38.26	  Long	  :	  140.87	  

宮城県白石市	  
Shiroishi	  City	  
Lat	  :	  38.00	  Long:	  140.62	  

武家屋敷	  
Buke-‐Yashiki	  
Lat	  :38.24	  Long	  :	  140.55	  

Figure	  from	  :	  Wikipedia,	  Google	  Maps.	  	  	

(	  Traffic	  accident	  has	  occurred	  at	  the	  bus	  stop	  near	  
	  the	  Buke-‐Yashiki	  ,	  Shiroishi-‐City,	  Miyagi-‐ken	  )	  	

Figure 1: Overview of the corpus

sign aspects, how we built the entity gazetteer, and
how we defined the representation of the annotated
target. In addition, we describe how the validity of
the proposed schema was verified by having it anno-
tated by multiple people and we describe the prob-
lems identified from the results of this verification.

As will be discussed later in this paper, not only
location names, but also facility names often appear
in microblog texts. We compiled a large (more than
5 million entries) gazetteer of locations and facil-
ity entities from data obtained from the Web, and
managed to annotate about 40% of these entities (an
eightfold increase on previous work) with facility
names for which the writer assumes a specific lo-
cation.

Finally, we analyzed part of our corpus to enable
us to discuss the technical problems that would need
to be resolved to perform the grounding of LREs.
The resulting corpus, documentation, and annota-
tion guidelines are available on our web site 1.

2 Related Work

Studies that automatically annotate location infor-
mation according to text are basically divided into
the following types: The first is Document Geolo-
cation, that is, inferring the location information for
the whole of the given text. A typical example of
this form of research is the automatic annotation of

1http://www.cl.ecei.tohoku.ac.jp/
∼matsuda/LRE corpus/

location information in Wikipedia articles, or infer-
ring the residency of a Twitter user. This approach is
mainly used for supervised learning, with text con-
verted to feature representation. However, it has
been reported that this method does not work well on
short documents such as tweets (Schulz et al., 2013).

A contrasting approach assigns specific geograph-
ical entities by automatically analyzing LREs to
identify information such as a toponym that ap-
pears in the text (Geoparsing, Toponym Reso-
lution) (Leidner, 2007). Speriosu and Baldridge
(2013) proposed a supervised learning method by
using an indirect supervision technique. DeLozier et
al. (2015) proposed a gazetteer independent method
by using density estimation techniques.

These studies were evaluated by using a refer-
ence corpus such as the TR-CoNLL (Leidner, 2007)
or LGL(Local-Global Lexicon) (Lieberman et al.,
2010) corpus. However, these corpora are annotated
only by location entities, and not by facility entities.
In addition, existing corpora have mainly been com-
piled from the newspaper domain.

Our main aim is the analysis and mapping of so-
cial media text; therefore, we need to investigate the
behavior of different toponym resolution methods
on social media text. This prompted us to annotate
text sampled from SNSs.

Mani et al. (2010) annotated location information
to text, by annotating both the location and facility
entities, but their corpus is sampled from the ACE
corpus, which is drawn mainly from broadcast con-
versations and news magazines. However, in our in-
vestigation of their corpus, out of all the LREs in
the expressions that were annotated, only 5% were
tagged as “Facility”, and these were only very pop-
ular entities such as “the Pentagon” and “the White
House”.

In contrast, as our corpus study reveals below,
real-life microblog texts include as many mentions
referring to facilities whose location can be uniquely
identified as are mentions referring to location enti-
ties. The annotation of these facility-referring men-
tions poses interesting research challenges, which
motived our corpus study reported in this paper.

Recently, Zhang and Gelernter (2014) annotated
Twitter messages, but their annotation focus is lim-
ited to toponyms, and facility names are not anno-
tated. Examples of geoparsing for Japanese text,
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GeoNLP (Kitamoto and Sagara, 2012) exist, but
there are no reports of quantitative evaluations of the
performance, because there is no corpus for evalua-
tion.

3 Challenges in Annotating LREs on
Microblog Text

In this section, we describe the new research chal-
lenges associated with annotating geographical enti-
ties in Microblog text and our policies for addressing
these issues.

3.1 Systematic Polysemy of LREs
One prominent issue in annotating facility entities is
the so-called systematic polysemy inherent in men-
tions referring to facilities (see, for example, Peters
and Peters (2000)). For example, the mention “the
Ministry of the Environment” in the sentence (1) be-
low refers to a specific location while the mention
“the Ministry of the Environment” in (2) should be
interpreted as an organization and does not refer to
the location of the organization.

(1) 午後は 環境省 にいます / I’ll be at
the Ministry of the Environment this after-
noon.

(2) これから 環境省 の職員に会ってきます
/ I will go to meet a staff member of
the Ministry of the Environment.

This distinction can be crucial in potential appli-
cations of annotated geographical entities. In our an-
notation guidelines, ambiguities of this nature need
to be resolved.

3.2 Analysis of not annotated examples
Another issue in annotating facilities in microblogs
is how to manage cases in which a mention refers
to a certain (unique) facility entity, but the reader
(annotator) cannot resolve it to any specific entry in
the gazetteer by only using the information from the
local context. For example, the mention ”the park”
refers to a certain unique location but the local con-
text provides insufficient information for identifying
it.

(3) 公園 でスケボーしてる人達眺めてる / I’m
looking at the people skateboarding in the park.

According to our corpus study, roughly 50% of
facility-referring mentions in our microblog text
samples cannot be resolved to a specific entry in the
gazetteer. One straightforward way to manage these
type of mentions is to discard all common noun
phrases from the targets of our annotation. However,
since one can also quite often find common nouns
that can be resolved to a specific gazetteer entry as
in Figure 1, it is intriguing to see the distribution of
such cases through a large corpus study and consider
the task of building a computational model for ana-
lyzing them. Motivated by this consideration, we
incorporate the following two tags in our annotation
specifications:

Underspecified (UNSP) indicates that the tagged
segment refers to a certain unique geographi-
cal entity but is not identifiable (i.e. cannot be
resolved to any entry from the gazetteer).

Out of Gazetteer (OOG) indicates that the refer-
ent of the tagged segment is a geographical en-
tity and can be identified, but is not included in
the gazetteer.

3.3 Building a Gazetteer of Facility Entities
Another problem we faced was to decide how to
build a gazetteer. For location entities (toponyms), it
tends to be easier to find a comprehensive list from
public databases such as GeoNames (Leidner, 2007;
Middleton et al., 2014). For facilities, on the other
hand, since the referents of LREs in microblogs in-
clude a broad variety of facilities, including stations,
restaurants, shopping stores, hospitals, and schools,
it is not a trivial job to build a comprehensive list of
those facilities with a sufficient coverage even if the
targets are limited to a single country.

For our corpus study, we were fortunate to be able
to use the data collection from the Location Based
Social Networking Service (LBSNS) as reported in
Section 4.2. However, our corpus study suggests
that our gazetteer still needs to be extended to en-
sure improved coverage. In addition, we also had to
determine ways in which to share the database with
other research sites.

4 Annotation Specifications

In this section, we provide an overview of the spec-
ifications of our annotation schema based on the is-
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東京から新幹線で岩手県まで行く	  /	  	  
I	  go	  to	  Iwate	  prefecture	  from	  Tokyo	  in	  Shinkansen.	  

[東京	  TYPE=FAC]	  から [新幹線	  TYPE=FAC]	  で [岩手県 TYPE=LOC]	  まで行
く	  /	  	  I	  go	  to	  [Iwate	  prefecture	  TYPE=LOC]	  from	  [Tokyo	  TYPE=FAC]	  in	  
[Shinkansen	  TYPE=FAC].	  

[東京	  TYPE=FAC,	  EN=東京駅,	  ID=LC:4d3b]	  から	  [新幹線	  TYPE=FAC,	  	  EN=東北新幹線,	  

ID=NL:82db]	  で	  [岩手県 TYPE=LOC,	  EN=岩手県,	  ID=CB:3b4c]	  まで行く /	  	  I	  go	  to	  
[Iwate	  prefecture	  TYPE=LOC,	  EN=岩手県,	  ID=CB:3b4c]	  from	  [Tokyo	  TYPE=FAC,	  
EN=東京駅,	  ID=LC:4d3b]	  in	  [Shinkansen	  TYPE=FAC,	  	  EN=東北新幹線,	  ID=NL:82db].	  

Men$on	  Detec$on	  (MD)	

En$ty	  Resolu$on	  (ER)	

Figure 2: Flow of our annotation scheme

sues discussed in Section 3.

4.1 Annotation
In the existing named entity tagged corpora in
Japanese, expressions are annotated with a named
entity class and its boundaries. However, the cor-
pora does not contain annotations as to whether
each of the expressions actually relates to an entity.
Partly following the annotation guidelines in TAC
KBP (Ji et al., 2014)2, the extended named entity tag
set (Sekine et al., 2002) and the Japanese extended
Named Entity-tagged corpus, we followed the ap-
proach illustrated in Figure 2 to annotate microblog
texts. The annotation task consists of the following
two subtasks:

Mention Detection (MD) Given a microblog text
(i.e., a tweet), an annotator annotates all the
mentions which refer to specific geographic en-
tities with a predefined set of tags given in Ta-
ble 1.

Entity Resolution (ER) For each detected men-
tion, an annotator searches the gazetteer for its
referred entity and annotates the linking. We al-
low a mention to be linked to multiple gazetteer
entries. If the referent cannot be found in the
gazetteer, annotate the mention as OOG, and
if the referent is not identifiable, annotate the
mention as UNSP.

2http://nlp.cs.rpi.edu/kbp/2014/elquery.
pdf

Entity can be identified by annotator 

YES NO 

Not Annotated  Entity Resolution 

Expression refers to a specific location or not 
YES 

Give an Entity 

NO 

Underspecified : UNSP 
Expression refers the specific entity  
but cannot determined by 
annotator 

Out of Gazetteer : OOG 
Expression refers the specific entity  
but it is not included in gazetteer 

Entity exists in gazetteer 

NO YES 

Mention Detection 

Figure 3: Description of OOG and UNSP tag

In our annotation, all potential LREs in the text
are annotated. Following (Mani et al., 2010), non-
referring expressions,such as “town” and “city” in
“It is better to live in a small town than in a big city”,
are not annotated. Deictic references such as “there”
and pronouns are not annotated. The annotators are
allowed to use the information from the writer’s pro-
file for reference purposes.

4.2 Gazetteer

In Japan, under open data initiatives, government
agencies have released data with the specific lat-
itude and longitude for the name to be used as
a postal address, such as the prefecture and city
(City-block level location reference information3).
Therefore, this can be used as the location name
gazetteer. However, for facility entities, there is
no existing comprehensive database. We used data
crawled from Yahoo! Loco4, which is one of the
Location Based Social Networking Services (LB-
SNSs). This is a large, but noisy, amount of data,
which contains many duplicate records of the en-
tity and surface variations. Therefore, we cleaned
up entries that were ambiguous or those of which
the name was either too short or too long by using
several handwritten rules. In addition, we used en-
tities downloaded from “National Land Numerical
Information” for railroad data. Table 2 presents an
overview of the resulting entity gazetteer. The Loca-
tion entity gazetteer includes prefectures, cities, and
other administrative areas such as “oaza” (sections)
and villages. The Facility entity gazetteer includes a

3http://nlftp.mlit.go.jp/isj/
4http://loco.yahoo.co.jp/
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Table 1: Definition of the tags used in our annotation

Tag Example Description
LOC(Location) 埼玉県 / Saitama-prefecture,仙台市 / Sendai-city Specific geographical area
FAC(Facility) 仙台駅 / Sendai-station, 九州大学 / Kyusyuu University,

南武線 / Nanbu-line,東北道 / Tohoku-expressway
Facility/Road/Railroad entity that has
a specific location

Table 2: Overview of entity gazetteer used in our annotation

Gazetteer Type Source Number of Entries
Locations City-block level location reference information 147774
Facilities Yahoo! Loco, National Land Numerical Information 4990239

broad variety of facilities including stations, restau-
rants, shopping stores, hospitals, and schools. As
a result, we compiled a large (more than 5 million
entries) gazetteer of location and facility entities in
Japan.

Each entity is formatted as GeoJSON Feature ob-
ject 5, as this format is easy to use with other GIS
applications.

4.3 Two Sub-corpora for Annotation

We performed annotations for 10,000 randomly
sampled tweets that were tweeted during a specific
time period (RANDOM), but this proved problem-
atic for refining the annotation scheme rapidly. Be-
cause randomly sampled tweets very rarely contain
an LRE, the yield ratio of entities is low and in-
efficient. Therefore, we performed annotations for
another 1,000 tweets (FIL), which were filtered ac-
cording to the following rules: (1) Tweets must in-
clude two or more potential location names that can
be verified by peforming a simple string matching to
the location entity gazetteer. (2) One of the location
names of rule (1) must be the location name of a pre-
fecture in which the annotator resides. These filters
increase the LRE density, and enable us to rapidly
advance the discussion to the annotation guideline.
In a later section, we discuss the inter-annotator
agreement in the FIL sub-corpus.

4.4 Tool for Corpus Annotation

Compared with mention detection, entity resolution
tends to be considerably more expensive particu-
larly when the gazetteer at hand has a large cover-

5http://geojson.org/

age. For a given geographical mention, the gazetteer
may have dozens of candidate entries, from which
the annotator would have to select the correct one.
The tasks of searching for the candidate entries
and choosing the most appropriate one from among
them can be substantially supported with an ade-
quate computational environment. For this purpose,
we created an annotation support tool especially de-
signed for our annotation schema. Unlike tools de-
vised in prior work (Leidner, 2007), our tool stores
the entire data of our gazetteer (including, for ex-
ample, the postal address, ontological category, etc.,
for each facility entity) on a standard full-text search
engine and allows the use to search for candidate en-
tries with an arbitrary query string, as illustrated in
Figure 5.

This tool works as a Web application, and is ca-
pable of working with more than one person at the
same time. Figure 4 shows an example of the anno-
tated data, in which the annotated entities are rep-
resented by the list of GeoJSON objects, and each
object has an ID that uniquely corresponds to an en-
tity in the gazetteer.

5 Corpus Annotation and Evaluation

Using the annotation tools mentioned in the section
4, we annotated 10,000 tweets randomly selected
from tweets sent during 2014. Table 3 shows the
number of tagged expressions in the annotated cor-
pus.

In addition, as an evaluation of the coverage ex-
tent of the gazetteer, we calculated those location
and facility names which are annotated with entities
in the gazetteer. This result shows that 519 out of
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Interac(on	  with	  Gaze0eer	Show	  Tweets	

①Select	  the	  String	  with	  Mouse	
②Search	  an	  En(ty	  from	  DB	  with	  Query	

③Give	  NE	  Tag	  with	  Bu0on	

I’m	  depar*ng	  from	  Shinjuku	  in	  the	  Chuo	  Line	  	

Figure 5: Screenshot of annotation tool

Tag	  of	  En)ty	

Annotated	  Expression	  
(surface	  and	  its	  offset)	

GeoJSON	  Object	

Coordinate	  of	  En)ty	

Metadata	  of	  En)ty	  
(ID	  in	  GazeEeer,	  

addresses)	

{	  
	  	  “selec)on”:	  “川崎駅",	  
	  	  "start":	  1,	  
	  	  "end":	  3,	  
	  	  “wholetext”:	  “川崎から南武線で立川へ",	  
	  	  "tex)d":	  "326",	  
	  	  ")me":	  1419053994,	  
	  	  "en)tyClass":	  ”FACILITY",	  
	  	  "en))es":	  [	  
	  	  	  	  {	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  "type":	  "Feature",	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  "geometry":	  {	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  "type":	  "Point",	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  "coordinates":	  [139.697,35.530]	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  },	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  "proper)es":	  {	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  "surface":	  "川崎駅",	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  "altnames":	  ["川崎駅"],	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  “address”:	  “川崎区駅前本町",	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  “code":	  “loco:3180795edf89”,	  }	  
	  	  	  	  }	  
	  	  ]	  
}	

Kawasaki-‐Sta)on	

Kawasaki-‐Sta)on	

I’ll	  go	  to	  Tachikawa	  from	  Kawasaki	  inNanbu-‐line	

Figure 4: Example of annotated data

951 (54.6%) LREs were annotated with entities. As
we analyzed instances without entities, we made the
following observations.

Location These instances mainly suffer from an ab-
sence of foreign location names, consisting of
surrounding areas such as “Higashi Mikawa”,
and tourist resorts such as “Mount Zao”.

Facility In most cases, highly ambiguous instances,
such as “house”, “McDonald’s”, and “work-

place”, were difficult to annotate with an entity.
As these instances are dependent on the context
of the writer, a third person would be unable to
guess the specific entity despite considering the
whole text.

5.1 Quality of Annotation: Mention Detection

To discuss the annotation specification, two annota-
tors independently annotated 200 tweets.

First, two annotations were converted into IOB2
codings at the character level, and assuming that the
annotation on one side is correct, we then calculated
the precision, recall, and the F1-Score of the annota-
tion on the other side. For reference, comparing two
annotations at the character level, Cohen’s Kappa
was 0.892. Table 4 shows the evaluation results of
the inter-annotator agreement. This indicated that
the annotation is generally successful, but the anno-
tation quality of the FAC tag is slightly lower. As
mentioned above, in this annotation, annotators need
to interpret the intent of the writer of a text (irrespec-
tive of whether a specific location is assumed).

(4) これでもう大学図書館から取り寄せてもら
わなくていいのね… / I don’t need to order
from university library anymore.
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Table 3: Number of tagged expressions in annotated corpus

Tag #tagged expression #tagged with entity OOG UNSP
LOC 406 298 (73.4%) 14 (3.4%) 94 (23.2%)
FAC 545 221 (40.6%) 43 (7.9%) 281 (51.6%)
TOTAL 951 519 (54.6%) 57 (6.0%) 375 (39.4%)
#Tweet 10000
#Character 332739

Table 4: Evaluation results of inter-annotator agreement
(assuming the annotation on one side is correct)

Tag Precision Recall Fβ=1

LOC 87.68% (178/203) 97.27% (178/183) 92.23
FAC 89.25% ( 83/ 93) 72.81% ( 83/114) 80.19
Overall 88.18% (261/296) 87.88% (261/297) 88.03

In this example, one annotator judged “univer-
sity library” as a facility name, on the other hand,
the other judged it as an organization and did not
annotate it as an LRE. This arrangement probably
makes annotation harder; hence, we would have to
re-examine this guideline for future work.

5.2 Quality of Annotation: Entity Resolution

To evaluate our entity resolution annotation scheme
quantitatively, we compare the coordinate pair of the
entity that was annotated by two annotators, as de-
scribed in the section 5.1. As error metrics, we use
the Average Error Distance (AED) and Median Er-
ror Distance (MED) to ensure comparability with re-
lated work. Each of the two annotators annotated
243 expressions, and the AED was determined as
1648 meters, whereas the MED was found to be 0
meters. Of these 243 instances, 199 (81.9%) show
an error distance of 0 meters. In other words, two an-
notators annotated exactly the same entity for these
instances. The following example shows instances
with large errors in the distance. This instance indi-
cates that the two annotators made different interpre-
tations, and thus the annotations differed. We denote
the annotators as A and B.

(5) (Error Distance: 70.8 km) 江坂周辺、[淡
路 A:LOC/兵庫県淡路市 B:FAC/淡路駅 (大阪市東淀川
区)] 周辺、西中島南方周辺、新大阪周辺で
バイト見つけたい / I want to work in a

part-time job near Esaka, [Awaji A:LOC/Awaji-

shi, Hyogo B:FAC/Awaji Station(Yodogawa-ku, Osaka-shi)],
Nishi-Nakajima, or Shin-Osaka.

According to the two annotators, one annotator
interpreted each location name in this example lit-
erally and confirmed that these location names be-
long to “Kansai region”, then annotated “Awaji-shi”,
which has the largest population. The other annota-
tor perceived that these location names are station
names in a specific region, then interpreted “Awaji”
as a station name in “Osaka-shi”. We plan to dis-
cuss how much reasoning or background knowledge
should be used for annotation.

5.3 Required Clues for Entity Resolution

As we show below, although some LREs need com-
plex reasoning and annotations for them disagree,
on the other hand, there are also LREs which are
easily annotated by a simple clue. We investigated
the annotated entities of 10,000 tweets in RAN-
DOM, judged what types of clues are required for
manual entity resolution, and examined the distribu-
tion. When we performed manual judgement, we
assumed that the LRE tag (location or facility name)
and the boundary is given, and then we focused
on the types of clues required for entity resolution,
which can require multiple clues. In addition, LREs
annotated with a single entity are subject to investi-
gation. Therefore, 267 location names and 169 fa-
cility names were investigated. Table 5 shows the
result. This table enables us to make the following
observations.

Nearly 30% of location names presented no am-
biguity, and more than half of these were annotated
with the candidate entity with the largest population.
Therefore, as for location names, population seems
to be a good baseline for entity resolution. This
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Table 5: Required Clues for entity resolution

Clue LOC FAC TOTAL
(1) No ambiguity (There was only one candidate entity in
the gazetteer, and it was the correct entity)

85(31.8%) 48(28.4%) 133(30.5%)

(2) Candidate entity which has the largest population is the
correct entity

151(56.6%) 0(0.0%) 151(34.6%)

(3) Need to deal with abbreviations or variations of surface
form

5(1.9%) 74(43.8%) 79(18.1%)

(4) Resolved by considering other LREs in the text 25(9.4%) 17(10.1%) 42(9.6%)
(5) Resolved by considering contextual information in the
text

0(0.0%) 34(20.1%) 34(7.8%)

(6) Resolved by considering global context (profile data,
URL, photo, and so on)

1(0.4%) 11(6.5%) 12(2.8%)

result is consistent with those of (Leidner, 2007),
which targeted the newspaper domain.

However, in the case of facility names, entity res-
olution was more complicated. Although the pro-
portion considered to be unambiguous is virtually
the same as that of the location names, there are no
existing metrics, such as population, for facility en-
tities. Therefore, defining metrics, such as popula-
tion, is desirable. For that purpose, we would prefer
to consider a term such as “popularity”. To calcu-
late these metrics, the check-in counts of a Location
Based Social Network Service (LBSNSs), such as
Foursquare6 or Loctouch7, appear to be useful.

In addition, 40% of facility names require the
ability to process abbreviations and variations of sur-
face forms. For example, “Hama-sta” in the fol-
lowing text seems to refer to “Yokohama Stadium”;
however, it is not possible to look this up directly in
the facility entity gazetteer.

(6) ハマスタ で試合観戦なう / I’m watching a
game at Hama-sta.

To address this, we would have to consult the
gazetteer flexibly, by using methods such as approx-
imate string matching (Okazaki and Tsujii, 2010).
As this is a widespread problem with facility names,
it would have to be addressed to enable grounding to
be performed.

6https://foursquare.com/
7http://tou.ch/

Moreover, 20% of facility names required local
context in the text (other than LRE). The following
is an example.

(7) 山手線で東京から品川に向かっています /
I’m going toward Shinagawa From Tokyo.

In this example, “Tokyo” seems to refer to “Tokyo
Station”, considering the local context in the text.
As far as we searched, most of the entities requir-
ing local context were station names such as “Tokyo
Station”.

6 Conclusion

This paper discusses the problems associated with
the task of annotating geographical entities on
Japanese microblog texts and reports the preliminary
results of the actual annotation. All the annotation
data and the annotation guidelines are publicly avail-
able for research purposes from our web site.

The annotation task consisted of two subtasks:
mention detection and entity resolution. Our cor-
pus study showed that our annotation scheme could
achieve a reasonably high inter-annotator agree-
ment.

The scope of the annotation was extended to facil-
ity entities by introducing the OOG and UNSP tags.
The distributions of these tags obtained through our
corpus study will provide useful implications for our
future work for an improved annotation setting.

We also investigated the types of clues that are
considered useful for entity resolution and found
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that the task of identifying facility entities poses
interesting research issues including abbreviations,
variations of surface forms, and the popularity of
each facility. In particular, the popularity appears to
be important in resolving facility entities. The auto-
matic estimation of the popularity over a broad range
of facilities may present an interesting research is-
sue.
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Abstract

The potential of processing user-generated
texts freely available on the web is widely rec-
ognized, but due to the non-canonical nature
of the language used in the web, it is not pos-
sible to process these data using conventional
methodologies designed for well-edited for-
mal texts. Procedures for properly annotating
raw web data have not been as extensively re-
searched as those for annotating well-edited
texts, as also evident from the viewpoint of
Turkish language processing. Moreover, there
is a considerable shortage of human-annotated
corpora derived from Turkish web data. The
ITU Web Treebank is the first attempt for a
diverse corpus compiled from Turkish texts
found on the web. In this paper, we first
present our survey of the non-canonical as-
pects of the language used in the Turkish web.
Next, we discuss in detail the annotation pro-
cedure followed in the ITU Web Treebank, re-
vised for compatibility with the language of
the web. Finally, we describe the web-based
annotation tool following this procedure, on
which the treebank was annotated.

1 Introduction

As researchers grow more conscious of the poten-
tial of applications on user-generated web data, de-
veloping methodologies for processing the language
of the web becomes increasingly important. The
amount of raw data freely available on the web is
not only massive, but also it is constantly being ex-
panded and renewed. As such, if web data were
to be processed as accurately as edited texts which
have been in the spotlight for a long time, they would
constitute a data source substantially larger than any

human-annotated corpus to date, bolstering up re-
search on unsupervised and semi-supervised learn-
ing.

Despite the potential, processing web data is a
challenge for any system designed for or trained
on edited texts, due to radical differences in the
languages employed in the domains. The Inter-
net has its own idiosyncratic language that is very
loose and colloquial compared to the formal lan-
guage standard. Web users are often not concerned
with grammar and directly transcribe their sponta-
neous speech to their writing. The language of the
Internet is also highly memetic and dominated by
various sub-cultures. Often, users experiment with
their own house rules instead of canonical grammar,
omitting letters or replacing them with foreign char-
acters, deliberately making spelling mistakes and
putting words in inappropriate letter cases. Such
practices render the language of the Internet highly
non-canonical and complicate the processing of web
data.

The ITU Web Treebank is a data set contain-
ing sentences collected from various domains on
the Internet, inspired by recent efforts on other lan-
guages (Seddah et al., 2012; Bies et al., 2012). In
the absence of Turkish language resources originat-
ing from the web, the ITU Web Treebank aimed to
establish the first manually annotated web language
resource for Turkish. Sulubacak and Eryiğit (2014)
described the annotation procedure of the ITU Web
Treebank in detail, outlining the treebank composi-
tion, the annotation setting and the syntactic frame-
work. Another aim of the ITU Web Treebank was to
put forward and demonstrate an approach for anno-
tating the non-canonical language found in the web.
This paper goes into detail and thoroughly describes
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this approach, along with the motivations for any
changes proposed over the previous de facto anno-
tation standard for Turkish.

Section 2 discusses the non-canonical elements
commonly found in the language of the web. Sec-
tion 3 goes into detail about our annotation proce-
dure and the layered structure of the ITU Web Tree-
bank. Finally, Section 4 introduces the updated an-
notation tool we used in annotating the ITU Web
Treebank.

2 Non-Canonical Forms in Web

The language of the web is not entirely arbitrary,
and it is still possible to work out the ways in which
it differs from canonical language. The colloquial
expressions and peculiar grammatical conventions
still reveal a pattern, and word usages can be likened
to an elaborate jargon. We present our analysis of
the non-canonical aspects of the language of the
Turkish web below, in an exclusive category for
each aspect.

Punctuation: Punctuation is very often omitted
by users on the web, especially in daily conversa-
tions. Especially abundant in social media, where
posts are usually directed to each user’s own limited
network rather than the public, this phenomenon
is not limited to terminal periods and also often
affects punctuation like commas, semicolons and
apostrophes that serve as constituent or morpheme
boundaries. The omission of terminal punctuation
overly complicate the task of splitting sentences
that are semantically independent but syntactically
appear as a single sentence. Moreover, syntactically
similar constituents pose a challenge for syntactic
annotation and parsing when they are not properly
disjoined by punctuation.

Abbreviated Writing: Whether forced by
websites such as microblogs that impose a character
limit on messages or motivated by a need to respond
quickly to the dynamics of a social medium, there
is a widespread trend of using abbreviations and
shorthand on the web. As abbreviated writing
is manifested in a variety of ways, it is a major
challenge to handle such expressions.

Exaggerated Writing: Another spelling
anomaly is manifested in excessively repeated
letters, usually vowels, in order to emphasize an
expression or convey frustration, excitement or
exclamation. These expressions often correspond to
interjections and other vocatives.

Spelling Mistakes: Mistakes in spelling are
among the most commonly occurring aspects in
informal language, and they can be encountered
in virtually any platform on the web. While some
spelling errors can be made deliberately as part of a
jargon, they most commonly stem from overlooked
typing mistakes, as it is not common practice to
double-check typing.

Foreign Characters: Internet users may prefer
not to use the letters in the original spelling a word
for a variety of reasons. For instance, non-letter
characters may be substituted for regular letters with
similar shapes, in order to adapt to experimental
spelling trends. Also, because some platforms
restricting character encoding do not support certain
Turkish letters such as ‘ç’, ‘ğ’, ‘ş’, ‘ı’, ‘İ’, ‘ö’ and
‘ü’, users may be forced to use the closest ASCII
versions ‘c’, ‘g’, ‘s’, ‘i’, ‘I’, ‘o’ and ‘u’. Moreover,
certain input methods may not provide a convenient
means to type non-English letters, further encourag-
ing users to make the ASCII substitution.

Letter Case: A significant portion of the users
on the web do not attach importance to letter cases.
Capitalizing the initial letters of proper nouns and
the first words of sentences is often disregarded,
abbreviations in uppercase are occasionally typed
out in lowercase, and stylizing certain proper nouns
in mixed case is also frequently neglected.

Web Entities: It has become fairly common for
web users to share URLs and e-mail addresses with
other users from their private networks. Addition-
ally, with the advent of Twitter, microblogging ser-
vices call for the active usage of mentions, hashtags
and other metadata tags. The usage of emoticons to
express feelings in plain text has also become ex-
tremely popular. As such web-specific entities may
exhibit irregular morphology and syntax, it is neces-
sary to detect and handle them.
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3 Annotation Procedure

In order to attain a more proper and lenient frame-
work for annotating non-canonical language, we re-
vised the entire annotation procedure since Atalay
et al. (2003) and made several extensions and mod-
ifications. Going by the common convention, we
processed our raw data through consecutive steps,
each establishing a separate aspect of the data. Be-
fore any morphological or syntactic tagging, we ap-
plied an extensive normalization routine in order to
facilitate the processing of the data by the later mod-
ules. We also updated our morphological and syn-
tactic annotation schemes and designated particu-
lar morphological tags and dependency labels in an
attempt to formalize various morphosyntactic phe-
nomena common in the language of the web.

The ITU Web Treebank is organized in three cas-
cading layers: 1) The normalization layer, 2) The
morphology layer and 3) The syntax layer. Annotat-
ing data involves firstly the manual normalization,
and then the consecutive morphological and depen-
dency tagging of the data. Starting from the raw
data, the result of each annotation phase contributes
to the next layer of the treebank.

The cascading nature of the layers on the raw data
makes it possible to compare each successive layer
and extract training and validation corpora from the
data. As such, the ITU Web Treebank comprises
major resources for both training and validating sys-
tems aiming to automatize tasks corresponding to
each annotation phase, such as automatic normaliz-
ers, morphological disambiguators and dependency
parsers, each naturally attuned to non-canonical web
data.

The subsections below provide a description of
our annotation phases and the changes made on each
phase in adapting to the non-canonical language of
the Internet.

3.1 Normalization

Our manual normalization phase acts as a prepro-
cessing routine before morphological annotation.
Because morphological and syntactic taggers are
typically designed to process formal language and
would require a radical redesign to handle non-
canonical language on their own, normalization is
called for as an initial step also in automatically pro-

cessing non-canonical language. In this phase, we
manually tokenize raw sentences and process each
token in order to eliminate any errors in spelling
and word cases, expand non-standard abbreviations
and contractions, and mark web entities such as
URLs for later phases, as established in Eryiğit and
Torunoğlu-Selamet (2015).

We investigate the following issues during man-
ual normalization.

Abbreviations: We replace informal abbrevia-
tions such as kib for kendine iyi bak (“take care of
yourself ”) with their full forms. Institutionalized
and formal abbreviations used for entire classes of
words such as titles like dr for doktor (“doctor”) and
units of measurement like kg for kilogram are left as
they are, to be handled later in the morphology layer.

Shorthand: We fully type out shorthand that
omits or replaces certain characters and leaves out
a fragment from which it is still possible to guess
the full form. Such usages may omit any non-initial
vowel as in anldm for anladım (“I get it”), the
postvocalic ‘ğ’ as in saol for sağ ol (“thanks”), and
other elided consonants such as a postconsonantal
‘h’ as in mrb for merhaba (“hello”). Shorthand
may also involve contractions such as naber for ne
haber (“what’s up”), as well as heavily assimilated
or broken verb suffixes typed out as though they
were pronounced with a nonstandard accent as in
-yon for -yorsun (the present progessive tense, 2nd
person suffix).

Web Entities: We enclose all URLs, e-
mail addresses, mentions, hashtags and emoti-
cons in corresponding tags for each class,
respectively @url[...], @email[...],
@mention[...], @hashtag[...] and
@smiley[...]. These classes of web-specific
tokens are often found to deviate from regular
punctuation (for emoticons) and nouns (for the
rest of the classes) in their participation in syntax.
By applying these tags, we provide clues to the
morphological analyzer so that it would generate
special morphological features for these semantic
classes of tokens, which in turn provide clues to the
syntactic parser.
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Letter Case: We investigate the letter cases
of each token and make corrections as necessary.
This is among the most demanded tasks, since the
capitalization of sentence-initial tokens and proper
nouns are very commonly omitted in the language
of the web. The task is however not limited to capi-
talization, as it is sometimes proper to put tokens in
uppercase (e.g. in “NAACL”) or even mixed case
(e.g. in “LaTeX”), as well as decapitalize tokens
that should have been in lowercase. This task is
also quite important, since morphological analyzers
are often case-sensitive and may not work properly
with inputs in wrong letter cases.

Character Repetition: We eliminate excessive
character repetitions, excluding punctuation, often
used for exclamation or emphasis as in lütfeeeeen
(“pleeeeease”).

Improper Glyphs: We restore the appropriate
Turkish letters whenever they are replaced by a non-
Turkish letter or a non-letter character as in $aqa
instead of şaka (“joke”). This is roughly equivalent
to the Leetspeak of the English web, practiced to
add some humorous flair to the language, though
rather uncommonly. A more common practice is
to use the closest ASCII versions of non-English
letters in the Turkish alphabet as in cus for çüş
(“whoa”), and replacing such letters is also part of
this task.

Spelling Mistakes: As should be intuitive, we
also correct any remaining spelling mistakes after all
the aforementioned checks are completed.

3.2 Morphology
The next phase after normalization is the morpho-
logical tagging phase. Since morphological ana-
lyzers would be able to automatically process the
data after normalization, the phase usually amounts
to manually disambiguating between automatically
generated morphological analyses for each token.
We use a version of the morphological framework
described in Şahin et al. (2013), with some addi-
tional fine POS categories integrated in order to
properly annotate certain elements of non-canonical
language. For such, it is also occasionally required
to manually provide morphological analyses when a

token is not analyzed properly by the base analyzer
due to its non-canonical aspects.

One of our significant additions to the framework
is the support for formally acceptable abbreviations,
which are automatically assigned their full forms as
their lemmata and treated as nouns with the newly
introduced fine POS +Abbr, such as units of mea-
surement. Not only does this increase the expres-
siveness of the framework for formal texts, but also
it takes a significant burden from the normalization
phase by removing the need to replace most ab-
breviations commonly used on the web with their
full forms. However, as discussed before in Sec-
tion 3.1, certain abbreviations representing multiple
words and other non-standard abbreviations do not
fall under this scope.

Our other major revision involves the morpho-
logical annotation of web entities, as outlined pre-
viously in Section 3.1. Such entities often have
idiosyncratic usages deviating from those of regu-
lar tokens with the same assigned POS, and parsers
therefore require an alternative cue in order to dis-
tinguish these entities and learn the exclusive syn-
tax applying to them. In our framework, emoti-
cons are unambiguously treated like punctuation,
and this is reflected in their morphological fea-
tures by tagging them as punctuation with the fine
POS +Smiley. Other web entities are treated as
nouns in the same manner, with the fine POS +URL,
+Email, +Mention and +Hashtag. For a differ-
ent viewpoint, Foster et al. (2011) automatically as-
sign generic surface forms like Username and Hash-
tag to such web entities, letting the parser discern
them by their lexical features. However, we find that
encoding this information in morphology as in Gim-
pel et al. (2011) allows our data-driven parsers to
successfully distinguish these entities without ob-
scuring their original lexical features. We facilitate
the morphological tagging of web entities with the
help of a pre-tagger processing the lexical tags as-
signed in the normalization phase, as explained pre-
viously in Section 3.1.

3.3 Syntax

The third and last phase of annotation is the depen-
dency parsing of the normalized and morphologi-
cally tagged tokens. We follow the revised, web-
compatible dependency annotation framework de-
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scribed in Sulubacak and Eryiğit (2014), which also
introduced the ITU Web Treebank for the first time.
This framework considers many aspects of the non-
canonical language of the web and offers compre-
hensive and convenient annotation schemes to ex-
press them.

Our updated annotation scheme takes care not to
make any assumptions about the syntactic structures
of sentences outside of the most fundamental ele-
ments. Dependencies to tokens that may be left out
in sentences found on the web are eliminated when-
ever possible. The annotation schemes of coordi-
nation and relativizer structures, sentence predicates
and punctuation are all revised as part of this effort.
Additionally, certain restrictions on the root node are
relaxed, so that multiple constituents can now de-
pend on the root node, even though the root node
itself is not allowed to have a head. Constituents de-
pending on the root node can also be assigned any
permissible dependency relation rather than the sin-
gle dummy relation ROOT, allowing for more se-
mantically appropriate annotation schemes for con-
stituents like predicates and vocatives that essen-
tially modify the sentence. The full set of changes on
the dependency grammar are described in Sulubacak
and Eryiğit (2014).

4 Annotation Tool

In this study, we introduce an updated version of
the ITU Treebank Annotation Tool (Eryiğit, 2007)
to annotate the ITU Web Treebank. The new version
is a web-based application supporting annotation for
the normalization layer in addition to the morphol-
ogy and syntax layers, allowing concurrent opera-
tion by multiple annotators on the same data.

The new version of the annotation tool comes
with a set of changes in the annotation interfaces
in compliance with the changes in the annotation
methodologies for web data compatibility. The tool
can now automatically generate morphological anal-
yses for certain orthographically tagged tokens such
as web entities in addition to the output fetched from
a morphological analyzer, to be later disambiguated
by hand. The dependency annotation interface now
supports the specification of multiple head tokens
for a given constituent, allowing the annotation of
deep dependencies on the tool while still enforcing

at least one head for each dependent. The interface
also displays the root node as a separate token and
allows regular dependencies to the root node.

In addition to the annotation of the ITU Web Tree-
bank, our updated annotation tool is used in the cre-
ation of the revised IVS (Eryiğit and Pamay, 2007
2014) Corpus and the IMST (Sulubacak and Eryiğit,
2014) Corpus, as well as the validation corpus for
the Turkish mobile assistant developed by Çelikkaya
and Eryiğit (2014).

The annotation interfaces of our new tool are
shown in Figures 1 and 2. Figure 1 displays the nor-
malization and morphological tagging interfaces on
a unified window, whereas Figure 2 shows the syn-
tactic tagging interface along with the dependency
relation table for the sentence being processed.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented the web-compatible re-
vision of our annotation procedure, which we used
to annotate the ITU Web Treebank, the first manu-
ally annotated web treebank for Turkish organized in
three layers, namely normalization, morphology and
syntax. We provided a survey of new expressions
common in the non-canonical language of the web,
and detailed the measures we took in order to handle
them during normalization, morphological tagging
and dependency annotation. We described the new
version of our treebank annotation tool updated in
accordance with these measures. We believe the lay-
ered annotation framework we outlined in this work
would serve as an effective baseline for any study
involving the annotation of non-canonical web data.
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Figure 1: The Normalization and Morphological Tagging Phases
A snapshot from the unified normalization and morphological tagging screen from the new annotation tool. The
example shows the hypothetical Turkish tweet “ayyy :S gokanında kırawatı #cNm”, roughly translated to English
as “ohhh :S gokans tie too #aWw”, normalized as “Ay @smiley[:S] Gökhan’ın da kravatı @hashtag[#cNm]”. The
morphology window displays three different cases for tokens where the annotator 1) manually disambiguates between
generated morphological analyses, 2) verifies a morphological analysis automatically derived from orthographic tags,
or 3) has to manually type in an analysis.

Figure 2: The Syntactic Annotation Phases
A snapshot showing the syntactic annotation screen of the new annotation tool. The example shows the normalized and
morphologically tagged sentence marked for dependencies. Each row of the relation table corresponds to a dependency
arc, where the columns respectively denote the dependent token, the head token, the dependency relation, and the
inflectional group index of the head token.
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Abstract 

Translation process data contains non-

canonical features such as incomplete word 

tokens, non-sequential string modifications 

and syntactically deficient structures. While 

these features are often removed for the final 

translation product, they are present in the un-

folding text (i.e. intermediate translation ver-

sions). This paper describes tools developed to 

semi-automatically process intermediate ver-

sions of translation data to facilitate quantita-

tive analysis of linguistic means employed in 

translation strategies. We examine the data 

from a translation experiment with the help of 

these tools.  

1 Introduction 

Within the area of translation studies, there is a 

growing interest in the investigation of the process-

related aspects of translation (see e.g. Göpferich, 

2008 for an overview). Insights into the ongoing 

translation process can be gained by conducting 

psycholinguistic experiments, often characterized 

through a combination of eye-tracking and key-

stroke logging methods (e.g. Alves et al., 2010; 

Jakobsen, 2011). The resulting process data is typ-

ically analyzed in terms of behavioral measures, 

such as pauses during text production and gaze 

patterns within the texts, linked to the more ab-

stract level of cognitive processing during a trans-

lation task. We adopt a corpus perspective on the 

keystroke logs (Alves and Magalhães, 2004; Alves 

and Vale, 2009, 2011), which contain rich infor-

mation on key presses and mouse clicks during a 

translation session. This perspective entails that the 

data present in the logs can be queried, enabling us 

to perform quantitative, linguistically informed 

analyses of the translations. We take into account 

not only originals and the corresponding final ver-

sions of translated texts –  which are also present in 

the traditional parallel corpora used in translation 

studies and contrastive linguistics, e.g. the CroCo 

corpus (Hansen-Schirra et al., 2012) – but also the 

intermediate versions of translations. We define 

the intermediate versions as variants of the unfold-

ing texts produced at certain points in time during 

the translation process. The explicit linguistic an-

notation of text versions proposed here is not found 

in existing data collections containing keystroke 

logs: for instance, the TPR database (Carl, 2012a) 

involves part of speech (POS) annotation of source 

and target language tokens but does not analyze the 

intermediate versions. Investigation of these text 

versions allows us to identify potential translation 

problems and strategies, contributing to our under-

standing of cognitive processing, and also to pro-

vide best practice solutions for problems 

encountered in machine translation.   
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However, in order to study specific research 

questions from the field of translation studies with 

the help of such a corpus, we first need a transfor-

mation of sequences of production, deletion and 

separation keystrokes (see section 3.1) into word 

tokens, their annotation with linguistic information 

and also alignment between originals and the cor-

responding translations. The present paper concen-

trates on completed work involving the 

tokenization and (semi-)automatic POS annotation 

of the intermediate versions identified in the un-

folding translations.  

The corpus presents a type of non-canonical 

language, which is to some extent comparable to 

spoken data, as it also contains online repairs of the 

ongoing text production (cf. Heeman and Allen, 

1999). Online repair can take place when a word or 

a grammatical structure present in one of the in-

termediate versions is replaced by another variant, 

either immediately before the participant moves to 

the translation of the subsequent parts or at a later 

stage of the translation process. This can be shown 

using Example 1 taken from the keystroke logged 

translation corpus (KLTC). It contains the source 

text (ST), two intermediate versions of the unfold-

ing translation (IT1 and IT2) and the target text 

(TT). 

 

ST   Crumpling a sheet of paper   seems  

IT1   Ein Blatt Papier zu   knüllen scheint 

         ‘a   leaf  paper   to   crumple seems’ 

IT2   Ein  Blatt Papier zu knüllen 

         ‘a    leaf   paper  to  crumple’  

TT    Ein  Blatt Papier zu knüllen   erscheint 

         ‘a   leaf   paper  to  crumple  appears’ 
Example 1. KLTC, translator A11. 

 

From the intermediate versions of the text we 

know that the translator typed scheint ‘seems’, de-

leted it, and at a later point typed erscheint ‘ap-

pears’. In other words, this experiment participant 

replaced one verb with another nearly synonymous 

one, filling the same slot in the produced sentence. 

Apart from such cases, the corpus also contains 

several versions of the same word tokens along 

with incomplete tokens and structures. Taking into 

account these non-canonical features, traditional 

NLP tools have to be modified to some extent, in 

order to make the automatic processing of the pro-

cess data feasible. 

The type of data included in the current version 

of the keystroke logged translation corpus is de-

scribed in section 2. Section 3 presents how our 

Tokenizer processes the intermediate translation 

versions and discusses alternative methods of POS 

annotation. In section 4 we show how these pre- 

and post-processing steps can help us in the analy-

sis of translation studies phenomena. Finally, sec-

tion 5 provides an outlook on the next steps.  

2 Keystroke logged translation corpus 

The data used for this study was collected using 

the keystroke logging software Translog II (Carl, 

2012b) and the remote eyetracker Tobii TX 300. It 

comprises two source texts (two variants1 of a 

popular-scientific text originally published in the 

journal Scientific American2), nine translations and 

the matching set of nine key logs. All translation 

participants are German L1 students of English 

linguistics with little or no experience in transla-

tion. During the translation task from English into 

German, they were allowed to consult the bilingual 

online dictionary leo.   

The source and target texts considered in this 

paper contain a total of 2,188 words. This calcula-

tion does not include word tokens identified in the 

intermediate versions. At the present stage of the 

project, we have concentrated on this small data set 

to test the automatic annotation procedures that 

have been developed. Once the gold standard is 

established, we intend to apply these methods to 

annotate further data available within the corpus. 

3 Processing intermediate versions 

3.1 Tokenizer 

The Tokenizer automatically searches for words 

and word tokens in a selected set of keystroke 

events identifying the intermediate versions of the 

target text. The initial data, created by Translog II, 

                                                           
1 We used two variants of the source text in order to counter-

balance grammatically simple and complex stimuli. This will 

allow us to investigate the link between grammatical complex-

ity and cognition in future work.  
2 Scientific American Online, February 5, 2002, Sarah Gra-

ham: A New Report Explains the Physics of Crumpled Paper. 

http://www.scientificamerican.com/article.cfm?id=a-new-

report-explains-the 
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consists of the source text (ST) and the final target 

text (TT) along with a list of all keystrokes, i.e. the 

keys pressed, and the timestamp of each keystroke 

during the translation process. In order to trans-

form series of connected keystroke events into 

word tokens, each file is processed in a number of 

steps, as illustrated in (1).  

 
Figure 1. From a file to the annotated data. 

 

In the first step (Integrator), the events as well as 

the ST and the TT, are loaded from the original 

XML files generated by Translog II into our corpus 

in which data is saved in the form of a database. 

This ensures easy and fast data access for future 

modification and annotation. In addition, the data 

quality is monitored through integrity checks. In 

the second step (PreProcessor), a type is assigned 

to each event based on the action performed. The 

types we used to categorize the events are produc-

tion (letter keys or numbers), deletion (delete or 

backspace), separation (space, return or punctua-

tion), navigation (use of the arrow keys or mouse 

to change the cursor position), system (for applica-

tion specific messages like 'start' or 'stop logging') 

and clipboard (copy, paste and cut). This ensures 

the usage of normalized labels for all events across 

different Translog versions and applications. The 

third and last step (Tokenizer) replays the logged 

recording and creates different tokens and interme-

diate text versions. Each result is written into the 

database. Thus, the results are easily searchable, 

can be exported into a .tsv or other file for further 

analysis, or visualized by a GUI. 

A token consists of the token string, a list of 

keystroke logging events that belong to the token, 

a list of parent tokens, a list of child tokens, and a 

list of POS tags (cf. section 3.2). If an existing to-

ken is modified in some way, it receives the label 

‘parent’ and the modified version is referred to as 

its ‘child’ token. The Tokenizer also generates a 

version of the currently replayed text at each time 

an event caused a modification in the text. Figure 2 

illustrates the data structure and an example for the 

token Test. As shown, the token Test was created 

by four events (T, e, s and t) and is classified as 

‘production’ type. The target text (e.g. the charac-

ter sequence TextVersions) is available after each 

event and refers to the token it belongs to. In addi-

tion, the created token is linked with its POS in-

formation.  

 

 
Figure 2. An example of a token and its data structure. 

 

At each text modifying event (i.e. production, 

deletion, separation, or clipboard3) there are two 

possible actions, namely to extend an already exist-

ing token or create a new one. A token is extended 

if and only if the modifying event is not identical 

to that of the current token. For example, a word 

that is written in one production burst without an 

intervening deletion or navigation is always saved 

as one token (cf. Figure 3.I for production of the 

word token ein ‘a’). In contrast, a new token is cre-

ated each time the type of the event differs. For 

example, if a word is separated into two words by 

typing a space, three new tokens are created (two 

word tokens of the type ‘production’ and one sepa-

ration token), all having the same parent token. 

Figure 3.II shows this process for production of the 

two word tokens Blatt ‘sheet’ and Papier ‘paper’ 

from the sequence BlattPapier. If an existing token 

is shortened by an event of type ‘deletion’, a new 

token is generated which has the former production 

or separation token as its parent. Tokens that are 

                                                           
3 The copy-clipboard event does not modify the text and is, 

therefore, ignored here. Nevertheless, the cut- or paste-events 

are handled as text modification. 
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deleted stay in the list of tokens and can be found 

in the keystroke logs exactly at the place where 

they have been deleted. A token present in the in-

termediate version can be deleted completely, so 

that it is not present in the final target text (cf. 3.III 

for deletion of the token er). Moreover, a deleted 

separation token can lead to a unification token 

that joins two separate tokens together into a new 

one (cf. 3.IV for the production of the word token 

zerknüllen ‘scrunch’ with an intermediate stage of 

the token zerknüll that is created by deleting the 

space within formerly separated tokens zer and 

knüll). The Tokenizer returns a list of tokens that 

were found in the recording as well as a list of text 

versions which represent every intermediate ver-

sion of the target text at any given point in time. 

 

 
Figure 3. A result of the application of the Tokenizer. 

3.2 Part of Speech annotation 

As mentioned above, intermediate versions en-

countered in the keystroke logged translation cor-

pus exhibit features typically associated with non-

canonical data. As such, they can be compared to 

other types of non-standard language, including 

computer-mediated communication or learner 

texts. Previous studies in this area have noted the 

challenges of applying the existing NLP tools and 

tagsets, which are often trained on the basis of 

newspaper language, to the data that deviates from 

this standard (Neunerdt et al., 2013; Zinsmeister et 

al., 2014). This issue is addressed by development 

of modified taggers as well as adaptations of the 

tagsets, for instance to include tags that are unique 

to a certain type of data (cf. e.g. Neunerdt et al., 

2013 for annotation of social media texts or West-

pfahl and Schmidt, 2013 for enrichment of spoken 

German). 

The POS annotation of our data is created by the 

Tokenizer, using the latest version of the TreeTag-

ger (Schmid, 1994) working with the Stuttgart-

Tübingen TagSet (STTS: Schiller et al., 1999). At 

the moment the annotation can be called in two 

different modes: either post mode or direct mode. 

In post mode, all tokens occurring in all final 

versions of the TTs are first annotated, creating an 

experiment-specific list of possible tokens along 

with their corresponding POS tags. Then, after the 

Tokenizer has emulated the entire Translog record-

ing, the tokens found in the intermediate versions 

are matched against this experiment-specific list. If 

an intermediate version token can be found in this 

list, then a reference to the corresponding POS tag 

is saved with the token, as shown in Figure 4.I for 

the tokens Ein ‘a’ and Blatt ‘sheet’. If no match is 

found, the Tokenizer searches for a POS tag that 

poses the closest match to the token string by using 

the Levenshtein distance (Levenshtein, 1966) with 

a set maximum distance.  

In the direct mode the TreeTagger is called each 

time the text is modified (i.e. if a modifying event 

is detected). The Tokenizer creates an array con-

taining all words in the current text adjusted to 

match the requirements of the TreeTagger, which 

does not allow spaces or any of several other spe-

cial characters like “, / or line feeds. The data re-

turned by the TreeTagger is modified in a way that 

allows it to match the provided tags to the tokens 

that formed the current text version, cf. Figures 2 

and 5. Thus, each token has a list of POS tags and 

each POS tag has a reference to the event that led 

to its existence. A new POS tag is only added to 

the list if it differs from the previous element in the 

list. Figure 4 illustrates this process as the word 
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classes (e.g. Noun [NN] → Separated verb particle 

[PTKVZ] → Article [ART]) of the tokens change 

over the course of their creation. 

 

 
Figure 4. The created tokens, POS tags and events. 

 

Figure 5 shows the events used to create the data 

presented in 4.II after time-stamp 111260. The to-

kens Ein ‘a’ and Blatt ‘sheet’ both have a list of 

POS tags that expanded during the creation of the 

TT. The additional reference to the creating event 

inside the POS tag makes it possible for the user to 

search in both directions: from the POS tag to the 

event which led to its creation, as well as from an 

event to all the POS tags created by this event. For 

example, the production event ‘B’ with the 

timestamp 110714 is referenced in multiple POS 

tags and marks the change of Ein from a separated 

verb particle [PTKVZ] into an article [ART] and 

the creation of Blatt as a noun [NN]. 

 

Timestamp Text 
109840  E[NN] 

109965  Ei[NN] 

110527  Ein[PTKVZ] 

110605  Ein [PTKVZ] 

110714  Ein[ART] B[NN] 

110901  Ein[ART] Bl[NE] 

110963  Ein[ART] Bla[NE] 

111135  Ein[ART] Blat[NN] 

111260  Ein[ART] Blatt[NN] 
Figure 5. Change of POS tags in the creation of the TT. 

 

Each of these POS modes has advantages over 

the other. The post mode successfully eliminates 

false positive matches that occur in the direct mode 

like Ei ‘egg’ [NN] at 109965 as seen in Figure 5, 

which does not make any sense in the given text. 

This disadvantage of the direct mode is connected 

to lower reliability in assignment of certain POS 

tags. For instance, in Figure 5 the intermediate to-

ken Ein is tagged as a separated verb particle, even 

though the [ART] tag is more plausible taking into 

account the general frequency of the relevant ele-

ments. At the same time, the direct mode has the 

advantage of preserving the references to the point 

in time at which a POS tag was matching the to-

ken. The major disadvantage of the post mode is 

that it is limited to words that appeared in a TT – 

but not every word does. For example, if a word 

like Papierblatt ‘paper sheet’ is created in an in-

termediate version but is always changed to Blatt 

Papier ‘sheet of paper’ there will be no matching 

tag for Papierblatt in the precompiled TT corpus. 

The direct mode, on the other hand, can assign a 

[NN] tag to the token Papierblatt.  

As the first step in evaluating the accuracy of the 

POS enrichment we looked at the post mode anno-

tation of the data from six participants. A partici-

pant produced on average 297 tokens (whereby all 

token modifying events except for spaces were 

counted). An average of 73% of these tokens were 

exact POS matches; an additional 18% were as-

signed using Levenshtein distance (a considerable 

amount of tokens in this group consisted of punc-

tuation marks). The remaining 9% of the tokens 

did not receive any POS tag (about half of these 

tokens consisted of a single letter). In terms of us-

ing the Levenshtein distance for annotation, we 

found that, on average, 70% of string matches and 

their POS tags could be considered contextually 

correct. Next steps will include evaluation of the 

direct mode and, where necessary, manual correc-

tion of tag assignments.   

The open design of the Tokenizer and the data 

structure ensure that files from other keystroking 

logging systems can be easily added and compared 

with each other, independent of the origin. Fur-

thermore, additional POS or grammatical tagging 

tools can be integrated easily within the process.  

4 Initial analysis of annotated translation 

revisions 

The keystroke logged translation corpus enriched 

with information on intermediate word tokens and 
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parts of speech can be used to investigate transla-

tion strategies employed during the translation pro-

cess. These strategies are reflected through 

revisions of the unfolding target text which exhibit, 

for instance, alternative lexical choices for the 

same slot in a sentence, or the choice of different 

syntactic structures. Such types of revisions can be 

performed to correct or further refine the target 

texts (Malkiel, 2009a). Previous research has sug-

gested that revisions of the target text can be con-

sidered as one of the indicators of difficulties 

encountered during the translation process (Drag-

sted, 2012: 86). In other words, the place and type 

of corrections, among other measures, can be used 

to operationalize the difficulty, i.e. the amount of 

cognitive effort, involved in a translation of certain 

linguistic features.  

In this study we adopt a bottom-up perspective 

and look at cases where multiple attempts at trans-

lating the same source text word have been identi-

fied. Previous investigations of such self-

corrections have typically relied on time-

consuming manual analyses of the keystroke logs4  

using either the replay function (Malkiel, 2009a) or 

visualization of the data (Dragsted, 2012) illustrat-

ed in Figure 6, where the symbol ‘•’ represents the 

space key and ‘◄’ stands for backspace. Our pre-

processing of the data (cf. section 3) helps us to 

identify multiple attempts belonging to the same 

translation event automatically, which will facili-

tate subsequent quantitative analysis.  

 

erhöte•i◄◄◄◄hte•e◄Energiespeicherung 
Figure 6. Linear representation in Translog II. 

 

An explorative examination of our data shows 

various types of revision. One of these is lexical 

substitution, illustrated through Example 1 above. 

Malkiel (2009a: 158) observes that more than half 

of the revisions (excluding changes in spelling) in 

her data can be attributed to the category of replac-

ing a word or expression with a synonym5. 

                                                           
4 See, however, Carl et al. (2010) for an example of an auto-

matic analysis.  
5 It should be, however, noted that in the study by Malkiel 

(2009a) this group of revisions is rather broad, comprising 

clarifications (impossible deadlines changed into impossible 

deadlines to meet) and modifications in the order of elements 

(We once used to change into Once, we used to). 

 

Our data sample contains only a few revisions 

that are very straightforward examples of lexical 

substitutions where a complete word is typed and 

then replaced with a different one. In another 

group of cases, intermediate versions contain in-

complete tokens which are deleted and replaced by 

an alternative, or simply a change in grammatical 

gender of an article, as is the case in Example 2:  

 

ST     Yet the fact that the ball is able… 

IT      Doch die Tatsache, dass der 

          ‘yet    the fact          that  the:masc’         

TT      Doch die Tatsache, dass die        Kugel 

          ‘yet   the fact          that  the:fem  ball’  
Example 2. KLTC, Translator A6. 

 

It is difficult to disentangle alternative text pro-

duction versions of a string from a simple correc-

tion of typing or grammatical errors. Whereas in 

some cases we could safely assume that the 

spelling changes were made to correct a typing 

error (e.g. the string Pape changed to Pap and then 

completed to form the word token Papier ‘paper’), 

other intermediate versions (as in Example 2) are 

more ambiguous. Rather than excluding these in-

stances from further analysis, we adopt the notion 

of target hypotheses. In the context of translation 

data, target hypotheses refer to several potential 

plans of the translator for the unfolding target text 

(Serbina et al., forthc.). This method was originally 

developed to account for non-standard structures in 

learner language (Lüdeling, 2008; Reznicek et al., 

2013): instead of establishing one of the canonical 

structures potentially intended by the learner, re-

searchers can formulate several hypotheses that 

can function in the respective context. During the 

development of the corpus, the formulation of al-

ternative target hypotheses motivated through the 

linguistic context of intermediate versions and final 

target texts allows us to consider possible inten-

tions of the translator, leaving further interpretation 

of the data to the analysis stage.  

Coming back to Example 2, the change from the 

word token der ‘the:masc’ to the token die 

‘the:fem’ can be considered a typing error. This 

would mean that the translator's plan was to type 

die Kugel ‘ball’, which appears in the final version, 

and s/he accidentally typed first the wrong article. 

However, we can also suggest an alternative target 

hypothesis, according to which the change from 

masculine to feminine article form is deliberate. As 
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the source text contains ball, we might hypothesize 

that the translator originally planned to use the 

cognate Ball ‘ball’ (requiring the masculine article 

der) but at some point changed to the synonym 

Kugel. The formulation of this hypothesis is addi-

tionally motivated by the final target versions of all 

participants: this instance of the noun ball was 

translated by Ball by five out of nine participants. 

Assuming this target hypothesis, the change of 

plan could be potentially explained through the 

wish to avoid cognates, which are more readily 

accessible than other synonyms but can result in 

non-idiomatic target language expressions 

(Malkiel, 2009b).  

The POS annotation of the word tokens in the 

intermediate translation versions can be used to 

systematically extract all such cases in which one 

article, or alternatively, an attributive pronoun or 

adjective is replaced with another. In German, all 

of these word classes reflect grammatical gender. 

Therefore, a change in the morphological ending of 

such an element can hint at a change in translator’s 

plan (similar to Example 2 discussed above). To 

identify such cases, we analyzed text parts, where 

one of the elements mentioned above was altered 

creating another form of the same word. In these 

cases, two or more subsequent word tokens tagged 

as article [ART], a type of an attributive pronoun 

[PIAT], [PDAT], [PPOSAT], [PRELAT], [PWAT] 

or an attributive adjective [ADJA] appear in the 

data, only one of which is preserved in the final 

version of the translation.  
In this step, 49 sequences of tokens meeting the 

formulated requirements have been extracted. The 

quantification of examples involving revisions that 

lead to a production of longer sequences, such as 

der weiteren Kompression des Blattes ‘the further 

compression of the sheet’ considers the number of 

nominal slots with which the preceding elements 

have to agree. In other words, in this particular ex-

ample, revisions of the initial definite article, the 

following adjective, both of which agree with the 

noun Kompression ‘compression’, and the second 

definite article, which agrees with the noun Blatt 

‘sheet’, are counted as two distinct cases. On the 

basis of changes in suffixes that were most likely 

performed to change grammatical gender rather 

than case or number, 39% (19/49) of the examples 

distributed across eight keystroke logs were classi-

fied as involving several target hypotheses on the 

level of lexical choices (even though it was not 

always possible to determine what a potential al-

ternative version was). In one additional case, the 

experiment participant deleted a part of the pro-

duced noun phrase only to retype it. Here it is even 

less clear whether there was a change of plan or 

perhaps general uncertainty. The noun Kugel ‘ball’ 

was involved in the revisions most frequently, 

namely in 32% (6/19) of cases in the data from 

four different participants. At least in some cases 

there is good reason to believe that the original 

plan was to produce its synonym Ball (cf. Example 

2 above).  

While previous studies dismissed all instances 

of revisions aimed at correcting the spelling of a 

word (Malkiel, 2009a) and the so-called short-

distance revisions, i.e. immediate modifications of 

the words (Carl et al., 2010), as typing errors, the 

discussion above shows that there might be more 

to these types of revisions. We consider the cases 

described above as examples that can give us addi-

tional insights into (possible) translation strategies, 

which are within reach because of the linguistic 

annotation of the keystroke logging data.   

 Until now we have discussed revisions charac-

terized by a mere lexical replacement. In addition, 

the small data sample examined here contains a 

few changes of syntactic structures. For instance, 

one revision has been interpreted as an example of 

explicitation, named among the properties of trans-

lated texts (Baker, 1996). As seen in Example 3, 

the intermediate translation version is character-

ized by ellipsis of the head noun within the subject 

function of the second clause. However, the refer-

ence to Kanten ‘edges’ is made more explicit later, 

when the translator inserts the second instance of 

the noun.  

 

ST    these ridges collapse and smaller ones form 
IT     kollabieren die Kanten und kleinere werden 

        ‘collapse     the  edges  and  smaller  are’ 

         gebildet        

         ‘formed’ 
TT     kollabieren die Kanten und kleinere Kanten  

         ‘collapse      the edges   and smaller  edges’     

         werden gebildet.  

         ‘are        formed’ 
Example 3. KLTC, Translator A2. 

 

A small number of revisions involving the level 

of syntactic structures could be explained taking 

into account the participant group in question. Pre-
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vious studies indicated that, in contrast to profes-

sional translators, (translation) students tend to 

concentrate on the level of individual words (Lör-

scher, 1996: 30; Malkiel, 2009a: 161), trying pri-

marily to solve problems connected to lexical 

choices (Lörscher, 1996: 30-31). Therefore, once 

the analysis of intermediate versions is extended to 

include experiments with professional translators, 

we expect to find more complex revisions related 

to larger stretches of text.  

This initial investigation of our sample data has 

indicated the benefits of the available enrichment 

of intermediate translation versions. Using this an-

notation, we are now able to systematically extract 

a specific group of cases which potentially reflect a 

change in translation plan. Formulation of several 

alternative target hypotheses enables us to stay ob-

jective by indicating a range of possibilities that 

exist during the translation process. If we adopt the 

hypotheses according to which the changes in suf-

fixes observed in the data reflect modifications in 

translators’ plans, the translation of the nouns fol-

lowing the revised premodifiers likely pose addi-

tional cognitive effort for the participants of the 

experiment. It is certainly necessary to keep in 

mind that not all of changes in plan are visible as 

“traces in the typing data in the form of correc-

tions” (Dragsted, 2012: 95). However, automatic 

identification of changes during the translation 

process that result in different parts of speech may 

give us additional clues as to the intentions of the 

translators.  

5 Outlook 

Further development of the Tokenizer will address 

special cases in which the tool identifies a large 

number of children tokens in the intermediate ver-

sions that do not represent additional value to the 

researcher. These production tokens are generated 

when the translator types a larger chunk of text 

without using a separation character (e.g. space) to 

separate the new word from an existing word to-

ken. In the current version of the Tokenizer, the 

token immediately preceding the inserted material 

functions as a parent token for all of the inserted 

characters that are immediately attached to it. A 

solution can be an automatic identification of these 

cases that would facilitate their resolution, i.e. 

chunking into more meaningful word tokens.  

Until now the target hypotheses have been gen-

erated based on a manual inspection of the data. 

But to effectively manage larger volumes of data, 

it is possible to partly automatize the annotation 

procedure by taking into account the range of 

translations available for any given source text 

item in the final translations of all experiment par-

ticipants (cf. Koehn, 2009 for a similar approach in 

machine translation). This step requires alignment 

on different linguistic levels created between origi-

nals and the corresponding translations, both final 

and intermediate versions. Once the alignment 

links are available, automatic generation of a list of 

likely target units is planned. 

Moreover, as mentioned above, we intend to ap-

ply the pipeline of pre- and post-processing steps 

described in this paper to larger collections of data, 

in particular to study the revision strategies of pro-

fessional translators. Based on larger samples of 

revisions involving changes in syntactic structures, 

it will be possible to develop queries similar to the 

one discussed above for further types of modifica-

tions using the POS annotation available for inter-

mediate translation versions. This, in turn, is a 

prerequisite for a quantitative study across several 

participants. The results on revisions could then be 

linked to the available eye-tracking data to get fur-

ther insights into the cognitive processing during 

the process of translation.  

The annotation procedures discussed in the pre-

sent paper are not limited to the analysis of transla-

tion data. Since translation logs involve non-

canonical features, the described methods can be 

generalized to other types of non-standard lan-

guage found, for instance, in computer-mediated 

communication or spoken data. Moreover, a quan-

titative analysis of features present in the interme-

diate translation versions contributes to 

identification of effective translation strategies that 

can be applied in machine translation.  
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Abstract

English prepositions are extremely frequent
and extraordinarily polysemous. In some us-
ages they contribute information about spatial,
temporal, or causal roles/relations; in other
cases they are institutionalized, somewhat arbi-
trarily, as case markers licensed by a particular
governing verb, verb class, or syntactic con-
struction. To facilitate automatic disambigua-
tion, we propose a general-purpose, broad-
coverage taxonomy of preposition functions
that we call supersenses: these are coarse and
unlexicalized so as to be tractable for efficient
manual annotation, yet capture crucial seman-
tic distinctions. Our resource, including exten-
sive documentation of the supersenses, many
example sentences, and mappings to other lexi-
cal resources, will be publicly released.

Prepositions are perhaps the most beguiling yet
pervasive lexicosyntactic class in English. They are
everywhere; their functional versatility is dizzying
and largely idiosyncratic (1). They are nearly invisi-
ble, yet indispensable for situating the where, when,
why, and how of events. In a way, prepositions are
the bastard children of lexicon and grammar, rising to
the occasion almost whenever a noun-noun or verb-
noun relation is needed and neither subject nor object
is appropriate. Consider the many uses of the word
to, just a few of which are illustrated in (1):1

(1) a. My cake is to die for.
b. If you want I can treat you to some.
c. How about this: you go to the store
d. to buy ingredients.
e. Then if you give the recipe to me
f. I’m happy to make the batter
g. and put it in the oven for 30 to 40 minutes
h. so you’ll arrive to the sweet smell of chocolate.
i. That sounds good to me.
j. That’s all there is to it.

1Though infinitival to is traditionally not considered a prepo-
sition, we allow it to be labeled with a supersense if the infinitival
clause serves as a PURPOSE (as in (1d)) or FUNCTION. See §2.

Sometimes a preposition specifies a relationship be-
tween two entities or quantities, as in (1g). In other
scenarios it serves a case-marking sort of function,
marking a complement or adjunct—principally to a
verb (1b–1e, 1h, 1i), but also to an argument-taking
noun or adjective (1f). Further, it is not always pos-
sible to separate the semantic contribution of the
preposition from that of other words in the sentence.
As amply demonstrated in the literature, prepositions
play a key role in multiword expressions (Baldwin
and Kim, 2010), as in (1a, 1b, 1j).

An adequate descriptive annotation scheme for
prepositions must deal with these messy facts. Fol-
lowing a brief discussion of existing approaches to
preposition semantics (§1), this paper offers a new
approach to characterizing their functions at a coarse-
grained level. Our scheme is intended to apply to
almost all preposition tokens, though some are ex-
cluded on the grounds that they belong to a larger
multiword expression or are purely syntactic (§2).
The rest of the paper is devoted to our coarse seman-
tic categories, supersenses (§3).2 Many of these cat-
egories are based on previous proposals—primarily,
Srikumar and Roth (2013a) (so-called preposition
relations) and VerbNet (thematic roles; Bonial et al.,
2011; Hwang, 2014, appendix C)—but we organize
them into a hierarchy and motivate a number of new
or altered categories that make the scheme more ro-
bust. Because prepositions are so frequent, so polyse-
mous, and so crucial in establishing relations, we be-
lieve that a wide variety of NLP applications (includ-
ing knowledge base construction, reasoning about
events, summarization, paraphrasing, and translation)
stand to benefit from automatic disambiguation of
preposition supersenses.

2Supersense inventories have also been described for nouns
and verbs (Ciaramita and Altun, 2006; Schneider et al., 2012;
Schneider and Smith, 2015) and adjectives (Tsvetkov et al.,
2014). Other inventories characterize semantic functions ex-
pressed via morphosyntax: e.g., tense/aspect (Reichart and Rap-
poport, 2010), definiteness (Bhatia et al., 2014, also hierarchical).
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A wiki documenting our scheme in detail can be ac-
cessed at http://tiny.cc/prepwiki. It maps fine-
grained preposition senses to our supersenses, along
with numerous examples. The wiki is conducive to
browsing and to exporting the structure and examples
for use elsewhere (e.g., in an annotation tool). From
our experience with pilot annotations, we believe that
the scheme is fairly stable and broadly applicable.

1 Background

The descriptive challenges raised by prepositions
have not gone unnoticed in the literature; see, e.g.,
Saint-Dizier (2006a) for an assortment of syntactic
and semantic issues. Here we touch on some of the
lines of inquiry, resources, and NLP approaches to
preposition semantics found in previous work.

1.1 Linguistic Approaches
Most studies of preposition semantics are limited
to so-called “lexical” (essentially, spatiotemporal)
usages. The lexical-vs.-functional dimension and,
relatedly, the degree of association between prepo-
sitions and other words (especially verbs) used in
combination has received some theoretical attention
(e.g., Bolinger, 1971; Vestergaard, 1977; Jolly, 1993;
Rauh, 1993; O’Dowd, 1998; Tseng, 2000). We draw
on insights from this literature where possible, but
find that many of the proposed diagnostics are in-
sufficiently clear and robust for a general-purpose
preposition annotation scheme.

The structured polysemy analysis of over put for-
ward by Brugman (1981) and elaborated by Lakoff
(1987, pp. 416–461), Dewell (1994), Tyler and Evans
(2003, ch. 4), and others has been influential within
cognitive linguistics. Working in this tradition, Lind-
stromberg (2010) examines over 90 English prepo-
sitions, considering the schematic spatial situations
that can be expressed as well as their non-spatial ex-
tensions. Chapter 21 gives an inventory of about 75
“non-spatial notions”—these are not unlike the cate-
gories we will adopt below, though some are quite
fine-grained: e.g., BEING RESOLVED, FIXED as
in pin him down vs. BEING UNRESOLVED, UNDE-
CIDED as in everything’s still up in the air. How
well annotators could be trained to agree on Lind-
stromberg’s detailed categorization is unknown.

Crosslinguistic variation in adpositions and spatial
categorization systems has received considerable at-

tention from theorists (Bowerman and Choi, 2001;
Hagège, 2009; Regier, 1996; Xu and Kemp, 2010;
Zelinsky-Wibbelt, 1993) but is of practical interest as
well, especially when it comes to machine translation
and second language acquisition. A corpus creation
project for German preposition senses (Müller et al.,
2010, 2011) is similar in spirit to the supersense ap-
proach taken below. Finally, the PrepNet resource
(Saint-Dizier, 2006b) aimed to describe the semantics
of prepositions across several languages; however,
it seems not to have progressed beyond the prelimi-
nary stages. Thus far, our approach has focused on
English, but aims to define supersense categories se-
mantically rather than by language-specific criteria
(e.g., syntactic tests) so as to encourage its adaptation
to other languages in the future.

1.2 Preposition Resources

The following corpus resources contain semantic cat-
egorizations that apply to English prepositions:

The Penn Treebank. As detailed by O’Hara and
Wiebe (2009), the PTB since version II (Marcus et al.,
1994) has included a handful of coarse function tags
(such as LOCATION and TIME) that apply to con-
stituents, including PPs.

FrameNet. Semantic relationships in FrameNet
(Baker et al., 1998) are organized according to scenes,
known as frames, that can be evoked by predicates
in a sentence. Each frame defines roles, or frame
elements, for components of the scene that can be
elaborated with arguments in the sentence. Many
roles are highly specific to a single frame, while oth-
ers are quite generic. Arguments are often realized as
PPs, thus the frame element labels can be interpreted
as disambiguating the function of the preposition.

The Preposition Project (TPP). This is an
English preposition lexicon and corpus project
(Litkowski and Hargraves, 2005) that adapts sense
definitions from the Oxford Dictionary of English
and applies them to prepositions in sentences from
corpora. A dataset for the SemEval-2007 shared
task on preposition WSD (Litkowski and Hargraves,
2007) was created by collecting FrameNet-annotated
sentences (originally from the BNC) and annotating
34 frequent preposition types (listed in (2) below)
with a total of 332 attested senses. (The SemEval-
2007 sentences—of which there are over 25,000,
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each with a single preposition token annotated—
were handpicked by FrameNet lexicographers and so
are not a statistically representative corpus sample.)
TPP now incorporates additional prepositions and
resources, with new annotated corpora under devel-
opment (Litkowski, 2013, 2014).
Dahlmeier et al. To learn and evaluate their joint
model of semantic roles and preposition senses,
Dahlmeier et al. (2009) annotated TPP senses in the
PropBank WSJ corpus for 7 high-frequency preposi-
tions (of, in, for, to, with, on, and at). This amounted
to 3,854 statistically representative instances in the
news domain. The inter-annotator agreement rate
was estimated at 86%, which suggests that clearly
applicable TPP senses are available for the prepon-
derance of tokens, but gives little insight into TPP’s
suitability for rare or borderline usages.
Tratz. Tratz (2011, ch. 4) refined the TPP sense
inventory for the SemEval-2007 corpus with the goal
of improving its descriptive adequacy and measuring
inter-annotator agreement for all 34 prepositions. The
total number of senses was reduced from 332 to 278,
though a few prepositions gained additional senses.
Srikumar and Roth (S&R). Srikumar and Roth
(2013b) modeled preposition token relations, i.e., the
preposition’s governor, object, and semantic label.
For their experiments, Srikumar and Roth coarsen
the original TPP SemEval-2007 sense annotations
into 32 categories determined semi-automatically
(the fine-grained senses were clustered automatically,
then the clusters were manually refined and given
names). Detailed in Srikumar and Roth (2013a),
those categories cut across preposition types to com-
bine related TPP senses for better data-driven gener-
alization. Cohen’s κ for inter-annotator agreement
was 0.75, which is encouraging, though it is unclear
whether the disagreements were due to systematic
differences in interpretation of the scheme or to diffi-
culty with rare preposition usages. We shall return to
this scheme in §3 below.

1.3 Prepositions in NLP
Despite a steady trickle of papers over the years (see
Baldwin et al., 2009 for a review), there is no appar-
ent consensus approach to the treatment of preposi-
tion semantics in NLP. Studies have examined prepo-
sition semantics within multiword expressions (Cook
and Stevenson, 2006), in spatial relations (Hying,

2007), across languages (Saint-Dizier, 2006b), in
nonnative writing (Chodorow et al., 2007), in seman-
tic role labeling (Dahlmeier et al., 2009), in vector
space models (Zwarts and Winter, 2000), and in dis-
course (Denand and Rolbert, 2004).

Preposition sense disambiguation systems have
been evaluated against one or more of the resources
described in §1.2 (O’Hara and Wiebe, 2003, 2009; Ye
and Baldwin, 2007; Dahlmeier et al., 2009; Tratz and
Hovy, 2009; Hovy et al., 2010, 2011; Srikumar and
Roth, 2013b). Unfortunately, all of these resources
are problematic. Neither the PTB function tags nor
the FrameNet roles were designed with prepositions
in mind: the former set is probably not comprehen-
sive enough to be a general-purpose account of prepo-
sitions, and the latter representation only makes sense
in the broader analytical framework of frame seman-
tics, which we believe should be treated as a separate
task (Das et al., 2014). The Preposition Project data,
though extensive, were selected and annotated from a
lexicographic, type-driven perspective—i.e. with the
goal of describing and documenting the uses of indi-
vidual prepositions in a lexical resource rather than
labeling a corpus with free-text preposition annota-
tions. We hope that the latter, token-driven approach
will be taken for annotating text with preposition su-
persenses so that those annotations will be suitable
for training statistical NLP systems.

2 Our Approach

With the end of free-text semantic annotation in mind,
we develop and document a preposition supersense
tagset. Notably, we seek to include in our resource
example sentences for each known preposition–
supersense pairing; these examples should be par-
ticularly useful for assisting human annotators.

Before discussing the supersense tagset, it is nec-
essary to establish the scope of the phenomenon that
our scheme aims to address.

Preposition types. For brevity, we will sidestep
the controversial aspects of defining “preposition”,
and defer to Pullum and Huddleston’s (2002) broad
definition of a lexical class including words such
as to, for, of, and up, whether they take an object
(forming a transitive PP) or act as a non-idiomatic
adverbial particle (e.g., lift the book up).

In documenting the supersense categories thus far,
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our attention has been focused on the 34 preposition
types annotated in the SemEval-2007 data (§1.2):

(2) about, above, across, after, against, along, among,
around, as, at, before, behind, beneath, beside, be-
tween, by, down, during, for, from, in, inside, into,
like, of, off, on, onto, over, round, through, to, to-
wards, with

Of the 332 fine-grained TPP senses for these
34 prepositions, 285 have been mapped to one or
more supersense categories; preliminary annotation
suggests that these account for the vast majority of
preposition tokens in corpora (the remaining senses
are generally infrequent). Our resource further in-
cludes the full set of TPP sense definitions, bringing
it to a total of 309 preposition types3 and 797 senses,
though most senses for these new prepositions have
not yet been assigned to a supersense.

Multiword expressions. Multiword expressions
functioning as prepositions (e.g., out of, except for)
receive a supersense as a unit, as do PP multiword
expressions (on fire, on the run, out of one’s mind).
However, in other cases where a preposition belongs
to a multiword expression, it is generally excluded
from receiving a preposition supersense label. Ver-
bal expressions like make up ‘invent’, come to ‘re-
gain consciousness’, and take someone for some-

3A majority of TPP types are multiword prepositions (e.g.,
all over). Many of the single-word prepositions are archaic, or-
thographically nonstandard, or rare beyond specialized domains.

thing ‘regard as’ (as in take him for a fool) are as-
sumed to receive a verb supersense—not a prepo-
sition supersense—in a separate annotation pass.
Prepositions belonging to discourse and other connec-
tives are assigned to a separate category, e.g.: apart
from that, in other words, of course.
Special syntactic functions. Tokens with a subor-
dinating function are included: e.g., Unity is not
possible with John sitting on the throne is labeled
CIRCUMSTANCE. Infinitival to is considered only for
the PURPOSE and FUNCTION supersenses. All other
uses are excluded.

3 Preposition Tags

In developing our preposition supersense hierarchy,
we took Srikumar and Roth’s (2013a) inventory
(hereafter, S&R) as a starting point: as noted in
§1.2, it clusters fine-grained dictionary senses of the
prepositions in (2) into 32 labeled classes. Many
of the classes resemble semantic roles (e.g., TEM-
PORAL, LOCATION, AGENT) or spatial relations
(PHYSICALSUPPORT, SEPARATION). We revise and
extend S&R to improve its descriptive power so it
can be deployed directly as an annotation scheme.
The main areas of improvement are highlighted be-
low; full details and many more examples can be
found in the resource itself.

Two other semantic annotation schemes offer sim-
ilarly sized inventories of roles/relations: VerbNet
(Kipper et al., 2008) and AMR (Banarescu et al.,
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Table 1: The supersense hierarchy and its mappings to
the S&R inventory, VerbNet thematic role hierarchy, and
AMR non-core roles. Supersenses with multiple parents
appear with one of them in parentheses; supersenses with
n children listed under some other parent have a +n desig-
nation. S indicates that the supersense maps to an S&R
category with the same name; likewise for V (VerbNet)
and A (AMR). VerbNet and AMR names differing from
the supersense name are written out: “:” names are from
AMR and others are from VerbNet. (Some of the above
are new in VerbNet, having been added subsequent to the
latest published guidelines. VerbNet PIVOT and PRODUCT
are unmapped; roles only in AMR are not shown.) Addi-
tionally, a number of S&R categories have been removed
or remapped.4

2013). Many of the categories in those schemes over-
lap (or nearly overlap) with S&R labels. Others in-
clude semantic categories that are absent from S&R,
but appropriate for English prepositions. Table 1
compares the three inventories. The new hierarchy,

4Rough mappings from remapped S&R categories to
supersenses: CAUSE → CAUSER, EXPLANATION; CO-
PARTICIPANTS → CO-AGENT, CO-PATIENT, CO-THEME; VIA

→ COURSE, TRANSIT; MEDIUMOFCOMMUNICATION → VIA;
NUMERIC → VALUE; PARTICIPANT/ACCOMPANIER → AC-
COMPANIER; PARTWHOLE → PARTITIVE, WHOLE. MEANS

comprising 73 preposition supersenses, appears in
the table, and also in figure 1.

We modified S&R categories where possible to be
more closely compatible with the other schemes. On
a descriptive level, this allows us to take advantage of
the linguistic analyses and explanations motivating

is no longer covered by INSTRUMENT. S&R’s EXPERIENCER

category has been removed (it is substantially different from
the supersense and VerbNet categories of the same name). OB-
JECTOFVERB, OPPONENT/CONTRAST, PHYSICALSUPPORT,
and SEPARATION have also been removed.
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Temporal hierarchy v.5 condensed
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Figure 2: The TEMPORAL subhierarchy, with example preposition usages associated with each supersense.

those categories. On a practical level, this will make
it easier to combine resources (lexicons and anno-
tated corpora enriched with semantic role labels).

Following VerbNet, our preposition supersense
categories are organized into a hierarchical (multiple
inheritance) taxonomy. Not only does this explicate
some of the distinctions between related categories
that were described textually in S&R (e.g., the rela-
tionship between STARTSTATE and SOURCE), but it
also provides a practical strategy for annotators who
are unsure of how to apply a category—there is often
a less specific label to fall back on.

The preposition label set proposed here is notice-
ably larger than the supersense inventories for other
parts of speech (fn. 2). This might warrant concern
that it will be too difficult for annotators to learn.
However, there are arguments in favor of a larger
set when it comes to prepositions. First, because
prepositions range from the lexical to the grammati-
cal, they perhaps cover a wider/higher-dimensional
semantic space than verbs or nouns. Thus, more
categories might be needed for comparable descrip-
tive adequacy. Second, the hierarchy should help
guide annotators to the right category or small set
of related categories. They will not have to consider
all of them one by one. Moreover, the presence of
more and less abstract categories gives annotators
flexibility when they are uncertain. Finally, because
prepositions are closed-class, we envision that the
annotation process will be guided (to a much greater
extent than for nouns and verbs) by the word type.
Having several dozen categories at multiple levels
of granularity means that the number of prepositions

associated with most categories is small.5 For TPP
prepositions (with fine-grained senses mapped to the
new scheme), it will be possible to suggest a filtered
list of supersenses to the annotator, and these should
suffice for the vast majority of tokens. It may even
be desirable to annotate a corpus by type rather than
by token, so the annotator can focus on a few super-
senses at a time.

Based on preliminary rounds of annotation—a mix
of type-driven and token-driven—by several annota-
tors, we are optimistic that the general approach will
be successful. The preliminary annotation has also
uncovered shortcomings in the annotation guidelines
that have informed revisions to the categories and hi-
erarchy. More extensive annotation practice with the
current scheme is needed to ascertain its adequacy
and usability. Should the size of the hierarchy prove
too unwieldy, it will be possible to remove some of
the finer-grained distinctions.

Below, we examine some of the areas of the hier-
archy that have been overhauled.

3.1 Temporal Refinement

In S&R, all temporal preposition usages fall un-
der a single label, TEMPORAL. VerbNet is slightly
more discriminative, with an equivalent TIME su-
percategory whose daughters are INITIAL_TIME, FI-
NAL_TIME, DURATION, and FREQUENCY.

We have refined this further (figure 2) after coming
to the conclusion that the major temporal prepositions

5Currently, only 9 preposition types are mapped to more than
10 supersenses: for and by (20 each), of (18), to and in (16), with
(15), at and on (13), and from (11). 20 have 4–9 supersenses.
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Figure 3: PATH and its subtypes

cluster neatly into finer-grained subcategories. Rela-
tions that situate a time as before or after another time
are under RELATIVETIME; special cases are START-
TIME, ENDTIME, times implicitly situated relative
to the present (DEICTICTIME), and constructions for
telling time that express an offset in minutes rela-
tive to the hour (CLOCKTIMECXN). We also follow
AMR’s lead in creating a dedicated AGE category,
which inherits from TEMPORAL and ATTRIBUTE.

Given that most of the prepositions in figure 2 are
only associated with one or two temporal supersenses
(only in and at are known to occur with three), we
do not expect that the subcategories will impose too
much of a burden on annotators.

3.2 Paths
Extensive discussion has gone into a section of the
hierarchy for paths, which were not accounted for to
our satisfaction in any of the existing schemes (due
to unclear boundaries between the categories). Our
analysis draws upon recent studies of caused motion
constructions in the context of improving their treat-
ment in VerbNet. Those studies address the basic
scenarios of CHANGE OF LOCATION, CHANGE OF

STATE, TRANSFER OF POSSESSION, TRANSFER

OF INFORMATION, and CHANGE IN VALUE ON A

SCALE with regard to their syntactic and semantic ar-
gument structures (Hwang et al., 2014; Hwang, 2014,
ch. 5). Figure 3 shows our subhierarchy for paths,
which is closely related to the approach adopted for
VerbNet, but in some respects more detailed. Taking
PATH to be the intermediate part of literal or abstract/
metaphoric motion, we distinguish subtypes:

• TRAVERSED: A stretch of physical space that the
mover inhabits during the middle of motion (not nec-
essarily where the event as a whole is located, which
would be marked with a simple LOCATION preposi-

tion). This category is a subtype of LOCATION as it
describes the “where” of the intermediate phase of
motion. It is further refined into:

– 1DTRAJECTORY: A 1-dimensional region
of space that is traversed, such as by following
a path or passing a landmark. E.g.: walk along
the river, over the bridge, past the castle

– 2DAREA: The 2-dimensional region of space
that is “covered”, though there is less of a no-
tion of completeness than with a 1-dimensional
trajectory: I walked about/around the room

– 3DMEDIUM: Volumetric material that the
figure moves through, and which may exert a
facilitatory or opposing force on the figure: I
waded through the swamp

• DIRECTION: This covers prepositions marking
how the motion of the figure, or the figure itself,
is aimed/oriented (by contrast with DESTINATION,
where the preposition expressly indicates an in-
tended endpoint of motion): walk toward the door,
kick at the wall, toss the ball up.

• CONTOUR: This describes the shape, but not the
location, of a path; it is also a kind of MANNER:
walk in a zigzag

• EXTENT: Also a subtype of VALUE, this is the
size of a path—the physical distance traversed or the
amount of change on a scale: ran for miles

• VIA: Prepositions in this category mark something
that is used for translocation, transfer, or communi-
cation between two points/parties. It is a subtype of
PATH because it pertains to the intermediate phase
of (literal or figurative) motion, and also a subtype of
INSTRUMENT because it is something used in order
to facilitate that motion. S&R used the label VIA for
the spatial domain and MEDIUMOFCOMMUNICA-
TION for communication devices; we instead use the
VIA supersense directly for cases that are not phys-
ical motion, e.g.: talk by phone; talk on/over the
phone; make an appearance on TV; order by credit
card via/on the Internet; I got the word out via a
friend. Enablers expressed metaphorically as paths,
e.g. Hackers accessed the system via a security hole,
are included as well. There are two subcases:

– TRANSIT: The vehicle/mode of conveyance
that facilitates physical motion traversing a
path. It is also a subtype of LOCATION be-
cause it specifies where the figure was during
the motion: go by plane

– COURSE: The roadway or route that facili-
tates physical motion traversing a path. It is
also a subtype of 1DTRAJECTORY because it
specifies a 1-dimensional path for the figure’s
motion: drive via back roads
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For spatial usages of certain prepositions that por-
tray static scenes as motion (“fictive motion”; Talmy,
1996), an argument could be made for either the loca-
tive or path categories. Our conventions are:

• With a figure whose shape/spatial extent is being
described with respect to a landmark:

– 1DTRAJECTORY for the extent of a 1-
dimensional shape: a cable runs above the
duct; the bridge [that goes] across the river

– 2DAREA for the extent of a 2-dimensional
shape: Her hair was in plaits about her head

– INITIALLOCATION for the “starting point”: a
road which runs from Ixopo into the hills; sin-
gle wires leading off the main lines

– DESTINATION for the “ending point”: every
driveway to the castle was crowded

• For the spatial orientation of a figure: DIREC-
TION: they faced away from each other

• Suggesting the spatial path that may be tra-
versed to access a place starting from a reference
point (such as the speaker’s location): LOCA-
TION: in a little street off Whitehall; He must have
parked around the front of the motel; the auditorium
is through a set of double doors

• For a physical path of perception (line of sight,
hearing, etc.): 1DTRAJECTORY: Lily peeped
around the open curtain; glance over her shoulder

• For a perspective in perception or communica-
tion: LOCATION: I can see Russia from my house;
views over Hyde Park; she rang him at home

3.3 Communication
English systematically invokes language of motion
and transfer to describe communication (Reddy,
1979). S&R includes a specific MEDIUMOFCOM-
MUNICATION category, but its boundaries are not en-
tirely clear. Similarly, AMR incorporates a :MEDIUM

role, though this conflates communicative mediums
with what we have called 3DMEDIUM above. In-
stead, our definition of VIA (§3.2) includes instru-
ments of communication but is slightly more general.

There are also cases where the preposition marks
an entity involved in communication, without fram-
ing that entity as an intermediary between two parties:

(3) a. I got the scoop from a friend/the Internet.
b. I put it down on paper.
c. The answer is somewhere in this book/room.
d. The rumor spread around the school.

Rather than create a proliferation of communication-
specific categories, we apply the abstract categories

LOCUS, SOURCE, and GOAL for abstract commu-
nication, and LOCATION, INITIALLOCATION, and
DESTINATION for communication with a concrete
component (such as writing).

3.4 Accompaniment vs. Joint Participation

The preposition with is frustratingly promiscuous. It
often marks an entity that is associated with a main
entity or event; what is frustrating is that the nature
of the association seems to lie on a continuum from
physical copresence to active counterpart in an event:

(4) a. Tim prefers [tea with crumpets].
b. Tim sat with his computer.
c. Tim walked with Lori.
d. Tim talked with/to Lori.
e. Tim fought against/with Lori.
f. Tim fought against/#with the idea.

S&R has PARTICIPANT/ACCOMPANIER and OPPO-
NENT/CONTRAST, but these miss the highly frequent
case of talk with, which involves a cooperative rather
than adversarial activity. VerbNet, on the other hand,
has roles CO-AGENT, CO-THEME, and CO-PATIENT

for “events with symmetrical participants”.6 We
adopt the following supersense conventions:

• ACCOMPANIER applies for (4a–4c), where the two
participants are physically colocated or performing
the same action in separate (but possibly inferentially
related) events. Adding together seems more natural
for these: Tim walked/?talked together with Lori.

• CO-AGENT, CO-PATIENT, and CO-THEME, as in
VerbNet, apply where both participants are engaged
in the same event in the same basic capacity (4d, 4e).

• THEME applies for (4f), where the thing being fought
is not fighting back.

3.5 Values and Comparisons

Many prepositions can be used to express a quan-
titative value (measuring attributes such as a quan-
tity, distance, or cost), to compare to another value,
or to compare to something qualitatively. S&R de-
fine a broad category called NUMERIC for preposi-
tion senses that mark quantitative values and classify
some qualitative comparison senses as OTHER. We
have developed a finer-grained scheme.

6VerbNet defines CO-AGENT as “Agent who is acting in co-
ordination or reciprocally with another agent while participating
in the same event” (VerbNet, p. 20).
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COMPARISON/CONTRAST applies to qualitative
or quantitative analogies, comparisons, and differen-
tiations: e.g., he used to have a car like mine; he was
screaming like a banshee; the club’s nothing to what
it once was; the benefits must be weighed against
the costs; the difference between income and expen-
diture; these fees are quite distinct from expenses.
Where these are relative to a specific scale or ranking,
the subcategory SCALAR/RANK is used. Qualitative
SCALAR/RANK examples include: place duty before
all else; at a level above the common people; warm
weather for the time of year.

VALUE captures points on a formal scale—prices
start at $10; the drunken yobbos who turned up by the
cartload; my car does ten miles to the gallon—plus
prepositions used as mathematical operators.

SCALAR/RANK and VALUE share a subtype, VAL-
UECOMPARISON, for comparisons/differentiations
on a formal scale—the hill was above/below sea level.
A subtype of this, APPROXIMATOR, is for cases such
as We have over/about/around/in the vicinity of 3
eggs left and We have between 3 and 6 eggs left.7

Prepositional expressions under, more than, less than,
greater than, fewer than, at least, and at most fit into
this category as well. Note that these can all be
paraphrased with mathematical operators: ≈ < > ≤ ≥.
APPROXIMATOR applies regardless of the semantic
type of the thing measured (whether it is a spatial
extent, temporal duration, monetary value, etc.).

3.6 Manner and Means
In our supersense hierarchy, we place MANNER as
a parent of INSTRUMENT (see figure 3). We also
propose to distinguish MEANS for prepositions that
mark an action that facilitates a goal (S&R include
these under INSTRUMENT). We define MEANS as a
subtype of both INSTRUMENT and ACTIVITY.

MANNER and its subcategories are for preposi-
tions that mark the “how” of an event: How did she
lecture? With enthusiasm (MANNER); How did he
break up the anthill? With a stick (INSTRUMENT);

7Dictionaries actually disagree as to whether these senses of
about and around should be considered prepositions or adverbs.
Pullum and Huddleston (2002, p. 646) distinguish the syntactic
behavior of over in “She wrote [[over fifty] novels]” vs. “I spent
[over [a year]] here.” Whatever the syntactic evidence, semanti-
cally these are all similar: they take a measurement, quantity, or
range as an argument and “transform” it in some way into a new
measurement, quantity, or range.

How did they retaliate? With vicious shootings
(MEANS); How did we coordinate? Over Skype
(VIA); How did you drive? In a zigzag (CONTOUR).

3.7 Other Major Changes
Space does not permit a full accounting of our modi-
fications to the S&R scheme, which also include:

• EXPLANATION and RECIPROCATION, two new
causal categories with names borrowed from
FrameNet. EXPLANATION is for secondary events
introduced as contributing to the occurrence of the
main event (e.g., he lied out of dishonesty/for fear
of rejection), with special cases PURPOSE (what
somebody wants to happen) and RECIPROCATION
(what is being reacted to: he was admired/thanked/
punished for his deeds).

• CREATOR, a new subtype of AGENT that captures
usages such as stories by/of A.A. Milne.

• STATE, covering (e.g.) on morphine/off work, as a
new supertype of STARTSTATE and ENDSTATE.

• CONFIGURATION, a new top-level category for
senses marking static configurational relationships
between two entities (typically nominals). Subtypes:
WHOLE (renamed from S&R’s PARTWHOLE),
SPECIES, POSSESSOR, and new categories PARTI-
TIVE, SUPERSET, and ELEMENTS.

• LOCATION prepositions can be used with a verb of
motion to indicate a resulting location: put the hat on
the stool; go inside the house. S&R list such usages
under DESTINATION. We instead deem the preposi-
tion’s meaning as coerced by the verb, and label the
preposition as LOCATION (simplifying documenta-
tion and annotation). We reserve the DESTINATION
supersense for to, into, etc., which exclusively mark
endpoints of motion when used spatially.

4 Conclusion

English prepositions are a challenging class, given
that there are so many of them and they are put to
so many uses. We have built on prior work to pro-
pose a new hierarchical taxonomy of preposition su-
persenses, so that their semantics can be modeled
in a coarse WSD framework. Our resource docu-
ments each supersense with detailed explanations,
fine-grained dictionary senses, example sentences,
and (where possible) mappings to other resources.
The taxonomy will hopefully port well to adpositions
and case systems in other languages, though we have
not investigated that yet. We have successfully pi-
loted English corpus annotation with our resource,
and a full-fledged annotation effort is underway.
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Abstract

This paper presents a resource and the associated
annotation process used in a project of interlink-
ing Czech and English verbal translational equiv-
alents based on a parallel, richly annotated depen-
dency treebank containing also valency and seman-
tic roles, namely the Prague Czech-English Depen-
dency Treebank. One of the main aims of this project
is to create a high-quality and relatively large em-
pirical base which could be used both for linguistic
comparative research as well as for natural language
processing applications, such as machine translation
or cross-language sense disambiguation. This paper
describes the resulting lexicon, CzEngVallex, and
the process of building it, as well some interesting
observations and statistics already obtained.

1 Introduction
The present paper describes a cross-language verbal va-
lency mapping between Czech and English and the pro-
cess of capturing it in an annotated language resource.
The result thereof is our Czech-English verbal valency
lexicon called CzEngVallex, which explicitly links cor-
responding verbal senses and their valency arguments.
As this mapping is based on the parallel Prague Czech-
English Dependency Treebank (PCEDT), which also
contains monolingual valency annotation on each side,
we are getting a powerful, real-text-based complex of
interlinked resources for a comparative description of
verb senses and their argument structure in the context
of translation equivalents.

While having the aforementioned relations captured in
an explicit way will help cross-language linguistic com-
parison studies, it will also serve as training and testing
material for multilingual natural language processing ap-
plications, most notably machine translation in systems
using deep analysis with semantic elements (such as ar-
gument and semantic role labeling).

We are not aware of similar work which links aligned
valency lexicons to a parallel dependency treebank, even

though the resources as such do exist: a Japanese–English
lexicon is described in (Fujita and Bond, 2004b). Simi-
lar lexicons have been suggested by Dorr (1997), Uszko-
reit (2002) or Baldwin et al. (1999). Fujita and Bond
(2004a) suggest an automatic extraction of valency from
plain bilingual lexicons, but no subjective evaluation of
the valency entries themselves is given.

The overview of the aim of the project described
here is given in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3, we introduce
the basis for building CzEngVallex—the underlying par-
allel Prague Czech-English Dependency Treebank and
the corresponding monolingual valency lexicons. The
CzEngVallex lexicon itself and the process of annotating
it is described in Sect. 4, and we conclude with Sect. 5.

2 Comparing Czech and English Valency
This idea of a bilingual valency lexicon linked to a
treebank comes from an exploratory and theoretically-
oriented project for comparison of valency behavior of
Czech and English verbs, which, of course, needs an an-
notated corpus material. Generalizing over the collected
data—several thousand aligned verbs, linked to tens of
thousand corpus occurrences—should give us more in-
sight into the basic patterns of cross-language relations.

2.1 Valency in the FGD
This project is based on the valency theory of the Func-
tional Generative Description (FGD) (Sgall et al., 1986)
and on its application to the Prague Dependency Tree-
bank (PDT) annotation style (Hajič et al., 2006). In this
dependency approach, valency is seen as the ability of
some lexical items (in general, not only verbs) to select
for certain complementations in order to form larger units
of meaning (Panevová, 1974). The governing lexical
unit then governs both the morphosyntactic properties1 of
the dependent elements and their semantic interpretation
(roles). The number and form of the dependent elements

1Morphological properties of verb arguments, or rather constraints
on their use specific to every verb/argument combination, are very
prominently present in inflectional languages such as Czech.
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constituting the valency structure of a given verb sense is
represented by a valency frame, which is listed in a va-
lency lexicon.

According to FGD, the valency relation is a part of
deep syntax (tectogrammatic layer of linguistic descrip-
tion). Every head-dependent relation is labeled by a
functor denoting the role of the dependent relative to its
head. While the FGD describes two dimensions of va-
lency complementation, we can simplify to say that each
verb frame (for a given verb sense) contains both verb ar-
guments as well as adjuncts. The main functors used for
verb arguments are Actor/Bearer (ACT), Patient (PAT),
Addressee (ADDR), Origin (ORIG) and Effect (EFF).2

The set of adjuncts (free modifications) is about 50 large
(Mikulová et al., 2006; Urešová, 2011a).

3 CzEngVallex Source Data
3.1 The Czech-English Parallel Corpus
The Prague Czech-English Dependency Treebank
(PCEDT) (Hajič et al., 2011; Hajič et al., 2012)3 is a
sentence-aligned parallel treebank with automatic word
alignments based on the Wall Street Journal (WSJ)
section of Penn treebank4 and its manual translation to
Czech. It contains manual annotation of morphology
and syntax for Czech and for English on approx. 50,000
sentences (about a million words), i.e., all the usual
“merged” 2,312 files of the Penn Treebank WSJ corpus.

It is annotated on several layers, of which the tec-
togrammatical layer (cf. Sect. 2.1) includes also the an-
notation of verbal valency relations by referring, for each
verb occurrence in the corpus, to the PDT-Vallex and
EngVallex valency lexicons (see Sect. 3.2 and 3.3).5

3.2 PDT-Vallex – The Czech Valency Lexicon
The Czech valency lexicon PDT-Vallex (Hajič et al.,
2003; Urešová, 2011b) has been developed as part of the
PDT annotation effort. Valency frames representing verb
senses in this lexicon are grouped by headwords (lem-
mas). Each frame contains the following fields: a unique
ID, labeled valency frame members (“slots”), their obli-
gatoriness and required surface forms. The frames are
accompanied by example fragments of Czech sentences,
taken almost exclusively from the PDT. Additional notes
help to distinguish the meaning of the individual valency
frames for the same headword.

The version of PDT-Vallex used to build CzEngVallex
contains 11,933 valency frames for 7,121 verbs. The

2These would roughly correspond to Arg0, Arg1, etc. in the Prop-
Bank style of argument labeling.

3https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2012T08
4https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC99T42
5Both lexicons can be found at http://ufal.mff.cuni.

cz/pcedt2.0 and also online at http://lindat.mff.cuni.cz/

services/PDT-Vallex and .../EngVallex.

<frames_pairs owner="...">

<head>...</head>

</head>

<body>

<valency_word id=... vw_id="ev-w1">

<en_frame id=... en_id="ev-w1f2">

<frame_pair id=... cs_id="v-w3161f1">

<slots>

<slot en_functor="ACT" cs_functor="ACT"/>

<slot en_functor="PAT" cs_functor="PAT"/>

</slots>

</frame_pair>

<frame_pair id=... cs_id="v-w9887f1">

<slots>

<slot en_functor="ACT" cs_functor="ACT"/>

<slot en_functor="PAT" cs_functor="PAT"/>

<slot en_functor="EFF" cs_functor="SUBS"/>

</slots>

</frame_pair>

</en_frame>

</valency_word>

</body>

</frames_pairs>

Figure 1: Structure of CzEngVallex (part of abandon pairing)

verbs and frames come mostly from the data appearing
in the latest versions of the PDT and PCEDT.

3.3 EngVallex – The English Valency Lexicon
EngVallex has been created by a (largely manual) adap-
tation of an already existing similar resource for English,
the PropBank (Kingsbury and Palmer, 2002), to the FGD
valency format and to PDT labeling standards (Cinková,
2006). During the adaptation process, arguments were
re-labeled, obligatoriness was marked for each valency
slot and frames with identical meaning were merged (and
some split as well). Links to the original PropBank frame
file and roleset have been kept wherever possible.

EngVallex was used for the annotation of the English
part of the PCEDT. It contains 7,148 valency frames for
4,337 verbs.

4 Building CzEngVallex
4.1 Structure of CzEngVallex
CzEngVallex builds on all the resources mentioned in
Sect. 3. It connects pairs of valency frames in the PCEDT
(verb senses) which are translations of each other, align-
ing their arguments as well. This resource cannot be used
independently, since it refers to the valency frame de-
scriptions contained in both PDT-Vallex and EngVallex,
and it also relies on the PCEDT.

The structure of this new resource, which is techni-
cally a single XML file, is shown in Fig. 1.6 Aligned
pairs of verb frames are grouped by the English verb
frame (<en_frame>), and for each English verb sense,

6Similar scheme is used in (Hansen-Schirra et al., 2006).
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their Czech counterparts are listed (<frame_pair>). For
each of such pairs, all the aligned valency slots are listed
and referred to by the functor assigned to the slot in the
respective valency lexicon. In this example, for the pair
abandon7 – opustit (lit. leave [alone]) the first two ar-
guments match perfectly (ACT:ACT, PAT:PAT) and the
third argument in English (EFF) does not match any ar-
gument for this particular Czech counterpart, while for
the pair abandon – zříci se (lit. get rid of [for sth]), the
third English argument maps to a Czech adjunct (SUBS,
substitution).

It must be noted here that while all verb–verb pairs
have been aligned, annotated, and included in this pair-
ing, there are also many verb–non-verb or non-verb–verb
pairs, which have been left aside for this first version of
CzEngVallex as none of the underlying lexicons include
a complete description of other parts-of-speech.

4.2 The Annotation Process
During the actual annotation process, we have manu-
ally aligned English and Czech verbs and their argu-
ments (and in some clear cases also adjuncts). After care-
fully checking all occurrences of any given valency frame
pair in the PCEDT, we included it in CzEngVallex us-
ing the structure described in Sect. 4.1, which is based
on (Šindlerová and Bojar, 2009; Bojar and Šindlerová,
2010).8 The process is helped by automatic preprocess-
ing steps.

4.2.1 Preprocessing and Data Preparation
The following steps had been taken before the manual

annotation proper started:

• automatic pre-alignment using GIZA++ word align-
ment (Och and Ney, 2003) and a projection to deep
dependency trees (taken from the original PCEDT);

• grouping the occurrences of the same verb sense
pairs together to simplify annotation.

4.2.2 Annotation Environment
The annotation interface for manual valency frame

alignment9 has been built as an extension of the TrEd
annotation environment (Pajas and Fabian, 2011). TrEd
is a fully customizable and programmable graphical ed-
itor and viewer for any tree-like structures. It allows
displaying and editing sentential tree structures anno-
tated on multiple linguistic layers. The new CzEngVallex
TrEd extension uses the data format of the Treex NLP

7Frame ID ev-w1f2, which has been created from abandon.02 in
the PropBank, as in Noriega abandoned command ... for an exile.

8These papers describe only a pilot experiment; the current process
differs from their suggestions in several substantial respects.

9There are other environments for manual alignment, such as
(Melamed, 1998; Samuelsson and Volk, 2007; Ahrenberg et al., 2002),
but they work on plain text or phrases, not dependency trees.

Figure 2: Highlighted alignment in the annotation tool TrEd;
color-coding: green for verbs, blue for arguments/adjuncts

framework (Žabokrtský, 2011; Popel and Žabokrtský,
2010) and pre-existing TrEd extensions for PCEDT, PDT-
Vallex, and EngVallex.

The annotation interface includes keyboard macros to
change values of individual attributes or to add or delete
whole nodes from the structure. Links between English
and Czech nodes are added or changed in a drag-and-drop
fashion.

4.2.3 Manual Annotation Workflow
The environment described in Sect. 4.2.2 is used to

display, edit, collect, and store the alignments between
Czech and English valency frames.

Each annotator has their own copy of the treebank, the
lexicons, and the valency frame pairing to work on. The
changes done by the annotators are merged in the last
stage of the process. Any problems encountered, such as
wrong annotation in the treebank, or wrong translation,
are reported by the annotators through a note system for
later corrections.

During the annotation process, the annotator is handed
a set of all available sentences for a given verb sense
pair. Since verb nodes and their complementations in the
PCEDT are automatically pre-aligned (see Sect. 4.2.1), a
verb sense pairing suggestion is displayed for each sen-
tence by visually highlighting the pre-alignments (Fig. 2).

The annotator then manually corrects the automatic
pre-alignments in the sentence. Then, if the pair is seen
for the first time, it is inserted into CzEngVallex by the
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annotator (a new CzEngVallex entry is created). For sub-
sequent occurrences, the annotation environment is used
to check the pair against the already existing CzEng-
Vallex entry. If any conflict arises, annotators can mark
material for further analysis. Typically, errors in either
the PCEDT annotation or in the valency lexicons are im-
plied in such cases.

4.3 Lexicon and Corpus: Statistics

Verb Frame PCEDT Tokens
Language types types verbs aligned
English 3,288 4,967 130,514 86,573
Czech 4,192 6,776 118,189 85,606

Table 1: Alignment coverage statistics - CzEngVallex/PCEDT

Table 1 contains some statistics about the new re-
source. It shows that the financial domain of the WSJ
(866,246 English tokens/953,187 Czech tokens) is not
very rich in terms of different verbs used: only 4,967
different verb frames (which correspond to a medium-
grained sense inventory) on the English side and 6,776
different verb frames on the Czech side have been
aligned. However, 19,916 different alignment pairs have
been collected: this shows that in translation, even if in a
restricted domain, translators use a very rich set of syn-
onyms. The verbs with the highest number of different
alignments are be (353 different verbs aligned to it in
Czech), make (203) and take (171); conversely, it is být
(184), mít (104) and získat (70) (lit. be, have and gain,
respectively).

Comparing the aligned pairs with the complete mono-
lingual valency lexicons (see Sect. 3), about 57% of PDT-
Vallex (Czech) verb frames are covered, compared to
about 69% of covered EngVallex frames. Token-wise,
over 66% of English verb nodes (over 72% Czech ones)
have been successfully aligned and match CzEngVallex
pairings; the rest are aligned to nouns or other parts-
of-speech, or impossible to align at all. These numbers
jump to 75/86% (English/Czech) if we discount verbs not
aligned to any node.

Statistics for the number of differing members are
shown in Table 2. We can see that only about 45% frames
match fully, i.e., have the same number of arguments and
the same labels. Many frames differ in one or two mem-
bers (47%) while more divergent pairings are a relatively
rare occurrence. The differences can be in part explained
by the different behavior of the verbs (i.e., not a full se-
mantic match), but a large number of them can be at-
tributed to a certain degree of ambiguity in label assign-
ments, which could be harmonized in future versions of
the valency dictionaries (Šindlerová et al., 2014).

# Pairs
Full match 9,033

# Differences:

1 6,288
2 3,135
3 1,138
4 261
5 50
6 10
7 1

Table 2: Pairing statistics

5 Conclusions
While the statistics themselves provoke an inquiry into
translation practice, the goal is to investigate primarily
the cases where the straightforward alignment did not
happen, i.e., those 25/14% verbs not aligned to a verb,
or not matching CzEngVallex pairings. Some of these
cases can be extracted by inspecting the data where com-
ments have been added by the annotators, and others by
simple technical means (finding verbs with no matching
alignment, finding verbs aligned to nouns, adjectives, or
other structurally divergent structures).

In addition, we plan to use the newly created re-
source for NLP tasks, such as MT, or to provide features
for cross-language machine learning tasks, such as verb
sense disambiguation.

The new resource itself, as described here, after neces-
sary quality check and corrections of the underlying data
for consistency reasons, will be published under a Cre-
ative Commons license and included with the next edition
of the PCEDT.
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Abstract

We present our correction annotation guide-
lines to create a manually corrected non-
native (L2) Arabic corpus. We develop our
approach by extending an L1 large-scale Ara-
bic corpus and its manual corrections, to in-
clude manually corrected non-native Arabic
learner essays. Our overarching goal is to use
the annotated corpus to develop components
for automatic detection and correction of lan-
guage errors that can be used to help Stan-
dard Arabic learners (native and non-native)
improve the quality of the Arabic text they
produce. The created corpus of L2 text man-
ual corrections is the largest to date. We evalu-
ate our guidelines using inter-annotator agree-
ment and show a high degree of consistency.

1 Introduction

Learner corpora (or L2 corpora) are collections of
texts written by non-native learners of the languages
of the texts. They are generally marked by a high er-
ror rate, i.e., orthographic, lexical, and grammatical
errors (Granger, 2003; Hammarberg and Grigonyté,
2014). Learners of Arabic as second language of-
ten struggle to produce fluent Arabic text. In addi-
tion to the significant structural and conceptual dif-
ferences between Arabic and other languages (En-
glish, French, etc.), vocabulary learning is one of
the biggest challenges. Apart from content selection

and planning, the writer should find the appropriate
words/expressions to express her ideas. Finding the
best formulation to integrate within the stylistic con-
text of a discourse, or using the terminology that is
more adapted to the context might be more compli-
cated. Learners of Arabic as a second language have
to adapt to a different script and different grammat-
ical rules. These factors contribute to the propaga-
tion of errors made by L2 speakers that are of dif-
ferent nature than those produced by native speakers
(L1 speakers). Hence, in order to model learner lan-
guage and produce highly efficient error detection
and correction methods, it is extremely important to
collect a large learner corpus, annotate it and analyze
the errors contained in it.

Annotated L2 corpora can provide teachers,
learners, second language acquisition researchers,
lexicographers and language materials writers, with
a valuable data resource. For instance, the anno-
tated corpora can be used for Contrastive Interlan-
guage Analysis (CIA), since it enables researchers
to observe a wide range of instances of under-use,
overuse, and misuse of various aspects of the learner
language at different levels. Moreover, L2 corpora
can be used to compile or improve learner dictionary
contents, particularly by identifying the most com-
mon errors learners make while providing immedi-
ate access to detailed error statistics. This can pro-
vide learners with a very useful feedback and help
them improve their proficiency level.
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These errors may take place in words, phrases,
language structures, and the ways words or ex-
pressions are used (Granger, 2003). For Arabic,
there are few projects that aim at developing Ara-
bic learner corpora and annotating them but most
of them are not freely available for users or re-
searchers (Abuhakema et al., 2008; Hassan and
Daud, 2011).

In this paper, we present our annotation method
and our efforts for extending an L1 large scale Ara-
bic language corpus and its manually edited correc-
tions to include annotated non-native Arabic learner
text (L2). This work is part of the Qatar Ara-
bic Language Bank (QALB) project (Zaghouani et
al., 2014b), a large-scale error annotation effort that
aims to create a manually corrected corpus of er-
rors for a variety of Arabic texts (the target size is
2 million words).1 Our overarching goal is to use
our annotated corpus to develop components for au-
tomatic detection and correction of language errors
that can be used to help Standard Arabic learners
(native and non-native) improve the quality of the
Arabic text they produce. The previous version of
our annotation guidelines focused on native speaker
text. Our extended L2 guidelines are built on the ex-
isting L1 guidelines (Zaghouani et al., 2014a) with a
focus on the types of errors usually found in the L2
writing style and how to deal with problematic am-
biguous cases.2 Annotated examples are provided
in the guidelines to illustrate the various annotation
rules and their exceptions. As with the L1 guide-
lines, the L2 texts should be corrected with a mini-
mum number of edits that produce semantically co-
herent (accurate) and grammatically correct (fluent)
Arabic. The guidelines also devise a priority order
for corrections that prefer less intrusive edits starting
with inflection, then cliticization, derivation, prepo-
sition correction, word choice correction, and finally
word insertion. The corpus of L2 text manual cor-
rections we create is the largest to date. We evaluate
our guidelines using inter-annotator agreement and
show a high degree of consistency.

The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-
lows. First, we give an overview of related work in

1http://nlp.qatar.cmu.edu/qalb/
2The L1 guidelines are available at

http://reports-archive.adm.cs.cmu.edu/
anon/qatar/CMU-CS-QTR-124.pdf

Section 2; then we describe the corpus and the an-
notation guidelines in Sections 3 and 4. Afterwards,
we present our annotation tool and pipeline in Sec-
tions 5 and 6. Finally, we present an evaluation of
the annotation quality and discuss the L2 annotation
challenges in Section 7.

2 Related Work

Currently available manually corrected learner cor-
pora are generally limited when it comes to the lan-
guage, size and the genre of data. Several corpora
of learners of English annotated for errors are pub-
licly available (Rozovskaya and Roth, 2010; Yan-
nakoudakis et al., 2011; Dahlmeier et al., 2013),
ranging in size between 60K words and more than
one million words. Dickinson and Ledbetter (2012)
annotated errors in student essays written by learn-
ers of Hungarian at three proficiency levels at Indi-
ana University. The annotation was performed us-
ing EXMARaLDA, a freely available tool that al-
lows multiple and concurrent annotations (Schmidt,
2010). Student errors were marked according to var-
ious categories of phonological, spelling, agreement
and derivation errors.

For Arabic, very few learner corpora annotation
project have been built. Abuhakema et al. (2008)
annotated a small corpus of 9K words of Arabic
written materials produced by native speakers of En-
glish in the US who learned Arabic as a foreign
language. Part of the learners’ texts were written
while the learners were studying Arabic in the US,
while others were produced when they went to study
abroad in Arab countries. A tagset of error anno-
tation based on the FRIDA (French Interlanguage
Database) tagset (Granger, 2003) was developed to
mark-up the learners’ errors.

The Corpus of Malaysian Arabic Learners is an-
other project mainly designed to investigate the in-
correct use of Arabic conjunctions among learn-
ers. It includes 240K words, produced by various
Malaysian university students during their first and
second year of Arabic major degree. The corpus in-
cludes descriptive and comparative essays produced
using Microsoft Word without any help from native
speakers (Hassan and Daud, 2011). This corpus is
currently not publicly available.

More recently, Farwaneh and Tamimi (2012)
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introduced The Arabic Learners Written Corpus
(ALWC). This corpus includes around 51K words
written by non-native Arabic speakers in the United
States and were collected over a period of 15 years.
ALWC covers three levels (beginner, intermediate
and advanced), and three text styles (descriptive,
narrative and instructional). Another notable work
in progress has been initiated by Alfaifi and Atwell
(2012) aiming at building a ∼282K word Arabic
learner corpus. The corpus consists of written and
spoken materials produced by native and non-native
learners of Arabic from pre-university and univer-
sity levels. Unfortunately, the authors plan to an-
notate and correct only 10k words of errors in the
corpus according to a labeling system inspired by
Abuhakema et al. (2008).

3 Corpus Description

Since it was costly to compile our own corpus, we
use two freely available L2 Arabic Corpora repre-
senting a total of 189K words:

• 51K words from the Arabic Learners Writ-
ten Corpus (ALWC) (Farwaneh and Tamimi,
2012);

• 139K words from the Arabic Learner Corpus
(ALC) (Alfaifi and Atwell, 2012).

The original files of ALWC were in a PDF format.
In order to get raw data, we first export the PDF to
text, then we manually verified the extracted text to
ensure that the data was preserved.

The version of ALC we use is a collection of texts
(narrative and discussion) produced by 92 learners
of Arabic as a second language in Saudi Arabia and
captured in November and December 2012. The cor-
pus is divided according to students’ level (beginner,
intermediate, advanced).3

4 L2 Annotation Guidelines

Essays produced by learners of a Arabic as second
language differ from those of natives, not only quan-
titatively but also qualitatively. Their writings dis-
play very different frequencies of words, phrases,

3A more detailed description of ALC is given at:
http://www.arabiclearnercorpus.com/

and structures, with some items overused and oth-
ers significantly underused. They also contain vary-
ing degrees of grammatical, orthographic and lexical
errors. Moreover, sentences written by Arabic L2
speaker have often a different structure and are not
as fluent as sentences produced by a native speaker
even when no clear mistakes can be found. There-
fore, the correction task is complicated by the fact
that the acceptability level of a given sentence differs
widely within the native speaker annotators as stated
by Tetreault and Chodorow (2008). These issues can
be related to linguistic factors such as inter-language
(L1 interference), the student’s teaching and learn-
ing methodology, and to the translation effect (con-
scious interference). Thus, correcting the Arabic L2
essays can be a very challenging task that requires a
lot of interpretation efforts by the annotators. This
will likely lead to lower inter-annotator agreement
as there is often many possible ways to correct the
L2 errors.

In order to annotate the L2 corpus, we use our
annotation guidelines designed for L1 (Zaghouani
et al., 2014b) and add specific L2 annotation rules.
Annotation guidelines typically describe the core of
the annotation policy. Our annotation guidelines de-
scribe the types of errors that are targeted and de-
tail how to correct them, including how to deal with
borderline cases. Many annotated examples are pro-
vided in the guidelines to illustrate the various anno-
tation rules and exceptions.

As with the L1 guidelines, we adopt an iterative
approach to write and improve the L2 guidelines by
evaluating various rounds of annotation. The goal
is to reach a clear and consistent set of directions
for the annotators. For instance, several changes to
the guidelines were needed to address the correction
of dialectal words and whether or not to correct or
ignore certain word categories.

In the following subsections we briefly review
the main error types corrected and presented in the
guidelines. Then, we detail the L2 specific errors
and the L2 correction strategies adopted.

4.1 Guidelines for Error Correction
Errors in any natural language can be defined as a
deviation from the standard language norms in word
morphology, syntax, punctuation, etc. They can be
classified according to basic types such as omis-
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sion, addition, or substitution errors; or in terms of
word order and grammatical form errors. In order
to help the annotators understand the types of errors
to be corrected, we document them in the annotation
guidelines. Furthermore, to reduce over-correction
and improve annotation consistency, we instructed
the annotators to avoid modifications of any infor-
mal or colloquial writing style, which is considered
by some to be less acceptable than formal style.

We group the errors to be corrected into seven cat-
egories and define them in the guidelines as follows.

Spelling Errors: These occur when at least one
of the characters in a word is deleted or substituted
by another character, or when an extra character is
inserted. Some of these errors result in non-words
and some result in other correct words which can
not be used in that context.

Word Choice Errors: These include the use of
an incorrect word. It was made clear in the guide-
lines that only wrong word choices are considered
for correction, while style changes should not be
made since the goal is not to correct or improve the
writing style of the text. Word choice errors are par-
ticularly frequent in the L2 Arabic student essays.

Morphology Errors: These are usually related to
an incorrect derivation or inflection, or incorrect
templatic or concatenative morphology. The anno-
tator should be aware of the Arabic morphological
inflection rules and their exceptions in order to be
able to correct this type of errors.

Syntactic Errors: These include wrong agree-
ment in gender, number, definiteness or case as well
as wrong case assignment, wrong tense use, wrong
word order, and missing word or redundant/extra
words.

Proper Name Errors: These occur in the spelling
of persons, organizations, and locations, especially
those of foreign origin which could be incorrectly
transliterated. If the text uses one of multiple widely
acceptable transliterations, the annotators should not
modify the word.

Punctuation Errors: Punctuation errors should
be corrected according to the commonly accepted
Arabic punctuation rules.

Dialectal Usage Errors: In comparison to Stan-
dard Arabic, where there are clear spelling standards
and conventions, Arabic dialects do not have offi-
cial orthographic standards partly since they were
not commonly written until recently. Today, Ara-
bic dialects are often seen in social media, but also
in published novels (and there is even an Egyptian
Arabic Wikipedia). Habash et al. (2012) proposed
a Conventional Orthography for Dialectal Arabic
(or CODA) targeting Egyptian Arabic for computa-
tional modeling purposes and demonstrated how to
map to it in (Eskander et al., 2013) and (Pasha et
al., 2014; Habash et al., 2013). CODAs for other
dialects have also been proposed (Zribi et al., 2014;
Jarrar et al., 2014). In our current annotation task
we neither address dialectal Arabic spelling normal-
ization (Eskander et al., 2013), nor do we system-
atically translate dialectal words into Standard Ara-
bic (Salloum and Habash, 2013). We recognize that
the Arabic language is in a diglossic situation and
borrowing is frequent. Most of the texts provided
for annotation are in Standard Arabic, but dialectal
words are sometimes mistakenly used. We are in-
terested in reducing various spelling inconsistencies
that frequently occur. So, as was done in the L1 an-
notation effort (Zaghouani et al., 2014b), we asked
annotators to flag the highly dialectal cases to be re-
viewed later by the annotation manager. The guide-
lines classify dialectal word issues into five cate-
gories inspired by Habash et al. (2008): dialectal
lexical choice, pseudo-dialectal lexical choice, mor-
phological choice, phonological choice and closed
class dialectal words. Only the last three categories
are considered for correction. For more details, see
(Zaghouani et al., 2014a; Zaghouani et al., 2014b).

For more information on Arabic in the context of
natural language processing, see (Habash, 2010).

4.2 Additional L2 Annotation Rules

Non-native essays often contain wrong lexical
choices or unknown words due to misspelling and it
is not easy for annotators to understand these words,
interpret the errors and replace them with the correct
form (the intended word chosen by the writer). In or-
der to avoid any annotation inconsistency, we extend
the general guidelines by adding new rules describ-
ing the error correction procedure in texts produced
by L2 speakers.
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4.2.1 General Correction Rules
First, non-native speaker texts should be corrected

with a minimum number of edits.4 However, cor-
recting errors and making the text semantically co-
herent and grammatically correct is more important
than minimizing the number of edits. Hence, anno-
tators were asked to pay attention to the following
three aspects :

• Accuracy: The accuracy of the text is very
important and any missing meaning observed
according to the sentence context should be
added to ensure the coherence of the sentence.

• Fluency: Spelling, grammatical and agree-
ment errors occur frequently in L2 texts and
they should be always corrected. Word reorder-
ing is only permitted when it is needed to cor-
rect the meaning or the syntax.

• Style: L2 texts may be written in a style that
is unfamiliar or unnatural to native speakers al-
though the word order is acceptable, and the
sentence conveys the meaning correctly. In
such cases, the writing style should not be mod-
ified to match that of a native speaker.

4.2.2 Correction Priority Order
In order to abide by Arabic’s grammatical and

spelling rules, it is sometimes necessary to insert
new words or do a major correction to unsuitable
words selected by the non-native speakers. As the
Arabic language is known to have a complex mor-
phology, there is often many ways to correct errors,
e.g., by changing the derivation or changing the in-
flection. To minimize the number of edits and cor-
rection, and to avoid any disagreement between an-
notators, we provide them with the following correc-
tion priority guidelines when a correction involving
word edits is needed. By following the following
predefined correction order, the annotators are more
likely to produce a consistent annotation.

1. Correct inflection errors.

2. Correct cliticization errors.

3. Correct derivation errors; but keep root intact.
4The minimum edits approach in error correction have al-

ready been used in the Error-tagged Learner Corpus of Czech
project (Hana et al., 2010)

4. Correct preposition errors (by adding, deleting
or substituting a preposition).

5. Correct lexical errors.

Inflection Correction: If the correction is not re-
lated to a preposition, the annotator should first try to
correct the error by limiting the change to the inflec-
tion level (e.g., correction of gender and number).
An example of inflection correction is shown in Ta-
ble 1 in which the verb A 	K


@YK. bdÂnA5 ‘we started’ was

replaced by its correct form �H

@YK. bdÂt ‘I started’.

Cliticization Correction: Adding or changing the
clitics.6 In the example given in Table 1, two clitic
corrections are made. In the first case, the annota-
tor added the definite article +È@ Al+ ‘the’ to Yj. �Ó
msjd ‘mosque’. In the second case, the annotator
added the missing conjunction +ð w+ ‘and’.

Derivation Correction: Here we change the
derivation while keeping the same root when possi-
ble. The example given in Table 1 shows the deriva-
tion of the correct form A 	JÊ��� 	«@ AγtslnA ‘to do a rit-
ual wash’ from the the same root of the contextually
incorrect word A 	JÊ� 	« γslnA – the root is È � 	̈

γ s l
‘washing-related’.

Preposition Correction or Insertion: Here we
add missing prepositions or correct misused prepo-
sitions. An example is shown in Table 1. Prepo-
sitions are addressed specifically because they ap-
pear often as errors in the preliminary analyses we
conducted. Errors in prepositions are not unique to
Arabic L2; they are rather common for non-native
speakers of other languages such as English (Lea-
cock et al., 2010; Rozovskaya and Roth, 2010).

Lexical Correction: Finally, if it is impossible to
fully correct the word using the previous four steps,
there is a clear case of word choice errors and the an-
notator may have to replace the word used. This can
be employed to especially correct inadequate lexical
choices or unknown words. In the example given in

5Arabic transliteration is presented in the Habash-Soudi-
Buckwalter scheme (Habash et al., 2007): (in alphabetical or-
der) AbtθjHxdðrzsšSDTĎςγfqklmnhwy and the additional sym-
bols: ’ Z, Â


@, Ǎ @, Ā

�
@, ŵ ð', ŷ Zø', h̄ �è, ý ø.

6A clitic is a linguistic unit that is pronounced and written
like an affix but is grammatically independent.
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Inflection Error Correction
Original knt qd bdÂnA fy AlςAm AlmADy rHlh̄ Ǎlaý mkh̄. . �éºÓ úÍ@

�éÊgP ú
æ
	�AÖÏ @ ÐAªË @ ú


	̄ A 	K

@YK. Y�̄ �I	J»

Correction knt qd bdÂt fy AlςAm AlmADy rHlh̄ Ǎlaý mkh̄. . �éºÓ úÍ@
�éÊgP ú
æ

	�AÖÏ @ ÐAªË @ ú

	̄ �H


@YK. Y�̄ �I	J»

English ‘I had started a trip to Mecca last year.’
Cliticization Error Correction

Original . �èQå��« ÑëXY« ú

GCÓ 	P ©Ó Ð@QmÌ'@ Yj. �Ó A 	JÊ�ð AÓY	J«ð

wςndmA wSlnA msjd AlHrAm mς zmlAŷy ςddhm ςšrh̄.

Correction . �èQå��« ÑëXY«ð ú

GCÓ 	P ©Ó Ð@QmÌ'@ Yj. �ÖÏ @ A 	JÊ�ð AÓY	J«ð

wςndmA wSlnA Almsjd AlHrAm mς zmlAŷy wςddhm ςšrh̄.
English ‘And when we got to the Holy Mosque with my ten colleagues.’

Derivation Error Correction

Original . Ð @QkB @ ��. CÓ A 	J��. Ëð A 	JÊ� 	« ð Aî 	DÓ A 	JË 	Q 	Kð �HA�®J
ÖÏ @ Y 	J« �éÊ 	̄ AmÌ'@ �I 	®�̄ð
wqft AlHAflh̄ ςnd AlmyqAt wnzlnA mnhA wγslnA wlbsnA mlAbs AlǍHrAm.

Correction . Ð @QkB @ ��. CÓ A 	J��. Ëð A 	JÊ��� 	«@ ð Aî 	DÓ A 	JË 	Q 	Kð �HA�®J
ÖÏ @ Y 	J« �éÊ 	̄ AmÌ'@ �I 	®�̄ð
wqft AlHAflh̄ ςnd AlmyqAt wnzlnA mnhA wAγtslnA wlbsnA mlAbs AlǍHrAm.

English ‘The bus stopped at Miqat and we went down from it and we ritually bathed and we wore ritual clothing.’
Preposition Correction

Original lqd ðhbnA AlHj hðA AlςAm. . ÐAªË @ @ 	Yë i. mÌ'@ A 	JJ.ë 	X Y�®Ë
Correction lqd ðhbnA Ǎlý AlHj hðA AlςAm. . ÐAªË @ @ 	Yë i. mÌ'@ úÍ@ A 	JJ.ë 	X Y�®Ë
English ‘We went to the Hajj this year.’

Lexical Correction
Original sÂDς AlmrĀh̄ lky ÂqrÂ AlktAb. . H. A�JºË@


@Q�̄ 

@ ú
¾Ë �è
�
@QÖÏ @ © 	�


A�

Correction sÂDς AlnĎArAt lky ÂqrÂ AlktAb. . H. A�JºË@

@Q�̄ 

@ ú
¾Ë �H@PA 	¢ 	JË @ © 	�

A�

English ‘I will put on the eyeglasses to read the book.’

Table 1: Examples of the different parts of the correction priority order

Table 1, the word �è
�
@QÖÏ @ AlmrĀh̄ ‘mirror’ was replaced

by the word �H@PA 	¢ 	JË @ AlnĎArAt ‘eyeglasses’.

5 The Annotation Tool

In order to ensure the speed and efficiency of the an-
notation process, as well as better management, we
provide the annotators with a web-based annotation
framework, originally developed to manually cor-
rect errors in L1 texts (Obeid et al., 2013). The an-
notation interface allows annotators to perform dif-
ferent actions corresponding to the following types
of corrections: (a) edit misspelled words; (b) move
words that are not in the right location; (c) add miss-
ing words; (d) delete extraneous words; (e) merge
words that have been split erroneously; and (f) split
words that have been merged erroneously.

In our final corpus output format, we record for
each annotated file the list of actions taken by the
annotator. These actions operate on one or two to-
kens depending on the action. We also supply token

alignments starting from document tokenization to
after human annotation.

6 The Annotation Pipeline

The annotation of a large scale corpus requires the
involvement of multiple annotators. In our project,
the annotation effort is led by an annotation man-
ager, and the team consists of six annotators com-
ing from three Arab countries (Egypt, Palestine and
Tunisia) and a programmer. All annotators hold at
least a university level degree and they have a strong
Arabic language background.

The annotation manager is responsible for the
whole annotation task including corpus compilation,
the annotation of the gold-standard inter-annotator
agreement (IAA) portion of the corpus, writing the
annotation guidelines, hiring and training the anno-
tators, evaluating the quality of the annotation, mon-
itoring and reporting on the annotation progress, and
designing the annotation tool specifications with the
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programmer.
The annotation manager assigns tasks to annota-

tors and controls the quality of produced annotations
collected. Note that, we give the annotator the possi-
bility to flag a word if he is not certain about its cor-
rection. This alerts the annotation manager to check
it and correct it.

The annotation manager selects and uploads the
text files into the annotation system to create a
new annotation project task. Once uploaded, the
files are automatically tokenized and processed us-
ing MADAMIRA (Pasha et al., 2014), a morpho-
logical disambiguation tool that automatically cor-
rects common spelling errors as a side effect of
disambiguation. MADAMIRA uses a morphologi-
cal analyzer to produce, for each input word, a list
of analyses specifying every possible morphologi-
cal interpretation of that word, covering all morpho-
logical features of the word. MADAMIRA then ap-
plies a set of models to produce a prediction, per
word in-context, for different morphological fea-
tures, such as POS, lemma, gender, number or per-
son. The robust design of MADAMIRA allows it to
consider different possible spellings of words, espe-
cially relating to Ya/Alif-Maqsura, Ha/Ta-Marbuta
and Hamzated Alif forms, which are very common
error sources. MADAMIRA selects the correct form
in context, thus correcting for these errors which are
often connected to lemma choice or morphology.

7 Evaluation

7.1 Inter-Annotator Agreement

Our annotation effort consists of a single annotation
pass as commonly done in many annotation projects
due to time and budget constraints (Rozovskaya and
Roth, 2010; Gamon et al., 2008; Izumi et al., 2004;
Nagata et al., 2006). In order to evaluate the quality
of our correction annotations, we frequently mea-
sure the inter-annotator agreement (IAA) to ensure
that the annotators are following the guidelines pro-
vided consistently. A high level of agreement be-
tween the annotators indicates that the annotation is
reliable and the guidelines are useful in producing
homogeneous and consistent data. We measure the
IAA by averaging WER (Word Error Rate) over all
pairs of annotations to compute the AWER (Average

Word Error Rate).7 For the purpose of this evalua-
tion, the WER refers to an annotation error and it
is measured against all words in the text. The higher
the WER between two annotations, the lower is their
agreement.

Table 2 compares the L1 and L2 portions of our
corpus in two dimensions. First, we consider the
amount of changes done over the whole corpus mea-
sured as WER between raw and corrected text. And
secondly, we present the IAA numbers in terms of
AWER. The IAA results are computed over 200 files
(10,288 words) for the L1 corpus and 20 files (3,188
words) for the L2 corpus. Each of these files is cor-
rected by at least three different annotators. We ob-
serve that the number of changes in L2 text is 50%
more than that in L1, which is consistent with pre-
vious studies and our expectation of the complexity
of the task. Furthermore, the IAA in L2 is over 10%
absolute points worse than in L1. This is particu-
larly disconcerting, but can be explained by the fact
that the correction space for L2 text is larger as many
different corrections are possible. In order to verify
this hypothesis, we performed a second IAA round
in which we provide the first IAA round text output
to a second pool of three annotators and we mea-
sure how much they agree with the correction done
by the first round annotator in term of IAA. The low
average WER of 3.35 obtained show that there is a
high agreement with the corrections done in the first
round. We did not do the same second round for our
L1 corpus annotations.

We perform a deeper analysis of the annotated
corpus. Results are given in Table 3 and show again
that there is a correlation between the number of
changes and the level of annotators disagreement.
It is clear that ALC is less challenging than ALWC
as shown in the IAA of the first round and second
rounds.

Overall, the high-level of agreement obtained in
the second round shows that the annotators pro-
duced consistently similar results under the pro-
posed guidelines; and their differences are all within
acceptable variation. This of course makes the eval-
uation of automatic correction harder.8

7The annotation manager is excluded from this evaluation.
8This problem might be solved by considering multiple ref-

erences in the evaluation process similarly to what is done in
machine translation evaluation (Papineni et al., 2002). Unfortu-
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Original . Z A�KC�JË @ ÉJ. �̄ 	àA�	�B@ ÐA« ú

	̄ �éËA �®ÖÏ @ ú
æî �D 	K A� 	à@ ø
 ñ	K @

Anwy An sAnthy AlmqAlh̄ fy ςAm AlAnsAn qbl AlθlAθA’.
‘I plan I will be-done the article in the year of humanity before Tuesday.’

Annotator 1 . Z A�KC�JË @ ÉJ. �̄ 	àA�	�B @ ÐA« 	á« �éËA �®ÖÏ @ ú
æî 	E

@ 	à


@ ø
 ñ	K


@

Ânwy Ân Ânhy AlmqAlh̄ ςn ςAm AlǍnsAn qbl AlθlAθA’.
‘I plan to finish-off the article about the year of humanity before Tuesday.’

Annotator 2 . Z A�KC�JË @ ÉJ. �̄ 	àA�	�B @ ÕË A« 	á« �éËA �®ÖÏ @ ú
æî 	E

@ 	à


@ ø
 ñ	K


@

Ânwy Ân Ânhy AlmqAlh̄ ςn ςAlm AlǍnsAn qbl AlθlAθA’.
‘I plan to finish-off the article about the human world before Tuesday.’

Annotator 3 . Z A�KC�JË @ ÉJ. �̄ 	àA�	�B @ ÕË A« ú

	̄ �éËA �®ÖÏ @ 	áÓ ú
æî �D 	K


@ 	à


@ ø
 ñ	K


@

Ânwy Ân Ânthy mn AlmqAlh̄ fy ςAlm AlǍnsAn qbl AlθlAθA’.
‘I plan to be-done with the article in The Human World before Tuesday.’

Table 4: Example of multiple annotator corrections of an L2 erroneous sentence.

Changes IAARound1 IAARound2

L1 corpus 24.45% 3.80% N/A
L2 corpus 37.64% 14.67% 3.35%

Table 2: Comparison between the L1 and the L2 corpus
with the percentage of changes from the RAW source
corpus and the inter-annotator agreement (IAA) on “all
words” in terms of average WER (Punctuation is ig-
nored). Round1 is basic IAA comparing two annotations
starting from raw text. Round2 starts with the output of
Round1.

Changes IAARound1 IAARound2

ALC corpus 32.65% 13.56% 3.13%
ALWC corpus 51.39% 19.12% 4.20%

Table 3: The percentage of changes from the RAW source
corpus and the inter-annotator agreement on “all words”
in terms of average WER in the two parts of our L2 cor-
pus (Punctuation is ignored). Round1 is basic IAA com-
paring two annotations starting from raw text. Round2
starts with the output of Round1.

An analysis of the inter-annotator agreement er-
rors shows that in some cases the annotators did not
follow the correction priority order specified in the
guidelines (Section 4.2.2) or disagreed on how to ap-
ply it. They also either did not pay attention or failed
to correct spelling mistakes. In other cases, the dis-
agreement is due to multiple possible interpretations

nately, such a solution requires more annotations.

of typos or wrong lexical choices.
In Table 4, we show some examples of disagree-

ment among the annotators. The erroneous L2 sen-
tence has multiple Alif-Hamza errors, an incorrect
verb clitic and a confusing phrase 	àA�	�B@ ÐA« ú


	̄
fy ςAm AlAnsAn ‘in the year of humanity’. All the
annotators corrected the Alif-Hamza errors and the
verb clitic. However, they disagreed on how to cor-
rect the problematic phrase ‘in the year of human-
ity’ as (a) ‘about the year of humanity’, (b) ‘about
the human world’, and (c) ‘in the human world’.
The different corrections interacted with the form
of the main verb after clitic correction ú
æî �D 	K @ An-

thy ‘be-done’ producing two corrections: ú
æî 	E

@ Ânhy

‘finish-off’ (derivation change) or 	áÓ ú
æî �D 	K

@ Ânthy

mn ‘be-done with’ (add a preposition). In conver-
sations with the annotators about this case, they ex-
pressed strong opinions about what they considered
to be the acceptable interpretation that justified their
corrections.

7.2 L1 vs L2: Similarities and Differences
We selected a sample of 5K words from both the
L1 and L2 corpora to compare their errors. Table
5 highlights the ten most frequent errors found in
each corpus. Some errors are corpus-specific while
other errors occur in both corpora. For example, the
wrong word-order error, the redundant word error
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and the missing word error are mostly present in the
L2 corpus. In contrast, errors such as punctuation
errors, incorrect Hamza spelling, and nominal gen-
der/number agreement are present in both corpora.

Err. Native (L1) Non-native (L2)
1 Punctuation Punctuation
2 Hamza Definiteness
3 Ha/Ta-Marbuta Confusion Word Choice
4 Alif-Maqsura/Ya Confusion Hamza
5 Case Endings Conjunctions, Prepositions
6 Verbal Inflection Missing Word
7 Agreement Redundant Word
8 Definiteness Agreement
9 Conjunctions, Prepositions Case Endings
10 Word Choice Word Order

Table 5: Most frequent errors observed in a sample of the
L1 and L2 Corpus. The errors are sorted from the most
frequent to the least frequent.

8 Conclusion and Future Directions

In this paper, we presented our Arabic L2 correc-
tion guidelines and a manually corrected L2 cor-
pus that is the largest to date. We discussed the
challenges inherent in learner corpus annotation and
we presented our method for efficiently creating an
Arabic L2 error corrected corpus. The results ob-
tained in the evaluation suggest that the annotators
produced consistently similar results under the pro-
posed guidelines. We believe that publishing this
corpus will give researchers a common development
and test set for developing related natural language
processing applications. A subset of our L2 corpus
will be used as part of the Second QALB Shared
Task on Automatic Arabic Error Correction in con-
junction with the ACL-2015 Workshop on Arabic
NLP.9 This shared task follows the success of the
First QALB Shared Task held in conjunction with
EMNLP-2014 Workshop on Arabic NLP (Mohit et
al., 2014). In the future, we will extend our anno-
tation guidelines to address machine translation out-
put correction (i.e., manual post-editing). We also
plan to extend our systems for automatic correction
of Arabic language errors (Jeblee et al., 2014; Ro-
zovskaya et al., 2014) to handle L2 data, using the
corpus discussed here for training and test purposes.

9http://www.arabic-nlp.net/wanlp
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Abstract 

The importance of balancing linguistic con-

siderations, annotation practicalities, and end 

user needs in developing language annotation 

guidelines is discussed. Maintaining a clear 

view of the various goals and fostering col-

laboration and feedback across levels of anno-

tation and between corpus creators and corpus 

users is helpful in determining this balance. 

Annotating non-canonical language brings 

additional challenges that serve to highlight 

the necessity of keeping these goals in mind 

when creating corpora. 

Introduction 

Context is important – both the linguistic con-

text of a specific annotation and also the external 

context of the project as a whole affect what type 

of annotation scheme can be developed, what kind 

of annotation can be done, and what the balance of 

existing and new will need to be in an annotation 

scheme. Non-canonical language can make the 

usual linguistic and situational context considera-

tions for annotation even more relevant: how broad 

the context is (word, sentence, document, conver-

sation, world knowledge), how much that context 

affects the feature that is being annotated, and 

whether it is possible for an annotator to take that 

context into account. In addition, particularly when 

developing large corpora as part of projects with a 

short timeline and restricted funding, which is of-

ten the case at the Linguistic Data Consortium 

(LDC), a necessary part of choosing or designing 

an annotation scheme is considering who the end 

users of the annotated data will be, what the anno-

tations will be used for, what level of detail is im-

portant for the project, and what level of accuracy 

or consistency is desired. 

 

What are the factors that lead to the adoption of 

a totally new annotation scheme rather than 

using an existing annotation scheme?  

 

Since the development of entirely new annota-

tion guidelines is a time-consuming endeavor, it is 

worth considering whether totally new develop-

ment is necessary. It may be necessary, if the anno-

tation task is entirely new, or if the goals for using 

the annotation are entirely new, and neither can 

take advantage of existing resources. 

However, in addition to the potential cost and 

time to develop entirely new guidelines, several 

factors could lead positively to the choice of using 

or adapting existing annotation guidelines for a 

new task: 

 The existence of a large volume of annotat-

ed data in an existing annotation scheme 

that is closely related 

 The goal or need to combine existing anno-

tated data with the newly annotated data for 

statistical, training, or evaluation purposes 
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 A team of annotators already well trained in 

an existing annotation scheme 

 The feasibility of adapting existing annota-

tion guidelines to meet the goals of a new 

task 

 The existence of a well-designed annotation 

GUI for an existing task 

The non-canonical language that LDC has had 

experience with includes informal genres (such as 

SMS/Chat data and speech data) and also dialectal 

data in languages other than English (such as 

Egyptian Arabic, which does not have a standard-

ized written form). 

When LDC began a project to create English 

treebank annotations on web text data, we chose to 

use the existing Penn Treebank guidelines (Bies et 

al., 1995), but to make additions and adaptations to 

account for the non-canonical language that ap-

pears in internet communication. The existing 

guidelines addressed most of the syntactic struc-

tures that were likely to come up, and the existing 

annotation tool could handle most of them as well. 

However, the novel constructions that were present 

in the data required new guidelines, and some new 

features also had to be added to the annotation tool. 

In this case, developing entirely new annotation 

guidelines and tools would have been prohibitively 

expensive in both time and effort, and the combi-

nation of existing and new worked well for the 

project (Bies et al., 2012). 

Similarly, LDC developed Entities, Relations, 

and Events (ERE) annotation to support require-

ments in the DEFT program, including informal 

genres, and based that development on adapting 

existing ACE guidelines (Doddington et al., 2004). 

LDC first defined Light ERE as a simplified form 

of ACE annotation, with the goal of being able to 

rapidly produce consistently labeled data in multi-

ple languages (Aguilar et al., 2014), taking ad-

vantage of the taxonomy and distinctions 

developed for ACE. In a second phase of devel-

opment, Rich ERE expanded entity, relation and 

event ontologies and also expanded the notion of 

what is taggable, to provide better support for 

evaluation tasks in the program. Rich ERE also 

introduced expanded event coreference with the 

notion of event hoppers, particularly with respect 

to event mention and event argument granularity 

variation (Song et al., 2015). 

Treebank and ERE guidelines that have been 

completed for English have been later adapted for 

other languages as well – for example, Modern 

Standard Arabic and also dialectal Arabic tree-

banks (Maamouri and Bies, 2004; Maamouri et al, 

2014; Maamouri et al., 2006; Eskander et al., 

2013), as well as Chinese and Spanish ERE (Song 

et al., 2015). Clearly, new guidelines are necessary 

to account for language-specific constructions for 

each language and annotation task, but developing 

them based on existing guidelines for another lan-

guage is a considerable head start. 

 

How do you decide on the granularity of the 

distinctions you choose to annotate? Give ex-

amples. 

 

We aim for a level of granularity in annotation 

distinctions that is  

 Consistent with goals of the annotation 

task and the guidelines 

 Useful for downstream users of the data or 

additional downstream annotation 

 Possible for annotators to distinguish relia-

bly 

For example, in part-of-speech tagging English 

web and SMS/Chat text, we make a distinction 

between emoticons and other decorative uses of 

punctuation. End users of the data have suggested 

that the distinction could be useful, since there 

could be a semantic difference between the two 

uses, and annotators are able to make the distinc-

tion reliably. 

In a more structural example from the same da-

ta, the syntactic annotation of internet initialisms 

(such as lol, icymi, rofl, etc.) requires a decision 

about how much internal structure to give them. 

Since not every word of the spelled out version is 

necessarily part of the initials, and since in any 

case there is often disagreement about what the full 

spelled out version should be, we do not spell out 

internet initialisms as part of the annotation. They 

are left as written and annotated by function in the 

tree, even if the spelled out version could have in-

ternal structure. For example, “atm” for at the mo-

ment is annotated simply as a one-word temporal 

adverbial phrase (although the fully spelled out at 

the moment would be a more complex preposition-

al phrase that includes a noun phrase complement): 

(ADVP-TMP atm) 

However, if an initialism takes additional argu-

ments, such as clausal arguments of “idk” for I 
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don’t know, the argument structure is shown in the 

tree, so that it is as consistent as possible with oth-

er similar structures. The initialism is not spelled 

out, but at the same time its clausal complement is 

also annotated: 

(S (NP-SBJ *PRO*) 

   (VP idk 

      (SBAR (WHADVP-1 where) 

         (S (NP-SBJ I) 

            (VP can 

               (VP go 

                 (ADVP-DIR-1 T*) 

   )))))) 

In developing the concept of event hoppers for 

Rich ERE, we coreference event mentions at the 

same level of granularity as ACE (i.e., type and 

subtype match, and sub-events are treated as sepa-

rate events), but we allow a greater degree of flexi-

bility in the granularity of the arguments that can 

be participants in coreferenced event mentions than 

in ACE (Song et al., 2015). For example,  

 Granularity of temporal and spatial expres-

sions (Attack in Baghdad on Thursday vs. 

Bombing in the Green Zone last week)  

 Trigger granularity (assaulting 32 people vs. 

wielded a knife)  

 Argument granularity (18 killed vs. dozens 

killed) 

Relaxing the granularity requirements in this 

way allows annotators to coreference more event 

mentions that they know refer to the same event. It 

more closely matches annotator intuitions, and it 

gives end users a more complete picture of the an-

notated events and their participants. 

 

For building new resources for NCLs, is it still 

worthwhile to invest a huge amount of time and 

human labour for manual annotation, consider-

ing that the annotators spend most of their time 

making arbitrary decisions, and that the aim of 

building 'high-quality resources' for NCLs 

might not be realistic? 

 

Manually annotated resources provide infor-

mation that may not be possible to determine using 

automated systems only. High-quality manual an-

notation of non-canonical language is possible to 

achieve, given clear annotation guidelines and 

careful training of annotators.  

The premise of the question – that annotators 

must spend most of their time making arbitrary 

decisions – seems incorrect to me. It is possible to 

eliminate or minimize arbitrary decisions in the 

development of annotation guidelines when that is 

a priority. 

It is also important to keep in mind, however, 

that different projects and different users may have 

different requirements regarding quality. “High 

quality” will not mean the same thing to every-

body, and an annotated corpus is valuable if it 

helps the end users do what they want to do with it. 

Not all end users require high annotator consisten-

cy, and not all end users require a notion of a sin-

gle right answer. 

In addition, not all annotation “improvements” 

have the same cost, or the same benefit. Some an-

notation updates may be quite simple or fast but 

are high value in terms of system performance. 

Other updates might be difficult or slow and end 

up not bearing much fruit for the end users. A 

close feedback loop between corpus creators and 

corpus users is helpful in terms of selecting what 

kinds of updates are worthwhile given limited re-

sources. This type of beneficial feedback loop was 

in place during the development of the Arabic 

Treebank and Arabic morphological analyzers and 

parsers (Maamouri et al., 2014; Maamouri et al., 

2008; Maamouri et al., 2011; Eskander et al., 

2013). 

 

On a related note, what are the considerations 

when choosing the level of expertise of the anno-

tators? When is crowd sourcing appropriate? 

When do we need linguistic experts? 

 

The complexity of the annotation task and the 

required level of consistency for the annotation are 

the primary considerations in determining the nec-

essary level of linguistic expertise. 

 

Can the concept of "gold annotations" be ap-

plied to non-canonical languages where the in-

herent ambiguity in the data makes it hard to 

decide on the "ground truth" of an utterance? 

 

For tasks such as syntactic annotation, instances 

where the inherent ambiguity in the linguistic data 

makes it impossible to decide on the ground truth 

of an utterance in context are rare, even in informal 

genres. If language as it is used were impossibly 
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ambiguous, human communication could not take 

place. However, the context of the utterance is im-

portant, as is giving annotators access to as much 

of that context as possible. There are certainly situ-

ations where the full context may not be available, 

or where the full context may include non-

linguistic factors such as gesture or world 

knowledge, and those cases will be difficult. 

Ambiguity is certainly present in many forms, in 

non-canonical (and also canonical) language. It 

may be that allowing or highlighting that ambigui-

ty as part of the “gold annotation” would be valua-

ble. There are also annotation tasks where various 

gradient phenomena in the data call into question 

the reality of a single correct answer. When anno-

tating those phenomena is valuable, multiple cor-

rect answers or annotated gradients could also be 

considered as a part of gold annotation. 
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1 Introduction

The texts written by language learners can be con-
sidered a type of non-canonical text. Language
learners tend to make errors when writing in a sec-
ond language and in this regard, can be seen to vi-
olate the canonical rules of a language. The kinds
of errors that learners may make include: spelling,
grammatical, vocabulary, collocation. The extent
and degree to which learners make errors will de-
pend on their proficiency level and this is a fac-
tor that should be taken into account when thinking
about non-native writing. Highly proficient speak-
ers will make very few errors, and given just a small
sample of text it may not even be possible to iden-
tify that they are language learners. However, at
the same time, the kinds of errors that even highly-
proficient language learners make are often very dif-
ferent from the kinds of errors that a native speaker
will make. A non-native speaker is likely to have the
most trouble with collocations and lexical choice,
whereas a native speaker will be less likely to have
difficulty here (Leacock et al., 2014).

Our discussions here will focus on the syntactic
analysis of English learner data. In particular, we are
primarily considering learners at a low to mid-level
proficiency. The kinds of mechanical and grammati-
cal errors that these learners make are likely to cause
the most difficulty for syntactic analyzers. Syntac-
tic analysis is a key component of attempting to un-
derstand the meaning of a text. Therefore, syntactic
analysis of learner text is an important step in many
applications. The kinds of applications that need to
analyze learner text include automated systems that

detect and correct grammatical errors, systems that
automatically grade texts, native language identifi-
cation systems, feedback systems, etc.

2 Parsing Learner Text

Geertzen et al. (2013) parse a corpus of 1,000 learner
sentences with the Stanford parser and examine the
kinds of errors made by the parser. They find that
in general the parser is able to recover syntactic de-
pendency relations with high accuracy. In addition,
there is only a small amount of variation across pro-
ficiency levels. They found that the parser can com-
pensate well for morphological mistakes, but has
more difficulty with more complex errors.

Although in this work we are only considering
English data, it is worth pointing out some recent
related work on German. Ott and Ziai (2010) ap-
ply an out-of-the-box German dependency parser to
learner text and analyze the impact on down-stream
semantic interpretation. They find that core func-
tions such as subject and object can generally be re-
liably detected, but that when there are key elements
(e.g. main verbs) missing from the sentence that the
parses are less reliable. They also found that less-
severe grammatical errors such as agreement did not
tend to cause problems for the parser. Krivanek and
Meurers (2011) compare a hand-crafted parser to a
statistical parser on German data and find that the
parsers are better at detecting complementary de-
pendencies.

The highest-performing NLP tools have all been
trained to perform well on well-edited text (often in
the newspaper domain). There are two main prob-
lems when applying these tools to learner text which
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may contain many errors. The first is that the state-
of-the-art tools are robust to noise and will almost
always find some analysis. Depending on the kinds
of grammatical errors in the learner text, this analy-
sis can be seriously flawed. The second issue is that
often, due to the errors, a traditional linguistic anal-
ysis of learner text is not possible or appropriate.

One way of looking at the problem of training sta-
tistical NLP tools for learner texts is that learner text
is of a different domain to the domain for which the
NLP tools were designed. Many unsupervised ap-
proaches to domain adaptation have been proposed
in the literature, which may be applicable in this sce-
nario. Self-training (McClosky et al., 2006) is one
very common and straightforward technique for im-
proving NLP tool performance on text from a new
domain. Cahill et al. (2014) showed that it was
possible to improve the performance of a baseline
constituency parser on learner text by applying self-
training.

Another approach to adapting NLP tools to
learner text is to train them directly on annotated
data. The SALLE project (Syntactically Annotat-
ing Learner Language of English) at Indiana Uni-
versity is working towards developing a set of guide-
lines for annotating syntactic properties (in the form
of dependencies) of texts written by learners of En-
glish (Ragheb and Dickinson, 2012; Ragheb and
Dickinson, 2014). Their goal is to provide accu-
rate syntactic dependency analyses for learner text
given the morphological realizations of tokens, and
they do not attempt to connect directly to the in-
tended meanings. They plan to release a manually
annotated dataset, and are also planning to work on
bootstrapping approaches to semi-automatically an-
notate data.

3 Parsing and Grammaticality

Heilman et al. (2014) argue that grammaticality
judgments for sentences should be made on an or-
dinal scale rather than the binary scale that is often
used when talking about grammaticality. They pro-
pose a four-point scale where 1 is incomprehensible
and 4 is native-sounding.1 Viewing grammaticality
in this way, it is likely that the performance of a syn-
tactic parser will be more or less impacted by the

1Non-word spelling errors are ignored in that scheme.

severity of the grammatical error.
In order to briefly test whether different error

types impact syntactic parsing to different degrees,
we carry out a preliminary experiment with some
artificially generated errors. We consider 6 errors
that are typical of those made by language learn-
ers. These six error types were selected because they
can easily be simulated, we do not make any claims
about the relative “severity” of these errors here. In
general, these errors would not lead to severe dif-
ficulties in interpretation for most people, however
there are some cases where these errors could lead
to ambiguity in interpretation. At the same time,
we would predict that some of these errors would
cause problems for state of the art parsers (e.g. miss-
ing determiner/preposition). We expect tolerance for
grammatical errors to differ considerably between
parsers and native speakers. The six errors we con-
sider are:

1. missing determiner

2. missing preposition

3. missing pronoun

4. noun number error (plural instead of singular)

5. verb form error (present tense conjugation)

6. incorrect position of adverb

We use the parsed version of WSJ section 23
as our gold standard test corpus and use the Gen-
ERRate tool (Foster and Andersen, 2009) to artifi-
cially introduce these 6 errors into this well-formed
text. The GenERRate tool allows the user to de-
fine operations that are applied to well-formed text
in order to yield ill-formed text. For example, the
operation to introduce a “missing determiner” error
is delete DT. GenERRate also allows the user to
specify the proportion of each error type in the out-
put text. In our experiments, we choose a proportion
of 0.03. This means for this error for example, that
3% of the determiners in the original corpus would
be deleted.2

For each error, we process section 23 to get a ver-
sion of the text containing that error. We then parse

2Future work would include experimentation with varying
this rate.
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Labeled Bracketing
Precision Recall F-Score

original 90.23 89.82 90.03
Verb form 89.73 89.24 89.48
Noun number 89.52 89.39 89.45
missing PRP 82.10 79.94 81.01
missing DT 75.49 74.65 75.07
Adverb 71.63 71.41 71.52
missing IN 73.68 68.49 70.99

Table 1: The effect on parser performance on ungram-
matical text as measured by labeled constituents.

the original text as well as each modified version
of section 23 with ZPar (Zhang and Clark, 2011).
We evaluate the output of the parser using SParse-
val (Roark et al., 2006). This is necessary because
the tokens in the gold standard are no longer nec-
essarily in the parser output and standard evaluation
software such as evalb cannot be applied. The la-
beled bracket constituency results are given in Table
1. The results show a large difference in parser per-
formance across the 6 error types.

Confusing singular and plural nouns, or confusing
the form of the verb lead to only very minor changes
in overall constituency structure compared to pars-
ing the original text by Zpar. This is in some ways
not that unexpected, since these kinds of errors (at
least in the manner they were artificially introduced)
only affect the part-of-speech tag of the word. Miss-
ing determiners and prepositions lead to large drops
in performance. This is expected, since without
these key function words, the parser will have dif-
ficulty building up NP and PP constituents. Inter-
estingly, the missing pronoun errors do not lead to
as dramatic a drop in performance. This may be be-
cause pronouns alone form complete NP constituents
and their absence will have less of an impact on the
construction of the surrounding constituents.

Another important factor to consider is the eval-
uation metric. Evaluation metrics and annotation
schemes can often mask true differences and ac-
centuate other differences by over-counting. Re-
hbein and van Genabith (2007) compare three dif-
ferent parser evaluation metrics and show that a
dependency-based evaluation is best suited to mea-
suring the linguistic information encoded in parse

trees. Unfortunately, SParseval does not take the
alignment into account when computing depen-
dency scores and so we are unable to report those
scores for our experiments at this time.3

4 Discussion

Annotating learner text with syntactic analysis, ei-
ther manually or automatically is problematic for a
number of reasons. As shown above, the automatic
annotation of texts that contain grammatical errors
can have a large impact on parser performance, de-
pending on the kind of error. In the examples above,
only one error per sentence was ever introduced.4 In
reality, learner errors interact and can be difficult to
disentangle. At the same time, these errors were ar-
tificially introduced into relatively long and complex
English sentences that a language learner would not
necessarily be able to produce. In Geertzen et al.
(2013) the naturally occurring errors in their corpus
did not seem to cause the parser too much trouble.

Current research has two main approaches: (1)
training parsers to produce more accurate trees
based on the Penn Treebank style annotation guide-
lines (e.g. Cahill et al. (2014)) or (2) adapting the
underlying annotation schemes to better capture the
fact that there may be errors in the text (e.g. Ragheb
and Dickinson (2014)). The two approaches have
different strengths. The first will produce the kinds
of annotated trees that other NLP tools are used to
getting as input. Therefore these kinds of trees fit
nicely into an already existing NLP pipeline. The
second will produce the kinds of annotated trees that
will ultimately be more informative when it comes
to developing learner-specific applications. Both ap-
proaches also have different weaknesses. The Penn
Treebank style trees alone cannot provide any in-
sight into potential errors in the sentence, and de-
veloping the tools that generate these trees such that
they work well on learner text requires more work.
On the other hand, a new annotation scheme requires
a significant amount of manual effort in order to an-

3The dependency scores reported by SParseval will overly-
penalize errors involving a change in surface form, as in the
noun-number error.

4Although the algorithm GenERRate employs to insert er-
rors according to a defined frequency would in theory allow for
multiple errors per sentence, we did not see any instances of this
in our data.
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notate enough data to be able to train a new statisti-
cal parser.5

Given the encouraging results of Geertzen et al.
(2013) and Cahill et al. (2014), the approach of shoe-
horning existing annotation schemes to fit learner
data is the most practical for large-scale applications
currently.
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Abstract

As researchers developing robust NLP for
a wide range of text types, we are often
confronted with the prejudice that annota-
tion of non-canonical language (whatever that
means) is somehow more arbitrary than an-
notation of canonical language. To investi-
gate this, we present a small annotation study
where annotators were asked, with minimal
guidelines, to identify main predicates and ar-
guments in sentences across five different do-
mains, ranging from newswire to Twitter. Our
study indicates that (at least such) annotation
of non-canonical language is not harder. How-
ever, we also observe that agreements in so-
cial media domains correlate less with model
confidence, suggesting that maybe annotators
disagree for different reasons when annotating
social media data.

1 Introduction

Recently, our research group received the reviews of
a paper we submitted to a major, influential journal.
The paper included a description of in-house linguis-
tic annotation of Twitter data. One reviewer com-
plained that “the use of Twitter as a corpus might be
problematic because of the characteristic use of non-
standard/typical language.” What the reviewer pre-
sumably meant is that linguistic annotation of Twit-
ter data is more arbitrary than annotation of stan-
dard or canonical language, e.g., newswire. We be-
lieve this premise, or prejudice, is false. “Standard
language”, as found in newswire and textbooks, for
example, is a very biased sample of the linguistic
productions in a language community, and the vast

majority of the language we process and produce
through the course of a day is very different from
newswire and textbooks, be it spoken language, lit-
erature, or social media text.

Why, then, is newswire considered more stan-
dard or more canonical than other text types? Ob-
viously, this may simply be because journalists are
trained writers and produce fewer errors. But think,
for a minute, about languages in which no newspa-
pers are written. What, then, is canonical language?
Can spoken language be canonical? Or is newswire
called canonical, because, historically, it is what cor-
pora are made of, and the only data that was avail-
able to the NLP community for a long time?

This discussion is more than a fight of words. The
use of the word ‘canonical’ alludes to the fact that
non-canonical language presents a challenge to the
NLP community, but a lot of the reason for NLP
tools performing poorly on social media texts and
the like seems to be a historical coincidence. Most
resources, e.g., syntactic and semantic treebanks,
are human-annotated subsets of newswire corpora,
simply because most electronic text corpora were
newswire corpora when the NLP community began
building treebanks. The question is whether annotat-
ing non-canonical language, say social media text,
is inherently harder than annotating more canonical
language, say newswire.

We believe some types of non-canonical language
pose interesting processing challenges, e.g., with
more mixed language, more ad hoc spelling con-
ventions, and more texts directed at smaller audi-
ences with more knowledge required during inter-
pretation. However, newswire also comes with its
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complexities (headlinese, creative language use, ci-
tations, etc.), and if it was not for the skewed dis-
tribution of linguistic resources, we do not see why
processing social media should be harder than pro-
cessing newswire.

The skewed distribution underlines the need for
new resources, and consequently, raises the impor-
tant question whether annotating non-canonical lan-
guage, e.g., social media text, is inherently harder
than annotating canonical language. There is no pri-
ori reason why this should be the case. A full inves-
tigation of this question would take a lot of annota-
tion studies, controlling for task, annotator groups,
languages, etc.; something which is out of the scope
of this squib. Instead, we present a pilot study of a
single, specific linguistic annotation task (identify-
ing main verbs and arguments) with two annotators
and 50 sentences for each of five different domains
(250 annotated sentences in total). Obviously, this is
but a toy experiment, and our results should be taken
with a grain of salt. However, our design is replica-
ble, the annotated data available,1 and we hope that
others will take up replicating these experiments on
a larger scale. Meanwhile, we leave the world with
what our toy experiment suggests.

Note that we cannot just compare reported inter-
annotator agreement scores across existing projects.
Such scores are affected by sample biases, training
of annotators, and the completeness of annotation
guidelines. Thus, in this position paper we present
an annotation study where we asked the same anno-
tators to annotate canonical and non-canonical lan-
guage (over five domains, ranging from newswire to
Twitter) with minimal guidelines.

2 Annotating main verbs and arguments

We introduce the simple annotation task of identi-
fying main predicates and arguments in sentences
across five different domains.

Annotation Two expert annotators were asked to
provide the following three labels:

1. MAINVERB (MV), the main lexical verb of
the predicate, e.g., “he was eating apples”.2

1https://bitbucket.org/bplank/predicates
2We follow the Stanford dependency convention in that cop-

ulative verbs are not treated as main verbs, and are dependents
of the attribute. Thus, here the copula is not marked as MV.

2. A0, the subject.
3. A1, which corresponds to two different syntac-

tic functions. A1 is the direct object if there
is a MV in the annotated sentence (i.e., “he had
been eating apples”) or the attribute in a copula
construction (“he is happy”).

The only guideline was not to mark auxiliaries, and
that the first word in a coordination or multiword
unit is the head.

DOMAIN TOK TTR SL OOV

WSJ 743 0.56 14.86±2.93 4.2%
Twitter 657 0.67 13.14±3.30 38.9%
Answers 674 0.54 13.48±3.00 9.4%
Spoken 646 0.35 12.92±3.05 6.6%
Fiction 691 0.51 13.82±3.26 8.2%

Table 1: Data characteristics (50 sentences each).

Corpora We selected five different corpora con-
stituting different degrees of perceived canonicity.

1. Wall Street Journal (WSJ): Section 23 from
the Ontonotes distribution of the Wall Street
Journal dependency treebank (Bies et al., 2012;
Petrov and McDonald, 2012).

2. Answers: The Yahoo! Answers test section
from the English Web Treebank (Bies et al.,
2012; Petrov and McDonald, 2012).

3. Spoken: The Switchboard corpus section of the
MASC corpus (Ide et al., 2008).

4. Fiction: The literature subset of the test section
of the Brown test set from CoNLL 2008 (Sur-
deanu et al., 2008), which encompasses the fic-
tion, mystery, science-fiction, romance and hu-
mor categories of the Brown corpus.

5. Twitter: The test section of the Tweebank de-
pendency treebank (Kong et al., 2014).

WSJ is the perceived-of-as-canonical dataset. An-
swers and Twitter are datasets of social media texts
from two different social media. We include Switch-
board as an example of spoken language (transcrip-
tions of telephone conversations), and Fiction to in-
corporate carefully edited (i.e., not user-generated)
text that is lexically and syntactically different to
newswire. From each corpus, we randomly selected
50 sentences and doubly-annotated them.
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DOMAIN A0 A1 MV

WSJ 99 76 72
Twitter 88 72 56
Answers 92 79 63
Spoken 100 86 81
Fiction 96 76 78

Table 2: Frequency counts for arguments in the annotated
data (50 sentences per domain, two annotators each).

Table 1 provides statistics for all datasets, namely
the amount of tokens (TOK), the type-token ratio
(TTR), the average sentence length (SL), and the
out-of-vocabulary rate with regards to the WSJ train-
ing section (OOV). We use this last metric as an indi-
cator on how much a domain deviates lexically from
newswire. No normalization has been performed.
Spoken data has the shortest sentences but the low-
est TTR, that is, it is the domain with the highest
lexical variation. Nevertheless, the domain with by
far the highest OOV is Twitter. SL is 13–15 words
for the five domains, with slightly longer sentences
in newswire. Table 2 provides characteristics of the
annotations, i.e., counts for the three annotation la-
bels by both annotators without adjudication (i.e.,
over the union of the data annotated by two anno-
tators). Subject dropping and imperative mood is
common in Twitter, which decreases A0, and fully-
formed clauses are also less frequent, thus affecting
MV and A1. For completeness, we compare the
annotations to the gold dependency trees available
in the treebanks. We do so by computing labeled
attachment scores for strictly the set of annotated
words. The results range from 0.85 LAS on WSJ
to 0.56 on Switchboard.

Results Table 3 shows label-wise and micro-
averaged F1 scores between annotators for each of
the domains. Surprisingly, we see among the low-
est agreement on newswire, but all five domains
seem about equally hard to annotate, except An-
swers (which is easier). Again, we remind the reader
that this is miniature annotation study, but we think
this is an interesting observation.

Newswire may be harder to understand because
it is more complex language. For example, we
observed that average sentence length was slightly
longer for newswire. We measured the correlation

MATCH F1
DOMAIN EXACT FRAMES A0 A1 MV MICRO

WSJ 66% 82% 0.87 0.66 0.83 0.79
Twitter 52% 66% 0.91 0.69 0.79 0.80
Answers 74% 84% 0.98 0.81 0.88 0.90
Spoken 43% 74% 0.91 0.56 0.88 0.79
Fiction 64% 78% 0.83 0.75 0.79 0.80

Table 3: Agreement statistics between the two annotators.

DOMAIN ρ

WSJ 0.8002
Twitter 0.7019
Answers 0.6489
Spoken 0.8165
Fiction 0.8406

Table 4: Correlation (Spearman’s ρ) between annotator
agreement (how many arguments match out of both) and
system confidence (average per-edge confidence).

between sentence length and sentence-wise agree-
ment for all 250 annotated sentences, however,
found the correlation to be low (0.1364). Conse-
quently, it seems unlikely that sentence length had
a major effect on our annotations.

We may speculate that annotation disagreements
can be due to rare linguistic phenomena and linguis-
tic outliers. In Table 4 we show the correlation per
domain between sentence-wise agreement and de-
pendency parsing confidence. We have obtained this
confidence from the edge-wise confidence scores
provided by an instance of the MST parser (Mc-
Donald et al., 2005) trained on WSJ. The parsing
confidence for a sentence is obtained from the aver-
age of the edges that have received a label (A0, MV,
A1) by the annotators, averaged between the two an-
notators. The correlation for newswire is high, but
not the highest, because despite high parsing con-
fidence, annotation agreement is rather low. On the
other end, the lowest correlation between parser con-
fidence and agreement is for Answers, which has the
highest inter-annotator agreement.

These results, in our view, indicate that what
makes annotating social media text hard (at times) is
not what makes annotating newswire hard. We leave
it for now to validate this finding on a larger scale, as
well as to try to understand what makes annotating
social media (relatively) hard.
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DOMAIN FRAME EXAMPLE

1 Twitter @user he/A0 better/A1 !! we/A0 buy/MV his stuff/A1 ! haha
2 Spoken x those/A1A0 are the ones/A0A1 that I really really hate too
3 Spoken I/A0 agree/MV with you/A1 on that particular subject there
4 Fiction x ” I/A0 mean/MV , do you/A0 feel/A1MV like seeing/A1 Kate ” ? ?
5 Answers – sigh – not trying/MV to sounds snooty or stuck up but I/A0 mean/MV really !
6 WSJ x Fidelty/A0 on Saturday opened/MV its 54 walk/A1 – in investor centers/A1 across the country .
7 WSJ x Nevertheless , he/A0 says/MV a depression does n’t appear/A1 likely/A1 .

Table 5: Disagreement examples from all domains, annotator1=blue, annotator2=red, matches=black, Frame (cf., §3).

3 Discussion

Table 5 shows examples of different cases of dis-
agreement from different domains. The native tok-
enization is kept intact. The FRAME column indi-
cates whether the annotators provided the same va-
lency frame, regardless of which words were said to
be the arguments.

In Example 1, we can see a characteristic prop-
erty of Twitter data, namely that there can be more
than one sentence per tweet, and it is therefore of-
ten hard to decide what the main predicate is. Ex-
ample 2 shows a copula case where the same frame
is chosen by the two annotators, but they disagree
which words satisfy which arguments. In Exam-
ple 3, the annotators disagree on wether the verb
“agree” has a valency-bound preposition (“with”),
and thus whether it has a direct object or not. In Ex-
ample 4, annotators disagree on whether “I mean” is
the main clause, and thus the main predicate, or an
off-clause satellite that roughly has the function of
an interjection. In Example 5, annotators disagree
what is the main clause. Example 6 shows disagree-
ment caused by the difficulty to annotate already to-
kenized text, where it is not straightforward that the
adjective “walk-in” has been tokenized apart. In Ex-
ample 7, there is agreement on whether it is “ap-
pear” or “likely” that heads the subordinate clause
and fulfills the A1 of the verb say. This disagree-
ment stems from the copulative reading of “appear”,
which makes it a dependent of “likely” instead of
its head in one case. To sum up, the main sources
for disagreement stem from choice of main predi-
cate and verb valency.

4 Conclusions

This squib presents a bold opinion and a severely un-
derpowered pilot annotation study. The pilot study,

in which we had professional annotators annotate
main verbs and arguments with minimal guidelines,
indicates that what some refer to as non-canonical
language is not harder to annotate than canoni-
cal language. Our bold opinion is that the notion
of canonical language is absurd and harmful, sug-
gesting that some language, say, newswire, is bet-
ter suited for linguistic resources than other types
of language, say, spoken language or social media
texts. What is considered non-canonical language is
often the language that we use more often, and of-
ten commercially and scientifically more interesting.
We believe there is no reason to expect that process-
ing this type of text should be harder, with appropri-
ate training data, and the pilot study presented here
suggests that annotation is not harder either.
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1 Introduction

In conjunction with this year’s LAW theme, “Syntac-
tic Annotation of Non-canonical Language” (NCL),
I have been asked to weigh in on several important
questions faced by anyone wishing to create anno-
tated resources of NCLs.

My experience with syntactic annotation of non-
canonical language falls under an effort undertaken
at Carnegie Mellon University with the aim of build-
ing an NLP pipeline for syntactic analysis of Twitter
text. We designed a linguistically-grounded annota-
tion scheme, applied it to tweets, and then trained
statistical analyzers—first for part-of-speech (POS)
tags (Gimpel et al., 2011; Owoputi et al., 2012), then
for parses (Schneider et al., 2013; Kong et al., 2014).
I will review some of the salient points from this work
in addressing the broader questions about annotation
methodology.

2 Annotation Scheming

Many annotation schemes have been designed for
“canonical” forms of language, such as text in a stan-
dard dialect formally edited to meet certain style con-
ventions. In order to annotate non-canonical forms
of language, one must determine whether existing
schemes should be (a) applied as is, (b) adapted, or
(c) avoided in favor of a new scheme. Designing
a new annotation scheme is not to be undertaken
lightly; on the other hand, if an existing scheme re-
ally does not fit the resources, then applying it will
likely be a waste of time—because the distinctions it
makes are not useful, or because the cost of obtaining
the desired number of annotations at the desired level
of quality will be too high.

A formula for computing the tradeoffs involved in

selecting an annotation scheme would have to involve
several variables:

• upfront cost (money, time)—e.g., in writing doc-
umentation, building the annotation platform,
training annotators

• unit cost (money, time)

interact with

• quality/reliability—will depend on annotator ex-
pertise and training, and thoroughness of quality
control procedures

• volume
• richness/informativeness—i.e., how many dis-

tinctions does the scheme make?
• usefulness/applicability—i.e., how valuable are

the annotations for some purpose?

It is clear that higher volume, reliability, and richness
will tend to incur higher costs. Usefulness for some
downstream application may or may not be clear and
measurable during annotation,1 though frameworks
like active learning (Settles, 2012) do take it into
explicit consideration to make the annotation process
more cost-effective.

We come, then, to the main question: When is
it worth designing a new annotation scheme? My
answer is, When annotating with an existing scheme
would be more painful (costly) than starting afresh.
The second question, What level of granularity?,
is similarly answered by weighing these tradeoffs:
too coarse, and the annotations will not be very in-
formative or useful; too fine, and training annotators
will be costly, the annotation will be slow, annotator

1And, if a scheme is intended to be general-purpose, use-
fulness would have to be measured on a battery of tasks to be
meaningful.
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the > dog or dog < the

unlabeled dependency
[Barack Obama]

multiword node
{a silver} > dollar

nodes with same head
(even though)

underspecified relationship
so > cool** lolz**

roots

Texas Rangers are in the World
Series ! Go Rangers !!!!!!!!!
http://fb.me/D2LsXBJx

[Texas Rangers~1] > are** < in

in < (the > [World Series])

Go** < Rangers~2

Found the scarriest mystery door in
my school . I’M SO CURIOUS D:

Found** < (the scarriest mystery door*)

(Found* door in)

in < (my > school)

I’M** < (SO > CURIOUS)

D:**

Figure 1: FUDG GFL notation summary and two annotated Twitter examples.

reliability will be low, and some categories may be
highly sparse. Estimating these tradeoffs in a particu-
lar setting is a qualitative judgment call, so in lieu of
a more concrete general principle, I will share some
illustrative examples from my own experience.

Twitter POS. Gimpel et al. (2011) introduced (and
Owoputi et al., 2012 documented in greater detail) a
coarse-grained POS tagset for English tweets. Given
that the eventual goal was to build a syntactic parser,
we considered extending the Penn Treebank (Mar-
cus et al., 1993) tagset with a few additional tags
for social media phenomena (such as emoticons and
hashtags). However, we also wanted a “lightweight”
tagset to facilitate rapid annotation, and did not feel
that the fine-grained inflectional distinctions made in
the PTB tags—VB, VBP, VBZ, VBG, VBD, and VBN indi-
cating different forms of verbs, for instance—were
an ideal use of annotators’ time.

We ultimately decided to craft a tagset coarser
grained than the 45 PTB categories, and similar
to Petrov et al.’s (2011) “universal” set of 12 cat-
egories,2 but with additional categories suited to
tweets: ! (interjection), E (emoticon), U (URL), # (ex-
trasyntactic hashtag), @ (at-mention), and ~ (online
discourse marker). Finally, we felt that it would be
difficult to force a tokenization of nonstandard words
like ima (“I’m going to”), so we opted for a minimal
tokenization and added 5 complex tags for {nominal,
proper noun}+{verbal, possessive}, and existential
there or predeterminer + verbal. This tagset had
20 tags, which proved manageable for a rapid short-
term annotation effort. Other Twitter syntax projects,
however, chose to adapt the PTB tagset, with the

2Unlike Petrov et al. (2011), we distinguished proper nouns
from common nouns, as this distinction is beneficial for named
entity recognition.

advantage that their data would be more closely com-
patible with existing resources and tools (Ritter et al.,
2011; Foster et al., 2011a,b).

Twitter Treebanking. In annotating a treebank for
Twitter, we estimated that a large volume of data at a
coarse level of granularity would be more valuable
for training parsers than a small amount of data with
fine-grained labels. We thus developed Fragmen-
tary Unlabeled Dependency Grammar (FUDG), an
annotation scheme for unlabeled dependencies, and
applied it to build the TWEEBANK corpus (Schneider
et al., 2013; Kong et al., 2014). This scheme does
make a couple of special distinctions—it provides
special structures for coordination and multiword ex-
pressions, which occur in all text genres, and also
allows multiple syntactic utterances/sentences per
tweet—but by and large, it rests on the assumption
that syntactic relations can be characterized as trees
of head–modifier dependencies. (Accommodations
for cases where it is difficult to determine those de-
pendencies fully are described below.)

3 On Ambiguity

The third question asks: Can the concept of “gold
annotations” be applied to non-canonical lan-
guages where the inherent ambiguity in the data
makes it hard to decide on the “ground truth” of
an utterance?

First, I think it is important to address the sources
of ambiguity. The text that we encounter is (pre-
sumably) intended to be understood by someone.
Of course, in unedited text there will be occasional
errors—accidental misspellings, omitted words, etc.—
that might render the utterance uninterpretable, and
there may be fewer distinguishing orthographic cues
(like capitalization). Even without production errors
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or orthographic ambiguities, the annotator may lack
context that was available to the intended audience, or
there may be genuine linguistic differences between
the writer and annotator (e.g., unfamiliar slang). On
occasion, we have to discard utterly uninterpretable
utterances. In other cases we might misinterpret the
utterance—but so long as it is a valid human inter-
petation, this is not necessarily a problem if the goal
is to train a parser.

The FUDG framework (Schneider et al., 2013) pro-
vides a solution for some forms of syntactic ambigu-
ity: it allows the annotator to underspecify parts of
the parse. Essentially, the annotation provides a set of
constraints which may be consistent with more than
one tree. Tokens not mentioned in the constraints are
unconstrained—they could be attached to any head
in a full analysis consistent with the annotation.

It is also possible to constrain nodes’ attachments
without specifying their full structure. In Found the
scarriest mystery door in my school . (shown with its
annotation in the right side of figure 1), there is a
subtle PP attachment ambiguity: what was in the
school, the door or its discovery?3 The annotation
permits both possibilities via a fudge expression: the
line (Found* door in) imposes the constraint that
Found, door, and in must together form a connected
subgraph, and (indicated by the asterisk) that Found
must be the head of that subgraph. Thus, Found must
have as daughters both door and in, or one of them,
in which case the other one is the granddaughter to
Found.4

4 The Annotation Process

When considering the merits of an annotation scheme,
it can be easy to forget that the scheme will ultimately
be embedded in an annotation process. A full annota-
tion framework encapsulates the formal annotation
scheme (e.g., tagset, units of annotation), linguistic

3Presumably both, semantically speaking. But this is not
merely an issue of annotation conventions: if the scarriest mystery
door in my school is a noun phrase, then the PP can be interpreted
as expressing the set over which the superlative operates (i.e.,
‘the scariest out of all the doors in the school’); whereas if the
superlative is functioning as an intensifier, it could be the scariest
out of all doors in the world.

4I.e., (Found* door in) is consistent with any of
the following: Found < door < in, Found < in < door,
Found < {door, in}. The second of these, which is obviously
incorrect, is ruled out by the first line of the annotation.

Figure 2: A simple training sentence in the FUDG/GFL
annotation tool (Mordowanec et al., 2014).

conventions for its application, documentation, an
annotation tool, a means of recruiting and compensat-
ing annotators, processes and materials for training
annotators, procedures for validation and measuring
inter-annotator agreement, etc. As suggested above,
the design of the linguistic scheme cannot always
be divorced from the practicalities of how it is to be
applied to data. Likewise, not all tools and processes
are appropriate for all schemes.

What are the considerations when choosing the
level of expertise of the annotators? When is
crowd sourcing appropriate? When do we need
linguistic experts?

I find it useful to distinguish annotators along two
dimensions. They can be naïve, familiar, or expert
at understanding the linguistic phenomena of inter-
est; and they can be anonymous—recruited from
some general pool of users (such as Amazon Me-
chanical Turk), and possibly not serious about the
task—or trusted—honestly willing to do what is
asked of them (regardless of their ability). While
there is crowdsourcing literature on making conven-
tional annotation schemes more cost-effective with
anonymous, naïve annotators (e.g., Snow et al., 2008;
Hovy et al., 2014), success in this form of crowd-
sourcing requires the annotation task to be well un-
derstood (because it is more difficult to get useful
feedback about challenging aspects of the task).
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By contrast, the annotation schemes I have dis-
cussed above had never been piloted. We instead
used a pool of local (trusted) annotators who were,
for the most part, familiar with the fundamentals
of POS/dependency representations but lacking in
advanced training in syntax. Most of them were
language technologies graduate students primarily
trained as computer scientists. Given their fluency
with text-based programming languages, we decided
to formulate a similar language for FUDG depen-
dency annotation—the Graph Fragment Language
(GFL), whose notation is summarized in figure 1. In
initial pilot studies, annotators were asked to anno-
tate the data directly in text files, but this did not
scale well because there was no immediate check for
well-formedness of their input. Thus, for a larger
annotation effort, we built a custom web interface for
GFL annotations that produces an immediate graphi-
cal visualization of the parse (figure 2; Mordowanec
et al., 2014). This framework seemed to work well,
though we did not build a point-and-click treebanking
interface for comparison.

Kong et al. (2014) present some analyses of the
900-tweet/12k-token TWEEBANK corpus. Most of
its annotations were collected in a single a day from
two dozen annotators, most of them familiar and
a few of them expert with respect to syntactic rep-
resentation and English grammar. Several quality
measures are reported, but the main finding is that
despite some noise in the data, training on TWEE-
BANK data (instead of out-of-domain training data)
produces “a 7.8% gain [in parsing accuracy] with
an order of magnitude less annotated data” (Kong
et al., 2014, p. 1008). We take this as evidence that
trusted non-expert annotations of linguistic structure
can be useful. Whether naïve or anonymous annota-
tors could be trained to do dependency annotation is
an open question.

For building new resources for NCLs, is it still
worthwhile to invest a huge amount of time and
human labour for manual annotation, consider-
ing that the annotators spend most of their time
making arbitrary decisions, and that the aim of
building ‘high-quality resources’ for NCLs might
not be realistic?

The Twitter syntactic annotation described above
relied on fairly simple schemes distributed among
many annotators over a short timeframe. The data

produced by this approach has proved beneficial for
training Twitter taggers and parsers—at least, rela-
tive to no in-domain data. The customization of the
annotation schemes for the domain (including permit-
ting underspecification) was intended to reduce the
number of arbitrary decisions. (Our dependency an-
notation guidelines were fairly brief, and annotators
were encouraged to avail themselves of underspecifi-
cation when they encountered syntactic constructions
not clearly addressed by the guidelines.)

It is, however, difficult to generalize beyond the
framing of the tasks addressed here. I would not,
for example, argue that the English Web Treebank
(Bies et al., 2012)—a high-quality resource covering
five genres of online text in the style of the Penn
Treebank—was a wasted effort. But it will, I hope,
permit experimentation testing whether the benefits
of the full resource (for extrinsic tasks) can be approx-
imated with smaller, less expert, cheaper annotations.

5 Why you shouldn’t take my word for it

As with any annotation framework, it is difficult to
say exactly which aspects of the setup were success-
ful and which aspects could have been improved. To
do so would have required a great many controlled
annotation studies, whereas we were focused on pro-
ducing as much useful data as possible given a lim-
ited budget. And of course, it’s possible that a more
conventional approach to annotation with fewer an-
notators would have produced more useful data.

In general, it has been my experience that—some
well-established best practices notwithstanding—
designing an annotation framework involves a mix-
ture of guesswork, intuition, and trial and error. I
hope future research will succeed at making this
process more empirical and more predictable (see
also Hovy and Lavid, 2010; Garrette and Baldridge,
2013). There is a great deal more to discover with
regard to understanding the range of text varieties
(Baldwin et al., 2013), building statistical models of
annotator bias (Snow et al., 2008; Hovy et al., 2013;
Passonneau and Carpenter, 2014), automatically de-
tecting inconsistencies in linguistic data (Dickinson
and Meurers, 2003; Loftsson, 2009; Kato and Mat-
subara, 2010), and bringing extrinsic models into
the annotation loop (Baldridge and Osborne, 2004;
Baldridge and Palmer, 2009; Settles, 2012).
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Abstract

We examine some non-canonical annotation
categories that license missing material (el-
lipses and enumerations). In extending these
categories to learner data, the distinctions
seem to require an annotator to determine
whether a sentence is grammatical or not when
deciding between particular analyses. We un-
pack the assumptions surrounding the annota-
tion of learner language and how these partic-
ular phenomena compare to competing analy-
ses, pointing out the implications for annota-
tion practice and second language analysis.

1 Introduction and Motivation

The grammatical principles underlying linguistic an-
notation are often only implicit. The implicitness
and undercommittal to any particular theory can be
beneficial, as it: 1) allows multiple users of the an-
notation to utilize it in different ways; 2) frees an-
notators to extend existing categories to unforeseen
constructions; and 3) treats annotation as indices for
others to derive theories from. Without necessarily
having to be a theoretically-driven corpus (Oepen et
al., 2004), there are cases, however, where a gram-
matical model for annotation may need to be made
more explicit and the annotation categories more
precise. For non-canonical data (e.g., historical, sec-
ond language, and internet data), a thorough defi-
nition of language categories should lead to a con-
sistent application throughout a corpus. As one ex-
ample, knowing whether a hashtag denotes a syn-
tactic unit (e.g., Got #college admissions questions
?) is important for obtaining a syntactic tree for

Twitter data (Kong et al., 2014). Even for canonical
data, annotation categories are not truly meaningful
without some specification or guidelines (Rambow,
2010). We here explore non-canonical categories
for non-canonical data, specifically categories that
license “missing” material (ellipsis, enumeration) in
the context of second language learner data, and we
demonstrate that one needs to make clear to what
extent the categories in the grammar underlying the
annotation extend to novel constructions.

To gauge the impact on second language data of
categories designed to cover more “peripheral” phe-
nomena involving missing material requires inves-
tigating, first, how these categories apply in gen-
eral, and, secondly, how they extend to learner
data and how they compare to competing, learner-
specific analyses. We refer to categories which li-
cense missing (or additional) semantic material as
non-canonical categories. Applying such categories
to learner data makes us question to what degree we
need to know whether a sentence is grammatical—
where grammatical refers to being licensed by the
grammar underlying the annotation.

Focusing on the data of second language learn-
ers and the annotation of syntactic dependencies, the
question of grammaticality is compounded, not just
by novel constructions, but by various research prac-
tices. First, there is a long literature in second lan-
guage acquisition (SLA) as to the nature of a second
language grammar (interlanguage) (Selinker, 1972;
Adjemian, 1976; Ellis, 1985; Lakshmanan and
Selinker, 2001). Secondly, and sometimes compet-
ingly, there are many schemes for annotating learner
errors in corpora (Dı́az-Negrillo and Fernández-
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Domı́nguez, 2006; Granger, 2003; Nicholls, 2003;
Lüdeling et al., 2005), where direct or indirect ref-
erence is made to target (i.e., native) grammars in
the annotation of corrections. Part of the tension be-
tween these approaches is to what extent the gram-
matical categories used for native language are ap-
plicable to learner data.

Thus, non-canonical categories are worth in-
vestigating not just to improve corpus annota-
tion, but also to provide insight into these tradi-
tions. In particular, there has been much discussion
in SLA regarding the comparative fallacy (Bley-
Vroman, 1983; Lakshmanan and Selinker, 2001;
Tenfjord et al., 2006), wherein learner language is
(over)compared to the target language, and the de-
gree to which such comparison affects the conclu-
sions drawn. The grammatical annotation of learner
language is in some sense ideal for providing in-
sight, as it provides a systematic characterization of
everything in the data and thus allows one to assess
the degree of over-comparison (Ragheb, 2014).

In section 2 we discuss the aims of linguistic an-
notation for learner data, which leads directly to a
unpacking of the grammaticality assumed in such
annotation in section 3—examining both the source
of the grammar and the way innovative learner ex-
amples do or do not fit within the categories given by
that grammar. After setting this stage, we turn to our
two main areas of phenomena: 1) ellipsis and miss-
ing heads (section 4); and 2) coordination, enumer-
ation, and missing conjunctions (section 5). After
seeing the issues involved in these categories and in
the decision procedure for annotation (section 6)—
at least for one annotation scheme—we conclude in
section 7 that the main options for annotation are:
1) apply the native categories even to learner inno-
vations; 2) develop tighter restrictions on the native
categories; and/or 3) reference sentence-level gram-
maticality in the definitions of categories.

This paper will likely raise more questions than it
provides answers, as “answers” are ultimately going
to be specific to one’s particular goals and project.
However, we believe the questions are crucial to an-
notating learner language: indeed, our own motiva-
tion for raising these questions stems from syntac-
tically annotating our own learner corpus (Ragheb,
2014; Ragheb and Dickinson, 2014; Dickinson and
Ragheb, 2013) and realizing we needed clarification

of certain categories, in particular those dealing with
missing elements.

We examine phenomena surrounding ellipsis and
enumeration because they are the main ones in our
annotation scheme that license missing material, and
missing material is important to investigate in the
context of learner language, as learners often omit
structures, e.g., determiners (see (Ragheb, 2014), ch.
7, and references therein). One other category could
potentially be confused with categories licensing
missing material, namely serial verb (SRL), which
licenses a sequence of two verbs without a connector
(similar to enumeration). In come hang with us, for
example, hang is a SRL dependent of come. We ig-
nore this category because: a) it is restricted to come
and go; b) what we say about distinguishing coor-
dination from enumeration (section 5) can more or
less be applied to SRL; and c) we have not noticed
it specifically causing confusion.

2 Linguistic Annotation for Learner Data

As argued in (Ragheb and Dickinson, 2011), one
way to approach the annotation of learner corpora
is by annotating linguistic properties. A starting
assumption is that the categories used for learner
language are similar enough to those for native
language to use native categories. However, one
quickly finds that linguistic categories for native
speaker data are inadequate to represent the full
range of learner productions (Dı́az-Negrillo et al.,
2010). For example, in (1),1 the word he cannot
simply be marked as a nominative or accusative pro-
noun because in some sense it is both. Thus, one
may want to annotate multiple layers, in this case
one POS layer for morphological evidence and one
for syntactic distributional evidence (i.e., position).

(1) I must play with he.

While errors (i.e., ungrammaticalities) can be de-
rived from mismatches between annotation layers,
they are not primary entities. The multi-layer lin-
guistic annotation is primarily based on linguistic
evidence, not a sentence’s correctness.

There are two main wrinkles to separating lin-
guistic annotation from error annotation, however:

1Example sentences in this paper come from the SALLE
corpus, comprised of essays from an Intensive English Program.
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1) annotation categories could employ a notion of
grammatical correctness to define; and 2) the deci-
sion process for ambiguous cases could reference a
sentence’s correctness. In the former case, the is-
sue often has to do with using categories that are
not always clearly defined for native data, while
in the latter case, the issue is in having categories
which—even if well-defined on different annota-
tion layers—are insufficient to handle the usage the
learner presents. In the next few sections we discuss
issues surrounding non-canonical annotation cate-
gories and discuss the effect of the decision proce-
dure in section 6.

To make the issues concrete, we rely on the
syntactic annotation of the SALLE (Syntactically
Annotating Learner Language of English) project
(Ragheb, 2014; Ragheb and Dickinson, 2014),
which employs multi-layer annotation. The is-
sues are not specific to this annotation, but it illus-
trates the difficulties in applying native categories to
learner data. That is, the SALLE annotation scheme
(Dickinson and Ragheb, 2013) helps define ques-
tions of what constitutes appropriate linguistic an-
notation for interlanguage.2

3 Grammatical Annotation

When annotating learner data, it is important to
know what is meant by grammatical. For error an-
notation, for example, this defines what an error
is; e.g., in Korean, a missing postpositional parti-
cle may be an error or not depending on the level of
formality underpinning grammaticality (Lee et al.,
2012). The SALLE framework assumes a grammar
based on the target language as an underpinning to
the annotation (section 3.1), but, in the face of inno-
vative learner usage, has focused on annotating the
language as it appears and not on whether each sen-
tence deviates from that grammar, i.e., is ungram-
matical or not (section 3.2).

3.1 Target language grammar

To see the need to make clear the source of gram-
maticality, consider morphological POS annotation
(section 2). In a verbal sequence like can promotes,
for example, promotes intuitively has the morpho-
logical evidence of a third person singular verb. But

2Guidelines at: http://cl.indiana.edu/˜salle/

to reference these morphological properties requires
some notion of how these properties are defined,
e.g., how -s stands for third person singular.

One obvious source of information is that “third
person singular” comes from the definition of the -s
morpheme in English. To annotate this way means
referencing grammatical concepts from the target
language (L2). If a different grammar is chosen to
define categories, such as the learner’s first language
(L1), one might posit, e.g., -et as an indicator of
“third person singular” (cf. Russian). In (Ragheb
and Dickinson, 2012), we argue for using the L2 as
the source of the grammar, as learners share many
aspects of development in the L2 (Ellis, 2008) and
as this can ensure annotation reliability.

3.2 Emerging categories

Annotation deals with the way facts from the gram-
mar interact with phenomena occuring within a sen-
tence. Consider objects, for example: a constellation
of properties allows one to specify that two differ-
ent sentences both contain them. Objects can be de-
fined as: a) occurring, roughly speaking, after a verb
(syntactic distribution); b) fitting into the argu-
ment structure of a verb, typically as a patient/theme
(semantic distribution); and c) taking accusative
case, as appropriate, e.g., him (morphological dis-
tribution). The class of objects emerges from these
same patterns occurring across sentences within, in
this case, English, and the task of annotation is to
see whether a new instance fits into this class.

A distinction between categories—e.g., subjects
and objects—arises from them having different sets
of (typical) properties. With learner phenomena,
there appear to be new kinds of emergent categories,
ones which may overlap with previously-defined
categories. When this happens, one has to specify
which of the two categories a particular language in-
stance falls into, and one way may be to say, “Cat-
egory X is grammatical/native-like; category Y is
not.” It such cases we cover in the next two sections.

Before examining non-canonical categories,
though, consider objects as they relate to the the
usage of, for instance, one in (2). Does one fit the
(target) category of object (OBJ), some other target
category, or something else entirely?

(2) When I was in my country , I dreamed one I
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can go to a typical American city .

One possible approach (Reznicek et al., 2013; Re-
hbein et al., 2012) is to say: 1) the usage of one is
non-native; 2) a native-like target is I dreamed that
one day I could go ...; and 3) the grammatical anno-
tation of one can thus be based upon this target form
(e.g., as a type of temporal adjunct of can go).

The approach used in SALLE, by contrast, as-
sumes that, after splitting out the lingusitic evidence
into different layers (section 2), many learner inno-
vations should be able to fit into an existing target
category. In this case, the morphosyntactic depen-
dency annotation layer ignores the semantic defini-
tion of OBJ and focuses on the fact that one occurs
as a post-verbal nominal and is consistent with be-
ing accusative case. Thus, it can be annotated as
conveying the evidence of the target category OBJ.

The point here is that this style of annotation em-
ploys definitions from a target grammar, in lieu of
creating learner-specific categories or creating tar-
get forms that make clear a discrepancy between
non-native and native categories, i.e., which deem a
sentence ungrammatical. For canonical categories,
individual learner instances can be difficult to cate-
gorize, but the categories themselves are, generally
speaking, relatively well-defined.

4 Ellipsis and Missing Heads

4.1 Ellipsis
Ellipsis concerns omitted material in a sentence. In
SALLE, an ELL label marks the relation between
two categories that normally would not have a rela-
tion, but nonetheless do because of missing material.
This ELL label collapses several elliptical relations
in the CHILDES project (MacWhinney, 2000) (sec.
12.2), where pairs of labels denote the chain of de-
pendencies that, in a sense, should be present be-
tween the two words (e.g., DET-OBJ). ELL is used
when no other relation is possible and the dependent
relation is not possible to specify locally, i.e., with-
out crossing branches. An example is given in (3).

(3) I am a graduated Biologist actually an Ecol-
ogist .

Here, Ecologist restates Biologist as an apposi-
tive; the adverb actually, however, is a verbal modi-
fier. To indicate an elliptical structure (cf. actually [I

am] an Ecologist), actually is annotated as an ELL
dependent of Ecologist, as in figure 1. The word
missing its head takes the ELL label (actually) and
attaches to the head of the construction (Ecologist).3

I am a graduated Biologist actually an Ecologist .

SUBJ

DET

MOD

PRED

ELL

DET

APPOS

PUNCT

Figure 1: Appositive with an elliptical modifier

4.2 Missing heads

There are other cases of missing heads which are
more clearly ungrammatical. One common case for
learners concerns the omission of a finite verb in a
sentence, as in (4). An analysis which continues the
usage of the ELL label would annotate it as in fig-
ure 2(a), where the label mitigates the relation be-
tween people (what would be the subject if are were
present) and friendly (what would be the predicate).
Also shown here is a subcategorization layer, indi-
cating which arguments each word is selecting for.

(4) Also , the people in it very friendly .

There is something satisfying and dissatisfying
about the analysis. On the one hand, it stays in line
with the annotation scheme by not marking anything
peculiar. On the other hand, it poses two problems:
1) given the general side effect of mismatches be-
tween annotation layers when something is ungram-
matical, one expects there to be a mismatch here, yet
there is not; and 2) given the goal to annotate based
on the evidence at hand, one would hope to provide
a more informative label than ELL when possible.
For example, people is a SUBJ of friendly, at least
in some semantic sense.

Unlike the cases of ellipsis in section 4.1, there
is no head recoverable from the context; i.e., unlike
in (3) where am is present but just non-local, we do
not have are anywhere in the context. The evidence

3Note that the ELL label only concerns missing heads,
whereas the term ellipsis is generally used more broadly (e.g.,
(Sag, 1976)); missing dependents are handled differently, as
discussed in (Dickinson and Ragheb, 2013) (sec. 5.1.2).
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vroot Also , the people in it very friendly
<ROOT> <DET> <POBJ>

ELL

PUNCT DET

ELL

NJCT POBJ JCT

ROOT

(a) ELL analysis of missing copula

vroot Also , the people in it very friendly
<ROOT> <DET> <POBJ>

TRANS

PUNCT DET

SUBJ

NJCT POBJ JCT

INCROOT

(b) Missing head analysis of missing copula

Figure 2: Example of a missing copula

for this particular case is thus qualitatively different
than in the more traditional elliptical cases—and so
one may want to treat such cases differently.

There is additional reason for a separate missing
head analysis: for some sentences, it is almost un-
avoidable to posit a missing head. Consider (5),
where a purpose clause lacks the infinitive marker
to. The construction in order to is more of a fixed
form, and it is clear that a particular function word is
missing. While ellipsis is governed by some princi-
ples (syntactic or otherwise) (e.g., (Sag, 1976; Gold-
berg, 2005; Culicover and Jackendoff, 2005)), learn-
ers can freely omit heads (and dependents) of vari-
ous kinds—content or function words, fixed forms
or open-ended constructions, etc.—and learner lan-
guage annotation thus seems to need a separate treat-
ment of missing heads.

(5) . . . I need more natural and friendly place to
live with my wife in order understand each
values and natures . . .

The treatment of (4) in SALLE is shown in fig-
ure 2(b). Here, people is the SUBJ of friendly; un-
like ELL, SUBJ is an argument label, meaning it
should be subcategorized for, but here it is not (indi-
cated by having no <SUBJ>). Thus, there is a mis-
match in annotation, and an informative, evidence-
based label (SUBJ) being used. However, the sen-

tence is treated differently than some other cases
with missing heads, namely ones deemed elliptical.

4.3 Ellipsis vs. missing head

The details of each particular analysis are less im-
portant than noting the decision to make: should el-
lipsis annotation extend to non-native missing head
constructions? There is evidence suggesting that at
least some types of these cases are different (e.g.,
non-local presence/absence of the locally missing
head) and thus the ellipsis category may no longer
apply.4 Additionally, there is an open question as
to whether one wishes to refer to elliptical construc-
tions as grammatical and missing heads as ungram-
matical in determining the distinction.

5 Coordination and Enumeration

Coordination and enumeration feature a similar di-
chotomy, potentially dependent upon a sentence’s
grammaticality when no conjunction is present.

5.1 Coordination

Coordination in SALLE is right-branching. In fig-
ure 3, for example, knowledge serves as the prepo-
sitional object (POBJ); and is the CCC dependent
of knowledge; and personality is the final coordina-
tion (COORD) element. An MCOORD (modifica-
tory coordination) label is used between non-final
elements in coordinations of three or more elements.
COORD is an argument label and is thus subcatego-
rized for (<COORD>), whereas MCOORD is not.5

on my knowledge and my personality
<POBJ> <DET> <COORD> <DET>

POBJ

DET CCC DETCOORD

Figure 3: Treatment of basic coordination

4There are various other distinctions between figure 2(a) and
figure 2(b), owing to other annotation scheme criteria, which
we do not delve into here, i.e., ROOT vs. INCROOT, ELL vs.
TRANS. See (Dickinson and Ragheb, 2013) for details.

5The right-branching analysis handles interactions with sub-
categorization for learner innovations; nothing hinges on this
choice for the current paper, but for more details and argumen-
tation, see (Dickinson and Ragheb, 2011).
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5.2 Enumeration
SALLE also includes an enumeration label for lists
of things. In line with coordination, they are treated
as right-branching, with an ENUM label, as illus-
trated in figure 4. ENUM is not an argument label
and thus does not need to be subcategorized for.

one two three four

ENUM ENUM ENUM

Figure 4: Treatment of an enumerated list (constructed)

This distinction is borrowed from the CHILDES
annotation scheme (MacWhinney, 2000; Sagae et
al., 2010), but the exact defintion of enumeration is
difficult to pin down. Its prototypical properties in-
clude not needing a conjunction and often implying
a continuation. Otherwise, the semantics are simi-
lar to coordination: multiple items are functioning
in a parallel fashion. Further, some coordinations in
some languages allow for no conjunction (Mithun,
1988), and enumeration might be considered a form
of degenerate coordination (Wälchli, 2005).

5.3 Missing conjunction
The question of determining what enumeration
refers to has a strong bearing on learner language,
where there are constructions which could be ei-
ther characterized as enumerations or as coordina-
tions without a conjunction. Consider (6), with two
separate sequences to consider. Focusing on the se-
quence of ises, there may be something amiss in be-
ing able to link them without a conjunction (in addi-
tion to the anomalous connection between the noun
Santiago and the following three adjectives).

(6) I am Chilean , my hometown is Santiago , is
beautiful , is big , is nice .

A partial dependency tree for the missing con-
junction analysis in SALLE is given in figure 5. The
analysis here is to use a COORD relation that is not
subcategorized for as the final dependency, thus cre-
ating a mismatch indicating ungrammaticality.

It is hard to pinpoint exactly when a missing con-
junction analysis should be utilized, and in this case
part of the motivation has to do with capturing a
formal written register of English. Additionally,

garden-variety run-on sentences could be analyzed
as missing conjunctions—as the connection between
the main clauses in (6) could be. Furthermore, there
are sentences where the units being combined are
non-parallel, as in the link between readings and
swim and running in (7), again opening the door for
a possible missing conjunction analysis.

(7) Besides , I like swim and running , readings

It should be noted that there is also an option of
treating the construction as involving two distinct el-
ements with the same function; for example, in my
these tasks, tasks could have two separate determin-
ers. This option can complicate annotation, but does
not change the question of how to separate coordi-
nation from enumeration, and so we set it aside here.

5.4 Enumeration vs. missing conjunction

Again, the pertinent question is: should enumeration
annotation extend to non-native missing conjunc-
tions? As pointed out, there is some evidence sug-
gesting that they are different constructions, and as
with missing heads and ellipses (section 4.3), miss-
ing conjunction coordinations can thus be defined as
not being enumerations. For example, to be an enu-
meration might mean that no conjunction is required
by the context and can be indicated with evidence
such as an etc, as in (8).

(8) and i sing in church , street , station etc .

Again, an open question is whether one wishes to
explicitly reference grammaticality (see, e.g., (Dick-
inson and Ragheb, 2013), p. 71). Note that such
questions could arise for native language annotation,
but the greater variability in learner forms exacer-
bates the problem: a string of items in sequence does
not now necessarily mean it is an enumerated list.

6 Annotation Decision Procedure

Learner language can be multi-ways ambiguous—
especially when categories license missing
material—so annotation needs to provide mul-
tiple analyses (Reznicek et al., 2012; Lüdeling et
al., 2005), provide enough contextual (meta-data)
information to sort through analyses (Ott et al.,
2012), and/or have a clear decision procedure for
annotation. Due to having minimal meta-data
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my hometown is Santiago , is beautiful , is big , is nice
<DET> <SUBJ,PRED> <SUBJ,PRED> <SUBJ,PRED> <SUBJ,PRED>

DET SUBJ PRED

PUNCT

MCOORD

PRED

PUNCT

MCOORD

PRED

PUNCT

COORD

PRED

Figure 5: Missing conjunction (secondary SUBJs not shown)

and a small number of annotators, the SALLE
project focuses on this last point. The annotation
scheme is in some sense independent of the decision
procedure involved in assigning the annotation—but
the procedure itself could employ a notion of
grammaticality in choosing a best analysis.

As mentioned in section 2, the issue here is in hav-
ing L2 categories that are too specific to handle the
usage the learner presents, i.e., no categories fit the
usage. For example, in (9), the usage of what is not
really a (question) determiner (DDQ) and the form
is not that of a (subordinating) conjunction (CST).

(9) So when I admit to korea university , I de-
cide what i find my own way .

There are a number of possible analyses for han-
dling what i find my own way, including:

1. what as an extraneous word with no clear func-
tion and with a missing auxiliary (e.g., would);

2. what as a type of infinitival marker, with i as an
extraneous word; or

3. what as a complementizer, albeit lexically
anomalous, with the clause as valid (if odd).

A main SALLE heuristic is to “give the learner the
benefit of the doubt.” This heuristic favors analyses
with fewer mismatches, i.e., discrepancies between
different annotation layers, when no other evidence
can distinguish the analyses. In this case, the third
analysis is chosen because the lexical anomaly is the
only indication of a learner-specific innovation.

Giving the learner the benefit of the doubt stems
from treating the learner’s language as a system in its
own right (section 7.2) and does reduce the ambigu-
ity for annotation. However, to give the benefit of the
doubt—in lieu of other evidence—means annotators
are arguably aware of how good or bad a sentence
is, as they use a lack of errors as a guide. This is

still qualitatively different than using explicit target
hypotheses—as it is in terms of categories—but the
degree to which this procedure references sentence
correctness is a question that deserves closer inves-
tigation in the future. As mentioned, alternatives are
to include more trees or more meta-information to
disambiguate, each of which has its own costs.

7 Implications

We have seen non-canonical categories that license
missing material (ellipses and enumerations), dis-
tinctions which could involve an annotator determin-
ing whether a sentence is grammatical when decid-
ing between analyses. The decision procedure to
obtain a single annotation may also reference gram-
maticality. The investigation in this paper and one’s
particular choices in practice have implications for
both annotation practice (section 7.1) and second
language analysis (section 7.2).

7.1 Impact on annotation
There are several takeaway points here for annota-
tion of native or non-native data. First, these non-
canonical categories seem to require one to consider
to what extent annotation labels are merely indices
and to what extent they reflect some grammatical
properties worth capturing; that is, is there truly a
grammar underlying the annotation? One must also
consider the effect of annotation heuristics on the
definitions in the grammar.

Secondly, when faced with non-canonical data
and potentially a new set of competing analyses, one
must choose how to apply the non-canonical cate-
gories. The main options seem to be the following:

1. Apply the native categories even to learner in-
novations, thereby extending the original defi-
nitions of the categories and making sentences
potentially more ambiguous. For example, an
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ellipsis category may license nearly any con-
nection between two words.

2. Develop tighter restrictions on the native cat-
egories, so that differences in native and non-
native instances emerge naturally. For example,
ellipsis might be licensed only when the elided
words can be literally recovered from the pre-
vious context. It should be noted that, in the
general case, this option may only be available
for data with enough meta-data to consistently
distinguish the categories.

3. Reference sentence-level grammaticality in the
definitions of categories. In essence, solution
#3 is a subtype of solution #2, where the tighter
restriction references grammaticality.

We have shied away from #1 because: a) it al-
lows for too many possible analyses, and b) it treats
the learner innovations exactly on a par with con-
structions that seem different. But note that this op-
tion seems to be consistent with the annotation prac-
tice of extending grammatical categories to new con-
structions (cf. (Pustejovsky and Stubbs, 2013), ch.
4)), while options #2 and #3 seem to be more in line
with treating the underlying grammar as generative,
i.e., as defining the set of allowable sentences in a
language (cf. work back to (Chomsky, 1965)).

In this light, option #3 could have an unusual in-
terpretation: as we understand it, to say that a miss-
ing head is not ellipsis because it is ungrammatical
is to say that it is not in the target grammar (as el-
lipsis) because it is not in the grammar. Defining a
category in terms of grammaticality may thus be a
useful diagnostic for annotation practice, but further
work should tease apart how principled this is. In
general, being able to properly define a target cate-
gory so that cases clearly do or do not fit (cf. sec-
tions 4.3 and 5.4), i.e., continuing to be evidence-
based, seems to be worth pursuing. Option #3 also
impacts acquisition research, a point we turn to next.

7.2 Impact on the comparative fallacy
The comparative fallacy in SLA is the notion that a
researcher may be over-comparing a learner’s inter-
language to the L2, and in that way treating the inter-
language as a corrupt form of the L2 (Bley-Vroman,
1983). (Ragheb and Dickinson, 2011) argue that
linguistic annotation avoids the comparative fallacy

in a way that error annotation doesn’t, but relying
on sentence-level grammaticality judgments would
make that picture more muddled.

Without delving too deeply into the issue here
(including how much one should want to avoid
the comparative fallacy), our discussion of non-
canonical categories implies that, at least for anno-
tation, the comparative fallacy is not a simple bi-
nary distinction. Stemming from section 3, there
is a distinction between analyzing target forms and
target categories to consider in discussions of com-
parison, as well as a question of analyzing emerging
constructions by making some reference to the cor-
rectness of a sentence, irrespective of a specific tar-
get. Non-canonical categories such as ellipsis seem
to force an investigation into these issues; perhaps
not coincidentally, these structures have often been
relegated to peripheral phenomena in the theoretical
literature (Culicover and Jackendoff, 2005).

8 Outlook

By applying categories appropriate for native lan-
guage to learner language, we have discovered non-
canonical categories that are difficult to apply. Fur-
ther annotation for English and other languages will
likely reveal other nuances, perhaps for distinctions
generally difficult for dependency grammar, e.g.,
relative clauses. An immediate next step is to study
categories which license extra arguments, such as
topics and appositives.

Learner-specific annotation, such as underspeci-
fied categories, may also prove to impact how one
sees non-canonical data. In that light, we have
only scratched the surface of the implications for
second language research, and we have not begun
to examine other kinds of non-canonical data (e.g.,
dialectal). Additionally, one would like to know
which categories are indeed useful for acquisition
research, and studies utilizing this and other anno-
tation schemes should shed light on this question
(Ragheb, 2014; Alexopoulou et al., to appear).
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Abstract
The present paper describes an attempt to cre-
ate an interoperable scheme using existing an-
notations of textual phenomena across lan-
guages and genres including non-canonical
ones. Such a kind of analysis requires anno-
tated multilingual resources which are costly.
Therefore, we make use of annotations al-
ready available in the resources for English,
German and Czech. As the annotations in
these corpora are based on different con-
ceptual and methodological backgrounds, we
need an interoperable scheme that covers ex-
isting categories and at the same time allows a
comparison of the resources. In this paper, we
describe how this interoperable scheme was
created and which problematic cases we had
to consider. The resulting scheme is supposed
to be applied in the future to explore contrasts
between the three languages under analysis,
for which we expect the greatest differences in
the degree of variation between non-canonical
and canonical language.

1 Aims and Motivation

The aim of the present study is to create a scheme
which will allow us to use existing annotations of
textual phenomena, and which will be applicable
to multiple languages and genres, including non-
canonical ones. The annotations were created within
two separate projects: German-English Contrasts in
Cohesion (GECCo, Lapshinova and Kunz (2014))
whose focus was on English and German on the one
hand, and the Prague Dependency Treebank (PDT
3.0, Bejček et al. (2013)) with the analysis of Czech,
on the other hand.

The resulting scheme will serve our overarching
goal to unify the two approaches in a joint analysis
of contrasts between English, German and Czech on
the level of discourse. We assume that the greatest
differences between these languages lie in the de-
gree of variation between non-canonical and canon-
ical language (here we especially mean spoken lan-
guage). Previous findings on lexico-grammatical
and also cohesive phenomena have evidenced that
there is more variation between written and spo-
ken dimensions in German than in English, even
though they are closely related, cf. Mair (2006)
or Kunz et al. (forthcoming). Studies with respect
to spoken and written Czech (see, e.g., Cvrček et
al. (2010)) suggest that the differences between writ-
ten and spoken language are even more pronounced
in Czech than in German, at least with respect to
lexico-grammar, hence we expect that this also holds
for the level of text/ discourse.

We therefore suggest that if we draw a line of dif-
ferences between spoken and written English, Ger-
man and Czech, we would observe a continuum
in the degree of variation between these languages,
as seen in Figure 1. The graph also reflects the
above assumption that the differences are less pro-
nounced between English and German than if we
compare English and German with Czech. The rea-
sons for this lie in the linguistic heritage of these lan-
guages (English and German have a common West-
Germanic origin while Czech is a Slavic language)
and in sociolinguistic factors that influenced their
evolution (for example, Czech purism at the begin-
ning of the 20th century, described, e.g., in Havránek
and Weingart (1932)). To our knowledge, there is no
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Figure 1: Differences between spoken and written En-
glish, German and Czech

research testing these assumptions. We believe that
a cross-language analysis based on the interoperable
scheme proposed in this work will help to fill this
gap.

However, this kind of study requires corpora that
are annotated for textual phenomena. As the cre-
ation of such corpora is a time-consuming task, we
decide to take advantage of existing resources, i.e.
corpora, which already contain annotations of these
phenomena. However, while capturing the same
phenomena, the annotations in the corpora at hand
were created in the frame of two different projects
(GECCo and PDT, see Section 2). Moreover, both
existing annotation schemes only account for the
systemic peculiarities and realizational options of
the languages analysed and hence are not general
enough to permit a comparison across Germanic and
Slavic languages. For this reason, we need to unify
the categories in these schemes to create an inter-
operable one which can be applicable to multiple
languages and text registers, including spoken ones.
The scheme will allow us to profit from the exist-
ing annotated resources and at the same time will
enable the contrastive analysis of the languages in-
volved. We believe that the resulting scheme will
find application not only in our research, but also in
further linguistic studies and in cross-language NLP
applications. It is beyond the scope of this paper to
include the contrastive language analysis, which will
follow from the unified scheme in our future work.

2 Theoretical Background

In this section, we describe the frameworks for the
analysis of English, German and Czech. They were
used in the development of the resources at hand
(which are described later in Section 3) and will
serve as a basis for our interoperable scheme.

2.1 Frameworks for the analysis of English and
German

The analysis of textual phenomena in GECCo is
based on the definition of cohesion. The con-
cept was established by Halliday and Hasan (1976)
for English, in the frame of Systemic Functional
Linguistics. It concerns textual relations between
linguistic expressions across grammatical domains.
Additionally, the categories under analysis are based
on the conceptualisations of de Beaugrande and
Dressler (1981), who consider cohesion as an ex-
plicit linguistic signal on the text surface to establish
coherence or textuality. Cohesion always involves a
linguistic trigger (cohesive device) that links up to
other linguistic expressions in the same text. The
main categories used in the analysis include corefer-
ence to create relations of identity, comparative ref-
erence, substitution and ellipsis to create relations of
comparison between referents belonging to the same
type, conjunction for logico-semantic relations be-
tween propositions, and lexical cohesion for similar-
ity between different types of referents. The adapta-
tion of these categories and their subcategories to the
bilingual comparison of English and German have
been described in Kunz et al. (forthcoming). For
coreference, ellipsis and lexical cohesion, not only
cohesive devices were considered, but also the lin-
guistic expressions they tie up with as well as the
cohesive relations. The relations may contain more
than just two linguistic expressions and form cohe-
sive chains that stretch over longer passages of text.

2.2 Framework for the analysis of Czech

In the framework for the analysis of Czech, the fol-
lowing textual phenomena are included: ellipses, in-
formation structure, grammatical and textual coref-
erence, bridging relations (associative anaphora) and
discourse relations. Their definition is based on
Functional Generative Description as described in
Sgall et al. (1986). The approach uses syntactic as
well as semantic criteria for text analysis and con-
siders three layers of text representation: morpho-
logical, analytical and tectogrammatical (deep syn-
tactic). At the tectogrammatical layer, the mean-
ing of the sentence is represented as a dependency
tree structure, in which nodes represent autoseman-
tic words and are labelled with a large set of at-
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tributes. This layer of representation is especially
important for elliptical constructions, as they are
captured here in reconstructions (Mikulová, 2014).
Besides that, the tectogrammatical layer also covers
information on structural attributes (in terms of con-
textually bound or contextually non-bound nodes).
The approach to textual phenomena exceeding the
sentence boundary is two-fold for the Czech frame-
work. On the one hand, the conception of dis-
course relations is based on the Penn-style discourse
lexically-grounded approach, as described in Prasad
et al. (2008). According to this approach, only
those relations that are signaled by explicit mark-
ers (connectives) are considered as discourse rela-
tions. However, in contrast to the Penn-style ap-
proach, the set of connectives is an open list, see
Poláková et al. (2013), and the treatment of coref-
erence and bridging relations includes both explicit
and implicit categories. Language expressions that
refer to the same discourse entity are considered to
be coreferent. As for bridging relations, their defini-
tion has been taken from Clark (1975).

3 Data and Experiment

As already mentioned in Section 1, we aim to take
advantage of the existing corpora annotated for tex-
tual phenomena to avoid the time-consuming cre-
ation of such resources. The existing German and
English data are annotated with the GECCo frame-
work described in 2.1, whereas the data for Czech
are annotated in the PDT style described in section
2.2 above. The current section provides a brief de-
scription of these resources at hand.

3.1 GECCo - German and English corpora

The GECCo corpus annotated for textual phenom-
ena with the framework described in 2.1 represents
a continuum of different text types (registers in the
sense of Systemic Functional linguistics) from writ-
ten to spoken discourse. More precisely, it includes
English and German texts of ten registers, eight of
which represent written discourse and include fic-
tional texts, political essays, instruction manuals,
popular-scientific texts, letters to shareholders, pre-
pared political speeches, tourism leaflets and texts
from corporate websites. This part contains not
only original texts, but also their translations in both

directions. The registers of spoken discourse in-
clude recorded and transcribed interviews and aca-
demic speeches described in Lapshinova-Koltunski
et al. (2012), as well as transcriptions of television
talkshows, texts from internet forums, medical con-
sultations and sermon texts. The total number of
words contained in the corpus comprises ca. 1,6
Mio (including translations). The corpus is anno-
tated on several levels, which include morpholog-
ical, syntactical, structural and textual information
(i.e. information on cohesion as described above).
The information on the latter was annotated with
the help of semi-automatic procedures described by
Lapshinova-Koltunski and Kunz (2014). These re-
sult from an integration of the systemic peculiarities
of English and German and at the same time account
for textual variation in terms of canonical written
and non-canonical spoken language. The rich anno-
tation allows capturing information about the struc-
tural and syntactic features of cohesive devices (and
also antecedents) and about how they are mapped
onto information structure. Moreover, it yields in-
formation about chain features, e.g. number of el-
ements in chains, distance between chain elements
and number of different chains.

3.2 Prague Dependency Treebanks

There is a number of corpora annotated according
to the Prague annotation scenario described in sec-
tion 2.2 above. These include PDT 3.0 – Prague De-
pendency Treebank (Bejček et al., 2013), PCEDT
2.0 – Prague English Dependency Treebank (Hajič
et al., 2012) and PDTSL – Prague Dependency
Treebank of Spoken Language (Hajič et al., 2009).
All these corpora consist of original texts (Czech
and English respectively) extracted from newspa-
per articles (PDT), Wall Street Journal (PCEDT) and
transcribed and reconstructed spontaneous dialogue
speech in Czech and English. PCEDT 2.0 also con-
tains translations from English into Czech. The to-
tal number of words in written corpora comprises
ca. 3,2 Mio (including translations) and spoken
corpora for English and Czech total ca. 770 thou-
sand tokens. The written corpora are annotated with
morphological, analytical and tectogrammatical in-
formation, whereas each sentence is represented as
a dependency tree structure. The tectogrammati-
cal layer of PDT 3.0 also contains annotation of
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information structure attributes and the following
discourse phenomena: extended (nominal) textual
coreference, bridging relations, discourse connec-
tives and the discourse units linked by them, and se-
mantic relations between these units, see Poláková
et al. (2013) for details.

3.3 Experiment settings

The creation of an interoperable scheme requires
a comparison of the underlying annotations. We
therefore annotate the same data set on the basis of
both conceptions, and identify those categories that
cover the same phenomena. For this, we have se-
lected texts in English (both originals) belonging to
two different genres – journalism and fiction and an-
notated them in accordance with the guidelines of
the Prague and GECCo conceptions. Journalistic
texts represent written discourse, whereas the fic-
tional texts we selected are closer to spoken lan-
guage and other non-canonical genres, e.g., inter-
net blogs or tweets. They are partially narrative and
partially dialogic, and hence contain turns, but also
reformulations, elaboration and other spoken lan-
guage features. We believe that this data constel-
lation ensures a good base for our future analysis
(aimed at comparison of spoken vs. written dimen-
sions). We decide for texts in English, as English
data is available in both underlying resources, hence
allowing us to unify the annotated categories after-
wards. The journalistic sample contains texts ex-
ported from PCEDT 2.0 (see section 3.2), with a size
of around 100 sentences. A sample of fictional texts
of the same size was exported from the GECCo cor-
pus described in 3.1. For the sake of convenience,
we used different annotation tools for the two differ-
ent frameworks – TrEd (Pajas and Štěpánek, 2008)
for the framework described in 2.2, as it allows
visualisation of trees, and MMAX2 (Müller and
Strube, 2006) for the framework described in 2.1, as
this enables visualisation of longer cohesive chains.
The annotations were carried out manually by four
trained annotators. Then, the parallelly created an-
notations were compared and analysed qualitatively
and quantitatively. The results of this analysis are
presented in section 4 below.

4 Analyses

4.1 Overall comparison
Both GECCo and PDT frameworks include annota-
tions of ellipses, coreference relations and discourse
connectives. The category of lexical cohesion in the
German-English framework (see section 2.1) can be
partially mapped to bridging relations in the Czech
framework (see 2.2), although lexical cohesion is
much more lexically grounded than bridging. Sub-
stitution is the only phenomenon which is asymmet-
ric in the frameworks. It is not covered by the defini-
tion of textual relations in the framework for Czech,
as this device is common for English and (less so)
for German but not relevant at all for Czech. We pro-
vide a mapping of the phenomena available in both
frameworks in Table 1.

GECCo PDT
coreference coreference
lexical cohesion bridging
ellipsis ellipsis

(in dependency trees)
connectives, relations connectives, arguments,

relations
substitution -

Table 1: Mapping of the phenomena

We count the occurrences of these categories in
the experimental dataset and compare absolute num-
bers for both frameworks, see Figure 2. The num-
bers in Figure 2 reveal the preferences for certain
types of relations in the two approaches involved. At
the same time, we are able to observe the similarities
between the types.

Figure 2: Overall annotation statistics

What is most evident from the figure is that the
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number of discourse relations expressed by con-
nectives1 annotated in both approaches is very sim-
ilar. This is mainly due to the fact that the typol-
ogy of discourse relations of the main categories is
similar in both approaches. Neglecting the termi-
nology, there are four main relations in both ap-
proaches: temporal, causal, adversative and addi-
tive. In GECCo, also modal DSDs are distinguished
(such as well, sure, of course, surely, etc.). They
are especially frequent in spoken genres. How-
ever, they only provide a rather vague link to the
two arguments, as they primarily carry an emotional
meaning. For this particular reason, this type of
textual devices is not included in the PDT frame-
work, where a DSD always requires a clear linkage
of two arguments, and in which the scope of dis-
course arguments is taken into account. If modal
DSDs were substracted, the number of connectives
for the German-English framework would slightly
change. However, it does not change the comparison
considerabely. The other difference observed in the
approach to discourse relations is that, in the Penn-
style, the four main categories are further differen-
tiated into more detailed relations, whereas in the
German-English framework, only the general cate-
gories are considered.

The numbers for the other textual phenomena re-
veal more differences. For example, the frequen-
cies of ellipses and coreference relations annotated
within the PDT framework prevail over those of the
other types. This is justified by the representation of
the phenomena according to the framework: Apart
from textual ellipses (Did she open the door? No,
she did not [open the door]), it also contains var-
ious grammatical types of elliptical constructions,
e.g. structural ellipses (ellipses of governing verbs
and nouns), different kinds of anaphoric zeros (Their
reaction was 0 to do nothing and 0 ride it out), in-
cluding arguments with control constructions (Peter
want to [Peter] sleep), general arguments (Jane sells
at Bata [what] [to whom]), etc. These are recon-
structed on the deep syntactic level. The GECCo
approach is based on signals to textual cohesion, and
therefore, ellipses are annotated only in the case of
textual relations across grammatical domains. Be-

1hereinafter referred to as discourse-structuring devices
(DSDs).

sides, anaphoric zeros are not reconstructed in syn-
tactic structures.

For our contrastive analysis, we will consider
cases of textual ellipsis only, which are expected to
contribute especially to the differences between spo-
ken and written language. We expect textual ellipsis
to be more common in spoken genres, as our previ-
ous analyses for English and German have already
evidenced, cf. Kunz et al. (forthcoming). Example
(1) demonstrates a case of textual ellipsis considered
in both approaches.

(1) He’d never even bothered to read it. But Tru-
man had [].

The difference here lies in the representation of the
missing element. In the GECCo approach, this case
is annotated as verbal ellipsis. The missing parts of
the verbal phrase could either be bothered to read it
or read it. In the PDT approach, the whole verbal
phrase is reconstructed in the dependency tree, see
Figure 3, connected to the antecedents of verbs by
the arrows of grammatical and textual coreference.
Note that this type of ellipsis, where only the opera-
tor is kept (termed as lexical ellipsis by Hallidday &
Hasan (1976)), is available in English, but neither in
German nor Czech.

Figure 3: Ellipsis in the dependency tree representation
(PDT-style)

The differences in the annotations of coreference
are due to the diverging definitions of coreferring ex-
pressions. In GECCo, only the mentions with an ex-
plicit marker, the cohesive device (e.g. definite arti-
cles, pronouns, demonstratives, etc.), are taken into
account. This implies, for instance, that relations be-
tween named entities or between nominal construc-
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tions in plural which are not introduced by a deter-
miner are excluded from the annotation of corefer-
ence. They are, however, annotated as devices of
lexical cohesion (see below). Moreover, as a cohe-
sive relation to the antecedent is indicated by a co-
hesive device, only this explicit marker is annotated
but not the other elements of the anaphoric nominal
phrase. Hence, if an anaphoric expression consists
of a definite article and a nominal head, the former
is annotated as corerential device and the noun as
lexical cohesion (see the and manuscript in example
(2)). In the PDT approach, both implicit and explicit
relations of coreference are annotated, including in-
definite NPs. In addition, the whole anaphoric ex-
pression is annotated as one coreferential element,
as illustrated in example (2).

(2) Twenty years I have been working on [this
book],” and he leaned over to rap [[the]
[manuscript]] with a thick proprietary fin-
ger,” and you can sit home in Peterskill and
read it when it’s published.

Lexical repetitions (which belong to the level of lex-
ical cohesion in GECCo) are also annotated as coref-
erent if they refer to the same discourse entity.

We assume that the differences in the annotation
of coreference are also related to the contrasts that
we observe for bridging/lexical cohesion, see Fig-
ure 2. Although there is a partial intersection of sets
of the relations, the different conceptions are clearly
seen in the annotations: in lexical cohesion, lexico-
semantic properties of mentions in text are impor-
tant. The semantic relations (e.g., meronymy, hy-
ponymy, synonymy, etc.) assigned to the mentions
are based on the context-free sense relations into
which lexical words or patterns can enter, whereas
their contextual meaning and referential properties
are neglected. By contrast, bridging relations are
based on the information instantiated in the text,
which means that only those conceptual relations are
considered which hold between entities mentioned
in the same discourse. Nevertheless, we noticed that
relations not marked as lexical cohesion are com-
pensated by the annotation of coreference relations
in GECCo, and taken together, they are comparable
to the relations of bridging and coreference in the
PDT framework. For example, repetitions, which

are a subcategory of lexical cohesion, are marked
as coreference relations in the PDT framework (see
above).

Summing up, there are numerous similarities and
overlaps in the categories of textual phenomena
in both approaches, despite of the differences dis-
cussed earlier. This leads us to conclude that tex-
tual phenomena are reflected in both approaches in
a very similar way although they are annotated with
diverging terminology that stems from different the-
oretical backgrounds. The following section (4.2) il-
lustrates in more detail some of the cases which are
especially interesting for a cross-lingual analysis of
spoken and written language.

4.2 Case studies

Coreference and bridging / lexical cohesion The
interplay between coreference and bridging or lex-
ical cohesion is especially interesting if we com-
pare spoken and written genres, as we expect cer-
tain preferences due to contextual settings (short-
time memory, presence of all speech participants in
the communication situation, etc.). In Table 2, we
demonstrate the statistics (numbers are counted for
one journalistic text consisting of 43 sentences) for
coreference chains identified with both annotation
schemes.

GECCo-style PDT-style
coref.chains 23 46
aver.chain length1 3,48 4,20
aver.chain length2 6,25 7,05

Table 2: Annotation statistics for coreference chains

We compare the total number of chains and the
average chain length2 which are higher in the PDT
framework than in the GECCo approach for German
and English. This coincides with the results that we
observed in Section 2 above, as the total number of
coreference elements is much lower in the GECCo
framework.

If we go into detail and analyse the subtypes of
anaphora, we find some fine-grained differences in
the annotation. For example, event anaphora are an-
notated in both frameworks. However, the largest

2aver.chain length1 is used for all chains, whereas
aver.chain length2 indicates statistics for chains containing
more than two elements.
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scope of the antecedent of this anaphora type is lim-
ited to the extension of a sentence in the tree-based
approach while cohesion-based annotations also in-
clude larger textual antecedents.

The above mentioned (see Section 4.1) overlap
between coreference and bridging can be illustrated
by the example in (3). The relation in (3-a) is cov-
ered by a combination of comparative reference and
lexical cohesion in the GECCo framework, and by
contrastive bridging in the PDT framework. At the
same time, comparative reference also includes such
cases as (3-b) and (3-c), combined with lexical co-
hesion in (3-b) and coreference and lexical cohesion
in (3-c). Both are cases of bridging anaphora and
common textual coreference in the PDT framework.

(3) a. a presentation – a better presentation,
an example – other examples

b. some case – such/similar cases.
c. one hand – the same hand

Another illustration of this overlap can be seen in
(4), where she, her children, her war-damaged hus-
band and their are marked as a bridging relation
(type subset - set) in one approach, whereas she,
her, her and their are annotated as coreference in the
other, their with a split antecedent.

(4) Although [she] was kind and playful to [her]
children, she was dreadful to [her war-
damaged husband]; she openly brought her
lover into [their] home.

The relation between The World War II and that in
(5) shows how coreference signaled by a demonstra-
tive pronoun in the GECCo approach may coincide
with the bridging relation in the PDT approach. In
the latter, an explicit anaphor is marked as signalling
a bridging and not a coreference relation since it is
not entirely clear whether the event (The World War
II in (5)) is identical with that time.

(5) [The World War II] remained one of the most
tragic events in the history. But at [[that]
time] nobody thought about it.

A minor difference between the approaches can be
found within the field of event anaphora annotation.
In the PDT approach, an antecedent can be explic-
itly annotated only when it is not longer than one

sentence. In the GECCo approach, the scope of the
antecedent is annotated independently of the size of
the antecedent.

Discourse relations As already mentioned above,
the greatest similarities between the two approaches
were observed in terms of the total number of iden-
tified discourse relations in both schemes. The dif-
ferences are discovered here on the level of types of
relations involved. For example, the connective and
in (6) is assigned a reason-result relation in the PDT
framework, while the GECCo framework considers
it as an additive conjunction.

(6) William Gates and Paul Allen in 1975 devel-
oped an early language-housekeeper system
for PCs, [and] Gates became an industry bil-
lionaire six years after IBM adapted one of
these versions in 1981.

In Table 3, we demonstrate the number of re-
lations identified per approach and per text genre,
as we suppose that the detected differences can be
genre-sensitive.

GECCo-style PDT-style
journ. fict. journ. fict.

temporal 6 11 5 5
contin./caus. 9 6 19 4
comp./adver. 16 10 15 17
expan./addit. 22 24 19 22
modal 7 4 - -

Table 3: Annotation statistics for discourse connectives

For instance, both frameworks identify approxi-
mately the same number of temporal relations in the
journalistic texts. Yet, deviating numbers for this re-
lation are obtained for the fictional texts. The same
tendency is observed for relations of contrast (adver-
sative). In case of contingency or causal relations,
the situation is different: the number of relations co-
incide here for fiction rather than journalism.

5 Resulting Scheme and Discussion

Summarising all the cases analysed in the data
that were annotated with both frameworks, we cre-
ate an intersection scheme, covering all overlap-
ping categories. This scheme is illustrated in Ta-
ble 4. The main categories here are labelled as
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IDENTITY, NON-IDENTITY, ELLIPSIS and DIS-
COURSE RELATIONS. These general categories
also include subclasses on a more fine-grained level,
e.g. METONYMY or CONTRAST, which can be
derived from the existing annotation. For the time
being, we exclude the categories without correspon-
dence, i.e. which exist in one approach but not in the
other.

As can be seen from the table, the annotation
schemes based on both frameworks can be merged
even though there are differences in the terminology
used for specific features, in the level of granularity
and in the method of annotation.

However, without the categories we had to ex-
clude because there was no correspondence between
the two approaches, we cannot cover all the cases of
textual phenomena. For instance, modal discourse
markers, which are especially important for spo-
ken genres cannot be captured by our interoperable
scheme for the time being.

One of the main reasons for the incompatibility of
the excluded categories lies in the nature of the phe-
nomenon itself: the GECCo approach takes a lin-
guistic signal into account, while the PDT frame-
work includes a more abstract level of coherence.
This is especially reflected in the relations of IDEN-
TITY which are not marked by a referring item, e.g.
definite article, pronoun, etc. In turn, the GECCo
framework captures more semantic relations, e.g.
hyponomy, synonymy, etc. that are purely based on
sense relations and not on relations between instan-
tiated referents, thus allowing a more fine-grained
view on the thematic progression in a text, see Fig-
ure 4.

As already stated above, the conceptual dissim-
ilarities discovered in this study seem to result, at
least partially, from the systemic differences be-
tween Germanic and Slavic languages with respect
to the language devices available for expressing tex-
tual phenomena. For instance, English uses a very
closed class of explicit markers for establishing a
relation of comparison, labeled as substitution (the
shirt – the red one). German is more heterogeneous
with respect to the linguistic items available, while
Czech has no corresponding structures and makes
use of ellipsis instead. We expect that these differ-
ences will be even more apparent when integrating
the analysis of non-canonical spoken varieties into

our trilingual study.
Our future work will include the application of the

resulting scheme to our contrastive analysis of natu-
rally occurring texts of English, German and Czech.
We are particularly interested in comparing the tex-
tual phenomena realized in texts with plain written
style with those occurring in non-canonical texts that
are produced spontaneously, with a high degree of
interaction between varying numbers of speech par-
ticipants, such as talkshows or private conversation.
Moreover, we intend to investigate language produc-
tion in between spoken and written, such as forums,
blogs or interviews. We expect that the most signif-
icant differences between languages and genres are
tied to varying contextual configurations of mode,
e.g. number of speech participants, private vs. pub-
lic conversation, time laps between production and
reception). They may be reflected in textual phe-
nomena with respect to their overall number, the de-
gree of explicitness, as well as the type of textual
categories that are preferred. Moreover, we intend
to examine variation in the degree of dependence of
these textual phenomena on lexicogrammatical con-
straints or pragmatic peculiarities. The scheme de-
veloped in this paper is a first step towards unifying
different frameworks that result from separate analy-
ses of Germanic languages and a Slavic language. It
therefore reflects a level of generalisation that is ap-
plicable to trilingual analysis, which will, however,
be broken into more delicate subcategories to permit
an identification of fine-grained contrasts.
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Czech framework German-English framework
coreference with pronouns coreference with pers. and demo. heads

(except extended reference)
pronouns with arrows to segments and
events

extended reference

IDENTITY NP coreference coreference with pers./ dem. modifiers or
def.art.+hyperonymy/ repetition/ synonymy

coreference of NEs repetitions of named entities
coreference with the word same comp.reference with the word same
coreference with demonstrative local and
temporal adverbs (tam, tehdy)

coreference with demonstrative local and
temporal adverbs

contextual relations of MERONYMY be-
tween lexical items

contextual relations of MERONYMY be-
tween lexical items

NON-IDENTITY bridging CONTRAST with comparative
adjective

comparative reference excluding cases with
the word same

bridging CONTRAST without comparative
adjective

antonyms in lex.coh

temporal temporal
DISCOURSE contingency causal
RELATIONS comparison (contrast) adversative

expansion additive
ELLIPSIS textual ellipsis (nominal, verbal, clausal) cohesive ellipsis (nominal, verbal, clausal)

Table 4: Categories for the language- and genre-insensitive scheme

Figure 4: Coreferential and lexical relations in both approaches
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Abstract
This paper reports on an effort to develop a
linguistically-informed annotation scheme for
sluicing (Ross, 1969), ellipsis that leaves be-
hind a wh-phrase. We describe a scheme for
annotating the elided content, both in terms of
a free text representation and its degree of cor-
respondence with its antecedent. We demon-
strate that we can achieve reasonable IAA (α
between .78 and .88 across eight annotation
types) and describe some of the novel patterns
that have arisen from this effort.

1 Introduction
Ellipsis is one of the central concerns of modern
linguistic theory. Despite its importance, as noted
by Bos & Spenader (2011), large-scale annotated
corpora of elliptical phenomena are rare. Bos &
Spender’s own work is part of small group of pa-
pers attempting to annotate elliptical phenomena
systematically. Much of this work has focused on
studying Verb Phrase Ellipsis (VPE), which occurs
when a verb phrase is replaced by an auxiliary, as
in I avoided meat, although I didn’t have to <avoid
meat>.1 Here, we consider sluicing (Ross, 1969), a
distinct variety of ellipsis in which all but the inter-
rogative phrase of a content question is elided, leav-
ing behind the Sluice , or wh-remnant, subject to
an available Antecedent :

(1) It’s clear that
the University has to change , but
in what ways <the University has to
change> is less clear.

1We follow the convention of indicating the implicit content
of ellipsis inside angle brackets.

One of the central debates in the study of ellipsis
concerns the various syntactic and semantic mis-
matches between antecedents and elliptical content,
and an animating goal in our research is uncover-
ing a theory-neutral representation of elliptical con-
tent that can help sort out the ranges of mismatches.
We choose sluicing as our initial target for annotat-
ing implicit content for several reasons: it is cross-
linguistically common (unlike VPE), it is well stud-
ied (which means that we have the makings of a
rich annotation system), and it interacts with many
other linguistic areas (e.g., the syntax and semantics
of questions, discourse dynamics, lexical argument
structure).
We describe an effort to extract 4100 sluicing ex-

amples from the New York Times subset of the Gi-
gaword Corpus (Graff et al., 2005). We have cur-
rently annotated 417 instances in our corpus, and
have achieved interannotator α values between .75
and .86 across eight annotators and eight annotation
types. We begin in Section 2 with an overview of the
theoretical landscape of sluicing and some discus-
sion of previous corpus work. Section 3 lays out our
annotation scheme and section 4 provides evaluation
of the procedure that led to this scheme. In section
5 we discuss some qualitative observations on the li-
censing of sluicing that have arisen so far from our
annotation. Finally, in section 6 we conclude with
areas for future development.

2 Background

2.1 Theoretical Landscape
Following Chung et al. (1995), the literature recog-
nizes two central kinds of sluices. In merger sluices
(as in (2a)), the antecedent contains a correlate
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phrase which corresponds to the wh-phrase of the
sluice. There are also sprouting sluices, in which the
context contains no correlate, as in (2b).

(2) a. They’ve made an offer to one of the cand-
idates , but I’m not sure which one .

b. They were firing, but at what was unclear.

Whether or not the distinction between merger cases
and sprouting cases is more than terminological has
been a major point of contention: Chung et al.
(1995) argue that merger sluices (but not sprouting)
are not subject to syntactic island restrictions, a claim
Merchant (2001) disputes but which Yoshida et al.
(2013) provide experimental evidence for.
At a more basic level, though, the central ques-

tion in research on sluicing is what, if anything,
is the content of the ellipsis site. At one pole,
anaphoric theories argue that ellipsis sites have no
internal structure, and that resolving elliptical con-
tent is a species of anaphora resolution (Hardt,
1993; Darymple et al., 1991; Schieber et al., 1999;
Ginzburg and Sag, 2000; Culicover and Jackend-
off, 2005; Barker, 2013). At the other, parallelism
theories assume that there is syntactic content to
ellipsis sites that is somehow parallel to (or recy-
cled from) the linguistic structure of the antecedent
(Williams, 1977; Fiengo and May, 1994; Chung
et al., 1995; Ross, 1969; Merchant, 2001; Crae-
nenbroeck, 2010). While originally it was thought
that parallelism should be defined in purely seman-
tic terms, evidence has steadily accumulated that the
availability of sluicing is sensitive to the morphosyn-
tactic structure of the antecedent. First, unlike VPE
(Kehler, 2002), sluicing does not tolerate voice mis-
matches (Merchant, 2001; Chung, 2005; Chung et
al., 2011; Anderbois, 2010; Chung, 2013; Merchant,
2007):

(3) a. The candidate was abducted but we don’t
know who by/by who.

b. Somebody abducted the candidate, but we
don’t know by who *(he was abducted).

Similarly, bare nominal wh-phrases cannot be
sluiced in certain cases in which the antecedent
clause lacks a crucial preposition (Chung, 2005):

(4) a. They’re jealous but it’s unclear who *(of).

b. Last night he was very afraid, but he
couldn’t tell us what *(of).

Nevertheless, the morphosyntactic requirements for
parallelism are not absolute, allowing at least formis-
matches in finiteness or syntactic category like those
below (Merchant, 2001):

(5) a. I can’t play quarterback; I don’t know how.
b. I remembermeeting him but I don’t remem-

ber when.

This conundrum — the simultaneous sensitivity
of parallelism to fine-grained lexical and syntactic
structure, alongside its blindness to finiteness or lex-
ical category — highlights how little we still know
about the range of potential mismatches. In our re-
search, we aimed to create an annotation scheme that
would allow us to bring to light the full variation per-
mitted.

2.2 Related Work
As far as we know, there are precisely seven system-
atic corpus annotations of ellipsis, four focusing on
verb phrase ellipsis (essentially, VPE and a hand-
ful of similar verbal processes, like pseudogapping
and comparative deletion) (Hardt, 1997; Nielsen,
2005; Bos and Spenader, 2011; Shahabi and Bap-
tista, 2012) and three on sluicing (Fernández et al.,
2005; Beecher, 2008; Nykiel, 2010).
The first large-scale study of verbal ellipsis is due

to Hardt (1997). 644 cases of VPE were extracted
from the Penn Treebank, whose antecedents were
then annotated by two coders. Hardt estimates that
the tree patterns he looks for have a recall of less
than 50%. As a result, two subsequent corpus-driven
efforts have involved significant manual examina-
tion. Nielsen (2005) read through one million words
across two corpora (444K words from the BNC,
680K words from the Penn Treebank), and uncov-
ered 1510 instances of VPE. In addition to coding
VPE antecedents, he provides text corresponding to
an intuitive paraphrase of the ellipsis site and clas-
sifies the kind of mismatch between the antecedent
and paraphrase according to thirteen criteria (e.g.,
tense mismatch, comparatives, inversion, split an-
tecedents, inferred antecedent). In a similar effort,
Bos & Spenader (2011) examined the entire WSJ
portion of the Penn Treebank, focusing on modals
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and auxiliaries that “trigger” VPE. They find 580 in-
stances of VPE and related phenomena, which they
code for antecedent as well as: the morphosyntac-
tic category of the antecedent, the trigger, and 34
strings connecting the antecedent and elision site.
The bilingual VPE corpus of Shahabi & Baptista
(2012) is markedly different from the three efforts
already mentioned. They examine the Tehran En-
glish Persian Parallel Corpus (Pilevar-Taher et al.,
2011), an automatically aligned English-to-Persian
parallel corpus drawn from Open-subtitles that com-
prises 3.7 million words in each language. Using a
trigger-based search like Bos & Spenader, they find
10,515 instances of VPE in English; they then show
that one can straightforwardly quantify the relative
poverty of verbal elliptical processes in Persian by
determining how many VPE cases are resolved in
Persian.
In the case of sluicing, there are three principal

efforts, all with very particular and divergent aims.
Nykiel (2010), for example, is interested in tracing
the relative rates of sprouting and merger in 1689
sluices across five eras of English, from Old English
to Present Day English. Beecher (2008) focuses on
the particular question of which prepositions support
swiping (sluicing in which the wh-expression and a
preposition undergo inversion, e.g., by who). Us-
ing a list of ten question embedding predicates and
38 prepositions from the OED, he uses the Google
Search API to extract expressions of the form “pred-
icate who/what P”, which he then culls to 3000
sluices. Finally, Fernandez et al. (2005) focuses on
‘root’ sluices that are isolated sentences (e.g, Who?
Why?). Using regular expressions, they extract 5343
root sluices from the BNC, which the authors then
annotated a portion of for antecedent and sluice type,
inspired by Ginzburg and Sag (2000): those asking
about an indefinite correlate, those requesting clarifi-
cation on a presupposition, and statements of general
confusion.
What should emerge from this overview is that

while there is clearly important antecedent work in
this area, the kind of systematic, exhaustive corpus
we intend here is novel. Consider the issue of rep-
resentation. All of the corpora above mark the an-
tecedent and ellipsis site, but the ways they relate
the two, if at all, are idiosyncratic. Both Nykiel
and Fernandez et al. classify how the sluice wh-

expression integrates with the antecedent, but nei-
ther of them provides a way of locating other po-
tential (mis)matches. Nielsen additionally provides
a text-based resolution and a category for the kind
of mismatch, but the categories are quite broad and
designed to be mutually exclusive. In addition, as
Nielsen alone annotated these sluices, it is unclear
whether resolving ellipsis sites in plain text can be
done reliably across several annotators. Our goal, in
some sense, is to unify all of these efforts.

3 Annotation Scheme Development

3.1 Introduction
The central research questions of this project are
the representation schema we will use for resolving
sluices and how we will notate mismatch. The rep-
resentation schema is a tricky eye to thread. On the
one hand, as we have seen, the range of representa-
tion assumptions is fairly broad. Bos & Spenader no-
tably refrain from following Nielsen in resolving the
ellipsis site, precisely because of the theoretical com-
mitments that any choice brings. However, choosing
not to resolve in turn means that one cannot catalog
mismatches. Instead, our aim is to adopt the mini-
mal representational commitments we must in order
to document mismatches.

3.2 Data Selection
Our data comes from the New York Times subset of
the English Gigaword Second Edition corpus (Graff
et al., 2005). We first parsed the subset with the
Stanford parser and then extracted all verb phrases
whose final child was a wh-phrase. This yielded
5100 verb phrases. One author manually culled this
to 4100 sluices (eliminated expressions were 40% id-
ioms, 40% parsing errors, 15% repetitions we could
not remove automatically, and 5% sluicing-like con-
structions we put aside for the moment). As a final
quality check, the other author manually examined
all 52,000 wh-phrases in a random 80th of the NYT
subcorpus and discovered only one additional sluice.
Table 1 shows the distribution of the extracted

sluices by embedding predicate and wh-remnant; for
clarity, we only break out the top 7 remnants (95% of
data) and top 8 predicates (80% of data). While why
sluices are 44% of the data, somewhat surprisingly,
20% of the data came from degree sluices (I know
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oth. which where what when how how much why
oth. 58 40 50 67 70 75 132 250 742
figure 1 1 14 1 73 90
ask 4 3 1 1 6 9 79 103
specify 7 21 1 1 13 16 54 5 118
explain 5 1 10 1 189 206
understand 4 5 2 211 222
see 18 2 2 37 3 181 243
say 84 44 49 15 123 47 387 116 865
know 102 33 45 115 146 161 218 728 1548

283 138 151 202 353 371 807 1832 4137

Table 1: Distribution of Sluices by Embedding Predicate and wh-remnant. Oth. designates all predicate or remnant
types not listed.

he’s hurt, but I don’t know how bad.). As we discuss
in section 5.3, these proved particularly challenging
to annotate.

3.3 Scheme Development Procedure
Our annotation scheme was developed on 417 sluice
instances over seven rounds of annotation and dis-
cussion. Sampling was biased to encourage diver-
sity in wh-remnant type: we chose 50 examples ran-
domly from each of the top seven remnant cate-
gories (why, how much, how, when, what, where,
and which; see Table 1 for frequency breakdowns)
and 67 randomly from the remaining data. In the
first round, the authors first collaboratively annotated
4 sluices chosen for diversity of wh-remnant (why,
what kind, how much, what color) and constructed
an initial scheme. In addition to identifying the an-
tecedent, like Nielsen, we resolved the ellipsis site
with plain text. We also constructed taxonomies for
the types of mismatch, the kind of implicit argument
in cases of sprouting, and, in the case of merger, the
varieties of correlates. We found that a context win-
dow radius of five sentences was sufficient to per-
form these tasks; crucially, even when the antecedent
was nearby, determining the proper antecedent scope
and ellipsis resolution often involved understanding
the larger questions under discussion in the text. We
then each annotated 33 sluices, and adjusted the tax-
onomies. For the remaining rounds, we recruited six
annotators: five advanced undergraduate linguistics
students (all with at least two courses in syntax and
semantics) and one graduate linguistics student. All
eight of us then annotated, in sequence, 40 sluices,
followed by two additional rounds of 100 sluices, and

one round of 140 sluices. We met weekly to com-
pare and discuss problematic cases, revising the an-
notation scheme and reannotating all previous mate-
rial. By round 5, annotators reported being able to
annotate 15-20 annotations per hour. Although we
considered using the automatic parses in annotation,
we found the parsetrees too error-prone to adequately
help with the fine-grained constituency analysis we
required and elected to use text spans alone.
Annotation was conducted on a modified version

of the brat web-based annotation tool (Stenetorp et
al., 2012). Existing tools render the annotation of
elided content difficult, since those that allow inser-
tion of new markables (e.g., MMAX2 (Mueller and
Strube, 2006)) completely alter the document, mak-
ing inter-annotator comparison difficult. We have
minimally modified brat to accept and display a free
text paraphrase, but we aim in subsequent versions
of this project to allow it to accept new content that
can be further annotated as well (i.e, for mismatches
with the antecedent).

3.4 Final Annotation Scheme

Our current annotation scheme codebook and
a sample of our gold standard annotations
in stand-off annotation format are available at
http://ohlone.ucsc.edu/SCEC for browsing. Each
sluice example is annotated with four obligatory
tags: the antecedent , the sluiced expression –
including a plain-text paraphrase of the elided
content – the main predicate of the antecedent
clause, and the correlate , if there is one. The cor-
relate and sluice are also tagged with the taxonomic
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Mandatory Tags

sluice : sluice site.

– text: Free text paraphrase of elided material
– type [Degree, Manner, Reason, Temporal,
Locative, Classificatory, Possessive, Passive,
PP, Focus, Other]

– island: whether sluice ‘crosses’ an island
– Mismatches [Finiteness, Tense, Person, Case,
Subject Overtness, Additional Words, Other]

antecedent : intuitive fill for Ellipsis Site

predicate : main predicate for clause in A .

Correlate : material in A replaced or elabo-
rated on by wh-phrase.

– type [Indefinite, Definite, Pronoun, Strong
Quantifier, wh-phrase, Name, Disjunction,
Temporal/Locative, Degree/Extent]

Optional Tags

Ellipsis Antecedent : A is elided

Alternative Antecedent : Secondary A

E-Type : Indefinite in A that is anaphoric in ES

Ignore : Material not retained in ES

Figure 1: Abridged Sluicing 1.5 Tagset

features mentioned above (type of sluice, type of
correlate, and morphosyntactic mismatches). Figure
1 summarizes these features.
In addition, each sluice example may addition-

ally bear six optional tags. Two correspond to cases
where there are several possible antecedents. In the
case of Alternative Antecedent we observed sev-
eral cases of antecedent “sandwiching”, in which the
sluice is buttressed by roughly synonymous potential
antecedents, as in (6). Ellipsis Antecedent is used in
cases where the antecedent for a sluice is itself ellip-
tical (in all cases we have encountered, VPE).

(6) We lost our focus a little bit somewhere. I
don’t know where. But we lost it . [27861]

Two additional tags deal with interpretive differences
between Antecedent and elided content. EType
marks indefinite material in the Antecedent that is in-
terpreted anaphorically in the ellipsis site, as in (7).
Ignore marks material that is semantically active in
the Antecedent but does not seem to be carried over
to the elided content at all, such as parenthetical ma-
terial (8a) or additive particles (8b).

(7) She said that she would issue
a written ruling as soon as possible,
but did not say when. [35291]

(8) a. First, though, they must teach. And, be-
fore that, figure out how. [36311]

b. He said McDonald also owed federal
taxes, but he would not say how much.
[5912]

4 Analysis of Annotation Scheme
Development

Table 2 provides a condensed measure of interan-
notator agreement over the tags across the rounds.2
Because all of the tags are text spans, we use Krip-
pendorff’s continuum metric (Krippendorff, 1995)
(a special case of Krippendorff’s α (Krippendorff,
2014) for spans). In general, IAA rates drop in
Round 3, as the additional annotators were intro-
duced, and then rises.
Most of the agreement gains come from conven-

tions about boundaries (e.g., when ignored material
at clause-edge should be marked Ignore vs. excluded
from the Antecedent, what the predicates of cop-
ula and existential sentences are). In addition, the
gains for Antecedent in Round 5 are largely due to
the introduction of the Elided and Alternative An-
tecedent tags, which served to resolve a disagree-
ment about what ‘the’ antecedent was in such unclear

2Note that the IAA rates have been computed for the novel
instances in each round.
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cases. EType’s rise involved actual instruction of the
annotators about the pragmatics of EType interpreta-
tions. Finally, Correlate increases are due both to im-
plicit learning (e.g., what counted as the “real” cor-
relate in an expression), but also due to a growing
insight on our part about the complexity of degree
sluices (see section 5.3). Agreement on the taxo-
nomic features on Sluice and Correlate, not shown
here for reasons of space, were consistently above
95% accuracy.

Round

Tag 2 3 4 5 6

Sluice .83 .75 .78 .88 .86
Ante .83 .67 .73 .78 .88
Pred .92 .56 .85 .85 .85
Corr .72 .58 .60 .74 .78
Elided .94 .94
AltAnte .66 .78
EType .21 .32 .67 .80 .87
Ignore .43 .74 .78
Text 62.4 48.2 50.4 84.2 84.2
Instances 33 40 100 100 140

Table 2: Inter-Annotator Agreement by Annotation
Round. IAA for the first 8 span categories is calculated
in Krippendorff’s continuum metric and IAA for the free
text paraphrases is in BLEU:3. Numbers are computed for
new instances annotated in each round, which is provided
at the bottom of the table.

4.1 Minimal Tampering and Maximal
Omission

A significant portion of our discussions focused on
the procedure for resolving the elided content. We
found that many of the mismatch types were only
clearly apparent on comparison of the free text para-
phrase with the antecedent. However, the fact that
paraphrases were free text gave annotators a great
deal of latitude to modify the form of the antecedent
– e.g., introducing an embedding predicate to pre-
serve finiteness or paraphrasing away material to cir-
cumvent an island violating structure.
Two best practices arose during the process that

increased consistency. First, we adopted a princi-
ple of “Minimal Tampering”, where annotators were
asked to modify the Antecedent text minimally; this

was most successful after Round 3, where annota-
tors were given the ability to alter a copy of the An-
tecedent (as opposed to constructing a paraphrase de
novo). However, these paraphrases were often un-
natural and prolix, because letter of the law Minimal
Tampering required an annotator to overtly express
material that is more naturally dropped in a typical
conversational setting. For example, consider the
temporal adjunct Thursday in (9a) and the locative
adjunct in the region in (9b). Should these be explic-
itly mentioned, and if so, how should the paraphrase
be structured (e.g., where should in the region go?
with the wh-remnant or in its original location in the
Antecedent?). Similarly, in (9c), the DP thousands
upon thousands of people is an EType expression.
Should that be expressed in the free-text paraphrase
as them, those people, those thousands upon thou-
sands of people?

(9) a. But Thursday the market for other Califor-
nia municipal bonds recovered a bit. “It’s
difficult to say how much, because liquid-
ity is relatively low and trading is sporadic,”
said Ian MacKinnon , senior vice president
of fixed-income for the Vanguard Group of
mutual funds . [35463]

b. Among the proposals are new power plants
in the region, although the report does not
specify where. [143606]

c. There was always something new improved
equipment, innovative means of transmis-
sion, original shows coming down the net-
work line from New York and Chicago and
above all, the knowledge that thousands
upon thousands of people clustered around
a box that sat like a shrine in their living
rooms, listening. It didn’t really matter to
what. [36225]

We adopted Minimal Tampering in part to make
links between the Antecedent and ellipsis more au-
tomatically recoverable, but after several rounds of
unsuccessful additional conventions, we realized by
round 5 that a more anaphorically reasonable ap-
proach was easier for annotators to reliably imple-
ment. We thus introduced a principle of ‘Maximal
Correlate Omission’, which instructed annotators to
preserve as little of the Correlate as they could. In the
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end, this meant that many of the stylistic differences
in this kind of redundant content were removed. Cor-
respondingly, there is a spike in agreement rates for
Text in Table 2 after round 5 (IAA for paraphrases is
provided in BLEU:3 score (Papineni et al., 2002)).

4.2 Unresolved issues
Two issues proved too difficult to annotate reliably.
First, because there is controversy in the literature
about whether sprouting occurs with ‘core’ argu-
ments or only adjuncts, we attempted in Round 3 to
mark cases of sprouting with their FrameNet roles.
However, this task proved too costly for the anno-
tators; fully 30% of the predicates we considered
lacked a clear FrameNet entry, and for the remainder,
it was often unclear which frame was best suited to
the data.3 This led us to adopt the streamlined sluice
type shown in Table 1. In addition, wh-remnants
that coordinated phrases with distinct types and/or
grammatical functions proved too challenging for us
to annotate with current tools, since they interacted
with the Antecedent in different ways. For exam-
ple, in (10), the phrases link to different Correlates:
how many picks up on the amount introduced by the
vague partitive a bunch and whom targets the quan-
tificational DP itself.

(10) To those who have faulted him for not lob-
bying aggressively for permanent trade re-
lations for China , he said he had called
“a bunch” of members of Congress , but
would not say how many or whom .
[89868]

5 Qualitative Results

Even though our current set of annotated examples
is 10% of our extracted data, we are encouraged by
the fact we have already encountered phenomena of
real theoretical interest, but which one might have
feared would be relatively rare – amnestied island-
violations, for instance, as in (11) (note that the

3An anonymous reviewer asks why we chose FrameNet over
Propbank, which is considerably less articulated. As our initial
intent was to characterize precisely what the role was, not sim-
ply whether it was core, we believed that FrameNet’s specificity
would be a benefit. The reviewer is right that Propbank may be
good enough for the core-distinction, and we plan on following
up on this idea.

elided content is ungrammatical, as expected if this
is an island amelioration):

(11) The handover took place at a British em-
bassy in one of the newly independent
Baltic states. Which one <the handover
took place at a British embassy in> has
never been confirmed.

In particular, several kinds of mismatch between
antecedent and ellipsis site have turned up which
have gone undiscussed or underdiscussed in previous
work. Here we offer some examples, as an illustra-
tion of the potential for discovery that we think our
resource holds out.

5.1 Modal mismatches
Since Merchant (2001), it has been known that a fi-
nite clause can antecede a nonfinite sluice, triggering
attendant realis differences, as in (5a) above. But we
have also found many (40) examples of the reverse
pattern, where a non-finite (or modal) antecedes a
sluice. In 30 of these cases, the precise modality in-
tended inside the sluice is difficult to pin down. In
(12), for example, is the intended modal here a sim-
ple future, or a future-oriented modal (if so, of what
flavor?)? For the moment, we are simply annotat-
ing these cases with the expression modal, but our
eventual goal is to understand why this previously
unnoticed kind of vagueness is tolerated in sluicing.

(12) “I want to return (to Peru) some day , but
I don’t know when < I modal return to
Peru> . . . ” [117524]

(13) Texas A&M coach Tony Barone un-
abashedly predicted that ... the Aggies
could be better than a year ago. He just
forgot to say when <the Aggies modal be
better than a year ago>. [88489]

5.2 Compound Correlates
Several of our novel phenomena emerged originally
as cases of annotator confusion, including the follow-
ing:

(14) Despite my inclination toward procrasti-
nation, I am determined to send holiday
cards this year. It doesn’t much matter
which holiday. [106579]
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This example emerged as a problem during annota-
tion precisely because it is unclear what the shape
of the analysis is—what the elided content is, what
the Antecedent is, how they correspond—and yet all
annotators agreed it is grammatical. Three analy-
ses of the elided content are possible: that the wh-
remnant is sprouted off holiday cards; that it is ex-
tracted from the compound nominal holiday cards,
violating numerous constraints on extraction; or that
it is extracted from an elided cleft ‘pseudo-sluice’ (as
in (15c)).

(15) a. It doesn’t much matter which holiday <I
send holiday cards for>

b. It doesn’t much matter which holiday <I
send [__ cards]>

c. It doesn’t much matter which holiday <it
is that I send holiday cards for>

Of these options, both the sprouting and compound
nominal cases are empirically novel. If sprouting, it
should be as ill-formed as *They’re jealous but it’s
unclear who. If the compound analysis is correct,
there are issues for the analysis both of compounds
and of correlates.

5.3 Degree Expressions
Among our most vexing (and interesting) cases for
annotation were degree sluices, underdiscussed in
the theoretical literature, but very common in our
data. A degree wh-remnant (like how much) may
have no overt Correlate, as in (16), or may have as
correlate a vague indefinite extent, as in (17).

(16) a. They said this would save the government
money, though they could not yet say how
much <this would save the government
money>. [2753]

b. The review, Gilligan acknowledged, de-
layed the issuance of the notice about
Strandflex, but she said she could not es-
timate by how much <the review delayed
the issuance of the notice about Strand-
flex>. [60122]

(17) a. The Atlanta-based company said Thurs-
day that operating profit would be “sub-
stantially below” analysts’ estimates but
didn’t specify howmuch <operating profit

would be below analysts’ estimates>.
[104088]

b. But Thursday the market for other Califor-
nia municipal bonds recovered a bit. “It’s
difficult to say how much <the market for
other California municipal bonds recov-
ered>, because . . . ” [35463]

For our annotators, the question was: what is the cor-
relate in cases like (17)? The apparent answer is that
the correlates are the vague indefinite extent expres-
sions substantially and a bit. But these elements are
optional and in their absence sluicing with howmuch
remains possible, much as in (16b). But that in turn
suggests that the ‘real’ correlates for such cases are
not substantially or a bit, but rather implicit degree
expressions which are further restricted by substan-
tially or a bit. However, if all of that is reasonable,
it suggests an account for cases like (16) in which
there are also implicit degree correlates—over ex-
tents saved, or delayed by.
There is a practical question of annotation here.

But as is often the case, annotation dilemmas high-
light theoretical puzzles. Cases like those in (16)
would naturally be taken to be sprouting cases, while
those in (17), because there is an overt indefinite,
would naturally be taken to be cases of merger. But
that bifurcation obscures important (semantic) com-
monalities between the two kinds of cases, and sug-
gests oncemore how useful sluicing can be as a probe
for implicit content. And since such cases suggest
that at least some apparent cases of sprouting need to
be analyzed in terms of implicit correlates, they force
the question again of whether or not such interpreta-
tions are generally correct—a position which would
in turn have important ramifications for theories of
implicit content more generally. Vexation for anno-
tators often signals phenomena of particular theoret-
ical interest.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a novel,
linguistically-informed annotation scheme for
tackling the elided content of sluices and have
shown that the system can produce annotations with
a high degree of reliability. We have also demon-
strated that even in the small amount of data we
have examined, patterns outside those traditionally
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talked about are already cropping up. We view the
current scheme as stable and are annotating the
remainder of our data in earnest. Looking ahead,
one crucial question we are still considering is the
representational schema for elided content. One
key limitation of our present toolkit is the inability
to mark correspondences between parts of the
overt text and parts of the (annotator-generated)
elided content. This has made the annotation of,
for example, coordinated sluices, impossible and
many other tasks cumbersome. In the future, we
plan on adapting brat to allow us to relate parts of
the Antecedent and elided content directly, building
something akin to a word alignment corpus for ellip-
sis. Such a method could prove both powerful and
reasonably theory-neutral across a range of elliptical
constructions. We also are considering incorporat-
ing further syntactic and semantic annotation (e.g,
lightweight syntactic or semantic dependencies)
as an additional layer of representation that can
be marshaled to (in)validate various theories of
sluicing and ellipsis more generally.
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Abstract

Detecting and analyzing causal language is
essential to extracting semantic relationships.
To that end, we present an annotation scheme
for English causal language (not metaphys-
ical causality), and discuss two methodolo-
gies for annotation. The first uses only a cod-
ing manual to train annotators in distinguish-
ing causal from non-causal language. To ad-
dress low inter-coder agreement, we adopted
a second methodology, in which we first cre-
ated a causal language constructicon based on
corpus analysis, then required annotators only
to annotate instances based on the constructi-
con. (This resembles the methodology used
for annotating the FrameNet and PropBank
corpora.) Our contributions, in addition to the
annotation scheme itself, are methodological:
we discuss when constructicon-based method-
ology is appropriate, and address the valid-
ity of annotation schemes that require expert-
level metalinguistic awareness.

1 Introduction

Information extraction relies on identifying and an-
alyzing the semantic relationships expressed in text.
One of the most important kinds of relationship to
extract is causality: we think about the world around
us in terms of causation, and we often consult texts
about what causes, enables, or prevents some phe-
nomenon (e.g., medical symptoms, political events,
or interpersonal actions). Unsurprisingly, causal lan-
guage is also ubiquitous; Conrath et al. (2014) found
that in French, causation constituted 33% of the re-
lations expressed between verbs.

Despite its centrality to our thought and language,
causal relationships are not captured well by stan-
dard semantic representations. The linguistic ex-
pression of causal relations varies greatly (Wolff
et al., 2005), ranging from verbal propositions to
discourse relations to arbitrarily complex construc-
tions. There is no one standard representation
scheme that can handle all of these types of seman-
tics, making it difficult to analyze and extract causal
relationships in a coherent, comprehensive manner.

Filling this gap requires grappling with some of
the most difficult issues in language annotation.
Causation is a complex concept, heavily discussed in
philosophical and psychological circles. Its bound-
aries are fuzzy: causation is a psychological con-
struct that we use to explain the world around us, and
it does not perfectly match either empirical reality or
the language we use to describe it (see Neeleman
and Van de Koot [2012]). Furthermore, causation
is intertwined with many other dimensions of mean-
ing, such as temporal relations, counterfactuals, fac-
tivity, and negation. This raises important questions
about how to carve out a semantic space for an an-
notation scheme to meaningfully represent. It also
raises practical questions about how to guide anno-
tators to sensible decisions in such a domain.

In this paper, we describe three primary contri-
butions toward coping with the complexity of anno-
tating causal language. First, drawing on principles
from construction grammar, we present a new anno-
tation scheme for causal language. The scheme pro-
vides a uniform representation for a wide spectrum
of causal language, while still allowing for semanti-
cally relevant dimensions of variation. It attempts to
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limit the complexity of annotation by focusing not
on the hairy metaphysics of causation, but on the as-
sertions about causation that are explicit in the lan-
guage. We ultimately plan to use this scheme in an
automated causal information extraction system.

Our second contribution is to compare two ap-
proaches to annotating causality, one using an anno-
tation manual only and the other using a constructi-
con developed by an expert along with an annotation
manual. The constructicon-based methodology is
similar to the two-stage methodology used in Prop-
Bank (Palmer et al., 2005) and FrameNet (Baker et
al., 1998) annotations: an initial phase of corpus lex-
icography produces a lexicon, followed by a second
phase in which annotators identify instances of the
lexical frames in a corpus. In our case, the “lexi-
con” is a list of English constructions that conven-
tionally express causality. We also offer suggestions
for when such an approach may be appropriate.

Finally, we discuss the broader implications of
our experience for difficult annotation tasks. In par-
ticular, we address the concern of arbitrariness in
schemes which can only be successfully be applied
by experts or highly trained annotators.

2 Related Work

2.1 Annotating Real-World Causal Relations

Several previous projects have attempted to annotate
causation in text. Many of these have focused on
annotating the causal relations that exist in the real
world, rather than causal language.

SemEval 2007 included a task (Girju et al., 2007)
concerning classifying semantic relations between
nominals, including causal relations. As part of this
task, the organizers provided a dataset tagged with
noun-noun relations. However, this task relied on
a less precise, common-sense notion of real-world
causation, and the annotations do not indicate the
causal connectives, presumably because real-world
causal relationships may not be indicated in the text.
The SemEval data also limited the causes and effects
to nouns (in our experience, they are often clauses).

Grivaz (2010) finds that human annotators strug-
gle to apply standard philosophical tests to make bi-
nary decisions about the presence of causation in
a text segment. She suggests alternative criteria,
which we take into account in our coding manual.

Many of her criteria, however, are concerned with
how people identify real-world causal relationships,
rather than how speakers or writers explicitly invoke
the concept of causality.

The Richer Events Description schema has also
incorporated cause/effect relations (Ikuta et al.,
2014). This effort, too, is concerned with bring-
ing annotators to agreement on what counts as real-
world causation. It is also limited to event-event re-
lations, even though causal language often describes
states or objects as causes or effects.

2.2 Annotating Causal Language
Other projects have, to a greater or lesser extent,
focused on annotating stated causal relationships,
much as we have. In general, our scheme attempts to
be more precise in its definitions, more general in its
scope, and more rich in its representational capacity
than these prior works.

The Penn Discourse TreeBank (PDTB; Prasad et
al., 2008) includes several relation types that are rel-
evant to causation (primarily CAUSE and REASON).
Its representation of causal relations is limited in
three important ways that we attempt to overcome.
First, it does not capture the subtleties of different
types of causal relationships. Second, it is limited
to discourse relations, and so excludes other realiza-
tions of the relationship (e.g., verb arguments). Fi-
nally, its relation hierarchy fails to capture overlaps
between the semantics of different discourse phe-
nomena (e.g., hypotheticals may also be causal).

Closer to our work is the scheme proposed by
Mirza et al. (2014), who base their representation
on Talmy’s “force dynamics” model of causation
(Talmy, 1988). Their model is rich enough to cap-
ture linguistic triggers of causation, as well as causes
and effects. It particularly follows Wolff’s (2005)
taxonomy of expressions of causation. However,
like the PDTB, it does not distinguish the different
types of causal relationships. It also does not rigor-
ously define what it counts as causal, and like Ikuta’s
work, it is limited to event-event relations.

The project most similar in spirit to ours is Bio-
Cause (Mihăilă et al., 2013), which provides an an-
notation framework for causal relations in biomedi-
cal texts. The BioCause framework, like ours, marks
the connective and argument spans and the direction
of causality. The primary difference between Bio-
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Cause and our project is that ours aims to be more
general in scope. As such, our scheme also does not
examine some kinds of domain-specific language
that BioCause includes (e.g., upregulation). In a
sense, our project may be thought of as a general-
ization of BioCause to broader domains, and also an
attempt to pin down more precisely what kinds of
relationships to annotate as causal.

3 Causal Language Annotation Scheme

3.1 Annotation Scheme Design Philosophy

For the purposes of this project, we are interested
in studying specifically causal language – the lan-
guage used to appeal to psychological notions of
causality. We are not concerned with identifying
relationships that are causal in some “true” meta-
physical sense; what characterizes true causation is
a highly contentious topic within philosophy (Schaf-
fer, 2014; Dowe, 2008). We believe that focusing on
this question has unnecessarily confounded previous
attempts at annotating causation in text.

Instead, we are concerned only with what the text
asserts – causal language and what is meant by it. If
and only if the text explicitly appeals to some psy-
chological notion of promoting or hindering, then
the relationship it asserts is one we want to repre-
sent, whether or not it is metaphysically accurate.

Consider, for example, the sentence “She must
have met him before, because she recognized him
yesterday.” Few philosophers would say it expresses
a “truly” causal relationship, but it does appeal to the
psychological notion of causation. (The category of
INFERENCE, described below, was included specifi-
cally to handle cases like this.)

Although the boundaries of causality are not well-
defined, we wished to study causal language in iso-
lation to the extent we could. We therefore de-
signed the annotation scheme to exclude language
that incorporates other elements of meaning beyond
causality, as well as language whose causal interpre-
tation is ambiguous or merely suggestive. However,
we also designed it to be composable with other
components of semantic analysis: negation, aspect,
hedging, and so on. We assume that other annota-
tion schemes will represent these aspects, and that
this additional information may alter the semantics
of the causal relationship as a whole.

Our current focus is English only. We believe
that the basic components of the annotation scheme
should apply in other languages, but many adjust-
ments to the criteria for inclusion would be needed.

3.2 Defining Causal Language

We use the term causal language to refer to clauses
or phrases in which one event, state, action, or en-
tity (the cause) is explicitly presented as promoting
or hindering another (the effect). The cause and ef-
fect must be deliberately related by an explicit causal
connective. (As emphasized above, the words “pre-
sented as” are essential to this definition.)

Causal relations can be expressed in English in
many different ways. In this project, we exclude:

• Causal relationships with no lexical trigger.
We do not annotate implicit causal relationships
(“zero” discourse connectives). We expect our
work to be compatible with other work on such
relationships, such as the implicit relations in
the PDTB and systems for recovering those re-
lationships (Conrath et al., 2014).

• Connectives that lexicalize the means or the
result of the causation. For example, kill can
be interpreted as “cause to die,” but it encodes
the result, so we exclude it. This decision was
made to allow the scheme to focus specifically
on language that expresses causation. If lexi-
cal causatives were included, nearly every tran-
sitive verb in the English language would have
to be considered causal; it would be impossi-
ble to disentangle causation as a semantic phe-
nomenon with its own linguistic realizations. It
would also be impossible to annotate the cause
and effect separately from the connective.1

Omitting lexical causatives is consistent with
previous causal language annotation schemes
(e.g., Mirza et al. [2014]), though we are not
aware of previous attempts to define what must
be lexicalized for a verb to be excluded.

• Connectives that assert an unspecified causal
relationship. “Smoking is linked to cancer”

1If lexical connectives are ever desired, the PropBank or
FrameNet lexicon could be augmented to indicate which verb
senses are causal, and the associated corpus could then act as a
supplemental causal language corpus.
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does not specify what sort of causal link is
present, so we do not annotate it.

• Temporal language (e.g., “After I drank some
water, I felt much better”). These instances
are often extremely ambiguous (“after” can be
purely temporal). Even when they are unam-
biguously causal, the causal relationship is clear
not from causal language, but from real-world
knowledge about the events presented.

3.3 Anatomy of a Causal Language Instance
For each instance of causal language that meets
these criteria, we annotate three spans (any of which
may be non-contiguous):

• The causal connective – the lexical items in
the construction signalling the causal relation-
ship. Following the basic ideas of construction
grammar (Fillmore et al., 1988), the connective
may be any surface linguistic pattern conven-
tionally used to indicate causation. Such con-
structions generally have at least two open slots
(for cause and effect). The connective annota-
tion includes all words whose lemmas appear in
every instance of the construction.

• The cause. Causes are generally events or
states of affairs, expressed as complete clauses
or phrases. Sometimes, however, an actor, but
not an action, is presented as the cause (e.g., “I
prevented a fire.”). In such cases, we take the
actor to be metonymic for the action, and ac-
cordingly annotate the actor as the cause.

• The effect. Also generally an event or state of
affairs, expressed as a complete clause/phrase.

In general, the spans of the arguments do not over-
lap with the spans of the connectives (though there
are some exceptions).

3.4 Types of Causation
We distinguish four different types of causal rela-
tionships, each of which can have subtly different
semantics. Examples of each are given in Table 1.

CONSEQUENCE instances assert that the cause
naturally leads to the effect via some chain of events,
without highlighting the conscious intervention of
any agent. The majority of instances are CONSE-
QUENCEs (see Table 2).

Causation type Example

CONSEQUENCE We are in serious economic
trouble because of inade-
quate regulation.

MOTIVATION We don’t have much time, so
let’s move quickly.

PURPOSE To strengthen our company,
we must set clearer policies.

INFERENCE This car was driven recently,
because the hood is still hot.

Table 1: Examples of each of the four types of causal
language (with causes in bold and effects in italics).

MOTIVATION instances assert that some agent
perceives the cause, and therefore consciously
thinks, feels, or chooses something. Again, what is
important for this scheme is how the relationship is
presented, so an instance is MOTIVATION only if it
frames the relationship in a way that highlights an
agent’s decision or thought.

PURPOSE instances assert that an agent chooses
the effect out of a desire to make the cause true.
What distinguishes PURPOSEs from MOTIVATIONs
is whether the motivating argument is a fact about
the world or an outcome the agent hopes to achieve.

Note that there is a confusing duality in PUR-
POSEs. The desire for a particular outcome (e.g.,
“to strengthen our company”) motivates (causes) the
effect (“we must set clearer policies”). But from an-
other perspective, having clearer policies is a cause
whose effect may be strengthening the company. We
choose to focus on the first of these relationships be-
cause we take this to be the primary relationship ex-
pressed by language such as “in order to.”

INFERENCE instances borrow the language of
CONSEQUENCE, but they do not assert an actual
chain of events from cause to effect. Instead, they
present the cause as evidence or justification for the
effect (epistemic causation).

3.5 Degrees of Causation

In principle, causal relationships lie on a spectrum
from total prevention to total entailment. Wolff et al.
(2005) discretize this spectrum into three categories:
CAUSE, ENABLE, and PREVENT. In practice, how-
ever, we found that annotators were able to reliably
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In subcorpus annotated with:
Manual only Constructicon

CONSEQUENCE 66 33
MOTIVATION 18 11

PURPOSE 4 21
INFERENCE 0 4

Total 88 69

Table 2: Number of instances of each causation type in
the subcorpora used for IAA. (Counts are from the first
author’s annotations.)

distinguish only positive and negative causation. We
therefore annotate the degree of each instance as ei-
ther FACILITATE or INHIBIT. (We hope to return to
finer-grained distinctions of degree in future work.)

3.6 Tools and Data

We performed all annotations using BRAT (Stene-
torp et al., 2012), a web-based annotation tool. A
sample annotation is shown in Figure 1.

For our corpus, we randomly selected documents
from the Washington section of the New York Times
corpus (Sandhaus, 2008) from the year 2007. We
found that the political nature of these documents
lent itself to more frequent use of causal language.
At present, we have annotated ∼1200 sentences in
total, containing ∼400 instances of causal language.

4 Initial Annotation Process:
Coding Manual Only

In the design phase of our project, we developed a
coding manual for this annotation scheme, work-
ing with three annotators to identify and decide on
difficult cases. Once we felt the manual was ready
for large-scale annotation, we spent several weeks
training a previously uninvolved annotation expert
to apply the scheme. The first author’s annotations
on 201 sentences (containing about 88 instances of
causal language) were then compared against the
new annotator’s to determine inter-annotator agree-
ment. The counts of different causation types are
shown in Table 2.

Under this process, annotators were expected to
consider all principles and special cases laid out in
the manual for each decision: whether something

Partial overlap:
Allowed Excluded

Connectives (F1) 0.70 0.66
Degrees (κ) 0.87 0.87

Causation types (κ) 0.25 0.29
Argument spans (F1) 0.94 0.83
Argument labels (κ) 0.92 0.94

Table 3: Inter-annotator agreement for the coding-
manual-only approach, showing the middling degree of
reliability achieved for connectives and causation types.

The difference between the two columns is that for the
left column, we counted two annotation spans as a match
if at least a quarter of the larger one overlapped with the
smaller; for the right column, we required an exact match.
κ scores indicate Cohen’s kappa. Each κ score was

calculated only for spans that agreed (e.g., degrees were
only compared for matching connective spans).

counted as causal language at all, what words should
be included in the connective, and what the argu-
ment spans should be. Decision trees were provided
to determine the degree and type of the instance.

5 Initial Annotation Results
and Difficulties

Our initial results (Table 3) did not seem to reflect
our many iterations of feedback with the new anno-
tator. For connectives that matched, the argument
annotations agreed fairly well, as did the degrees.
But the agreement rate for the connectives them-
selves was only moderately good, and agreement on
causation types was abysmal.

Furthermore, the annotator, who had more than
30 years of annotation experience in other tasks, re-
ported that she had found the process torturous and
time-consuming, and that she still did not feel con-
fident in her choices. Even to achieve the results
in Table 3, the annotator had to ask several clari-
fication questions about specific constructions. This
matched the experience of the earlier annotators who
had helped us develop the scheme: they felt the
guidelines made sense, and for any given annotation
they could reach consensus via discussion, but even
after working with the scheme for months, annotat-
ing still felt difficult and uncertain.

These results raised two important questions. The
first was a matter of procedure: what could we do
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Something that simple causes problems in subprime, and it has caused problems elsewhere.

Argument Cons [Facil] Argument Arg Cons [Facil] Argument
Cause EffectEffectCause

Coreference

Figure 1: Two fully-annotated instances of causal language in BRAT. Coreference links are included in the annotation
only for arguments that consist entirely of a pronoun.

to improve the annotation process and reliability?
The second question was more fundamental: even
assuming we could improve the agreement scores,
how should we interpret the fact that annotators were
struggling so? If the scheme was still unintuitive af-
ter so much training, was it even meaningful at all?

In the next two sections, we address each of these
questions in turn.

6 Modularizing the Annotation Process
with Corpus Lexicography

The biggest factor dragging down annotators’ com-
fort seemed to be the sheer number of decisions they
had to make. In particular, we were expecting them
to mentally redraw for every possible connective the
fuzzy line between causal and non-causal, keeping
in mind the entire gestalt of guidelines and special
cases. It is no surprise that this task felt overwhelm-
ing, especially given that even once they had decided
an instance was causal, they still faced decisions
about annotation spans, causation type, and degree.

Much of this effort is in fact redundant. Most con-
nectives in a text will be familiar, and the uses of any
given connective are fairly consistent. Accordingly,
once a decision about a linguistic pattern has been
made once, that decision can often be applied to fu-
ture instances of the pattern.

Accordingly, we split the annotation process into
two phases. In the first phase, we compiled a con-
structicon – a simple list of known causal construc-
tions – by manually cataloguing all connectives seen
so far (including in the original annotation set). This
catalog could then be quickly consulted whenever
annotators encountered a potential connective. As
exemplified in Table 4, the catalog gives the word
senses for which each connective pattern applies, as
well as possible variants, which words to include in
the connective span, the degree the connective indi-
cates, and in some cases restrictions on its causation
type. Building the constructicon thus requires the
same difficult decisions, but these decisions can be

Connective pattern 〈cause〉 prevents 〈effect〉
from 〈effect〉

WordNet senses prevent.verb.01
prevent.verb.02

Annotatable words prevent, from
Degree INHIBIT

Type restrictions Not PURPOSE

Table 4: A sample entry in the constructicon.

made once in consultation with others, and then ap-
plied repeatedly to new instances of each pattern.

The constructicon currently includes 166 con-
structions, covering 79 lexically distinct connectives
(e.g., “prevent ” and “prevent from ” are
the same connective but distinct constructions).

In the second phase, annotators used the construc-
ticon to label novel text. The task primarily now
consisted of recognizing known patterns and making
sure that the word senses used in the text matched
the senses for which the patterns were defined.

Of course, there is a cycle in this process: if an-
notators spot a plausible connective that is not in the
constructicon, they can propose it to be added. But
given the relative rarity of novel connectives, this is
not the annotators’ primary task.

We expect to release both the constructicon and
an expanded corpus based on it at a later date.

6.1 Lexicography-Based Annotation Results
Using this method, we trained another annotator for
about a day. After just two rounds of annotation with
feedback, the first author and the new annotator both
used the constructicon to annotate a new dataset of
260 sentences, drawn from the same corpus, con-
taining 69 instances of causal language.2

We expected inter-annotator agreement to de-
crease compared to our previous attempt. The new

2We did not reuse the same dataset because the first author
had become too familiar with it and it had informed the con-
structicon, so it would not have been a meaningful test.
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Partial overlap:
Allowed Excluded

Connectives (F1) 0.78 0.70
Degrees (κ) 1.0 1.0

Causation types (κ) 0.82 0.80
Argument spans (F1) 0.96 0.86
Argument labels (κ) 0.98 0.97

Table 5: Inter-annotator agreement results with annota-
tors using the constructicon. See Table 3 for a fuller de-
scription of how these statistics were computed.

annotator had far less annotation experience, and he
had received a fraction of the training on this task.
Additionally, we had fewer coded instances, which
tends to cause κ scores to drop, and it seemed likely
that the lower density of causal language would
make it harder to spot the occasional instance.

In fact, our results (shown in Table 5) improved on
our initial results in several important respects. First,
there was a modest increase in F1 for connectives.
Second, agreement on causation types was now ex-
cellent. Third, all other metrics, even those that had
already been high, improved slightly. And perhaps
most significantly, these results were achieved with a
fraction of the training time – a day instead of weeks
– and the annotator found annotating quite painless.

Given that these results were computed on a dif-
ferent dataset, it is possible that the improvements
are not as great as they seem. Nonetheless, the dif-
ference in annotator comfort was striking, and we
believe that both datasets are representative.

Of course, the lexicography work itself still takes
significant effort – effort that we were able to short-
cut somewhat by mining our existing annotations
to build the constructicon. But in general, the lex-
icography could be done in parallel with refining the
scheme itself, as trial datasets are annotated.

6.2 When is Lexicography Appropriate?

The lexicography-based approach to semantic anno-
tation is not new, of course. Several high-profile an-
notation projects have used it successfully, most no-
tably PropBank and FrameNet. But it is a relatively
uncommon approach for projects to take. Our expe-
rience suggests that although lexicography may not
work well for every annotation effort, it may be more

widely useful than current practice would indicate.
The essential question, then, is what characteris-

tics make a project a good fit for corpus lexicogra-
phy. Our experience here is limited, but one fea-
ture of our project seems to have made it particularly
amenable to this approach: without a constructicon,
annotators had to make the same decisions repeat-
edly. This was the core reason why the constructi-
con was useful; a constructicon would not save any
work if it did not codify frequently made decisions.

Of course, a lexicography-based approach inten-
sifies concerns about meaningfulness. Adopting a
lexicon may increase inter-annotator agreement, but
what annotators are agreeing on is more constrained.
A generous reading is that that the experts who com-
piled the lexicon have helped less-expert annotators
make more accurate choices. But there is a less char-
itable reading, as well: if such constraints are needed
for agreement, perhaps the annotation scheme fails
to capture meaningful semantic categories – perhaps
it is merely a fiction of the minds of its designers. It
is to this concern that we turn next.

7 What Does Low Non-Expert Agreement
Say About Validity?

What imparts validity to an annotation scheme is a
fundamental question that haunts every annotation
project. Even a well-thought-out scheme can in-
clude arbitrary, empirically meaningless decisions,
which would seem to undermine the scheme’s value
as a description of a real linguistic phenomenon.3

This risk of arbitrariness is precisely what appears
to bother Riezler (2014) in his discussion of cir-
cularity in computational linguistics: it is entirely
possible that an annotation scheme has high inter-
annotator agreement and can even be reproduced by
software, and yet the scheme is empirically empty.
The agreement can be achieved simply by devel-
oping a shared body of implicit, arbitrary theoreti-
cal assumptions among expert or intensively trained
coders. Meanwhile, the fact that the annotations can
be reproduced automatically shows only that the the-
ory can be expressed both as an annotation scheme
and as an annotation machine, not that it encapsu-
lates something meaningful.

3Similar questions arise in designing and assessing tests for
social science research (Trochim, 2006).
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Thus, the problem of arbitrary assumptions raises
especially serious questions about any scheme for
which expertise seems to be required. If a scheme
requires expert input or intensive training to reach
agreement, that seems to suggest that the scheme is
really a “stone soup” of theoretical, possibly arbi-
trary assumptions among the experts.

One tempting solution is Riezler’s first suggestion
for breaking circularity: using naive coders, such as
crowdsourced annotators. The instructions that con-
vey the scheme to the coders, who do not share the
same theoretical assumptions, constitute a second
theory that the original theory can be grounded in.
This, Riezler implies, would demonstrate the empir-
ical reality of the theory behind the scheme, which
he presumably would argue confirms its value.

For many schemes, high agreement among naive
coders may indeed break the circularity of the
scheme. But as our lexicography-based approach
highlights, this solution may not address the deeper
problem of arbitrariness. Consider an annotation
guide that relies on a lexicon to save the coders de-
cisions. It is debatable whether this would qualify
as a sufficiently different description of the theory to
break circularity. Either way, though, if the original
scheme was arbitrary, the arbitrariness still remains,
even if naive coders achieve high agreement. The ar-
bitrary rules are no longer hidden in the heads of the
annotators, but instead they are baked directly into
the annotation guidelines as pre-made decisions. It
seems, then, that the possibility of crowdsourcing
(or, more generally, non-expert annotation) is not
sufficient to make a scheme worthwhile.

Some (though notably not Riezler) have argued
that disagreement among naive coders demonstrates
the empirical emptiness of a scheme – i.e., that the
possibility of crowdsourcing is still a necessary con-
dition for a scheme’s validity. (The concerns we
raised above suggest this argument, as well.) This
argument is also problematic, because it assumes
that naive coders’ explicit knowledge accurately re-
flects how their language works. That may seem rea-
sonable – after all, naive coders are competent users
of the language. But in practice, there is no reason
to expect the average person to have meta-linguistic
awareness, any more than one would expect a base-
ball player – a competent user of physics – to cor-
rectly identify the physics phenomena at work when

he swings. The fact that expertise is required to pre-
cisely describe a phenomenon does not mean that
the phenomenon is not empirically real.

If, consequently, agreement among naive coders
is neither necessary nor sufficient to ascribe value to
an annotation scheme, how do we proceed?

One way out is Riezler’s second proposal: extrin-
sic task-based evaluation. If an annotation scheme
is useful for a particular downstream NLP task –
e.g., information extraction – then in some sense it
is irrelevent whether the scheme is arbitrary; it at
least correlates with the truth enough to be practi-
cally useful. We hope our scheme for causal lan-
guage will fall into this category by proving useful,
both directly to humans seeking causal information
and for downstream information extraction.

Another way out is a type of usefulness that Rie-
zler does not discuss. Often, simply attempting to
formalize a phenomenon yields insights into some
aspect of language, even if the formalization is em-
pirically questionable.

It could be, for example, that our causal language
scheme invents empirically meaningless semantic
categories. However, it may still suggest hypotheses
about how people use certain causal constructions.
For instance, how often people talk about inhibiting
vs. facilitating may vary dramatically depending on
the genre. If validated, such an observation would
yield valuable insights about language use and per-
haps psychology – insights we would not have even
thought to look for without the annotation scheme.

In short, then, we do not believe that low agree-
ment among naive coders (or a need for expert guid-
ance in decision-making, such as a lexicon) neces-
sarily impugns the value of an annotation scheme as
a whole. Accordingly, we hope that our suggestion
of construction-based lexicography will help others
build annotation schemes and corpora that are valu-
able by the criteria we have outlined. In our own
future work, we hope to demonstrate that our causal
language scheme meets these criteria, as well.
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